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Abstract

This dissertation investigates the effects of animacy in the syntax and morpho-syntax of
language. More precisely, I examine cases in which minimal pairs, varying only in the animacy
of the subject NP, show different morpho-syntactic behavior. This study suggests that a
significant part of the explanation of these effects lies in the syntactic representation of argument
structure—that animate and inanimate NPs, under certain conditions, receive different thematic
roles, and thus occupy different structural positions at the syntactic level(s) where argument
structure is represented. The findings of this project are shown to constitute a part of a broader
generalization and find empirical support in a cross-linguistic perspective.
One of the primary findings in this dissertation is an empirical generalization concerning
animate arguments of unaccusative verbs in Russian which display a previously unnoticed type
of ‘variable behavior’ for unaccusative diagnostics. I propose that animate arguments must be
interpreted as Experiencers whenever possible, and can only be Themes when an Experiencer
interpretation is unavailable. The thematic distinction correlates with a structural difference that
explains the variable behavior under unaccusativity diagnostics.
Another important contribution of this study is a uniform account of Russian and Italian
data involving typical unergative predicates which are problematic for the original formulation of
i

the Unaccusativity Hypothesis. I propose that the parallels between the Russian and Italian facts
occur due to an alternation in perspective structure or the framing of the event, which is
syntactically represented as a choice between two argument structure frames, determined by such
factors as contextual inference, the verb's lexical semantics and general knowledge.
An additional contribution of this dissertation is a novel account of the agreement
alternations with quantified NP (QNP) subjects in Russian. I argue that the revised view of the
VP-internal vs. VP-external distribution of (intransitive) subjects proposed in this dissertation
constitutes a crucial component of a complete generative account of QNP agreement
alternations. The central result is that truly optional plural agreement arises only with a particular
subset of QNPs: those which are VP-external, but below Spec, TP and which lack nominative
case. Only these can show semantic, as opposed to morphosyntactic, agreement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

А был ли мальчик? Может и мальчика то никакого не было?
(из кинофильма 'Мелодия для шарманки')
Are you sure there was a boy?
May be there was no boy there in the first place?
(from a movie 'Melody for a street organ')

This work examines the effects of animacy in the syntax and morpho-syntax of language.
Narrowly, I examine cases in which minimal pairs, varying only in the animacy of the subject
NP, show different morpho-syntactic behavior. I argue that a significant part of the explanation
of these effects lies in the syntactic representation of argument structure—that animate and
inanimate NPs, under certain conditions, receive different thematic roles, and thus occupy
different structural positions at the syntactic level(s) where argument structure is represented.
The findings of this project are shown to constitute a part of a broader generalization that applies
in a wide cross-linguistic perspective.
One well-known example where animacy plays a role is in agreement with quantified
NPs (QNPs) in Russian. Quantified numeral subjects in Russian may famously trigger plural or
singular verb agreement in Russian, as shown in (1a) (Corbett 1979, 1983, Pesetsky 1982 among
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others). However, in some environments there is an animacy contrast, and plural agreement is
unavailable or degraded with inanimate NPs, as shown in 1(b).
(1) a. Pjat’ čelovek
five persons

rabotali/rabotalo

na etom zavode.

workedPL/Neut

on this factory

‘Five people worked at this factory’.
b. Pjat’ holodil’nikov
five fridges

??rabotali/ rabotalo

na kuhne

worked ??Pl/Neut

on kitchen

‘Five fridges worked in the kitchen.’

Another pair illustrating the same contrast is provided in (2): the inanimate counterpart of (2)a is
unacceptable with plural agreement.

(2)a.

Pjat’

studentov

byli/bylo

v Londone

five

studentsGen

were/wasPl/Neut

in London

‘Five students were in London.’
b.

Pjat’

stuljev

??byli/bylo

v Londone/v komnate

five

chairsGen

??were/was??Pl/Neut

in London/in the room

‘Five chairs were in the room.’

Animate and inanimate subjects also contrast with regards to unaccusativity diagnostics
in Russian. While some classes of ‘variable behavior’ predicates have been discussed in the
literature, a central empirical observation in this dissertation is that the range of example types in
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which animacy plays a role is much larger than previously recognized. An illustrative minimal
pair is given in (3):
(3)a. Mnogo listjev
a lot of leaves

napadalo

na etu lestnicu.

fell

on these steps

‘A lot of leaves have fallen (collected) on these steps.’
b.* Mnogo studentov
many students

napadalo

na etu lestnicu.

fell

on these steps

‘A lot of students have fallen (collected) on these steps.’

Na-prefixation, with a quantified subject, is a recognized unaccusativity diagnostic in
Russian (Pesetsky (1982), Borik (1995) among others). What has not been previously shown is
that, at least to a first approximation, only inanimate subjects of unaccusatives are felicitous in
this construction—animate subjects are generally unacceptable, as shown in (3)b. This contrast is
systematic and extends to other unaccusativity diagnostics as well. In developing an account of
this contrast (see below), I will argue that the effect is in part thematic and is sensitive to
contextual factors. Given appropriate contexts, the ban on animates in unaccusative subject
position should not hold—this prediction will be shown to be borne out.
The main theme of this dissertation is that the animacy contrasts of the sort just presented
are structurally represented. I propose that animate and inanimate arguments may (under
conditions I make more explicit in the following chapters) bear different thematic roles, and that
these correspond to different structural positions at LF. In turn, these differences interact with the
syntax of unaccusativity diagnostics, the morphosyntax of agreement and the like, to provide an
account of the observed effects.
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The dissertation is divided into four main parts: The Unaccusativity Hypothesis: Animacy
as Agentivity and Beyond (Chapter 2), Context Sensitive Unaccusativity: Russian and Italian
Parallels (Chapter 3), The Interaction of Animacy and Verb Agreement (Chapter 4), and
Agreement with the First Conjunct: Beyond Unaccusativity? (Chapter 5). A concise summary of
each of the chapters is provided in the sections below.

1.

Chapter 2: Animacy in Argument Structure
One of the main contributions of this Chapter is an empirical generalization about a

‘bigger’ role of animacy at the argument structure level. In addition to the well-known agentivity
contrasts with verbs whose meaning and corresponding argument structure has been shown to
alternate on the basis of animacy of an argument ((Pesetsky 1982), Levin and Rappaport (1995)
among many others), I show that there exists an additional level of contrast linked to animacy
which is a general characteristic of all unaccusative predicates. I refer to this contrast as the
Experiencer/Theme interaction. On the basis of four distinct unaccusativity diagnostics in
Russian, I show that the single arguments of unaccusative verbs, if animate, can show an
alternation between two different structural distributions correlating with corresponding
interpretative and contextual dependencies. I show the crucial key to defining this intricate (and
seemingly inconsistent) contrast is to analyze the literal animacy of an argument as a potential
for receiving more than one thematic interpretation and occurring in more than one argument
structure frame. This condition is formalized as the Experiencer Condition in (4) below.

(4)

Animate arguments of unaccusative verbs are potential Experiencers.
The potential must be realized if possible (see below for details).
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Below I provide a brief illustration of the data pattern as well as the mechanism assumed behind
the Experiencer Condition in (4). The VP-external distribution of animate subjects of
unaccusative verbs is illustrated by means of a measure prefix -na. Arguments of verbs prefixed
with certain measure prefixes in Russian have been argued to follow a VP-internal distribution
(Pesetsky (1982), Borik (1995) among others). Na-prefixation is permitted with subjects of
unaccusative (5)-(7), objects of transitive (8), but not with subjects of unergative (9) or transitive
verbs (10).

(5)

Mnogo travy naroslo
a lot

grass grew

v parke

unaccusative subject

in park

‘A lot of grass grew in the park.’
(6)

Mnogo listjev napadalo na etoj lestnitse.
a lot of leaves fell

unaccusative subject

on these steps

‘A lot of leaves have fallen (collected) on these steps.’
(7)

Mnogo uglej

nagorelo v kostre

a lot of (char)coals

burned in the fire

unaccusative subject

'A lot of (char)coals have burned in the fire.'
(8)

Deti

nakupili (mnogo) knig

children

bought (a lot) books

transitive object

‘The children bought a lot of books.’
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(9)*

Mnogo detej

naigralo v parke

a lot of children

played

unergative subject

in park

‘A lot of children played in park.’
(10)* Mnogo detej nakupilo
many children bought

knigi

transitive subject

books

‘Many children bought books.’

The consistent pattern of VP-internal distribution in (5)-(7), however, breaks down in (11)-(13).
All subjects of unaccusative verbs in (11)-(13) are animate, and contrast in acceptability with
inanimate counterparts (compare (5)-(7)).

(11)* Mnogo detei naroslo
many children grew

za vesnu

unaccusative subject

in spring

‘A lot of children has grown over the spring.'
(12)* Mnogo studentov napadalo na etoj lestnitse.
many students

fell

unaccusative subject

on these steps

‘A lot of students have fallen (collected) on these steps.’
(13)* Mnogo žil'cov nagorelo v požare
many tenants burn

unaccusative subject

in the fire

'A lot of tenants have burned in the fire.'

In Chapter 2, I argue that the above contrast arises as a mismatch between a structural
implementation of the Experiencer Condition in (4) and the domain of licensing of a
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quantificational prefix. The quantificational prefix, being attached to V0, is required to scope
over its argument at LF. While inanimate arguments may occur VP-internally, thus, within the
licensing of the na-prefix, animate arguments raise to an Experiencer position in Spec, ApplP
located structurally higher than the licensing domain of the quantificational prefix (see (14))1.
(14)

vP/ApplP
ei
XPExperiencer
v’/Appl’
ei
verb prefixation
v0/Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
na- V0
XPTheme

In cases where raising to an Experiencer is incompatible with a verb's lexical semantics or world
knowledge, or where the subject cannot be interpreted as an Experiencer, the alternative structure
without the ApplP layer is assumed. For example, the unacceptability/infelicity in (11)
disappears in a context facilitating a non-Experiencer interpretation of an animate argument (see
(15)). The structural implementation of the effect is shown in (17) below (compare (14) and
(17)).
(15)

Science fiction context: people grow children like flowers in the labs.
Every season the number of grown up children is measured and
compared.

(16) a. Mnogo travy naroslo
a lot of grass grew

za vesnu
in spring

‘A lot of grass has grown over the spring.’

1

Provisionally, I assume Appl0 to be a 'flavor of v' (Folli and Harley (2004)) and thus, in complementary
distribution with v0, which introduces a Agent argument.
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b. Mnogo detei
many children

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring

‘A lot of children have grown over the spring.'
(17)

vP

ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
V0
QPTheme

na-roslo
‘have grown’

mnogo detej
‘many children’

The Experiencer Condition will also play a role in understanding the animacy effect in the
agreement contrasts in (2). However, the animacy effects in agreement surface not only in
(canonical) unaccusative predicates, but also in some unergative predicates. Chapter 3 turns to
another ingredient of the analysis, namely, a reevaluation of the syntax of the unaccusativeunergative distinction.

2.

Chapter 3: Context Sensitive Unaccusativity in Russian and Italian

Chapter 3 of this dissertation is a structural account of the otherwise well-known non-uniform
behavior of unergative predicates in Russian and Italian (Babby (1980), Lonzi (1986) among
others). The non-uniform behavior involves typical unergative predicates that can show
unaccusative behavior sensitive to contextual factors and syntactic environment.
The starting point for the Russian data involves the Genitive of Negation (Gen of Neg).
Normally, only VP-internal arguments can take Genitive case under negation, thus (18), (19) are
ungrammatical with a genitive subject of an unergative verb. However, typical unergative verbs
8

in Russian ('play', 'work', 'hide' etc.) have been shown to be acceptable with Gen of Neg in
special existential contexts and/or in a Locative Inversion frame (see (20), (21) below) (Babby
(1980), (2001) Partee et al (2011) among others).

(18)* Detej

ne igralo na bajane

Gen of Neg

childrenGen not played on bayan
‘Children were not playing the bayan.’
(19)?? Na ulice
on street

ne igralo

nikakih detej

not played no-kind childrenGen

‘There were no children playing in the street.’

Context: Na zabrošenom zavode upal i razbilsja Saša.

(Babby, 2001: 50-51)

‘Sasha fell and was badly hurt at the abandoned factory’
(20) Tam bolše ne igraet nikakih detej
there more not play no childrenGen
‘There are no longer any children playing there.’
(21)a. Na etom zavode
on this plant

igrali deti

Locative Inversion

played chilren

‘There were children playing in the street.’
b. Na etom
on this

zavode bolše ne igraet nikakih detej
plant

more not play no children

‘There were no children playing at this plant anymore’

9

On a par with the Russian facts, similar effects have been pointed out for Italian. In Italian, the
relevant data involves ne-cliticization, a standard unaccusativity test for diagnosing the VPinternal position of an argument, which has been shown to be possible with typical unergative
verbs (Lonzi (1986), Calabrese and Maling (2009) among others).

(22)

Ne giocano sempre solo tre (di bambini)
ne play always only three (of children)
‘Only three of them always play.’

(23)

Ne camminerà tanta (di gente) su quei marciapiedi
ne walk

many of people on those sidewalk

‘Many will walk on those sidewalks.’
I argue that Russian and Italian facts reflect the same phenomenon. Specifically, I appeal to the
analysis of Gen of Neg in terms of the Perspective Structure in Partee and Borschev (2002),
Partee et al (2011). I propose to extended this analysis to account for the acceptability of
unergative verbs in a Locative Inversion structure. I show that Locative Inversion corresponds to
one of the Perspective Structure choices: the Existential Perspective structure. Picking up on the
intuition expressed in Partee et al (2011) that a change of Perspective Structure reflects a
diathesis choice, I suggest that there exists an alternation of two argument structures in the case
of unergative predicates (see (24)a,b below). In the familiar Predicative Perspective structure in
(24)a, the unergative subjects is base-generated in the Spec, vP. The other structure is the
Existential Perspective structure in (24)b which is characterized by the absence of a vP layer.
With the vP-layer being absent, subjects of unergative verbs have to be base generated VPinternally. In the Existential Perspective structure, the unergative subject, being VP-internal,
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behaves for certain tests as if it is an unaccusative subject. The two argument structures are
shown to be structurally disambiguated by Gen of Neg, Locative Inversion in Russian; and necliticization as well as bare plurals in Italian.
(24)a.
TP

Predicative Perspective structure

ei

T’

ei

T0

vP

ei

XPunerg

VP

ei

V

b.

TP

Existential Perspective structure

ei

LocPP

T’

ei

T0

VP

ei

VP

3.

XP

Chapter 4: Interaction of Animacy and Verb Agreement

The major contribution provided in Chapter 3 of my dissertation is a novel account of the
agreement alternations with QNP subjects in Russian. I argue that the more elaborate view of the
VP-internal vs. VP-external distribution of (intransitive) subjects proposed in Chapter 1 and 2 is
a crucial component of a complete generative account of QNP agreement alternations.
Quantified numeral subjects in Russian may famously trigger plural or singular verb
agreement in Russian (see (25)). (Pesetsky (1982), Franks (1995), Bošković (2006) among
others).
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(25)

Pjat’ krasivyh devušek

prišli/ prišlo

five beautiful girls

arrivedPL/NeutSgl

'There arrived five beautiful girls.'

Generative accounts (Pesetsky (1982) among others), connect the variation in the agreement
pattern in (22) to a general characteristic of a QNP category (i.e., lack of Case) in combination
with a syntactic unaccusativity effect. Corpus-based accounts (Revzin (1978), Corbett (2000),
Robblee (1993)), reveal several other factors affecting agreement choice with QNP subjects:
definiteness/specificity, precedence and animacy.
Unlike in previous generative accounts of QNP agreement, the data set that I use for
motivating my account includes separate controls for such factors as animacy, verb type, and
word order, as well as definiteness/specificity and Case of QNP subjects.
For an illustration, consider (26) and (27) in comparison to (28) and (29) below. The pair
in (26)-(27) appears to contradict an account based on the Case of a QNP and the verb's
unaccusativity: it is the animacy of the QNP but not its Case or verb type that is relevant for the
agreement choice.

(26)

a.

Pjat’ čelovek rabotali/rabotalo na etom zavode.
five persons workedPL/Neut

on this plant

‘Five persons worked on this plant.’
b.

Pjat’ holodil’nikov ??rabotali/ rabotalo na kuhne.
five fridges

worked ??Pl/Neut

on kitchen

‘Five fridges worked in the kitchen.’

12

(27)

a.

Pjat’

studentov byli/bylo

v Londone

five

studentsGen were/wasPl/Neut

in London

‘Five students were in London’.
b.

Pjat’

stuljev ??byli/bylo

v Londone/v komnate

five

chairsGen ??were/was??Pl/Neut

in London/in the room

‘Five chairs were in London/in the room.’

The effects with agreement in (28)-(29) disappear in the presence of an overt Nom marker on the
QNP subject, thus providing support in favor of the original generalization that Nom(inative) case
precludes the optionality of agreement.

(28)

a.

Eti

pjat’ čelovek rabotali/*rabotalo na etom zavode.

theseNom five persons workedPL/*NeutSgl

on this plant

‘These five people worked on this plant.’
b.

Eti

pjat’ holodil’nikov rabotali/* rabotalo

theseNomfive fridges

workedPl/*NeutSgl

na kuhne.
on kitchen

‘These five fridges worked in the kitchen.’
(29)

a.

Eti

pjat’ studentov byli/*bylo

theseNomfive

v Londone

studentsGen were/wasPl/*Neut

in London

‘These five students were in London.’
b.

Eti

pjat’ stuljev byli/*bylo

v Londone/v komnate

theseNom five chairsGen were/wasPl/*Neutin London/in the room
‘These five chairs were in London/in the room.’
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Another

factor

that

can

override

the

optionality

of

agreement

in

(25)-(26)

is

definiteness/specificity. In contexts where a presuppositional interpretation of a QNP is required,
plural agreement is obligatory with both animate and inanimate arguments.

(30)

a.

Pjat’(iz) etih inženerov rabotali/??rabotalo na etom zavode,
Five of these engineers workedPL/??Neut
pjat’ ostal’nyh inženerov

on this plant

rabotali/??rabotalo v stroitelstve

five of the remaining engineers worked PL/??Neut in construction
‘Five of these engineers worked at this plant, the remaining five
worked in construction.’
Vy ne podskažete… (Could you tell me..)
b.

pjat’(kakih nibud’)

inženerov rabotali/rabotalo na etom

Five of any kind

engineers workedPL/Neut

on this

zavode?
factory
‘(Could you tell me) if any five engineers worked at this factory?’

In Chapter 4, I show that what underlies verb agreement alternations with animate/inanimate
quantified subjects in (26)-(27) is a distinct distribution of animate/inanimate QNPs in the
argument structure. Crucially, it is not the direct mapping of animacy to a structural position, but
animacy as a potential for an argument to move to a higher structural position for an Experiencer
theta-role (on the basis of Chapter 2).
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In addition, definite/specific QNP subjects undergo movement outside of the vP domain
for mapping to a Restrictive Clause domain at LF (i.e., Diesing's (1992) Mapping Hypothesis).
The structure in (31) illustrates the three positions QNP subjects can occupy in a clause structure
which lead to three different agreement patterns: obligatorily NeutSgl for inanimate, non-specific
QNPs, optionality between NeutSg and Pl agreement for animate, non-specific QNPs, and
obligatory Pl for specific/definite QNPs.
(31)

TP

ru
QNPSpecific
T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

ei
QNPAg/Exp
v’/ Appl’
e i
v0/Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme

I connect the morpho-syntactic agreement to an abstract Nom Case feature, where only
categories specified for Nom Case can be accessible to morpho-syntactic agreement. An NP or
QNP with overt nominative case obligatorily triggers morphosyntactic agreement (even where
this is at odds with the semantic features—examples are discussed in Chapter 4). A QNP
category, lacking a Case feature, is inaccessible to morpho-syntactic agreement. If no (Q)NP
triggers morphosyntactic agreement, then the verb may be spelled out with a default agreement
option: Neuter Singular. A second possibility for QNPs is semantic agreement. I argue (following
Den Dikken (1995), Sauerland (2004), Corbett (2006), Smith (2012)) that semantic agreement is
more local than morpho-syntactic agreement, and is restricted to a target and controller in a
single agreement (or Spell-Out) domain, while morpho-syntactic agreement can span a larger
structure.
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The result of these assumptions is that morpho-syntactic agreement may be controlled by
a nominative (Q)NP in any of the positions in (31), but only VP-external arguments may control
semantic agreement. I argue that obligatory plural agreement with QNPspecific is the result of a
Spec, Head agreement configuration. The movement for definiteness/specificity also partially
overlaps with the surface order of arguments, thus, providing an explanation to the original
empirical observations on the relevance of precedence (surface word order) for agreement
resolution known from the corpus work (Corbett (1983), (2000), Robblee (1993)).
Although the assumptions here appear complex, the central result is that truly optional
plural agreement arises only with a very particular subset of examples, namely: QNPs that are
VP-external, but below Spec,TP and which lack nominative case. Only these can show semantic
agreement via an Agree option, which, as argued, respects tighter locality conditions than
morpho-syntactic agreement.

4.

Chapter 5: Agreement with the First Conjunct: Beyond Unaccusativity?

The main contribution I provide in Chapter 5 of my dissertation is a novel empirical
observation with regards to the factors that play a role in agreement with the first conjunct in
Russian. I show that agreement with the first conjunct is not sensitive to unaccusativity of the
verb per se, contra to what was originally proposed in Babyonyshev (1996), Harves (2002).
Instead, agreement with the first conjunct is sensitive to the properties of the conjoined subjects
which

include:

(i)

animacy

(as

part

of

thematic

interpretation

requirement)

(ii)

definiteness/specificity of the conjoined NPs and (iii) (pragmatic) symmetry of the conjoined
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members2. In Chapter 5, I show that while (i) and (ii) are relevant for VP-internal/VP-external
distinction, they constitute only a partial overlap with verb’s unaccusativity.
First Conjunct Agreement (FCA) has been argued to be an effective unaccusativity
diagnostic in Russian: agreement with the first member of a conjoined subject in a postverbal
position is possible for unaccusative verbs, but not for unergative and transitive predicates (as in
(33)-(34)) (Babyonyshev (1996), Harves (2002)).

(Babyonyshev, 1996:75, 97)
(32)

Na stole stojali / stoljala/ *stojal

pepel’nica i pustoj stakan

on table stoodPL / Fem Sgl /MascSgl ashtray

and empty glass

‘There was an ashtray and an empty glass on the table.’
(33)

Ob etom často

govorjat/* govorit

about this often talkPl

/talkSgl

Andrej i Kolja
Andrej and Kolja

‘Andrej and Kolya often talk about it.’
(34)

Stihi pišut/* pišet

Svetlov i

Danilov

poems writePl /writeSgl Svetlov and Danilov
‘Svetlov and Danilov write poems.’

As is shown in (35), (36), the original observation on the distribution of FCA in (32)-(34)
is, however, misleading. Verb agreement with the first conjunct is sensitive to animacy of the
conjoined subjects: conjunction of names, as well as non-referential animate NPs, gives rise to
obligatory plural agreement (compare (35)a and (36)a). Conjunction of inanimate entities, on the
2

The original observation on the relevance of animacy for the first conjunct agreement dates back to Corbett
(1982). In his corpus study he identifies two controller factors for agreement with conjoined noun phrases in
Russian: precedence and animacy.
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other hand, can be acceptable with both plural and singular agreement option, as is shown in
(35)c, (36)c. Conjunction of non-referential animate NPs can give rise to a Sgl agreement if the
conjunction is asymmetrical: the first NP conjunct is more contextually salient than the other (see
(37)).
(35) a. Na večere igrali/*igral

Petja i Vanja

on party playedPl/*Sgl

unergative

Petja and Vanja

‘Petja and Vanja played at the party.’
b. Na večere igrali/*igral

flejist i skripač

on party playedPl/*Sgl

flutist and a violinist

‘A flutist and a violinist played at the party.’
c. Na večere ?igrali/igral
on party

magnitofon i radio

played?Pl/Sgl player and radio

‘A player and a radio played at the party.’

(36) a. V prudu utonuli/*utonul Kolja i Vanja

unaccusative

in pond drowned Pl/*Sgl Kolja and Vanja
‘Kolja and Vanja drowned in the pond.’
b. V prudu utonuli/*utonul

rabočij

i

prohožij

in pond drowned Pl/*Sgl a worker and a passer-by
‘A worker and a passer-by drowned in the pond.’
c. V prudu ? utonuli
in pond

/utonul avtomobil i

drowned ?Pl/Sgl

car

povozka

and cart

‘A car and a pond sank in the pond.’
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(37)a. Na večere pela/peli

odna izvestnaja pevitsa i ee protégé

at the party sang-Sg/Pl one famous singer and her protégé
‘One famous singer and her protégé sang at the party.’
b. V katastrofe
in a plane crash

razbilsja/razbilis glavnyj pilot i ego pomoščnik
died-Sg/Pl

main pilot and his assistant

‘The main pilot and his assistant died in a plane crash.’

Note that the above contrasts, while revealing sensitivity to the properties of the
conjoined subject, crosscut the verb’s unaccusativity distinction. In fact, another important piece
of evidence comes from subjects of transitive verbs: inanimate conjoined NPs, when nonreferential, can also allow agreement with the first conjunct (see (38)).

(38)a. Stihi pišut/* pišet

Svetlov i

poems writePl /*Sgl Svetlov and

Danilov
Danilov

‘Svetlov and Danilov write poems.’
b. Otčety pišut/ pišet buhgalterieja i otdel kadrov
reports writePl /Sgl accounting office and human resources
‘Accounting office and human resources write reports.’

In Chapter 5, I propose an account for the data pattern presented above. Following the
insights of Babyonyshev’s (1996) analysis, I argue that first conjunct agreement and Locative
Inversion share a lot of characteristics and should be analyzed in terms of the same structural
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configuration. In particular, I propose that agreement with a single NP in Locative Inversion
proceeds in the same fashion as the agreement with the first conjunct.
I extend the line of analysis proposed in Chapter 3 for Locative Inversion to account for the FCA
pattern, as well as the corresponding properties of the conjoined subjects.
Following Borschev and Partee (1998), (2002), Partee et al (2011), I assume that two
basic argument structures can become available to verbs whose (lexical) semantics can be
reduced ('bleached') to an existential verb: (i) regular vP structure with an Agent argument
position in Spec, vP (Predicative Perspective structure) and (ii) a non-vP structure with an
internal argument (Existential Perspective structure). The corresponding argument structures are
repeated in (36)a,b below (see section 2 of this chapter on more details of the proposal).

(39)a.
TP

Predicative Perspective structure

ei

T’

ei

T0

vP

ei

XPunerg

VP

ei

V

b.

TP

Existential Perspective structure

ei

LocPP

T’

ei

T0

VP

ei

VP

XPUnerg

In (40), the mechanism of agreement with a single NP in a Locative Inversion is
illustrated: features of subject NP[uφ:Sg] value number features of T0 resulting in Sg verb
agreement.
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Locative Inversion

	
  	
  	
  	
  

ei

Nuclear Scope Domain

T'
Na večere ei
‘at party’
T0
VP
Loc PP

ei
VP
NP
ei
[uφ:Sg]
V

[uφ:_ ]

A similar structure is applied to account for the possibility of first conjunct agreement in
post-verbal position. The possibility of an existential syntax for unergative verbs plays a crucial
role in the analysis (see Chapter 5 for more details of the analysis).
(41)
	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

First Conjunct Agreement

ei

Loc PP

Na večere
‘at party’

T'
ei
T0
VP

ei
V
ConjP[ uφ:Pl]

uφ:_

pela/peli

‘sangSg/Pl

(42)
	
  

(unergative/existential)

ru
NP1
Conj’
[uφ:Sgl] ru
Conj0
NP2

First Conjunct Agreement

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

	
  	
  	
  	
  

(unaccusative)

ei

Loc PP

Na ulice
‘in the street’

T'
ei
T0
VP

uφ:_

ei
V
ConjP[ uφ:Pl]

stojala/stojali
‘stoodSg/Pl’

ru
NP1
Conj’
[uφ:Sgl] ru
Conj0
NP2

The special properties of the postverbal conjoined subjects are captured along the lines of
Diesing's (1992) Mapping Hypothesis and the argument structure distinction proposed in Chapter
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2 and 3. The important conclusion that I reach in Chapter 5 is that FCA is an example of an
indirect unaccusativity diagnostic: it is sensitive to the VP-internal vs VP-external position
distinction, but it is not an ‘unaccusative’ diagnostic in the classic sense of an unaccusative
versus unergative predicate distinction.
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Chapter 2

The Unaccusativity Hypothesis: Animacy as Agentivity and
Beyond

Поставьте Веру на место и
не трогайте больше руками!
(из кинофильма 'Служебный Роман')
Put Vera back in her place and
don't touch her with your hands!
(from the movie 'Sluzhebny roman')

0.

Introduction
In this chapter, I will provide the basis for the discussion of unaccusativity in

Russian. In particular, I will start the chapter with a brief review of the literature on
unaccusativity cross-linguistically: the formulation of the Unaccusativity Hypothesis
(Permutter (1978), Burzio (1986), Hoekstra and Mulder (1990), Zaenen (1993)), the
standard unaccusativity properties and their diagnostics. I will continue my discussion by
identifying the two existent views of unaccusativity: the syntactic and the semantic
approach, the semantic approach being the line of research undertaken in Van Valin
(1990), Borer (1994), van Hout (1994), Dowty (1991), which is an attempt to analyze
unaccusativity in terms of aspectual properties of the verb.
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As the next step, I will continue the discussion by examining the so called
'agentivity' effects and verbs of 'variable behavior' in English, Dutch, Italian and Russian
whereby the animacy of an argument determines the verb's behavior with respect to
unaccusativity diagnostics. Finally, I will provide a new class of data from Russian which
represents an effect linked to animacy distinct from the standard 'agentivity' effects.
Based on a careful investigation of the interaction of animacy and unaccusativity
tests in Russian, I will argue that apart from Agent/Theme role interaction which
underlies agentivity effects with variable behavior verbs, there exists an additional level
of contrast which is characteristic of many unaccusative predicates: Experiencer/Theme
interaction. The connection between animacy and an Experiencer will be formalized as a
condition whereby animacy works as a prerequisite for the assignment of an additional
theta role to a single argument, an Experiencer. Unlike their inanimate counterparts,
animate arguments of unaccusative predicates have the potential of bearing two theta
roles: Theme and Experiencer. The additional theta role will be connected to the
presence/absence of ApplP layer in the structure, where raising to Spec, ApplP will be
required for animate but not inanimate arguments. The structure with ApplP will underlie
the Theme/Experiencer interaction, while the in-situ position will be correlated with
unaccusativity properties.
I will provide an account for the well-known but so far poorly understood effects
of context sensitivity of unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian (Babby (1980), (2001),
Harves (2002), Borschev and Partee (1998)), whereby more than one interpretation can
be observed with animate arguments of unaccusative (chapter 1) and unergative
predicates (continued in Chapter 3). The proposed argument structure will be shown to
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interact with such factors as the lexical meaning of the verb, contextual triggers or the
telicity of the verb giving rise to the effects of context sensitivity.

1.

The Unaccusativity Hypothesis

1.1

Unaccusativity is structural (Perlmutter (1978), Burzio (1986))

Unaccusativity as a linguistic phenomenon has been an important milestone of linguistic
theory for a long time. The Unaccusativity Hypothesis (UH) was initially proposed in the
Relational Grammar framework in Perlmutter (1978). The original formulation of the UH
is given in (1) below:

(Perlmutter (1978:160)
(1)

Certain intransitive clauses have an initial 2 but no initial 1.

In the Government and Binding (GB) framework, into which it was subsequently adapted
by Burzio (1986), (1) expresses the idea that there are two types of intransitive
predicates: for one type of intransitive predicates, the surface subject (S-structure) is also
the underlying subject (D-structure); for the other type of predicates, the surface subject
is the underlying direct object. The former type is referred to as unergative, the latter is
called unaccusative (‘ergative’ in Burzio’s original formulation). The distinction between
the two types is semantically encoded and represented syntactically: unaccusative
predicates select a single argument internal to the VP, while unergative verbs select a
single argument external to the VP (see (2)a and (2)b).
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(2)

a.

vP
ru
VP
ru
V
NP

b.

vP
ru
NP
VP
ru
V

unaccusative

unergative

The distinction between the intransitive verb types is neutralized on the surface, since the
underlying object NP in (2)a undergoes raising to subject (e.g., to satisfy EPP) in parallel
to a passive formation (Baker et al (1989)).
The subjects of unergative verbs are, like transitive subjects, typically agentive,
thus, assumed to bear an Agent theta role. The subjects of unaccusative verbs are, like
transitive objects, non-agentive and bear a Patient/Theme interpretation. While there is
no full correspondence between unergative / unaccusative verbs across languages, one
can find somewhat uniform lists of typical unergative/unaccusative predicates in the
literature (e.g., Perlmutter and Postal (1984), Levin and Rapapport (1995)). The list of
typical unergative verbs (i.e., predicates describing willed or volitional acts (Perlmutter
and Postal (1984: 98)) includes (but is not limited to) verbs meaning: work, play, speak,
talk, smile, grin, think, swim, hunt, walk, cry, study, dance, and laugh. The list of typical
unaccusative verbs includes (but is not limited to) verbs meaning: burn, fall, drop, sink,
float, slide, slip, soar, flow, drip, tremble, freeze, melt, wilt, redden, grow, die, exist,
disappear, and show up (see Perlmutter and Postal (1984), Levin and Rappaport (1995)
on different strategies of intransitive verb grouping).
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The UH is supported by a wide range of empirical evidence showing that the two
classes of (surface) intransitive subjects have systematically different behavior. In Dutch,
for example, impersonal passives of unergative verbs, such as agentive ‘dance’, are
possible (see (3)), but impersonal passives of unaccusative verbs, such as ‘die’ in (4),
cannot be formed.

(3)

Er

word hier door

de jonge

veel gedanst

it

is

the young people

a lot danced

here by

‘It is danced here a lot by the young people.’
(4) *

In

dit

ziekenhuis word

in

this

hospital

is

door de patienten dikwijls gestorven
by

the patients

often

died

‘ It is often died by the patients in this hospital.’

The explanation offered in the Relational Grammar framework for the data in (3) and (4)
follows from the generalization that passive formation may only demote (or apply to)
underlyingly VP-external subjects, this generalization ultimately being part of the 1
Advancement Exclusiveness Law definition.
Burzio (1986), and Belletti and Rizzi (1981) in their studies of unaccusativity in
Italian (in the GB framework), provide further empirical evidence in favor of the UH.
They observe that unaccusative subjects and direct objects in Italian share certain
syntactic properties. These syntactic properties involve the behavior of an Italian clitic ne
which can pronominalize an NP in the complement of a quantified element, the head of a
QP. Ne-cliticization is grammatical, however, only if the QP is the object of a transitive
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verb or the subject of an unaccusative verb3. As is shown in (5) below, unaccusative
subjects, in parallel to transitive objects, allow ne-cliticization (see (5)a, b). This is not
the case for subjects of unergative and transitive verbs (see (5) c and d).

(5) a. Ne sono arrivati tre

(ne=di studenti)

Italian

ne are arrived three

(Burzio, 1986:22)

‘Of them, three arrived.’

unacc subject

b. Giovanni ne invitera molti
Giovanni ne invited many
‘Of them, Giovanni invited many.’

c. * Ne hanno parlato tre

trans object

unerg subject

ne have talked three
‘Of them talked three.’
d.* Ne
of

hanno mangiato

tre la torta

them have eaten

three the cake

trans subject

‘Three of them ate the cake.’

It is predicted by the UH that unaccusative subjects should also pattern with
subjects of passive verbs. This prediction finds empirical support on the basis of
participle agreement in French. As shown in (6), the participle undergoes gender
agreement with the subject of a passive verb (6)b and the subject of an unaccusative verb
(6)b; but not with the subject of unergative verb (6)c.
3

See Chapter 3, however, for qualifications.
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(6)a.

Marie a

été

tué-e

Marie has

been

killed-Fem

‘Marie has been killed.’
b. Anne est
Anne

French

Kayne (2000:26)

arrivé-e
arrived-Fem

‘Anne arrived’
c. Anne a telefoné
Anne called
‘Anne called’
d.* Anne a telefoné-e
Anne called-Fem
‘Anne called’

The list of the diagnostics for syntactic unaccusativity proposed for various
languages is quite diverse and includes (but is not limited to): auxiliary selection (Italian
(Burzio (1986) Belletti and Rizzi (1982), Dutch (Hoekstra and Mulder (1990) among
others), ne-cliticization (Italian), bare plural subjects (Italian (Longobardi (2001), Spanish
(Torrego (1989) among others), participial agreement (Italian (Belletti (2001))), Locative
Inversion (English (Coopmans (1989), Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), Dutch (Hoekstra
and Mulder (1990), Russian (Babyonyshev (1996)), impersonal passive (German and
Dutch (Perlmutter and Postal (1984))), Genitive of Negation, distributive po-phrase
(Russian (Pesetsky (1982)), measure prefixes (Russian (Borik (1995)), first conjunct
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agreement (Russian (Babyonyshev (1996))4, and deverbal nominal compounds (SerboCroatian (Rutkowski and Progovac (2005)))5.
In the next subsection, I review the existing structural unaccusativity tests
proposed for Russian touching briefly on the assumed mechanisms that lie behind these
diagnostics.

1.2

Structural Unaccusativity Diagnostics in Russian

1.2.1 Measuring Internal Arguments: Distributive po-phrase, Measure
Prefix

It is generally held that the acceptability of distributive po-phrase subjects as well as
quantificational subjects of verbs with certain measure prefixes, such as na- and perefollow a VP-internal distribution (Pesetsky (1982), Babyonyshev (1996), Borik (1995),
Schoorlemmer (1995), Harves (2002)). Distributive po-phrases are grammatical as
objects of transitive verbs but ungrammatical as subjects of transitive verbs. As for
intransitive verbs, distributive po-phrases are allowed with subjects of unaccusative
verbs, but not with subjects of unergative verbs (Pesetsky (1982), Babyonyshev (1996),
Harves (2002)6). Similar behavior is observed with measure prefixed verbs: their objects
can be objects of transitive predicates and subjects of unaccusative predicates, but not

4

These diagnostics will be addressed in more detail below as well as Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, I also draw a
parallel between several diagnostics in Russian and Italian.
5
Rutkowski and Progovac (2005) propose a novel unaccusativity diagnostic based on deverbal noun
compounding which, as they argue, works as an effective unaccusativity test for Serbo-Croatian. I leave it
for future research to determine wether this diagnostic can be applied in Russian.
6
See Harves (2002), for a detailed literature review, as well as qualifications and discussion.
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subjects of transitive or unergative predicates (Borik (1995), Schoorlemmer (1995),
Harves (2002)).
The data in (7)-(10) and (11)-(14) demonstrate the relevant contrast for the pophrase and the na-prefixation tests respectively7.

Po-phrase
(7)

Ja

polučal

po pis’mu

v den’

I

received

po letter

in day

transitive object

‘I received a letter each day.’
(8)?? Po studentu
po student

ubilo košku v každoj gruppe
killed cat

transitive subject

in every group

‘A (different) student killed a cat in each group.’

(9)

Po jabloku

roslo na každom dereve

po apple

fell

unaccusative subject

on each tree

‘An (different) apple grew on each tree.’
(10)?? Po sobake
po dog

kusaetsja

v každoj kletke

bites

in every cage

unergative subject

‘A (different) dog bites in each cage.’

7

Note that, as shown in Harves (2002), only po-phrases without overt numerals work as an unaccusativity
diagnostic. Structures with overt numerals are excluded from this analysis.
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Na-prefix
(11)

Deti

nakupili

(mnogo) knig

children

bought

(a lot) books

transitive object

‘The children bought a lot of books.’
(12)* Mnogo
Many

detej

nakupilo knigi

children

bought books

transitive subject

‘Many children bought books.’
(13)

Mnogo travy naroslo

v parke

A lot grass quant-grew

in park

unaccusative subject

‘A lot of grass grew in the park.’
(14)* Mnogo detej
A lot of children

naigralo

v parke

unergative subject

quant-played in park

‘A lot of children played in park.’

The standard account of these diagnostics is that they show a scope effect: the po-phrase
or quantificational NP (NP headed by mnogo ‘many/much’ must be in the scope of an
operator at LF (Pesetsky (1982), Borik (1995)). The operator is a prefix base generated
on the verb, or a distributive operator (in the case of the po-phrase), which occupies a
fixed position in the tree structure. If we assume that quantificational licensing obtains at
LF, then these diagnostics indicate the LF position of the quantified arguments.
Quantified expressions can occur at LF no lower than their theta position (whether by
reconstruction or by remaining in situ throughout the derivation), thus these tests serve
indirectly to diagnose the base positions of arguments. The classic unaccusative behavior
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in (9) and (13) is thus explained, if the relevant operators are positioned between the
position of internal and external arguments. Since the overt measure prefixes surface on
the V0, we may assume that they (and a hypothetical null distributive prefix) are adjoined
to V0 and thus c-command the complement of V0 but no higher positions, as in (15).
(15)

vP
ru
Agent
v’
ru
0
v
VP
ru
PP
VP
na každom r u
‘on every’
V’
ru

na- V
distr

roslo
‘na-grow’

po-NP
Theme

po-jabloku
mnogo jablok

‘po apple’
‘many apples’

In general, word order in Russian does not interact with the licensing of the
distributive po-phrase and arguments of measure prefixed verbs. Following some existing
proposals in the literature (Junghans and Zybatow (1997), Strahov (2000)), I assume that
clause internal word order variability is discourse-driven (A’) and therefore, I abstract
away from the effects of the surface word order. Note also that if there is movement of
the prefixed verb, this also does not affect the result of the unaccusativity diagnostics
considered here. Verb movement does not extend the scope of the measure prefix. This
can be understood if LF is the level of representation at which these unaccusativity
diagnostics are evaluated, and moved NPs can reconstruct. Thus, the structure in (15)
represents the LF of examples like (9), (13): Themes, but not Agents, may reconstruct to
a position within the scope of the distributive operator (compare to (10) and (14)).
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Word order, however, does play a role in Locative Inversion and First Conjunct
agreement configuration to the extent that word order reflects definiteness/specificity. I
will return to this point in detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.
Independent evidence in favor of the analysis in (15) can be obtained on the basis
of the so-called 'Trapping Effects' (Fox (1999), Lebeaux (1998)). If the use of the naprefix, as well as a distributive po-phrase, requires a reconstruction of an argument into
the domain of the licensing of the prefix or the distributor, it is predicted that once these
diagnostics are combined with additional elements/characteristics that require a higher
position of an argument, the results should be ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality is
expected as a result of a contradiction between the mechanism of the unaccusativity tests
and the special requirements of additional elements/characteristics of the subject.
This prediction is correct, as is shown on the basis of specificity/definiteness
factor8 (see (16)), as well as control into gerund examples (see (17)) below.

(16)a.??Pjat' iz etih
five of these

korobok

napadalo

s polki

boxes

na-fallen

from the shelf

'Five of these books have fallen from the shelf.'
b. Pjat' korobok napadalo
five boxes

na-fallen

s polki
from the shelf

'Five books have fallen from the shelf.'

8

The reader is referred to Chapter 4 of this dissertation for the specification and motivation behind the
testing in (16). The ??, as opposed to a * in (17), comes from the fact that, in the absence of overt
determiners, specificity/definiteness effects are licensed contextually in Russian and generally do not
produce sharp results (see Chapter 4 definiteness/specificity factor in verb agreement).
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(17)a.* Radujas'

moroznomu solncu,na každom postu

being glad frosty sunDat,

on each

station

stojalo po soldatu
stood po-soldier

'Being glad to be out in the frosty sun, a soldier stood at each station.'
b. Na každom postu
on each

station

stojalo po soldatu
stood po-soldier

'A soldier stood at each station.'

While definite/specific elements are required to be mapped to the vP-external
domain at LF for interpretation (along the lines of Diesing (1992)), this requirement is
incompatible with the requirement of the measure na-prefix, which requires the single
argument to be within its c-command domain. The effect in (16)a thus, arises as a
contradiction of the two licensing mechanisms.
Similarly, in (17)a, the use of a gerund clause requires the subject being in a
Spec,TP position (in line with Franks (1995)). This requirement, however, stands in a
contradiction with the licensing mechanism of the distributive po-phrase which explains
the contrast between (17)a-b (see Chapter 4 on further specifications of the analysis of the
control into gerund structure in Russian).

1.2.2 Genitive of Negation

Pesetsky (1982) was the first to observe that genitive phrases under negation in Russian
have an unaccusative distribution. That is, they can correspond to accusative direct
objects (see (18)), nominative subjects of passive verbs (19) and non-agent subject of
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monadic verbs (see (20) vs (21)). This characteristic behaviour of Gen of Neg phrases has
been explained by their VP-internal distribution at D-structure (Pesetsky (1982:47)).

(18) Anna ne kupila
Anna not bought

knig

transitive object

booksGen

‘Anna did not buy the books.’
(19) Pisem

ne bylo

lettersGen not

polučeno

subject of a passive verb

was received

‘Letters were not received.’
(20) Otveta
answer Gen

iz polka

ne prišlo

(Pesetsky, 1982:43)

from regiment not come

‘The answer from regiment did not arrive.’ unaccusative subject
(21)* Na zavode
at factory

nikakih ženščin
no

ne rabotaet

womenGen not works unergative subject

‘Women don’t work at a factory.’
(22)* Anny
AnnaGen

ne kupilo

knigi

not bought

books

transitive subject

‘Anna did not buy the books.’

Various analyses of the mechanism for this unaccusativity diagnostic have been proposed
in the literature (Pesetsky (1982), Pereltsvaig (1999), Brown (1999), Babyonyshev
(1996), Abels (2002), Babby (2001), Partee and Borschev (2007) among many others).
The general tendency across the analyses that appeal to syntactic structure for an
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explanation is that the Genitive case on the noun is argued to be assigned either by a null
head which stands in a licensing relation with Neg0 (e.g., Pesetsky (1982), Pereltsvaig
(1999) among others) or Neg0 itself, which then values Gen case on the NP (e.g., Brown
(1999), Harves (2002)). For many of the analyses, the Gen NP is required to occupy a
position within the scope of Neg0 at some point of the derivation. Like the na-prefix and
po-phrase diagnostic, it is reasonable to assume that Gen of Neg licensing holds at LF,
and that overtly moved phrases may reconstruct. The NPs where Gen of Neg is
disallowed fall outside of the scope of Neg9.
(23)

NegP
ei

Neg0

VP
ei
V’
ei
V
NPGEN

9

Pereltstvaig (1999) assumes that the null quantifier head that assigns Gen case to the noun is an NPI that
needs to occur within the scope of sentential negation. Harves (2002) assumes that the genitive is valued
on VP-internal arguments via feature-matching (Agree) with Neg0.
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A ‘trapping effect’ contrast similar to the one demonstrated in (16)-(17) above on
the basis of the na-prefix and distributive po-phrase can be obtained by means of Gen of
Neg as well10. In this case, the properties of the gerund control contrast with the
mechanism of Gen of Neg: while the former requires a subject being located in Spec, TP,
the latter requires it to be within the c-commanding domain of Neg0.

(24)a.* Radujas

moroznomu solncu, ni odnogo soldata

being glad frosty

sun,

na postu ne stojalo

not a single soldierGen on station not stood

'Being glad to be out in the frosty sun, there was not a single soldier
standing at the station.'
b. Ni odnogo
not single

soldata

na postu

ne stojalo

soldierGen

on position

not stood

'There was not a single soldier at the station.'

10

Testing by means of definiteness/specificity is impossible with Gen of Neg here. Gen of Neg is subject to
a referentiality constraint: arguments in Gen of Neg have to be non-referential (Brown (1999)).
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In addition, as it was shown in Babyonyshev (1996), Neidle (1988), Harves (2002)
among others, Gen of Neg subjects do not reveal standard subjecthood properties.
(Babyonyshev (1996:151))
(25)a.* Ni odnogo mal’čika ne bylo ubito u sebja doma
not single boyGen

not was killed at self place

‘Not a single boy was killed at his self’s house.’
b. Ni odin mal’čik
not single boyNom

ne byl ubit

u sebja doma

not was killed at self place

‘Not a single boy was killed at his self’s house.’

A separate line of research (Babby (1980), Borschev and Partee (1998)) proposes
to formalize the conditions on the occurrence of Gen of Neg in terms of communicative
structure: a combination of the Theme-Rheme distinction (Avrutjunova (1976)) and
Perspectival Center. Among the semantic conditions on genitive marking in negated
existential sentences Babby (1980), Borschev and Partee (1998) point out (i) the NP
must be indefinite NP (ii) the V is semantically empty. The discussion draws a parallel to
Kuroda's (1972) idea of categorical and thetic judgments11. Babby (1980) suggests that
the Nom/Gen alternation provides strong linguistic evidence for the categorical/thetic
judgment distinction that goes beyond the Japanese wa/ga alternation. While these
analyses concentrate on the semantic factors that are crucial for the analysis of Gen of
Neg, they remain agnostic about how these factors are reflected in syntax12.

11

I will come back to the data and discussion in these sources in my analysis as well as the discussion of
context sensitivity of unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian (see Chapter 3).
12
Gen of Neg is one of the most famous but also most controversial unaccusativity diagnostics that have
been discovered for Russian. As Borschev and Partee (2007:23) point out, '..The semantic differences
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1.2.3 Locative Inversion
Locative Inversion (LI) as an unaccusativity diagnostic was originally proposed in
Babyonyshev (1996) where she observed that under a discourse-neutral interpretation the
locative inversion construction in Russian is allowed only with unaccusative predicates13.
The use of the LI is limited to intransitive predicates only. The mechanism of the test
under Babyonyshev's analysis (with the exclusion of theory dependent details) is
analyzed as follows: unaccusative subjects are allowed to stay internal to the VP under
the discourse neutral interpretation, while unergative subjects obligatorily have to move
out of the VP (or vP). While the word order permitted in LI structures reflects the surface
order of arguments, the test reveals the underlying order of arguments by virtue of the
identity of the surface and underlying word order under discourse neutral interpretation.
The relevant data contrasts as well as the tree structure are given in (26), (27) and (28)
below.
Babyonyshev (1996) (cited from Harves (2002:110))
(26)

V sadu

rosli tri rozy

in garden

grew

three roses

unaccusative

‘There were three roses growing in the garden.’
between Acc and Gen in negated transitive sentences are not obviously identical to the semantic differences
between Nom and Gen in negated existential sentences. There seem to be both semantic and syntactic bases
for questioning whether subject Gen of Neg is best explained as a sort of corollary of object Gen of Neg...'
'Gen of Neg is related to many different kinds of principles from morphology to pragmatics; the structures
involved are of necessity highly theory dependent and hence subject to change with changes in theoretical
frameworks'.
13
Levin and Rappaport (1995) argue against the general view that locative inversion is an effective
unaccusativity diagnostic across languages where this phenomenon was reported to be connected with
unaccusative syntactic configurations. Their argument is that that the set of verbs found in locative
inversion can be explained without an appeal to unaccusativity and it follows from general discourse
considerations. The reader is referred to chapter 3 for their arguments and new English/Russian parallels in
this respect.
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(27)* V kvartire
in apartment

svistit

Vanja unergative

whistles

Vanja

‘Vanja whistles in the apartment.’
(28)

TP
ru
PPLOC
vP
ru

v

VP

ru
V
NP

An alternative to Babyonyshev’s account, with the same effect, could hold that
there is no vP in LI constructions; as a result, there is no position available for underlying
external arguments to be base-generated. This too will restrict LI to unaccusative
subjects. This will be discussed again in Chapters 3 and 5.

1.2.4 First Conjunct Agreement
The last unaccusativity test that I will be reviewing is First Conjunct Agreement
(FCA). It was observed by Babyonyshev (1996) that unaccusative predicates can show
agreement with the first conjunct of a (postverbal) conjoined nominative subject, while
unergative and transitive predicates can not.

(29)

(30)

Na stole stojali / stoljala/ *stojal

pepel’nica i pustoj stakan

on table stoodPL / Fem Sgl /*MascSgl

ashtray and empty glass

‘ There was an ashtray and an empty glass on the table.’

unaccusative

Ob etom často

unergative

govovrjat/* govorit Andrej i Kolja

about this often talkPl

/*talkSgl

Andrej and Kolja

‘Andrej and Kolja often talk about it.’
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(31)

Stihi pišut/ *pišet Svetlov i Romanov

transitive

poems writePl /*writeSgl Svetlov and Romanov
‘Svetlov and Romanov often write poems.’

According to Babyonyshev (1996), the difference with respect to agreement possibilities
between unaccusative and unergative/ transitive conjoined subjects is a result of distinct
underlying positions. Unaccusative conjoined subjects are allowed to stay inside VP, and
thus the in-situ agreement with the verb results in agreement with the first conjunct. The
asymmetrical structure of the ConjP (along the lines of Munn (1993)) allows for one of
the conjuncts to be more local for agreement. As for unergative/transitive subjects, by
virtue of some additional assumptions (including the EPP), they are obligatorily required
to move out of the VP (vP). Hence, the in-situ agreement becomes impossible: the plural
agreement is the result of the agreement with the whole ConjP (via number feature
percolation from the conjuncts). The scheme of the analysis is demonstrated in (32)
below.

(32)

TP
ei
T’
ei
vP
wo
ConjP
VP
ru

NP1

Conj’
ru
Conj0
NP2

14

(Babyonyshev, 1996:60)14

ru

V

ConjP
ru
NP1
Conj’
ru
Conj0
NP2

I modified the original tree structure by including the vP layer .
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In Chapter 5 of my dissertation, I will argue that FCA, on a parallel to Locative Inversion
(see Chapter 3), is an example of an indirect unaccusativity diagnostic: while it truly
picks out VP-internal subjects, this VP-internal distribution is not linked to the
unaccusativity of the verb per se, but must be attributed to the to the properties of the
conjoined/postverbal subjects.

2.

Unaccusativity is Non-Uniform
The core cases of unaccusativity, as discussed above, appeal to the lexical

meaning of an intransitive verb, specifically, its argument structure, to determine whether
it projects an unaccusative or an unergative syntax.
In contrast, numerous authors have pointed out that a single verb may show
variable behavior relative to unaccusative diagnostics: a single verb sometimes behaves
as an unaccusative predicate and sometimes as an unergative. Some authors (Van Valin
(1990), Dowty (1991), Reinhart (2000) among others) have used this observation to argue
that unaccusative diagnostics are sensitive directly to semantic properties, notably
aspect/aktionsart, while others have argued that variable behavior is consistent with a
syntactic approach to unaccusativity, but that a single verb (predicate) may occur in
different syntactic frames (Levin and Rappaport (1995), Hoekstra and Mulder (1990),
Zaenen (1993) among others)15.
Advocates of the semantic approach to unaccusativity (Van Valin (1990), Dowty
(1991), Reinhart (2000), (2002)) view unaccusativity as non-uniform. According to this

15

I will pursue the latter approach in this chapter (as well as in Chapter 3): I will show that unaccusativity
diagnostics are only indirectly related to a verb’s lexical semantics, with apparently inconsistent behavior
on unaccusative tests arising for verbs and arguments that may occur in multiple underlying structures.
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line of research, the distinct behavior of two classes of intransitive verbs can be
characterized on semantic grounds without the need to postulate two different syntactic
representations for them. On these approaches, the apparently unpredictable behavior of
intransitive verbs with respect to unaccusativity diagnostics results from the fact that
some constructions are compatible with verbs with certain types of meanings, and others
are compatible with verbs with other sorts of meanings. Thus, the notion of an
unaccusative class can not be reduced to any syntactic verb characteristic, but follows
from the verb classes being semantically defined and their compatibility with the
different semantic restrictions that the unaccusativity diagnostics pick out.
Unaccusativity diagnostics, as constructions with certain semantic properties, in
their turn, are sensitive to various contrasts: one construction may distinguish telic from
atelic predicates; a second one may differentiate between agentive and non-agentive
verbs. Given that the tests pick out various properties, the non-homogenous result they
produce is the right expectation (see Van Valin (1990), Dowty (1991) for data and
justification of the analysis).
The data sets coming from different languages where the unaccusative-unergative
alternation is not stable and not lexical-entry dependent have been the topic of a hot
discussion across various sources (Hoekstra and Mulder (1990), Borer (1994), (2005),
Zaenen (1993), Arad (1998), Moro (1997) among others). Below are well-known
examples from Dutch and Italian.
(Hoekstra and Mulder (1990))
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(33)a. dat Jan
that Jan

in de sloot

gesprongen

is

in the ditch

jumped

is

in de sloot

gesprongen

heeft

in the ditch

gesprongen

has

‘Jan jumped in the ditch.’
b. dat Jan
that Jan

‘Jan jumped into the ditch.’

(34) a. Luisa ha
Luisa has

corso nel parco
run

(Maling and Calabrese (2009:8)

in the park

‘Luisa ran in the park.’
b. Luisa è
Luisa is

corsa a casa
run

to house

‘Luisa ran home.’

Auxiliary selection in Dutch is widely assumed to function as an unaccusativity
diagnostic. The verb in (33), typically classified as unergative (springen ‘jump’) can be
compatible with both be (unaccusative) and have (unergative) auxiliaries depending on
the interpretation of the PP: a locative PP correlates with unergative behavior, while a
directed motion PP correlates with unaccusative behavior. A similar effect is shown for
Italian in (34): the verb entry correre ‘run’ selects either avere ‘have’ or essere ‘be’
auxiliary depending on the type of preposition the verb is combined with.
Zaenen (1993) demonstrates how two standard unaccusativity diagnostics in
Dutch pick out two different semantic features whereby each of them requires a specific
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explanation. Prenominal perfect participles in Dutch have been argued to be possible with
subjects of unaccusative verbs but not unergative ones, as is shown by contrast (35) and
(36) below. The prenominal perfect participle is acceptable with subjects of fall and
arrive, which are unaccusative verbs, but not acceptable with agentive work and phone,
which are unergatives.
(35)

de gevallen/ pas gearriveerde jongen
the fallen

just arrived

(Zaenen, 1993:140)

boy

(36)* de gewerkte/ getelefoneerde man
the worked/ phoned

man

However, as Zaenen points out, this diagnostic is applicable to telic intransitive
predicates only. As is shown in (37) perfective passive cannot be formed from an atelic
intransitive predicate. Thus, the classification of this lexical entry as an unaccusative
made on the basis of other unaccusativity diagnostics appears to be false16.

(37)* De gebleven jongen
the remained boy

16

This observation, however, does not seem to be surprising once one looks at a range of unaccusativity
diagnostics in Russian. Below, I will show that unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian are, in fact, predicted
to be sensitive to various factors (telicity being one of them), the influencing factors being closely related to
the mechanisms behind the diagnostics themselves. Thus, it might be the case that what Zaenen (1993)
observes in (37) is another instance of diagnostic specific property, but not the general
mismatch/condtradiction of the intransitive verb type.
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Van Valin’s (1990) and Dowty’s (1991) accounts rely on the notion of Aktionsart,
claiming it to be the basis for the characterization of event structure and argument
structure. The lexical semantic verb classification going back to Vendler’s verb classes
(1967) divides the verbs into state, achievement, activity and accomplishment (see (38)
below) (Van Valin (1990:233).

(38)

a.

Be-at’ (x,y)

State

b.

Become [Be-at’]

Achievement

c.

Do’ (x)

Activity

d.

[Do’(x)] Cause [Become [Be-at’ (y, x)]]

Accomplishment

Examples of members of each aspectual verb class are given in (39).

(39)

a.

States:

know, broken, have, belive, like

b.

Achievements:

learn, break (intr.), die, arrive, notice

c.

Activity:

run, dance, swim, eat pizza, squeak

d.

Accomplishments:

teach, break (tr.), kill, eat a piece of pizza

The analysis, along the lines of Van Valin (1991), proceeds as follows: unaccusativity
diagnostics are sensitive to distinct pieces of the lexical semantics of the verb. While
intransitive activity verbs (the ones that contain only the [Do(x)] component) are class
SA(unergative verbs), all other classes (containing [Be-at] component) are class SO
(unaccusative verbs). The SO predicates select essere ‘be’ auxiliary in Italian, while SA
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predicates select for avere ‘have’ auxiliary. Verbs that allow both avere and essere, as is
shown in (34)a, b above, exhibit alternation between an activity and an accomplishment.

(39) a. Luisa ha corso
Luisa has run

nel parco
in the park

‘Luisa ran in the park.’
b. run’(Luisa)
(40) a. Luisa è
Luisa is

corsa a casa
run

to house

‘Luisa ran home.’
b. [run’ (Luisa)] Cause [Become Be-at’ (house, Luisa)]

In the sense used in (39), corso ‘run’ is an activity: it lacks an endpoint, thus, not
an Achievement or Accomplishment. [Do (x)] component of (38)b requires the selection
of the avere auxiliary. In (39), however, the PP a casa ‘to home’ contributes an end point
to predicate interpretation. The VP, in this case, no longer denotes an activity, but is an
accomplishment, thus selecting essere ‘be’.
While semantic based approaches to unaccusativity appear to have more freedom
in the analysis of the unaccusativity mismatches and diagnostic mechanisms, the general
idea raises a number of questions. It is unclear whether/to what extent aktionsart should
be syntactically represented. How are aktionsart and argument structure related? Does
aktionsart show sensitivity to the placement of arguments? (see Tenny (1994); van Hout
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(1996) on further developments of this approach; and Reinhart (2000), Borer (2005),
Levin and Rappaport (1995) on arguments against it).

2.1

Semantic characteristics that matter: telicity, agentivity

2.1.1 Variable behavior: Telicity

Telicity is one of the characteristics that has been a point of disagreement in the
theory of unaccusativity from the day of the discovery of the phenomenon (Hoekstra
(1984), Zaenen (1993), Borer (1994) among others). Borer (1994) argues that
unaccusatives are the set of telic intransitive verbs. Dowty (1991) formalizes his
unaccusativity correlations whereby he refers to the combination of two properties:
agentivity and telicity (see (41) below)17.

(41) If a verb is…
telic, non-agentive = unaccusative
atelic, agentive

= unergative

(Dowty, 1991)

Moro (1997), Maling and Calabrese (2009) point out that auxiliary selection in Italian is
sensitive to telicity. A standard telicity test is applied in (38) and (39) combined with the
auxiliary selection diagnostic. The telic interpretation of the verb correre ‘run’ correlates

17

I would like to state briefly what I mean by terms 'telic' and 'agentive'. I will refer to a predicate as 'telic'
if it has an inherent endpoint as part of its meaning (Vendler (1967), Dowty (1979)) also definned as
quantization (Filip (2003)). The notion of 'agentivity' is somewhat unclearly defined in the literature: it is
often associated with volition, sentience/animacy (Dowty (1991)), or control over the event (Zaenen
(1993), or the possibility of internal causation (Levin and Rappaport (1995)).
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with the use of essere, thus an unaccusative pattern, while the atelic interpretation is
matched to avere, thus an unergative behavior.

(42) Luisa ha corso nel parco
Luisa has run

in the park

per/*in un’ora

atelic

for/*in an hour

‘Luisa ran in the park for /*in an hour.’
(43) Luisa è

corsa a casa

Luisa is run

to house

*per/in un’ ora

telic

*for/in an hour

‘Luisa ran home *for /in an hour.’

(Mailing and Calabrese 2009:8)

Reinhart ((1991), (1996), (2000)) challenges the claim that unaccusativity and telicity go
hand in hand. By appealing to a test originally suggested in Kamp (1979) and Partee
(1984), she points to the meaning contrast between (44) and (45). Telic verbs when
coordinated give rise to a ‘sequential’ reading, while coordination of atelic verbs receives
a ‘simultaneous’ interpretation.

(44) a. The vase broke and fell.

sequence

b. The vase fell and broke.
(45) a. Kim ran and sang.

simultaneous

b. Kim sang and ran.

Below the same logic is applied to the coordination of verbs which on the basis of
traditional tests (here, the resultative construction), are classified as unaccusative (see
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(46) below). If unaccusatives are necesarily telic (as Dowty’s correlations in (41)
suggest), the expectation is that (46)a and (46)b should differ in terms of truth conditions:
the sequential interpretation of telic predicates, similar to one in (44) is predicted to occur
in (46)a and (46)b. Spin and twist, however, do allow the simultaneous reading
characteristic of atelic predicates.

(46) a. The yarn twisted and spun
b. The yarn spun and twisted.

(Reinhart, 1996)

On this basis, Reinhart concludes that unaccusativity and telicity do not always go hand
in hand, hence providing evidence against Dowty’s correlations in (41).

2.1.2 Variable behavior: Agentivity
Agentivity effects have been a debated issue in unaccusativity from the time of
the formulation of the Unaccusativity Hypothesis (Perlmutter and Postal (1984), Hoekstra
and Mulder (1990), Zaenen (1993)). Formally, the agentivity alternations have been
represented in terms of argument structure distinctions; the gaps in the alternation
patterns have been attributed to lexical properties of select types of predicates. ‘Variable
behavior’ verbs have been treated as ‘special’ in permitting more than one type of
argument distribution and the availability of more than one corresponding interpretation.
An example of an agentivity effect is given in (47). The English verb ‘slide’ is
ambiguous between an agentive and non-agentive interpretation when the subject is
animate, and unambiguously non-agentive when the subject is inanimate (see (47)).
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(Permutter and Postal, 1984:102)
(47) a. Ted slid into the closet.

(agentive or non-agentive)

b. The soap slid into the closet. (only non-agentive)

Under Perlmutter and Postal’s (1984) 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law, which states
that no clause can involve more than one advancement to 1, pseudo-passivization of
unaccusative verbs is impossible. However, when applied to an animate/inanimate pair in
(47), only the inanimate counterpart gives an ungrammatical result.

(48) a. The closet was slid into by Ted.

(only agentive)

b.*The closet was slid into by the soap.
As one can conclude from the contrast in (48), animate and inanimate subjects in (47)
have a distinct distribution.
A similar correlation was reported for impersonal passives in Dutch. Zaenen
(1993) argues that although most unergative verbs in Dutch cannot appear in impersonal
passive constructions, as shown in (49), the compatibility with the impersonal passive
construction is determined by the semantic notion of protagonist control (the term
originates from McLendon (1978)). The result is grammatical in (50) only if the activity
expressed by the verb is understood to be intentional (kregen is understood as ‘nasty
women’ as opposed to ‘carcasses’).
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(49)* Er werd
There was

(door de man) gebloed.
(by the man)

(Zaenen, 1993:131)

bled

‘There was bled (by the man).’
(50)

Er werd

door de kregen

gestonken

it was

by the nasty women/*carcasses

stunk

‘There is stunk by the nasty women/*carcases.’

(Zaenen, 1993:139)

Furthermore, Kirsner (1976) observes that in impersonal passive constructions, implicit
passivized subjects are obligatorily interpreted as human. Thus, in (51) the source of
‘whistle’ is required to be human and cannot be a chimney or a kettle.

(51)

Er

werd

gefloten

there

was

whilstled

‘There was whistled (by someone/* something).’
Levin and Rappaport (1995) argue that syntactic classification of verbs is determined
semantically and define a class of ‘variable behavior’ verbs that show distinct
unaccusativity properties depending on the animacy of the subject. This list includes
manner of motion verbs, change of state verbs, verbs of sound emission, and ‘roll’ type
verbs. The notion that they claim is responsible for the animacy effect is whether a verb
can be characterized as ‘externally’ or ‘internally’ caused. When verbs of variable
behavior take an animate argument, they can be viewed as describing an internally caused
eventuality on the agentive reading (unergative pattern in (52)) and an externally caused
eventuality on the non-agentive interpretation (unaccusative pattern (53)a). The
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unergative nature of the predicate correlates with the possibility of the X’s way
construction: while (52) is compatible with the X’s way construction with an animate
subject, its inanimate counterpart is not (53)a). The resultative construction, however,
characteristic of unaccusative behavior, is allowed with an inanimate subject (see (53)b.)
(Levin and Rappaport, 1995:209)
(52)

The children rolled their way across the field.

(53) a.* The pebbles rolled their way into the stream.
b. This time the curtain rolled open on the court of Caesars...

Examples of ambiguous predicates have been pointed out in Russian as well. Pesetsky
(1982) observed that, when combined with an animate subject, the Russian verb plavat’
‘swim’ is ambiguous between an agentive reading (swim) and a non-agentive reading
(float), while only the non-agentive ‘float’ reading is available with an inanimate subject.
The Genitive of Negation, which is restricted to internal arguments gives a grammatical
result with the predicate ‘swim’ only on the non-agentive reading (float) with both
animate and inanimate subject as illustrated in (54)b and c.

(54) a. V basseine
in pool

nikakoj rebenok
no

ne plavaet

childNom Sgl not swims

‘There was no child swimming in the pool.’
b. V basseine nikakogo rebenka
in pool

no

ne plavaet

childGen Sgl not floats

‘There was no child floating in the pool.’
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*

‘There was no child swimming in the pool’

c. v supe
in soup

nikakogo mjasa

ne plavaet

no

not floats

meatGen

‘There was no meat floating in the soup.’
* ‘There was no meat swimming in the soup.’

An instance of animacy-related effects that are different from a regular agentivity effect
has been pointed out in Harves (2002:312). She observes that de-adjectival change-ofstate predicates in Russian pass the unaccusativity diagnostics only when combined with
inanimate subjects. The observation she finds puzzling about this set of data is that these
arguments while not agentive, are nevertheless ‘active’ in achieving the result state.
Harves (2002) suggests adding de-adjectival change-of-state predicates to the list of
‘variable behavior’ verbs.
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(Harves, 2002:311)
(55) a.* Ni odnogo studenta ne poglupelo

za semester

not single studentGen not became stupid

in semester

‘Not a single student became stupid over the course of the semester.’
b. Vo vremja experimenta ni odnoj lakmusovoj bumažki ne posinelo
in time

experiment not single litmus

paperGen not became-blue

‘During our experiment, not a single litmus paper turned blue.’
(56) a.* V každom gorode
in every town

potolstelo

po milicioneru

became-fat

po officerDat

‘A (different) officer became fat(ter) in every town.’
b. Na každoj vetke
on each

branch

poželtelo

po listiku

became-yellow

po leafDat

‘A different leaf became yellow(er) on each branch.’

In the following sections, I show that animacy-related effects are not limited to a
particular verb class, but extend to all classes of verbs and, thus, require an account in
other terms. In particular, I demonstrate that variable behavior in Russian does not reduce
to agentivity (volitionality)/internal causation, as proposed in Levin and Rappaport
(1995). I argue that the animacy factor constitutes a part of a major generalization that is
an important part of unaccusativity as a whole.
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3.

Animacy but Not Agentivity in Russian

There are five unaccusativity diagnostics that have been proposed in the literature
for Russian: distributive po-phrases (Babby 1980, Pesetsky 1982, Babyonyshev 1996),
verb prefixation (Borik 1995, Scoorlemmer 1995), Genitive of Negation (Gen of Neg)
(Pesetsky 1982, Babyonyshev 1996, Pereltsvaig 1999), locative inversion (LI)
(Babyonyshev 1996, Harves 2002) and first conjunct agreement (FCA) (Babyonyshev
1996, Harves 2002). In this section, I will briefly illustrate my key point by means of
some of them.
Consider one example of an unaccusativity diagnostic in Russian: the distributive
po-phrase. The acceptability of distributive po-phrases follows a classic unaccusative
distribution (Babby 1980, Pesetsky 1982, Babyonyshev 1996). For transitive verbs, a pophrase can be the object, but not the subject. For intransitives, a po-phrase may occur as
the subject of an unaccusative predicate (see (57)), but cannot be the subject of an
unergative one (see (58)) .

(57)

Po jabloku

roslo na každom dereve

po apple

grew

unaccusative

on each tree

‘An (different) apple grew on each tree.’
(58)?? Po sobake kusaetsja
po dog

bites

v každoj kletke

unergative

in every cage

‘A (different) dog bites in each cage.’
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There are two factors, however, that can skew the result of the po-phrase in Russian: (i)
animacy of the subject and (ii) telicity. Examples (59)a and b are counterparts of (57)
with an animate subject: the result of the diagnostic is exactly the opposite to what one
would expect of a verb-internal subject distribution. The animate counterpart of the
predicate ‘grow’ in (59)a fails the test independently of the volitionality of the verb,
which makes (59)a distinct from standard agentivity effects (i.e. variable bahvior). The
meaning of the verb ‘grow’ is no more volitional with an animate subject NP ((59)a) than
it is with an inanimate subject NP (57), yet the examples contrast sharply in acceptability.

(59) a.* Po
po

mal’čiku roslo v každom

dvore

boy

yard

grewatel in each

unaccusative??

‘A boy was growing in each yard.’
b.* Po
po

malyšu
baby

vyroslo
grewtel

v každom dvore
in each

unaccusative??

yard

At the same time, if one looks further at (59)b and (60)b, telicity appears to be another
variable that is of relevance to the outcome of the po-diagnostic: while the atelic verb
form in (60)b is ungrammatical with the po-diagnostic, this is not the case when the verb
form is telic.
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(60) a.?? Po žil’cu

gorelo

po tenant

na každom etaže

burnedatelon each

unaccusative??

floor

‘A tenant was burning at each floor.’
b. Po žil’cu

sgorelo

na každom

po tenant burnedtel on each

etaže

unaccusative??

floor

‘A tenant burned to death at each floor.’
Another diagnostic that patterns together with the distributive po-phrase is the
quantificational prefixes na- and pere- (the so called ‘measure’ prefixes).
Quantificational subjects of verbs with measure prefixes follow a VP-internal distribution
(Borik (1995), Schoorlemmer (1995), Harves (2002)). The absence of an imperfective
verb form with a measure prefix does not allow us to control for the telic/atelic contrast
as in (59) above. (62) below replicates the result of (59) above with the distributive pophrase diagnostic: an animate subject of ‘grow’ shows VP-external distribution with
respect to compatibility with a measure- prefixed verb.
(61)

Mnogo travy naroslo

v parke

a lot

in park

grass quant-grew

unaccusative

‘A lot of grass grew in the park.’
(62)*

Mnogo detej

naroslo

v semje

a lot of children

quant-grow

in the family

‘A lot of children have grown in the family.’

Less uniformly, the above demonstrated effects pertain to other diagnostics: (63) shows
an animacy-related contrast with the Genitive of Negation diagnostic. The distribution of
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Gen of Neg is limited to transitive objects and subjects of unaccusatives (Pesetsky
(1982)). The data in (63) pattern together with the diagnostics above: an animacy-related
contrast is observed with an unaccusative verb.

(63) a.

Nikakih

gribov

zdes’ ne rastet

no kind

mushrooms Gen here not grow

unaccusative

‘There are no mushrooms growing here.’
b.* Nikakogo/*ni odnogo
no kind

not single

rebenka

ne roslo/rastet

child

not grow

‘There is no child growing here.’

The Gen of Neg test, however, presents an additional challenge: there is also an apparent
animacy effect with subjects of unergative predicates (see (64) below). In (64),
inanimate, but not animate subject can take the Genitive of Negation.

(64) a.

Na kuhne nikakih/ni odnogo holodil’nikov/a

ne rabotalo

in kitchen no

not worked

/ not single fridgeGen

‘There was no fridge in the kithen that was working.’
b.* Na zavode nikakih ženščin
at factory no

unergative

ne rabotaet

womenGen not works

Telicity does not influence the outcome of the diagnostics in (65)-(66): the animate
counterparts are ungrammatical regardless of the verb form, while the inanimate
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counterpart is allowed.
Telic
(65) a.

Nikakih gribov

zdes’ ne vyroslo

no kind mushrooms Gen here

unaccusative

has not grown

‘No mushrooms have grown here.’
b.* Nikakogo/*ni odnogo rebenka
No kind

(66) a.

not single child

ne vyroslo/rastet
has not grown

Na kuhne nikakih/ni odnogo holodilnikov/a

ne otrabotalo

in kitchen no

not worked through

/ not single fridgeGen

has

‘No fridge has worked (till it broke) in this kitchen.’
b.* Na zavode nikakih ženščin
at factory no

unergative

ne otrabotalo

womenGen has not worked through

The Locative Inversion (LI) diagnostic (Babyonyshev (1996)) directly replicates the
result of the Gen of Neg test: postverbal animate subjects are disallowed in LI
constructions for both intransitive verb types regardless of the telicity of the verb.
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(67) a. Na dereve
on tree

krasnelo

jabloko

reddened

apple

unaccusative

‘There was an apple getting red on a tree.’
b.* V saune krasnel mužik
in sauna got red (from steam) man
(68) a. V krane
in tap

bežit

voda

runs

water

unergative

‘There was water in the tap.’
b.?? V parke

bežit Vasja

in park

runs

Vasja

telic
(69) a. Na dereve pokrasnelo
on tree

jabloko

has reddened apple

‘ An apple got red on the tree.’
b.* V saune pokrasnel mužik
in sauna got red (from steam) man
(70) a. V vanne
into bathtub

nabežala

voda

runs

water

‘A lot of water has run into the tub.’
b.* V parke pribežal Vasja
in park

run-to

Vasja

The data contrasts demonstrated above in (59)-(70) present a challenge to the standard
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theory of unaccusativity: they are linked to animacy, but crucially not to volitionality or
agentivity. The diagnostics differ with respect to the effect of telicity on the outcome of
the test: while telicity plays a role for diagnostics that appeal to measuring out of an
object (measure prefix, distributive po), it becomes irrelevant for other diagnostics. In the
next subsection, I will examine each of the diagnostics in detail, discuss their existing
analyses and propose a working hypothesis of how animacy, telicity and unaccusativity
interact18.

4.

Animacy at the Argument Structure Level: The Experiencer
Condition

4.1

Animacy effects by argument type
As has been pointed out in section 3 above, there are two factors that can interfere

with and alter the result of an unaccusativity diagnostic in Russian: (i) animacy and (ii)
telicity. In this section, I will be mostly concerned with the effect of animacy with
unaccusative verbs and its formalization, while chapter 3 will be dealing with
formalization of animacy effects with unergative verbs, and telicity19.
Four unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian show variable results when animate
and inanimate subject pairs are considered in parallel20. The effects are not uniform

18

While in the examples above the minimal pairs are with 'grow', the reader is referred to Section 4 for
more evidence in favor of the systematic nature of the effects presented above.
19
The data summary below covers the data which involves atelic predicates only for the distr po-phrase,
Gen of Neg and Loc Inv. Verb prefixation is one diagnostic where it is impossible to use the verb in its
atelic form but this diagnostic is part of this section for consistency.
20
I will discuss the FCA diagnostic separately in Chapter 5. Such factors as definiteness/specificity and
contextual salience of the conjoined NP subjects will be shown to play a role for FCA. I will also point to
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across the argument types and across the diagnostics. There is, however, a noticeable
pattern to the data that requires an explanation which I will argue lies in a link between a
structural position and animacy.
The following observations ((A) through (E)) were found with respect to the four
diagnostics21.

(A)

Animate arguments of unaccusative verbs are disallowed with all four
unaccusativity tests, while inanimate arguments are grammatical

Distr po-phrase
(71) a. Po jabloku
po apple

krasnelo

na každom dereve

reddened

on each tree

‘An apple reddened on each of the trees.’
b.*Po studentu krasnelo
po student

blushed

v každoj gruppe
in each group

‘A student blushed in each of the groups.’

an indirect role of animacy for FCA and LocInv, where bare inanimate subjects will be shown not to
require overt indefiniteness/non-specificity modifiers, unlike bare animate subjects.
21
The full range of data used for testing can be found in Appendix I. It demonstrates the method of how
these data have been collected: the contexts that have been provided to the native speakers, an example of a
pilot survey and summary of the results.
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Verb Prefixation
(72) a. Mnogo travy
a lot of grass

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring

‘A lot of grass has grown over the spring.’
b.*Mnogo detei
many children

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring

‘A lot of children have grown over the spring.'
Gen of Neg
(73) a. Kostra

ne gorelo

campfire Gen not burned

v lesu
in the forest

‘No campfire was burning in the forest.’
b.*Kaskadera

ne gorelo

stuntman Gen not burned

v mašine
in car

‘No stuntman was burning in a car.’
Locative Inversion
(74) a. V sadu
in garden

rosla

višnja

grew

cherry tree

‘There grew a cherry tree in the garden.’
b.?? V semje
in family

rosla

doč’

grew daughter

‘There grew a daughter in the family.’
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Given that the mechanisms of the diagnostics are such that they reveal the underlying
positions of a verb's arguments, the observation in (A) can be interpreted in the following
way: the underlying position of animate arguments can be distinct from the ones of
inanimate arguments for predicates typically listed as unaccusative.

(B)

Inanimate arguments of unergative verbs are disallowed with some but not
other diagnostics

Compare distributive po-phrase and verb prefixation on the one hand and Gen of Neg and
Loc Inv on the other: the latter two show an animate vs. inanimate contrast similar to
unaccusative predicates shown above, unlike the former two diagnostics.

Distr po-phrase
(75)a.?? Po čajniku
po kettle

svistelo

na každoj kuhne

whistled

on each kitchen

‘A kettle whistled in each kitchen’
b.* Po mal’čiku svistelo
po boy

whistled

v každom dvore
in every yard

‘A boy whistled in each yard.’
Verb Prefixation
(76) a.* Mnogo plastinok
many records

naigralo

v našem parke

played

in our park

‘Many discs have played in our park.’
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b. * Mnogo detej
many children

naigralo

v parke

played

in park

‘Many children have played in our park.’
Gen of Neg
(77) a. Na kuhne nikakih/ni odnogo holodil’nika/a ne rabotalo
in kitchen no

/ not single fridge

not works

‘There were no working fridges in the kitchen.’
b.*Na zavode nikakih
at factory no

ženščin ne rabotaet
women not works

Locative Inversion
(78)a. Na kuhne
in kitchen

svistit

čajnik

whistles kettle

‘A kettle is whistling in the kitchen.’
b.?? V kvartire

svistit

in apartment whistles

mal’čik
boy

‘A boy is whistling in the apartment.’

The observation in (B) is controversial and, considering the uniformity of the results in
observation (A), is not likely to be related to the underlying structural contrasts. The
non-uniformity of the data contrasts among the diagnostics can be an effect that arises
due to the differences between the diagnostics themselves, in particular, the application of
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additional conditions relevant for Gen of Neg and Loc Inv but not for the distributive pophrase and verb prefixation. This idea is developed further in Chapter 2.

(C)

External arguments of transitive predicates are ungrammatical with all the
diagnostics regardless of animacy.

Distr po-phrase
(79)a.* Po knige
po book

polučilo recenziju

v každoj gazete

received review

in every newspaper

‘A (different) book received a review in every newspaper.’
b.* Po studentu
po student

polučilo

stipendiju

v každoj gruppe

received

stipend

in every group

‘A (different) student received a stipend in every group.’
Verb Prefixation
(80) a.* Mnogo knig
many books

napolučalo

recenzii

received

reviews

‘Many books received reviews’
b.* Mnogo detej
many children

napolučalo

knigi

na-received

books

‘Many children received books.’
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Gen of Neg
(81)a.* Devočki ne kupilo
girlGen

knigu

not bought book

‘The girl have not bough the book.’
b.* Knigi
bookGen

ne polučilo

recenziju

not received

review

‘The book has not received review.’

Locative Inversion22
(82)a.??Na kuhne
in kitchen

melodii svistit
tunes

čajnik

whistles kettle

‘The kettle is whistling tunes in the kitchen’
b.??V kvartire

pesni

in apartment songs

svistit

mal’čik

whistles boy

‘The boy is whistling songs in the apartment.’

Observation (B) is especially interesting when considered together with observation (C).

22

I assume (in line with Babyonyshev (1996)) that Locative Inversion refers to instances of PP V NP order
on the neutral intonational and discourse background. The transitive counterpart of (79) in (ii) below,
though possible, is not a discourse neutral sentence and presumably has an underlying structure distinct
from Locative (see Chapter 5 for more discussion and data).
(i)
Na večere
kuplety
pela odna izvestnaja aktrisa
at party sang
comic songs
one famous
actress
‘One famous actress sang comic songs at the party’
The interpretation of an object NP in (i) requires a contrastive focus (comic songs, as opposed to something
else); a pause is required after the LocPP, thus suggesting that a structure behind (i) is distinct from
Locative Inversion and represents just another instance of a non-canonical word order in Russian justified
by the information structure (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 for more discussion of transitive verbs in a
Locative Inversion).
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Given the standard view that external arguments of transitive and unergative verbs
pattern alike due to their identical distribution, one expects them to behave similar with
respect to the unaccusativity tests as well.

(D)

Internal arguments of transitive verbs are grammatical with the three
applicable diagnostics regardless of animacy23.

Distr po-phrase
(83) a. Ja dal
I gave

malčikam

po jabloku

boys

po apple

‘I gave boys an apple each.’
b. My dali každoj tancorše
we gave each

dancer

po instruktoru
po instructor

‘We gave each dancer an instructor.’
Verb Prefixation
(84) a. Deti
children

nakupili

knig.

bought (a lot of)

booksGen

‘Children bought a lot of books.’
b. Instruktora
instructors

nabrali

studentov

took (a lot of) studentsGen

‘Instructors have enrolled a lot of students.’

23

Locative Inversion (in its classical definition (Babyonyshev (1996)) is impossible with transitive verbs,
thus it is not relevant for generalization D (see fn 22).
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Gen of Neg
(85)a.

Ja ne našel podarka
I not found presentGen
‘I did not find a present.’

b. Ja ne našel vrača
I not found doctorGen
'I did not find the doctor.'

The observation (D) is again puzzling on the general view that single arguments of
unaccusative predicates pattern together with objects of transitive verbs. While subjects
of unaccusative verbs show animacy related effects (observation (A)) the same effect is
not to be observed with objects of transitive verbs.

(E)

Single arguments of existential predicates (or verbs that can receive an
existential interpretation) and the verb 'die' are grammatical with all four
diagnostics regardless of animacy

Distr po-phrase
(86)a. V každoj gruppe
in each group

bylo

po učastniku

were

po participant

‘There was a participant in every group.’
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b. V každoj korobke
in each box

bylo po knige
was

po book

‘There was a book in each box.’
(87)

Po žil’cu

umerlo

v každoj kvartire

po tenant

died

in every apartment

‘A tenant died in every apartment.’
Verb Prefixation
(88)a.

Mnogo

milicionerov perestojalo

na etom postu

many

policemen

at this

stood

post

‘Many policemen guarded (standing) this area.’
b. Mnogo znakov
many signs
‘Many signs
(89)

perestojalo

na etom perekrestke

stood

on this intersection

have been changed at this intersection.’

Mnogo mužikov

poumiralo

v derevnjah.

many men

died

in villages

‘Many men have died in the villages.’
Gen of Neg
(90)a.

Zdes’ horoših ljudej

ne suščestvuet

here good peopleGen

not exist

(Pesetsky, 1982:43)

‘Good people don’t exist here.’
b.

Nikakih

dokladčikov

ne pojavilos’

no

speakersGen

not appeared

‘No speakers appeared.’
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c.

Rebenka

na skamejke

ne bylo

childGen

on bench

not was

‘There was no child on the bench.’
d.

Doktora v derevne ne okazalos’
doctorGen in village

not turned out

‘It turned out that there was no doctor in the village.’
(91)

Nikakogo/ni odnogo starika

ne umerlo

v našem dome

no

not died

in our house

/ not single old man

‘Not a single old man dies in our house.’

Locative Inversion
(92)a.

V derevne

byl

vrač

in village

was

doctor

‘There was a doctor in the village.’
b.

V derevne byl traktor
in village was tractor
‘There was a tractor in the village.’

(93)

V derevne

umer

in the village died

vrač’
doctor

‘A doctor died in the village.’

The observation (E) sets aside verbs of existence and the verb ‘die’ as special with
respect to animacy-related contrasts. If the explanation to the observation (A) lies in the
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link between animacy and a structural position, then such a link is impossible/ becomes
unavailable with verbs of existence and the verb ‘die’. The overall summary of the results
for four unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian is given in table (94) below24
(94) Effects of Animacy by Verb/Argument Type
Verb types
Intransitive
Diagnostics
Distributive po- phrase

Unaccus

Unerg

Exist

Subject

Object

*anim

*anim

anim

*anim

anim

*inanim

inanim

*inanim

inanim

*anim

*anim

anim

*inanim

*inanim

inanim

inanim
Verb prefixaton

*anim
inanim

Gen of Neg

*anim
inanim

Locative Inversion

*anim
inanim

4.2

Transitive

*anim

anim

*anim

anim

inanim

inanim

*inanim

inanim

*anim

anim

inanim

inanim

Experiencer Condition: Animacy as a Potential

As the key to analyzing the data generalizations listed above, I propose a
condition that establishes the link between animacy and structural position. Following the
insights from Reinhart (2000), (2002), I suggest that animacy is one of the characteristics
that underlie the distinction between a Patient/Theme and an Experiencer argument:
animacy serves as a prerequisite for assignment of an Experiencer role. Reinhart (2000)
24

The table is read as follows: anim/inanim stands for animate/inanimate subjects pair. Blank slot- the
construction is unavailable with this type of predicate for an independent reason. Exist - existential
predicates, Unaccus-unaccusative, Unerg-unergative.
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suggests a system of formal features that compose theta roles. She proposes to define the
types of theta roles in terms of two binary features: [c] (Cause) and [m] (Mental state).
The role of Agent and Cause share the positive value of feature [c]. Agency involves such
properties as volition and intention, which Reinhart defines as [+m]. Note that the value
of feature [m] distinguishes between the Experiencer role and Patient, as well as Agent
and Instrument (see (95)a-d and (96), (97)). The correlation between animacy and an
Experiencer, however, is one way: the positive value of feature [m] entails animacy, but
not conversely. Reinhart’s (2002:232) theta-decomposition analysis is given in (95)
below (see Reinhart (2000), (2002), for empirical motivation for the feature
specifications, Horvath and Siloni (to appear) and Rappaport and Levin (2012) for
versions of the same idea).

(95)a. [+c +m]

agent

(Reinhart, 2002: 232)

b. [+c-m]

instrument

c. [-c+m]

experiencer

d. [-c-m]

patient

e. [+c]

cause (unspecified for m)

f. [+m]

not defined

g. [-m]

locative source/subject matter (unspecified for c)

h. [-c]

goal, benefactor (unspecified for m)

(96) a. Bill bought the book[-c-m].
b. The letter[-c-m] arrived
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c. John[-c+m] arrived
(97) a. John [+c+m] whistled
b. Kettle [+c-m] whistled

I will propose a different implementation of the idea of connecting animacy and an
Experiencer role/position. I will argue that an Experiencer is a second theta-role that can
be assigned to an argument in addition to the Theme role (see Ramchand (2008)a,
Landau (2010), for a similar idea implementations). Animacy of an argument works as a
prerequisite for this second role assignment: while inanimate arguments can only receive
a Theme theta role, animate arguments can receive both Theme and Experiencer role.
The additional Experiencer theta role is assigned by Appl0 (Baker (1988), Marantz
(1993), Pylkkännen (1999), (2000) McGinnis (2001)). The presence of the ApplP in the
structure is optional and correlates with the interpretation of an internal argument
(Experiencer/Theme). The tree in (98) is a representation of a true unaccusative with a
single NP argument interpreted as a Theme25.

(98)
vP

ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
V0

XPTheme

The alternating structure in (99), in addition, has an ApplP layer. The single NP in (99),

25

The presence or absence of little v is not crucial for me in this chapter (see, however, Harves (2002) on
the absence of vP in unaccusatives). I return to this issue in Chapters 3 and 5.
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following the assumption that theta roles are interpretations of structural relations (along
the lines of Hale and Keyser (1993) and Harley (1995)), is interpreted as both Theme
(Undergoer of the event) and Experiencer since that NP occupies both positions in the
course of the derivation26. The additional interpretation is available only to animate
NPs27.

(99)

ApplP

ei
XPExp
Appl’
ei
0
Appl
VP
ei
V’
ei
V0

XPTheme

I propose that what underlies raising to an Experiencer in (99) is the condition in (100).

(100) Animate arguments of unaccusative verbs are potential Experiencers. The
potential must be realized if possible.

The unaccusative diagnostics apply at LF (verb prefixation, distributive po, Gen of Neg):
in order to satisfy one of these diagnostics, an argument must be in the scope of a relevant
26

If thematic interpretation is read off LF, then the (chain of) an argument with two theta roles must occupy
(be visible) in two positions at LF. Note that theta positions of a chain need not be the position that chain is
interpreted in for other LF properties, such as scope (see Bobaljik (2002), Wurmbrand and Bobaljik
(1999)). Recognizing that thematic interpretation and LF interpretation (scope, biding, etc.) may concern
different members of a chain reflects what Chomsky (1995) refered to as the 'duality' of semantics.
27
An important question to ask is what the notion of animacy includes here. In particular, one needs to
spell out where the dividing line is between animate and inanimate enitities for the purposes of the contrasts
discussed. The clearest contrasts with respect to unaccusativity diagnostics are between NPs denoting
humans and NPs denoting clearly inanimate entities. This contrast, however, does not boil down to the
literal notion of animacy and is also dependent on contextual triggers as well as the choice of the verb and
its lexical semantics. Such reference to animacy in syntax, however, is different from the reference to
animacy in morphology e.g., the well-known differential object marking effects (DOM) in Russian where
Acc=Gen syncretism is found with all animate plural NPs and Declension Class II animate singular nouns
(see Glushan (2009)). I leave the question of the dividing line for the notion of animacy in syntax (i.e., what
animate entities count as animate e.g., animals, insects vs humans) for future research.
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operator at LF. For moved arguments, I argue that the restriction in (101), independently
proposed in Hornstein (1999), Boeckx and Hornstein (2003), (2006), applies28.

(101) Arguments may not reconstruct (for scope and binding) lower than their
highest theta position.

What distinguishes Experiencer arguments from Themes is that Experiencers are located
in Spec, ApplP at LF, hence higher than Themes. The data contrasts revealed by
unaccusativity diagnostics with respect to animacy of an argument, thus, arise as a result
of a structural height effect at LF: the domain of licensing for the diagnostics is lower
than the Experiencer and higher than a Theme position.
To illustrate the analysis, consider the contrast in (102): the verb ‘grow’ with a
quantificational prefix can be combined with an inanimate argument, but not with an
animate one.
(102) a. Mnogo travy
a lot of grass

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring

‘A lot of grass has grown over the spring.’
b.*Mnogo detei
many children

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring

‘A lot of children has grown over the spring.'

28

The working assumption here is that an NP that moves creates a chain occupying muptiple positions in
the course of the derivation. At LF, a single position is relevant/visible for scope, and (101) constraints this
position. All theta positions in the chain, however, are relevant for theta interpretation. An alternative to
this view known from the literature is to treat theta roles as features (Hornstein (1999), Bošković and
Takahashi (1998) among others).
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This contrast occurs due to the fact that quantificational prefix being attached to V0 is
required to scope over its argument at LF. While inanimate arguments may occur VPinternally, thus, within the licensing of the na-prefix, animate arguments, given (101),
must occur no lower than the Experiencer position in Spec, ApplP (higher than the
licensing of the quantificational prefix). This structural mismatch at LF gives rise to a
contrast between animate and inanimate arguments of unaccusative verbs (generalization
(A)).
(103)

vP
ru

v’
ru
v0
ApplP
ei
XPExperiencer Appl’
ei
verb prefixation
Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
na- V0
XPTheme

To summarize, the assumption that Experiencers are higher than Themes (Baker
(1988), Marantz (1993), Pylkkännen (1999), (2000) among others), along with the
restriction in (101) prevents Experiencers from satisfying unaccusative diagnostics that
crucially require a low, VP-internal position at LF.

4.2.1 Why should the Experiencer Condition hold?

Now I will address the issue of why the Experiencer Condition in (100) should
hold. As suggested above, the presence of ApplP layer of structure is optional, and we
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should expect the structures in (104) and (105) to be equally available for intransitive
verbs with animate subjects.

(104)
vP

ei
v’

ei
v

	
  

(105)

VP

ei
V’
ei
V0
XPTheme

vP
ru

v’
ru
v0
ApplP
ei
XPExperiencer Appl’
ei
Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
V0
XPTheme

The structure in (104) represents a proper subpart of the structure in (105). This
interrelation between the structures, I will argue, gives rise to a pragmatic effect, i.e.,
similar to the effect of a Scalar Implicature (SI) (Grice (1989)) which reveals the
availability of the ApplP structure for some but not other types of predicates. To explain
the line of reasoning, I will first introduce the notion of SI and its relevance for
interpretation.
Grice (1989) proposed that the source of pragmatic variability is a set of maxims,
summarized in (106) below. These maxims are overridable but serve as general default
principles of a conversation exchange.
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(106) Quantity
a.

Make your contribution to the conversation as informative as is required

b.

Do not make your contribution more informative than required
Quality

c.

Do not say what you believe to be false

d.

Do not say what you don’t have adequate evidence for
Relation

e.

Be relevant
Manner

f.

Avoid obscurity and ambiguity

g.

Be brief and orderly.

To illustrate how the above listed maxims work, consider (107) below: the exclusive
reading of ‘or’ is derived via Grice’s maxims. The idea is that upon hearing a sentence in
(107)a, a hearer considers the alternative in (107)b and subconsciously goes through the
reasoning steps in (107i-vi).
(107) a. Joe or Bill will show up
b. Joe and Bill will show up.
i. The speaker said (107)a and not (107)b, which, presumably, would
have been also relevant (relevance maxim)
ii. (107)b entails (107)a, hence (107)b is more informative
iii. If the speaker believed that (107)b were true, she would have said so
(quantity maxim)
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iv. It is not the case that the speaker believes that (107)b holds.
v. It is likely that the speaker has an opinion as to whether (107)b holds
vi. It is likely that the speaker takes (107)b to be false.

Thus, according to Grice (1989), uttering (107)a, by virtue of maxims that govern the
logic of the reasoning, gives rise to an implication that (107)b is false.
I would like to argue that a similar logic governed by Grice’s maxims underlies
the variability of animacy-related contrasts with unaccusative diagnostics (generalization
(A)). Recall that the point of optionality was the presence/absence of ApplP layer in the
structure of unaccusatives and two possible interpretations of animate arguments linked
to that: Experiencer and Theme. The availability of two structures is similar to the
interpretation of a disjunctive ‘or’. If an NP is both Theme and Experiencer in a given
predicate, then that NP is the Theme. There is an entailment relation, whereby (108)a
(i.e., the thematic interpretation of an NP in (105)) is more informative than (108)b (the
thematic interpretation of an NP in (104)) without ApplP. Under a Gricean type of
reasoning, use of the structure without ApplP implies that the meaning of the
corresponding structure with ApplP is false29.

29

This line of reasoning suggests that such implicational relation should also hold more generally.
Specifically, in any instance of a structural containment that involves an assignment of a double theta role,
it is predicted that the use of a smaller structure would implicate the infelicity of a larger one. The most
famous examples of data analyzed in terms of a structural containment and movement into theta position
are double object constructions (Larson (1988), Baker (1988)) and psyche-verbs construction (Belletti and
Rizzi (1988), Legendre (1989)). Both of the constructions, in most recent accounts, however, have been
shown not to involve a containment of structure. While double objects constructions have been shown to
involve a Small Clause (Kayne (1984), Beck and Johnson (2004)), object experiencers have been argued to
be deep LF subjects and not transformationally related to subject experiencers (Landau (2010), Pesetsky
(1995) among others). Thus, while acknowledging the important prediction the analysis of Russian
unaccusativity contrasts makes here in more general terms, I do not think it is reliable to test this prediction
on the basis of double object or psyche-verbs constructions. (I would like to thank Želko Bošković (p.c.)
for pointing this point to me). I leave it for future research to find out what empirical evidence can serve as
the basis for a more reliable testing in this respect.
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(108) a.

XPTheme+Experiencer

b.

XP Theme

The effect is illustrated as follows. Consider an example with an inanimate single NP
first.

(109) Naroslo

mnogo travy

na-grow

much grass

Due to the VP-internal licensing domain of the measure prefix –na, the single NP
subjects is required to occur in a sister to V0 position, thus resulting in a Theme
interpretation of the single argument. Since the NP in (109) is inanimate, thus cannot be
an Experiencer, no mismatch between the Experiencer Condition in (100) and licensing
domain of the measure prefix arises (see (110) below).

(110)
vP
ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
na- V0
QPTheme

na-roslo
‘na-grow’

mnogo travy
‘much grass’

Now consider the animate counterpart of (109) in (111) below.
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(111)* Naroslo mnogo detej
na-grow many children

Since the single argument NP is animate, it is subject to the Experiencer Condition.
Raising to an Experiencer position, however, leads to a mismatch with the VP-internal
licensing domain of the measure prefix (see (112) below).

(112)

vP
ru

v’
ru
v0
ApplP
ei
XPExperiencer Appl’
ei
verb prefixation
Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
na- V0
XPTheme

The alternative structure with the ApplP layer being absent (see (113) below), however,
implies that the children are not Experiencers. This interpretation, however, is
incompatible with world knowledge, where the growth is something that animate entities
experience, thus, (111) is infelicitous.

(113)
vP
ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
na- V0
QPTheme

na-roslo
‘na-grow’

mnogo detej
‘many children’
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Since the choice of structure correlates with a different interpretation of the verb’s
argument, it is predicted that diagnostics of VP-internal argument distribution should
correlate with a non-Experiencer (Theme) interpretation of an animate subject.
If the proposal here is correct, it is predicted that the acceptability of a nonExperiencer interpretation of animate arguments can be manipulated/influenced by (i) the
choice of verb (lexical semantics) (see the discussion of ‘grow’, ‘fall’ vs ‘be’ and ‘die’
verbs below) and (ii) context. In other words, despite appearances, it is not animacy as
such that plays a role in the unaccusativity tests, but Experiencer-hood of an argument
which is only indirectly connected to animacy.
One expects that it should be possible to manipulate the context, so that an
animate entity can be a non-Experiencer. In such contexts, the acceptability/infelicity is
expected to change. This prediction is correctly borne out.
Consider the verb ‘grow’ in a context facilitating a non-Experiencer interpretation
of its animate argument. On its conventional reading, ‘grow’ does not allow a Theme
interpretation of its animate arguments. An artificial science fiction context can facilitate
such a reading. In the context in (114), facilitating non-Experiencer reading of the
argument of ‘grow’, as predicted by the analysis, the * reported in (111) disappears in
(115) (see the corresponding structure in (116)).
(114) Science fiction context: people grow children like flowers in the labs.
Every season the number of grown up children is measured and
compared.
(115) a. Mnogo travy
a lot of grass

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring
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‘A lot of grass has grown over the spring.’
b. Mnogo detej
many children

naroslo

za vesnu

grew

in spring

‘A lot of children have grown over the spring.'

(116)
vP

ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
V0

na-roslo
‘have grown’

QPTheme

mnogo detej
‘many children’

Consider the similar behavior of the verb 'fall': on a more conventional use of 'fall',
the change-of-state it expresses does not normally lead to the loss of an Experiencer
interpretation. However, an explicit context can facilitate a Theme, non-Experiencer
interpretation of the subject. In such a context, the VP-internal distribution of an
argument can be observed. Compare the regular verb padat’ ‘fall’ and to padat’ v
obmorok ‘to fall unconscious’ (117) and (118). While both of these versions of ‘fall’
involve physical falling, only the latter asserts a loss of consciousness. As expected under
the approach proposed here, these verbs behave differently with respect to the distributive
po-phrase diagnostic: both of the examples involve animate subjects, but the subject in
(118) shows VP-internal distribution, while the subject in (117) doesn’t.
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(117)*

Po mužčine upalo na každoj stupenke lestnicy
po man

fell

on every step of the stairs

‘A man fell on every step of the stairs.’

Non-Experiencer Context:
Men tend to lose consciousness during their wives’ labor. Not long ago we had a
situation when:

(118) Po mužčine
po man

upalo v obmorok

v každoj rodil’noj bol’nicy

fell unconscious

in every labor room of the hospital

‘A man lost conscious in every labor room of the hospital.’

It appears that what is relevant is experience not only of the change of state or location,
but also of the resultant endstate. Consider the contrast between (119) and (120): while
both of the verbs fall and drown are telic change of state verbs, only (120) is compatible
with a Theme interpretation of an animate argument. This can be attributed to the
differences in the lexical semantics of verbs drown and fall: while drown excludes an
Experiencer interpretation at the event final point, allowing only a Theme interpretation
of an animate argument. The predicate fall, in contrast, does not necessarily exclude this
interpretation (on a most conventional context), and thus, receives a contrasting
judgment30.

30

The reader is referred to the next section of this chapter for more data and discussion of telicity related
effects.
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(119) * Mnogo montažnikov
many

installers

napadalo

iz okon

have fallen

from windows

‘Many installers have fallen from windows.’
(120) Po spotsmenu utonulo
po-sportsman drowned

na každoj dorožke
on each lane

‘A sportsman drowned in each lane.’

As for the verb 'die' (as well as other verbs with meaning implying death at an event
endpoint e.g., drown, burn etc) pattern together with (118) (i.e., fall combined with a
contextually explicit unconscious final state). For these verbs, by virtue of special lexical
semantics, the Experiencer interpretation of an argument is impossible at the endstate,
thus the structure with no ApplP is required.

(121) vP
ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
Distr- V
po-NPTheme

'die'

The generalization (E) (absence of animacy contrasts with verbs of existence, verb 'die')
thus, now also follows from the above analysis. These verbs, in contrast to 'grow' and
'fall', due to their lexical meaning, are compatible with non-Experiencer interpretation of
an animate argument. They do not require a special context facilitating a Theme
interpretation of an animate argument and thus, to a first approximation, do not give rise
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to a animate/inanimate subject contrast with unaccusativity diagnostics (see (122)-(123)
corresponding to (121) above).

(122)a. V každoj
in each

gruppe

bylo

po učastniku

group

were

po participant

‘There was a participant in each group.’
b. V každoj
in each

korobke

bylo po knige

box

was po book

‘There was a book in each box.’

(123)

Po žil’cu

umerlo v každoj kvartire

po tenant

died

in every apartment

‘A tenant died in every apartment.’

Verbs of existence/stative predicates do not denote a change of state/location, thus
an Experiencer interpretation of an single animate argument is excluded.
The possibility of a structure with an ApplP layer and Experiencer interpretation
of a single argument for existential verbs can be detected and is in fact discussed in
Partee and Borschev (2007). They discusses an additional interpretation the verb 'be' can
receive in Russian: 'perfective' BE verb, arguments of which are disallowed under Gen of
Neg. Consider the contrast in (124) and (125): while two interpretations are available for
(124)(reading

(124)a

corresponding

to

the

Experiencer

interpretation,(124)b
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corresponding to the Theme interpretation), one of the interpretations disappears with
Gen of Neg: (125)a (the Experiencer reading).
(124) Vasja byl

v Londone

Vasja was

in London

a.'Vasja has been to London.'
b.'Vasja was in London at the time.'
(125) Vasi

ne bylo

VasjaGen of Neg not be

v Londone
in London

a.*'Vasja has not been to London.'
b.'Vasja was not in London at the time.'

Similarly, verbs pojavljat'sja 'appear', stojat' 'stand' give rise to an analogical effect: both
pojavljat'sja and stojat' have more than one interpretation: 'occurrence' and 'conscious/
volitional appearance' (for 'pojavljat'sja' verb), 'be/sit' and 'conscious standing' reading
(for stojat' verb). One of the readings disappears when the single argument is marked by
Gen of Neg.
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(126)a. Posle dolgogo ožidanija,
after a long wait,

moj brat

tak i ne pojavilsja

my brother

did not yet show up

'After a long wait, my brother did not yet show up.'
'After a long wait, my brother did not yet appear.'
b.

Posle dolgogo ožidanija,

moego brata

tak i ne pojavilos

After a long wait,

my brotherGenNeg

yet not appear

* 'After a long wait, my brother did not yet show up.'
'After a long wait, my brother did not yet emerge.' e.g., in the picture

(127)a. Vy
youGenNeg

tut

ne stojali

here

not stand here

( a conversation in a line)

'You were not in line before.'
'You did not sit/were not here before.'
b. Vas
youGenNeg

tut

ne stojalo

here

not stand here

( a conversation in a line)

* 'You were not in line before.'
'You did were not /sit here.'

The effect of a Gen of Neg subject in (127)b is also well-known as a comical effect of
treating someone as non-alive or as non-important.
I postpone an explanation for the generalization (B) (the acceptability of
inanimate arguments with unergative predicates for some (Gen of Neg, LI) but not other
diagnostics (distributive po-phrase, verb prefixation test)) until Chapter 2 where I propose
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that, similar to unaccusative verbs, two alternating argument structures underlie
unergative predicates. In my analysis, I appeal to Babby (1980), (2001), Borschev and
Partee (1998), (2002), Partee et al (2011) and their account of Gen of Neg subjects in
terms of Perspective Structure. The generalization (B) is thus analyzed as a
disambiguation of the two argument structures by Gen of Neg and Locative Inversion,
but not by verb prefixation or distributive po-phrase31 (see Chapter 3 for more data and
account). The two structures proposed in Chapter 3 are demonstrated in (128) below.

(128)a. 'predicative' sentence frame
TP

ei

T

ei
T'

vP

ei
XPunerg
VP
ei
V

b.

‘existential’ sentence frame
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

ei

T’

ei
0
T

VP
ei
V
XP

31

It is also possible to show the effect with a distributive po-phrase diagnostic in a situation when
distributive po-phrase is combined with a Loc argument as a universal quantifier. There are also additional
complications with po-phrase diagnostic in this respect (see Chapter 3).
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The generalizations (C) and (D) (absence of animacy contrasts with subjects and
objects of transitive verbs) can be captured by means of the additional assumption in
(129)32.

(129) Maximally one VP-internal and one VP-external argument per predicate

Transitive subjects and objects do not give rise to animacy-related contrasts due to the
fact that they are assigned either Agent or Theme roles, respectively, regardless of
animacy. Animate Themes do not undergo raising to Spec, ApplP, given the restriction in
(129).
No special de-animatized interpretation arises with animate transitive objects,
unlike with animate subjects of unaccusative verbs. Therefore, one needs to clarify how
the Gricean-inspired reasoning proceeds in case of transitive objects33. In case of animate
Theme subjects of unaccusatives, the Experiencer Condition in (100) applies when a
competing structure is available (even in cases where that competing structure creates
problems elsewhere, e.g., licensing of a distributive po-phrase or a measure prefix). In a
transitive derivation, due to (129), no competing structure with an experiencer phrase is
available in principle. In the absence of competition, the effect of an Experiencer
Condition does not arise with VP-internal Theme arguments, even if they are animate34.

32

The basis of this assumption I leave open for now. It is partially accounted for if vP and ApplP are in
complementary distribution and may not co-occur, for example, if (Agentive) v and Appl are different
'flavors of v', as in Harley (1999), (2005) and Folli and Harley (2004). Possible independent evidence might
come from serial verb constructions where, in some languages, for each instance of an argument an overt
verb realization is required; also ditransitive predicates (VP shells analysis by Larson (1988)) where for
each of the arguments in a ditransitive predicate, a verb projection is postulated.
33
I am grateful to Susi Wurmbrand (p.c.) for pointing this out to me.
34
Similar reasoning may be seen with regrads to Object Shift in the Scandinavian languages. In these
languages, A-movement of a weak pronoun or a DP object to Spec, AgrO-P position (Bobaljik (1995),
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4.2.2 Telicity: Experiencing the Event Endpoint

A number of sources have argued in favor of the connection between telicity and
unaccusativity in various languages (Arad (1998), van Hout (2004), Borer (2004) among
others). Below I will show that as one considers the influence of telicity on the outcome
of unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian, the apparent role of telicity appears to be
epiphenomenal under a closer investigation. While telicity appears to interact with
unaccusativity, this interaction occurs due to the link between telicity and lexical
meaning of the verb. In particular, what appears to be behind the apparent telicity effects
is whether the lexical meaning of the verb is compatible with non-Experiencer
interpretation of an animate argument at the event end point. Telicity per se, however,
does not appear to be the underlying trigger.
Semantically, telicity has been argued to be the combination of 'process' and
'result' which creates accomplishment aspectual verb class (Pustejovsky (1991),
Higginbotham (1999)). The major difference between telic and atelic change-of-state

Bobaljik and Jonas (1996), see also Bobaljik (2002)) or Spec, vP under other proposals is strongly
connected to interpretive considerations (see Bobaljik (1995), Diesing (1996) and references therein).
Crucially, as reported in Holmberg (1986:167) (cited from Bobaljik (2002:207)) objects introducing new
information (including focused NPs and existential indefinites) may not shift, while objects reflecting old
information must shift when they can. The relevant constraint here is Holmberg's Generalization - the
observation that object shift is only possible when the verb raises. This yields the following state of affairs:
an unshifted object must be indefinite if a competing, shifted structure was available (i.e., when the verb
moves). However, no such restriction holds on an unshifted object if no competing structure was available,
i.e., if the verb has not moved and object shift was, therefore, impossible. The point that creates a parallel to
Russian here is the presence of the alternative: failure to move in the presence of an alternative
structure/position for movement leads to interpretive consequences, just as the movement itself does (see
Bobaljik (2002:253)).
Diesing (1996)(cited from Bobaljik (2002:207))
(i)
Í fyrra málúðu stúdentarnir {hús-ið/*hús}i
[ekki ti]
ast year painted the.students house-the/*house(s) not
'Last year the students didn't paint the house'
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predicates is that while atelic verbs do not require the attainment of the final state, their
telic counterparts do. Particularly, telic intransitive verbs require their single arguments to
be undergoing a change both throughout the event (Van Valin (1990)), as well as being
'holders' of the the result state (Ramchand (2008)a). This nature of telic predicates has
been proposed to be reflected in argument structure in various forms in the literature.
Ramchand and Svenonius (2002) and Ramchand (2008)a argue for an additional
layer of structure that represents this intuition for telic verbs in Slavic: Result P, a single
argument of which receives a Resultee theta role (matched to a structural position) in
addition to an event Undergoer. Baker (2002) and Harley and Folli (2008) propose a
Small Clause analysis, roughly following a similar logic.
Consider the contrast between (130) and (131): while both of the verbs fall and
drown are telic, only (131) is compatible with a Theme interpretation of an animate
argument. This can be attributed to the differences in the lexical semantics of verbs
drown and fall: while drown excludes an Experiencer interpretation at the event final
point, allowing only a Theme interpretation of an animate argument, the predicate fall, in
contrast, does not necessarily exclude this interpretation (on the most conventional
context), and thus, receives a contrastive judgment.

(130) * Mnogo

montažnikov napadalo

many installers

have fallen

iz okon

from windows

‘Many installers have fallen from windows.’
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(131) Po spotsmenu utonulo
po-sportsman drowned

na každoj dorožke
on each lane

‘A sportsman drowned in each lane.’

In order to show that these effects can be manipulated by context, compare (130) and
(132), where a special artificial context (facilitating a non-Experiencer reading of an
animate argument) is provided in the latter case.
Non-Experiencer context
Computer game setting. There are always piles of dead snipers after the
shooting at this level. These snipers fall out of windows.

(132) Mnogo
many

snaiperov

napadalo

iz okon

snipers

have fallen

out windows

telic

‘Many snipers have fallen out of windows.’

As one can conclude from the contrast (130) and (132), the judgment in (130) is
not absolute. Once the relevant contextual clues compatible with a VP-internal
interpretation (Theme) of a single argument are provided, the initial difference (rooted in
distinct lexical semantics of fall and drown) disappears.
It appears that telicity functions here as an additional component that becomes an
issue for the choice between ApplP and non-ApplP argument structures due to its
interaction with the lexical semantics of the verb and world knowledge. In a context
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where the influence of the world knowledge is excluded by explicit context (as in (132)
above), fall and drown are structurally identical and behave in a similar fashion.

(133) vP
ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
tel- V

napadalo

XPTheme

(134) vP
ei

telic

v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
Distr-V

utonulo

Na-prefix
telic

Distr po-

XPTheme

po-sportsmenu

As for atelic predicates, they lack the result state as part of their interpretation. The
absence of the result state makes the interaction between verb argument interpretation
and the world knowledge component irrelevant. Neither drown nor fall can be compatible
with a non-Experiencer Theme interpretation of an animate argument, thus subjects of
drown and fall verbs show a uniform pattern as complements of a distributive po-phrase
(see (135))35 .

35

Several interpretations should be excluded here for (135)a,b. One is the iterative reading: multiple events
of 'drowning' or 'falling' distributed over time as e.g., in (i). The subevents are telic in nature, the iterative
reading improves the grammaticality.
(i) po sportsmenu tonulo na každoj nedele
po athlete
drowned every week
The other reading is the existential interpretation of the verb to which I turn with more detail below. The
manner adverb in (135) serves as an emphasis for the targeted reading.
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(135)a.??Po spotsmenu
po-sportsman was

(šumno)

tonulo

na každoj dorožke

loudly

drowning

on each lane

‘A sportsman was drowning in each lane.’
b.?? Po montažniku
po installer

atelic Activity

(šumno)

padalo

s každoj kryši

loudly

was falling

from each roof

‘An installer was loudly falling off each of the roofs.’

atelic Activity

The structural representation assumed for the atelic verb forms in (135)a,b

are

demonstrated in (136) below.
(136)

vP
ru

v’
ru
v0
ApplP
ei
XPExperiencer Appl’
ei
Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
atelicV0
XPTheme

fall/drown
In (136), in line with the Experiencer Condition proposed in Chapter 1 (repeated
in (137) below), animate arguments raise to an Experiencer position. This position being
higher that the licensing domain of the distributive po-phrase, leads to ungrammatical
result in (135)a,b.
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(137) Animate arguments of unaccusative verbs are potential Experiencers. The
potential must be realized if possible.

There exists, however, one possibility of facilitating animate Theme interpretation with
atelic predicates: to turn them into existential predicates by means of a shift in
Perspective Structure (along the lines of Partee et al (2011)). To achieve that, an
implicit/explicit LOCation should be introduced, with the Perspectival Center being set
on it (see Chapter 3 for a detailed argumentation and the proposal).

(138) While walking on the scene, we made several pictures.
On one of the pictures we can see that:
Po

montažniku

padalo

s každoj kryši

po

installerDat

was falling

from each roof

‘There was an installer falling off each roof.’

In such a context, the structure that would correspond to (138) is the one analogous to
(139) suggested for ‘existential’ structure frame. As discussed in Chapter 3, existential
verbs in general, are compatible with a non-Experiencer interpretation of an animate
argument, thus, the improvement of the acceptability in (138) is expected.
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(139) BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

ei

T’

ei
0
T

VP
ei
V
XPUnaccus

padalo
‘was falling’

po samoubijce
‘po- suicider’

To conclude, telicity per se does not appear to play a role in unaccusativity in
Russian. While it is empirically true that telicity often interacts with unaccusativity, this
interaction occurs due to the connection between telicity and lexical meaning of the verb.
In combination with the world knowledge factors, the apparent telicity effects arise.
Telicity alone, however, never influences the unaccusativity of the verb, and thus, is
epiphenomenal.

5.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have provided the basis for the discussion of unaccusativity in

Russian. I have briefly reviewed the literature on unaccusativity and discussed the two
major views on unaccusativity: syntactic and semantic approach. I have also covered the
discussion of agentivity and variable behavior of verbs linked to animacy observed crosslinguistically and in Russian. A detailed discussion of existing unaccusativity diagnostics
for Russian, as well as their mechanisms, has been offered. I have proposed a new class
of data which demonstrates the effect linked to animacy but distinct from the standard
agentivity effects. Based on a careful investigation of the interaction of animacy and
unaccusativity tests in Russian, I have argued that apart from Agent/Theme role
interaction which underlies agentivity effects with variable behavior verbs, there exists an
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additional level of contrast which is characteristic of all unaccusative predicates:
Experiencer/Theme interaction. The connection between animacy and an Experiencer is
formalized as an Experiencer condition (100) whereby animacy of an argument serves as
a prerequisite for assignment of an Experiencer role.
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Chapter 3

Context Sensitive Unaccusativity: Russian and Italian
Parallels36
Part I: Genitive of Negation and Locative Inversion in Russian

В греческом зале, в греческом зале.
Как вам не стыдно! Как вам не стыдно!
Чего орёшь, ты, мышь белая?
(из пьесы Аркадия Райкина 'Люди и Манекены')
In a greek exhibition, in a greek exhibition.
Shame on you! Shame on you!
What are you yelling about, you, white mouse?
(from a play by Arkadij Rajkin 'People and Manekens')

0.

Introduction

One of the most puzzling empirical challenges that the original formulation of the
Unaccusativity Hypothesis (UH) (Perlmutter (1978), Burzio (1981), (1986)) has been
confronted with is the non-uniformity of the two intransitive verb classes. In this chapter,
I will be concerned with one type of non-uniforn behavior of intransitive verbs observed
in two languages: Russian and Italian. The non-uniform behavior of intransitive verb
36

Part II of this chapter, as well as significant pieces of the analysis of Russian data from the point of view
of Italian resulted from joint work with Andrea Calabrese. For the original project, as well as a later version
of it with a fuller discussion of the Italian data and the analysis the reader is referred to Glushan and
Calabrese (2013), Calabrese, Maling and Glushan (in prep).
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classes that these two languages share involves typical unergative predicates that can
show unaccusative behavior sensitive to contextual factors and syntactic environment.
In Italian, ne-cliticization, a standard unaccusativity test for diagnosing the VPinternal position of an argument, has been shown to be possible with typical unergative
verbs (Lonzi (1986), Bentley (2002), (2006), Calabrese and Maling (2009) among
others).
(1) Ne
ne

giocano

sempre

solo tre (di bambini)

play

always

only three (of children)

‘Only three of them always play.’
(2) Ne
ne

camminerà

tanta (di gente)

su quei marciapiedi

walk

many of people

on those sidewalk

‘Many will walk on those sidewalks.’

On a par with the Italian facts above, similar effects have been pointed out for Russian.
The Russian data involve the Genitive of Negation. Normally, only VP-internal
arguments can take Genitive case under negation, thus (3), (4) are ungrammatical with a
genitive subject of an unergative verb. However, typical unergative verbs in Russian
('play', 'work', 'hide' etc.) have been shown to be acceptable with Gen of Neg in special
existential contexts and/or in a Locative Inversion frame (see (5), (6) below) (Babby
(1980), (2001), Borschev and Partee (1998), (2002), Partee et al (2011)).
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(3)*

Detej

ne igralo

na bajane

childrenGen

not played

on bayan

‘Children were not playing the bayan.’
(4)?? Na ulice
on street

ne igralo

nikakih detej

not played no-kind childrenGen

‘There were no children playing in the street.’

Context: Na zabrošenom zavode upal i razbilsja Saša.

(Babby, 2001: 50-51)

‘Sasha fell and was badly hurt at the abandoned factory’
(5)

Tam bolše

ne igraet

nikakih detej

there more

not play

no childrenGen

‘There are no longer any children playing there.’
(6)a.

Na etom zavode

igrali deti

on this plant

played chilren

Locative Inversion

‘There were children playing in the street.’
b. Na etom
on this

zavode bolše

ne igraet

nikakih detej

plant

not play

no children

more

‘There were no children playing at this plant anymore.’

In this chapter, I analyze one more level of contrast detectable on the basis of two
unaccusativity diagnostics in Russian (i.e., Gen of Neg and Loc Inv) and Italian (i.e., necliticization and bare plural subjects). Unlike the Theme/Experincer interaction argued
for in Chapter 1 for subjects of unaccusative verbs in Russian, the contrast analyzed here
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involves subjects of typical unergative verbs and is also known independently as a 'weak'
subject effect on the basis of Spanish (Torrego (1989)), Catalan (Rigau (1997)) and
Hebrew (Borer (2005))37.
In the first part of the chapter, I appeal to the analysis of Gen of Neg on the basis
of Perspective Structure in Partee and Borschev (2002), Partee et al (2011) and show that
similar analysis can extend to subjects of Locative Inversion in Russian. I show that Loc
Inv corresponds to one of the Perspective Structure choices: the 'existential' sentence
frame. Picking up on the intuition expressed in Partee et al (2011) that a change of
Perspective Structure reflects a diathesis choice, I suggest that there exists an alternation
of two argument structures in the case of unergative predicates, both of which are equally
available to the speaker. The speaker's ultimate choice of argument structure is
determined by his/her choice of a Perspective Structure (Partee and Borschev (2002),
Partee et al (2011)), wherein such factors as contextual inference, the verb's lexical
semantics and general knowledge play a role. The two argument structures are argued to
be structurally disambiguated by Gen of Neg and Locative Inversion in Russian.
This effect is shown to be a property characteristic of Gen of Neg and Loc
Inversion diagnostics only, thus, setting these two diagnostics aside from the other types
of diagnostics discussed in Chapter 2: verb prefixation and distributive po-phrase38. An

37

Torrego (1989) discusses Spanish and Catalan, where, subjects of unergative verbs can be postverbal in
the presence of a Locative phrase, although the postverbal position is typically restricted to VP-internal
arguments. Torrego proposes an analysis where the presence of a Locative argument turns the verb into an
unaccusative. Rigau (1997), mainly on the basis of Catalan, proposes incorporation of a locative clitic into
an unergative verb, which results in a verb's losing its agentive meaning and becoming stative. Finally,
Borer (2005) observes that, while a postverbal position is a typical feature of a VP-internal argument,
subjects of unergative verbs can occur in that position in Hebrew (see below for a detailed review of the
literature and the relevance of a Locative phrase for postverbal subjects in Russian and Locative Inversion
structure).
38
The effect can (conditionally) be shown with a distributive po-phrase test as well. There are some
additional restrictions, however, that apply in case of a distributive po-test but not in case of Loc Inv or
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account of the empirical generalization on the acceptability of inanimate arguments with
unergative predicates for some (Gen of Neg, LI) but not other diagnostics (verb
prefixation test, distributive po-phrase)) (stated as generalization (B) in Chapter 2) will,
therefore, be shown to logically follow from a structural disambiguation effect occuring
with Gen of Neg and LI but not other unaccusativity diagnostics.
In the second part of the chapter, I apply the same line of analysis to two
unaccusativity diagnostics in Italian: ne-cliticization and bare plural subjects. I show that
ne-cliticization and bare plural subjects reveal characteristics similar to Loc Inv and Gen
of Neg and function as a means of a structural disambiguation for the two alternate
argument structures proposed.
A separate section of this chapter will be devoted to auxiliary selection as an
unaccusativity diagnostic in Italian (and beyond). I provide a survey of the literature on
this diagnotic by reviewing the line of research in Sorace (2000), Keller and Sorace
(2003), Bentley (2006). On the basis of some additional empirical arguments, following
the line of analysis proposed in Calabrese et al (in prep), I argue against the traditional
view in Permutter (1978), Belletti and Rizzi (1981), Burzio (1986) that auxiliary selection
is a reliable unaccusativity diagnostic in Italian. In addition, I also discuss an empirical
point of the asymmetry between bare plurals and ne-cliticization facts in Italian observed
in compound verb tenses with a participle.

Gen of Neg. For one thing, the universal element (každij) in an intransitive sentence with a distributive-po
argument must be a Loc element, but not a temporal or directed motion modifier. Additional contextual
triggers accommodating a cardinality reading of po-phrase argument po-odnomu (distibutive po-one)(nonspecific) and relevant conditions on Presupposed Equivalence can improve acceptability of subjects of
some but not all unergative verbs as arguments of a distributive po (see below for more discussion and data
contrasts).
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1.

Genitive of Negation Subjects in Russian

The original observation (Pesetsky (1982)) is that genitive phrases under negation in
Russian can correspond to accusative direct objects (see (7)), nominative subjects of
passive verbs (8) and non-agent subjects of monadic verbs (see (9) vs (10)). On this basis,
Pesetsky (1982) proposed that Gen of Neg phrases must be VP-internal.
(Pesetsky (1982:47))
(7)

Anna

ne kupila

knig

transitive

Anna

not bought

booksGen

‘Anna did not buy the books.’
(8)

Pisem

ne bylo

polučeno

lettersGen not was

received

passive

‘Letters were not received.’
(9)

Otveta

iz polka

ne prišlo

answer Gen

from regiment not come

‘The answer from regiment did not arrive.’
(10)* Na zavode
at factory

unaccusative

nikakih ženščin ne rabotaet
no

womenGen not works

unergative

‘Women don’t work at a factory.’

Since Gen of Neg NPs may occur in a preverbal position, i.e., 'canonnical subject'
position, the data in (8) and (9) suggest that Gen of Neg diagnostic operates at a level of
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representation where the surface order of arguments (including the orders derived by
discourse driven movements) happen to be ignored: Logical Form (LF) or D-structure.
Babby (1980), (2001) argues against the standard syntactic account of Gen of Neg
on the basis of the data where unergative predicates can receive Gen of Neg. He points to
specific examples where prior context plays an important role for the result of the test
(see (11), (12) below). The context provided by Babby (1980), (2001) which allows Gen
of Neg with an ostensibly unergative predicate is one where the existential interpretation
of a verb is drawn out, as opposed to a more conventional (activity) reading of the verb
(compare also (11)- (14) to (15)-(16) below)39.

Context: Na zabrošenom zavode upal i razbilsja Saša.

(Babby, 2001: 50-51)

‘Sasha fell and was badly hurt at the abandoned factory’
(11) Tam
there

bolše ne igraet

nikakih detej

more not play

no childrenGen

‘There are no longer any children playing there.’
(12)*Detej
childrenGen

ne igralo

na bajane

not played

on bayan

‘Children were not playing the bayan.’
(13) Meždu brevnami
in between beams

ne skryvalos’ tarakanov
not hide

(Babby, 2001: 50-51)

cockroaches

‘There were no cockroaches (hiding) among the beams.’

39

Note that (11) as well as (13) involve Locative Inversion. The use of Locative Inversion will play a
crucial role for structure disambiguation in my analysis (see below).
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(14)*Vorov

ne skryvalos’ ot polizii

thievesGen

not hid

from police

‘(The) thieves were not (hiding) from the police.’

Note that both of the grammatical examples in (11) and (13) involve a preverbal locative
element. The existential interpretation and acceptability of Gen of Neg subjects there
appears to be connected to the presence and position of a locative element in a sentence:
the switch in the word order changes the acceptability effect (see (15), (16)40.

(15)?? Nikakih detej
no

children

ne igraet

bolše tam

not play

more there

‘There are no longer any children playing there’
(16)?? Tarakanov
cockroaches

ne skryvalos’ meždu brevnami
not hide

between beams

‘There were no cockroaches (hiding) among the beams.’

Babby’s (1980), (2001) main proposal is that all intransitive sentences with Gen
of Neg subjects are Existential sentences (in contrast to Pesetsky (1982), Babyonyshev
(1996) among others). In his analysis, Existential Sentences (ES) contrast with
Declarative Sentences (DS) with respect to the scope of assertion/negation. While in DS

40

Note that the word order (specifically, position of the locPP) matters only with unergative Gen of Neg
subjects. As was shown in (8), (9) above, subject initial orders are grammatical with unaccusative and
passive examples. I will come back to the role of the locative element in existential sentences in my
discussion below.
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the negation/assertion scopes below the subject (NP bearing Nom) (see (15)a and (16)a),
in ES the negation/assertion scopes over it (NP bearing Gen) (see (15)b and (16)b).
In (16), the scopal difference is demonstrated by the distinct interpretation: while in (16)a
the existence of ‘frost’ is presupposed (above Neg), in (16)b it is not (below Neg).

(15)

(cited from Partee and Borschev (2002:4))
Affirmative

Negated

Declarative

NP [Scope of A VP]

NPNom [ne VP]

(12)a

Existential

[scope of A VP NP]

[ne VP NPGen]

(12)b

(16)a. Moroz

ne

FrostNom NEG

čuvstvovalsja.

Partee et al (2011:146)

be felt

‘The frost was not felt’ (e.g., we were dressed warmly)
b. Moroza

ne čuvstvovalos’

FrostGen NEG be felt
‘No frost was felt’ (there was no frost)

Babby’s (1980), (2001) account of Gen of Neg appeals to the information structure: the
Theme-Rheme distinction interrelates with the scope of negation, and thus is crucial for
licensing Gen of Neg. In an ES, the entire sentence falls within the Rheme, while in DS
the subject represents a Theme (in the sense of Theme vs. Rheme, and not in the sense of
bearing a Theme thematic role) with the verb phrase falling within the Rheme. The
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components for licensing Gen of Negation proposed in Babby (1980), (2001) are given in
(17) below41.
(17)

Neg

[Rheme V NP] ⇒ [ne V NPGen]
Conditions: (a) NP is indefinite
(b) V is semantically empty

Subsequent work by Borschev and Partee (1998), (2002), Partee et al (2011), while
taking up Babby’s generalizations on scopal differences in (15)a,b, point to empirical
evidence against the idea of Theme/Rheme being the core of the existential sentences. In
particular, they note that Gen of Neg subjects are not uniformly the Rheme of a sentence
and can occur as a Theme (see (18) a,b). While the Rheme part of the sentence is
traditionally assumed to represent ‘new information’, the Gen of Neg subject kefira
‘kefirGen’ in (18)b can not be viewed as such.

(18)a. Sobaki u menja net

(Partee and Borschev (2004:6)

dogGen at me not
‘ I don’t have a dog’ [ when talking about dogs]

41

Harves (2002:60) in her discussion of the data in (11) and (13), refers to unergative verbs with Gen of
Neg subjects as ‘semantically empty’ predicates, i.e. verbs that have lost their actual literal meaning and are
interpreted instead as copular verbs. This direction of analysis, however, is empirically problematic. If
unergative verbs in LI are nothing but copular verbs, they should be freely interchangeable without any loss
of meaning. However, ‘play’ and ‘hide’ in (11) and (13) do retain their meaning and cannot be freely
switched or substituted by any other unergative verb.
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b. [Ja iskal kefir.]
I looked-for kefr

Kefira v magazine ne bylo
kerifGen in store

NEG was

‘ I was looking for kefir. There wasn’t any kefir in the store’

While under Babby’s (1980), (2001) account the acceptability of unergative predicates
with Gen of Neg subjects follows from the general analysis of Gen of Neg, the initial
pattern in (11) and (13) is not limited to Gen of Neg and extends to other unaccusativity
diagnostics proposed for Russian: Locative Inversion (Babyonyshev (1996) and
distributive po-phrase (Pesetsky (1982)). Below in (19), Locative Inversion is
demonstrated with inanimate subjects of unergative verbs (see Chapter 1 for Locative
Inversion as an unaccusativity test in Russian).

(19)a. V komnate
in the room

igrala muzika
played music

‘There was music playing in the room’
b. V vannoj
in bathroom

bežala voda
ran

water

‘Water was running in the bathroom.’

Similarly, with some additional restrictions and contextual triggers, unergative subjects
can be acceptable with a distributive po-phrase, as is shown in (20). In general, however,
only VP-internal arguments can occur as complements of a distributive po- in Russian
(Chapter 2).
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Context: The setting of an experiment presupposed the parallel presence of
at least one child in every experiment room. Children were provided
with toys to play with during their presence in each of the rooms.
(20)a. Po rebenku
po child

igralo v každoj komnate
played in every room

‘A child was playing in every room’
b.* Po rebenku igralo na flejte každyj den
po child

played the flute every day

‘A child was playing the flute every day.’

The above observations suggest that Babby’s (1980) original observation on the context
sensitive nature of Gen of Neg subjects with unergative verbs should not be viewed as a
unique property of Gen of Neg but, in fact, constitutes part of a more general
phenomenon.
1.1

Perspective Structure and Semantic 'Bleaching'

Building in part on Babby’s (1980), (2001) analysis, Partee and Borschev (2002)
develop an account of Gen of Neg subjects in terms of Perspective Structure. They
identify three components that constitute the notion of Perspective Structure: LOCation,
THING, and VBE. These components are not assumed to be thematic roles of the ‘be’
verb, but participants of the situation (Partee and Borschev (2004:5)). Thus, in (21), VBE
stands for a ‘potentially existential’ verb, LOCation is what is denoted by v etom kraju ‘in
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this region’ (place of existence) which can be explicitly expressed or left implicit
(recoverable from the context), and a THING denoted by lesa ‘forests’ in (21) (the
existing object).

(21)

V etom kraju (LOCation) est (VBE) lesa (THING)
in that region

is/are

forests

'There are forests in that region.'

According to Partee and Borschev’s view, the distinction that is marked by Gen of Neg is
a distinction between ‘existential’ and ‘predicative’ sentences. The two types of sentences
differ with respect to the Perspectival Center, i.e., the point of departure chosen by the
speaker for describing an ‘existence/location situation’.

(22)

Perspective Structure

Partee et al (2011:143)

An ‘existence/location situation’ may be structured as either centered on
the THING or centered on the LOCation. We use the term ‘Perspectival
Center’ for the chosen participant.

The difference between the ‘predicative’ and ‘existential’ type sentences lies in the
choice of the Perspectival Center: while in predicative sentences the Perspectival Center
is fixed on the THING, in the existential sentences it is fixed on LOCation (see (23)).
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(23)

Perspective Structure
BE (THING, LOC): ‘predicative’ sentence
BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence

The change in the Perspective Structure in Borschev and Partee (2002), Partee at el
(2011) is assumed to be a diathesis choice in syntax: 'a choice among two alternative
arguments structures for verbs that can take both a THING and a LOCation argument,
analogous to the argument structure choice for verbs like 'spray', 'load' or 'give', 'send'
(Partee and Borschev (2004:9) 'Perspectival structure reflects a structuring at the modeltheoretic level, like the telic/atelic distinction, or the distinction between Agents and
Experiencers. These properties reflect cognitive structuring of the domains that we use
languages to talk about, and are not simply 'given' by the nature of the external world'
(Partee et al (2011:144))
Verbs that may occur in existential sentences in (23) are assumed to be an open
class: while some verbs are independently existential by virtue of their lexical semantics,
others have to undergo ‘semantic bleaching’. Partee et al (2011) propose that ‘semantic
bleaching’ is a reflection of a type shifting operation that Gen of Neg arguments undergo
(subjects and objects): individual type (<e>) argument is shifted to a property type
(<e,t>) argument. The key difference that Partee et al (2011) maintain in their proposal
with respect to Subject and Object Gen of Neg arguments lies in the semantic shift of the
verbs: while type shifting of Gen of Neg Objects implies a change in a verb meaning,
type shifting of Gen of Neg Subjects does not. The semantic shift in the latter case is a
purely ‘formal’ one, requiring no substantive change in the meaning of the verb and
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happens to be associated with the existential sentence construction (see Partee et al
(2011: 154-155 for details and argumentation).
The semantic ‘bleaching’ with Gen of Neg subjects proceeds by virtue of the
equivalence in (24).
(24) Presupposed Equivalence

Partee and Borschev (2002:8)

An NES42 presupposes that the following equivalence holds locally in the
given context of utterance.
V(THING, LOC)⇔ BE(THING, LOC)

The equivalence in (24) is locally valid if (i) the lexical semantics of a verb permits it
(ii) the axiom is supported by contextual inferences and (iii) the axiom is supported by
common knowledge. The steps of semantic 'bleaching' with a Gen of Neg subject on the
basis of (24) are illustrated in (25) below (cited from Partee and Borschev (2002:9)43.

(25)a. NES

Ne belelo

parusov na gorizonte

not shone-white sailsGen on horizon
'No sails were shining white on the horizon.'
b. Presupposed Equivalence:
' a sail shone white on the horizon' ⇔ 'there was a sail on the horizon'

42

NES: Negative Existential Sentence. In Partee and Borschev (2002), a NES is any sentence with Gen of
Neg subject.
43
While belet' is generally translated into English as 'shine white', morphologically belet' is just a
combination the root 'white' with verbal morphology. More accurately belet' means 'be white'. With this in
mind, if sails are normally white, then 'be sail on the horizon' becomes equivalent to 'be white sail on the
horizon'. The 'shine' part of the translation is not relevant and is a distraction from the English translation.
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c. 'Dictionary axiom' (part of lexical semantics)
'to shine white' ⇔ 'to be white'
d. Dictionary or encyclopedic axiom; 'common knowledge'
Sails as a rule are white.

A note is due on the meaning of ⇔ in (24). While the use of the right directed arrow is
compatible with the idea of 'bleaching' in a sense of reduction from a verb's lexical
interpretation to an existential verb (on the assumption of a proper subset relation of the
two), the left directed arrow is not addressed in any way in Partee et al (2011)44.
The force of the presupposed equivalence in (24) becomes more apparent once
one compares (25) and (26). While (25) can initially be evaluated as infelicitous, once the
hearer can locally accommodate the assumption that 'all houses are white' (contextual
axiom), (26) becomes felicitous.

(26)NES

Ne belelo

domov na gorizonte

not shone-white housesGen on horizon
'No houses were shining white on the horizon.'
b. Presupposed Equivalence:
' a house shone white on the horizon' ⇔ 'there was a house on the horizon'
c. 'Dictionary axiom' (part of lexical semantics)
'to shine white' ⇔ 'to be white'

44

See fn. 8 for an interpretation of how the equivalence might be understood in context.
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d. 'Contextual axiom'
'All houses are white in this region.'

Before proposing the connection between a choice of Perspective Structure and the
corresponding argument structure, we will provide some background for the analysis on
the basis of the Locative Inversion structure where, as I argue, the LOCation component
of an existential structure frame is obligatorily overt.

2.

Locative Inversion: English (Levin and Rappaport (1995))

Locative Inversion (LI) has been argued to be an effective unaccusativity
diagnostic by a number of sources for Russian as well as for other languages (Bresnan
and Kanerva (1989), Coopmans (1989), Hoekstra and Mulder (1990), Babyonyshev
(1996)). The arguments in favor of analyzing LI as an unaccusative diagnostic in Engish
are based on the set of verbs that can typically occur with LI: verbs of existence/
appearance (be, come, appear), verbs of inherently directed motion, as well as subjects of
passive verbs are grammatical in LI.
(Levin and Rappaport (1995:220-22)
(27)a. Over her shoulder appeared the head of Jenny’s mother
b. out of the house came a tiny old lady and three or four enormous people
c. at night, under the lights,… existed that stricken awareness of a dire event
(28)

From this trench were recovered sacrificial burials and offerings dating to
the final days of Aztec Empire
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Levin and Rappaport (1995:ch6) present a set of arguments against an unaccusative
analysis of Locative Inversion. One of the major problems with an unaccusative analysis
of LI they point out is the non-homogeneous nature of the verb class found in this
construction. They describe this set of verbs, on the one hand, as too small to be
classified as unaccusative: LI is not acceptable with change of state verbs that have
otherwise been argued to reveal unaccusative behavior (e.g., break, melt, dry) in English.

Levin and Rappaport (1995:224)
(29)a.* on the top floor of the skyscraper broke many windows
b.* on the streets of Chicago melted a lot of snow
c.* on the backyard clotheslines dried the weekly washing

On the other hand, this set of verbs is too large, since it includes a wide range of
unergative verbs e.g., verbs of emission, manner of motion (both with DirPP and LocPP),
as well as typical activity verbs (e.g., sing, play, run, chatter etc.).

Levin and Rappaport (1995:224)
(30)a. on the third floor worked two young women...
b. opposite the landing-place stood half-a-dozen donkeys with saddles on
their backs and bunches of flowers in their bridles, and around them
chattered and sang as many girls with the silver spadella stuck through
their black tresses...
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Among other properties of LI, Levin and Rappaport (1995) point out the context
dependency of the set of verbs in LI: certain choices of verbs can be accommodated by
contextual triggers. The impossibility of verbs of disappearance as well as an absence of
a manner component regardless of the verb type are two more problematic features for
unaccusative analysis of LI discussed in Levin and Rappaport (1995)45.
The non-homogenous nature of the verb class found in the LI excludes a line of
an analysis in terms of the meaning shift proposed for 'variable behavior' of verbs in
Levin and Rappaport (1995): ‘because of the wide variety of unergative verbs found in
locative inversion, any statement of meaning shift would have to contain an elaborate
disjunction of verb classes (internally caused verbs of emission, verbs of body-internal
motion, agentive verbs of manner of motion, and miscellaneous other agentive activity
verbs)’ (Levin and Rappaport (1995:252)).
Thus, the solution Levin and Rappaport (1995) settle for in their analysis is to
exclude LI from the list of unaccusativity diagnostics and search for an explanation of the
facts in the domain of the discourse structure. Parallel to Babby’s (1980), (2001) account
of Gen of Neg facts, Levin and Rappaport (1995) argue that LI is associated with a
particular discourse function, whereby the verb is required to be ‘informationally light’
and the single NP argument bears a new information focus function (indefinite).

45

The absence of a manner component is also a feature of Locative Inversion construction in Russian (see
(i))
(i)
a. Valja gromko pela
Valja loudly sang
b. Na večere
pela
odna izvestnaja aktrisa
at party
sang
one famous
actress
c.??Na večere
gromko pela odna izvestnaja aktrisa
at party
loudly sang one famous
actress
This characteristic of LI will be relevant for the analysis proposed in section 5 of this chapter.
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3.

Locative Inversion: Russian

In parallel to the observations on Gen of Neg subjects in sec.1 as well as (30)
above for English, one of the major problems with analyzing LI as an unaccusativity test
in Russian is its acceptability with unergative verbs.

(31)a. V komnate
in the room

igrala muzika
played music

‘There was music playing in the room.’
b. V vannoj
in bathroom

bežala voda
ran

water

‘Water was running in the bathroom.’

One of the restrictions on Locative Inversion subjects in Russian suggesting their VPinternal distribution is definiteness: a single NP in LI is required to be indefinite/nonspecific in Russian. Thus, the counterpart of (31)a in (32) below is not acceptable.

(32)?? V komnate
in the room

igrala eta muzika iz multfilma

o mamontenke

played this music from cartoon

on little mammoth

‘There was this music from the cartoon about a little mammoth playing in
the room.’
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While, according to the initial observations, animate subjects are disallowed in Loc Inv in
Babyonyshev (1996) (for unergative verbs in general) and Chapter 2 (see (33) below)),
this restriction appears to be a partial refection of the definiteness effect. Once a single
animate NP is unambiguously indefinite/non-specific, Locative Inversion is permitted
(compare (33) and (34), (35) below).

(33)a. V krane
in tap

bežit

voda

runs

water

‘Water is running in the tap.’
b.?? V parke
in park

bežit

Vasja

runs

Vasja

(34)a.??Na levoj dorožke

bežit

sportsmen

on left laneLOC

runs

athlete

b. Na levoj dorožke

bežit

sportsmen iz Rossii

on left laneLOC

runs

athlete

from Russia

‘An athlete from Russia is running on the left lane.’
(35)a.??Na večere

pela

devuška

at party

sang

girl

b. Na večere

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

sang

one famous

at partyLOC

actress

‘There was one famous actress singing at the party.’
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The contrast between animate and inanimate subjects, however, does not disappear fully:
unlike inanimate subjects, animate subjects in LI cannot appear in the absence of an overt
indefiniteness modifier (compare (33)a to (34)a, (35)a)46.
It is worth noting that, following Babyonyshev (1996), I assume that not every
instance of PP V NP order involves a Locative Inversion structure in Russian. Locative
Inversion is characterized by a discourse neutral interpretation, with the postverbal
subject being indefinite47. While the surface order PP V NP can be available with definite
postverbal subjects (see (36)), as such, postverbal definite NPs require a contrastive focus
interpretation and, by assumption, involve a structure distinct from one proposed for
Locative Inversion48. For that matter, the discussion in this chapter excludes any
grammatical instances of PP V NP order that involve a non-neutral discourse
background49.

46

Interestingly, this effect disappears in the plural. Plurals have been described as indefinites independently
in other languages (see Chierchia (1998), Longobardi (2002) for Italian, Torrego (1989) for Spanish). It is
quite puzzling that animacy becomes irrelevant if the subject NP is in plural. I set this aside as a potentially
important contrast that I find no explanation for at the moment.
(i)
Na ulice
igrali
deti
in the street
played children
'Children played in the street.'
(ii)
Na polkah
prygali/gremeli čaški
on shelves
jumped/rattled cups
'Cups were jumping/rattling on the shelves.'
The generalization with respect to animacy asymmetry with singular subjects in LI is as follows: unlike
bare (unmodified) inanimate NP subjects, singular animate NPs resist an indefinite interpretation, and thus
obligatorily require additional indefiniteness modifiers (see Chierchia (1998) on cross-linguistics typology
with respect to defaults in definiteness and a semantic account of the differences). Interestingly, plural also
happens to play a role in acceptability of definite ConjPs (see Chapter 5).
I will not be addressing this asymmetry in my analysis, and will leave this generalization for future
research.
47
In addition to what is generally known about Locative Inversion in Russian from Babyonyshev (1996), I
show below that Locative Inversion is also characterized by a homogeneous nature of the predicate which
includes both specific properties of the verb (imperfective) and specific properties of the subjects (plural or
indefinite NP). See evidence and discussion below.
48
See also section 4 of Chapter 5 on the discussion of high postverbal subjects.
49
I leave open the issue of how the non-canonical (non- neutral) instances of word order should be
analyzed (for contrasting views in the literature in this respect see Williams (2006) vs Bailyn (2004)).
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(36)

Na večere

pela

VALJA

at the party

sang

VALJA

‘It was Valja (not Irina, or Petja) who sang at the party.

The indefiniteness restriction on subjects in LI in Russian is in many respects
parallel to the so-called 'definiteness effect' with subjects of existential sentences in
English (Stowell (1981), Belletti (1988), Enç (1991), Diesing (1992): subjects of
existential constructions are required to be indefinite/non-specific in English50.

(37)a. there is a man in the garden

(Milsark (1974), from Saccón (1993:93))

b.* there is the man in the garden.

The 'definiteness efect' is also characteristic of LI in English, as is illustrated in (38)
below.
(38)a. in the garden sang a little girl
b.* in the garden sang John

50

The most famous exception to the 'definiteness effect' is discussed in Milsark (1974). Belletti (1988). The
definite subject is permitted in existential sentences if a list reading for the subject NP is facilitated by the
context. The example in (i) is only acceptable if John is understood as one member of the list (see Belletti
(1988) on details and discussion)
(i)
Nobody around here is worth talking to... well there is John the salesman.
The counterpart of (i) in Russian, in the form of Locative Inversion, displays a similar effect. Once a list
reading is presupposed, the use of a definite NP as the subject of Locative Inversion becomes acceptable.
This observation provides additional evidence on the similarity between English and Russian with respect
to the 'definiteness effect' (see (ii) below).
(ii)
Kakaj muzyka
mogla igrat'
v nashej detskoj komnate?
What kind of music
could be playing in our childrens room?
Nu v nashej komnate mogla igrat eta muzika iz multfilma o mamontenke, ili muzyka iz mul’tfilma
well, in our room
could play this music from cartoon about a little mammoth, a music from
Prostokvashino
cartoon Prostokvashino
‘ well.. it could be that there was that music from the cartoon about little mammoth playing, or..’
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Unergative verbs in LI in Russian lack a manner component, on a parallel to the English
facts (see (30) above). While manner adverb modification is typically grammatical with
unergative predicates (see (37)a), it is disallowed when the same verbs occur with LI
(39)c.
(39)a. Valja gromko pela
Valja loudly sang
'Valja sang loudly'
b. Na večere

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

at party

sang

one famous

actress

‘There was one famous actress singing at the party.’
c.??Na večere gromko
at party

loudly

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

sang

one famous

(40)a. Valja s udovol'stviem
Valja with pleasure

actress

pela
sang

'Valja sang with pleasure.'
b. Na večere

pela

odna

izvestnaja aktrisa

at party

sang

one

famous

actress

‘There was one famous actress singing at the party.’
c.??Na večere
at party

s udovolstviem

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

with pleasure

sang

one famous

actress
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Unlike in English, where LI is not acceptable with typical change of state verbs (e.g.,
break, melt, dry) (see (29) above), in Russian, this restriction seems to apply only for
change of state verbs in a perfective form51.

(41)a.

Na ulice

tajal

sneg

in the street melted snow
'Snow was melting in the street.'
b.?? Na ulice
in the street

rasstajal

sneg

melted

snow

'Snow melted away in the street.'
(42) a.

(vo vremja uragana)

na ulice

lomalis' derevja

during the hurricane

in the street

broke trees

'Trees were breaking during the hurricane.'
b.?? (vo vremja uragana)
during the hurricane

na ulice

slomalis’

derevja

in the street

broke

trees

‘Trees broke in the street during the hurricane.’

In the next section, I will show that the general properties of LI pointed out for Russian
above as well as for English in Levin and Rappaport (1995) naturally follow once the
analysis of Gen of Neg in terms of a shift in Perspective Structure (Partee et al (2011)) is
adopted for Loc Inv structure and further implemented in terms of an argument structure
alternation (diathesis choice).

51

This observation is also true for Serbo-Croatian (p.c. Željko Bošković) (p.c. Neda Todorović).
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4.

Locative Inversion as Perspective Structure: Russian

In my account of the unaccusative behavior of unergative subjects with LI in
Russian, I will rely on the notion of the Perspective Structure proposed in Partee et al
(2011) (repeated in (43) below). In particular, following the intuition expressed in Partee
et al (2011) about viewing the Perspective Structure as a reflection of a diathesis choice, I
will argue that the choice of the Perspective Structure corresponds to a distinct argument
structure.

(43)

Perspective Structure
BE (THING, LOC): ‘predicative’ sentence
BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence

The gist of the proposal is that in a situation when the Perspectival Center is set
on LOC(ation) (as in the existential sentence in (43)), the corresponding argument
structure is missing a vP layer (see also Harves (2002) for a similar proposal). In the
absence of vP, subjects of unergative verbs are base generated VP-internally. In other
words, subjects of unaccusative and unergative verbs in the Existential Perspective
structure occupy the same position: sister to V0 (see (44) below).
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(44)

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

ei

T’

ei
0
T

VP

ei
V0
XPUnerg/XPUnaccus

Following ideas in Hale and Keyser (1993), I will assume that thematic roles are
not assigned by a lexical or functional projection (V0 or v0) as such, but are
interpretations of structural relations determined by categories and their projections. In
particular, an XP in the top Specifier of a two level predication (vP-layer on top of VP)
receives an interpretation of an Agent, while an XP in the complement of V0

is

interpreted as a Theme (see Hale and Keyser (1993) for more detail and discussion of this
approach).
I would like to argue that in (44), since the existential frame is characterized by
the absence of a vP layer, the subject of an unergative verb cannot be generated in its
Spec. Given the effect of semantic verb ‘bleaching’ (Existential Perspective structure)
which is a local, contextually determined mechanism, it becomes possible (in the
presence of contextual elements) to merge a subject of unergative verb in a complement
to V0 position (only in instances where all the contextual requirements of the
Presupposed Equivalence are fulfilled). In a sister to V0 configuration, it yields a Theme
interpretation of an XP and is compatible with the semantics of the ‘bleached’, in other
words, ‘existential’ verb and directly corresponds to the intuitions on the non-agentive,
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eventive, stative nature of these constructions (see also parallel to Italian as shown
below)52.
Another possibility of an analysis that I will explore here is to assume that in the
absence of the vP layer, the subject XP is forced to be right-adjoined to the VP layer
(much like an adverb or a passive by-phrase) and receives an interpretation in this
particular configuration (going back to Burzio’s (1986) analysis of postverbal subjects in
Italian). This structure yields neither an Agent nor a Theme argument interpretation, but
an Originator (see Levin and Rappaport (1995)) (see also section 8 of part II of this
chapter for motivation)53.
(45)

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

ei

LocPP

T’

ei
0
T

VP

ei
VP
XPUnerg
ei
V

The alternative structure to (44),(45) shown in (46) arises when the Perspectival
center is set on THING (predicative frame). In this case, a traditional argument structure
52

Subjects of transitive expletive constructions in Dutch and Icelandic, as well as cases of English
representational there insertion (as in (i)), which we suspect would involve a subject argument with
somewhat similar characteristics, have been characterized by the co-occurrence of an expletive and an
argument interpreted as Originator (see Levin and Rappaport (1995)). Thus, as one possibility, the
interpretation of a right adjoined subject argument can be described as such. There is a point of asymmetry
between unergative and transitive verbs empirically though: ne-extraction is impossible with transitive
subjects in Italian regardless of the verb's interpretation (see below).
(i) On the third floor, there worked two young women called Mary and Ava.
53
The second possibility of an analysis is explored for Italian here. While evidence for a distinct position of
unergative/unaccusative postverbal subject is available on the basis of participial agreement in Italian
(Belletti (2001)), Russian data reveals no evidence in favor or against for this cut (see also fn 26).
Therefore, while I will assume that unergative subjects are VP-internal in the Existential Perspective
structure in both Russian and Italian, the exactly parallel analysis involves a VP-adjoined (unergative) vs
sister to V0 (unaccusative) structures (see Glushan and Calabrese (2013), Calabrese, Maling and Glushan
(in prep) for a more detailed version of an account appealing to Italian/Russian parallels).
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and base generated positions for monadic subjects is assumed, with subsequent
movement of the subject to Spec,TP. Thus, the Predicative Perspective structure
correlates with an Agent interpretation of an unergative subject.
(46)

BE (THING, LOC) ‘predicative’ sentence frame
TP

ei

T

ei
T'

vP

ei
XPunerg
VP
ei
V
XPunaccus

The alternation of the structures in (44)/(45) and (46) is free and both structures are
equally available to the speaker. The speaker's ultimate choice, however, is determined
on the basis of the Perspectival Center. Certain syntactic configurations (e.g., LI and necliticization) are incompatible with one of the argument structures and thus, create a
disambiguation effect.
In the case of Locative Inversion in Russian, the Loc PP occupies a clause initial
position (Spec, TP (Harves (2002)) with the verb remaining in a low position54. The vP
layer is absent55.
54

See section 4 of Chapter 5 on evidence against verb movement in Russian based on the adverbial
modification. The occurrence of verb movement in Locative Inversion is not crucial for my analysis here,
since both movement and non-movement configuration result in an identical surface word order. Verb
movement does, however, become an issue with transitive postverbal subjects discussed in section 4 of
Chapter 5 with regards to agreement with the first conjunct.
55
The absence of the vP-layer is crucial for me here since, according to the line of analysis I am pursuing
here, the 'bleaching' reduces the verb interpretation to an existential (structurally and semantically), which,
in its turn, makes it compatible with a Theme NP subject argument. On the assumption that vP projection
contributes to the interpretation (agentive component) and corresponds to a part of the predicate's lexical
decomposition (Cause component), the absence of vP-layer signals a change in the interpretation. In
addition, the impossibility of perfective aspect in a Locative inversion (discussed below), also connects to
the absence of vP if perfective works by adding an additional level of predication (Result State). The syntax
of (44) makes it impossible to fit in another layer without disrupting the verb and internal argument
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(47)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

Locative Inversion

	
  

ei
VP

Loc PP

Na večere ei
‘at party’ VP
XP
pela
odna izvestnaya aktrisa
‘sang’
‘one famous actress’

	
  

Several empirical observations can be explained given the structure in (47). The
generalization about the impossibility of manner adverbials with LI in Russian ((39)
repeated as (48) below) (as well as the absence of manner component in Locative
Inversion in languages beyond Russian (Levin and Rappaport (1995)) is compatible with
the structure in (47) where the vP layer is missing56, 57. If one assumes that the attachment
site for manner adverbials is missing; thus, they cannot occur in a LI structure frame.

compatibility (see Calabrese, Maling and Glushan (in prep) on more formal connection between perfective
aspect and vP layer).
Željko Bošković (p.c.) points out that the fact that Secondary Imperfectives are acceptable in the Existential
Perspective structure (see fn 32 below) is a potential problem for the idea that the small structure in (44) is
responsible for excluding perfectives, since the secondary imperfectives appear to be built from (i.e.,
contain) the perfectives. This line of reasoning, however, heavily relies on the assumption of a structural
view of aspect that generally has been contested in the literature (Filip (2003), as opposed to Jabłonska
(2004)).
56
A logical question arises as to whether it would be possible to add a direct object in a structure like (44)
(I would like to thank Željko Bošković (p.c.) for pointing this out to me). In the absence of vP-layer, and
subject being in a sister to V0 position, a transitive counterpart of (44) should not be possible. Recall,
however, that what I mean by Locative Inversion (in line with Baboybyshev (1996)) refers to instances of
PP V NP order on the neutral intonational and discourse background. The transitive counterpart of (44) in
(i) below, though possible, but it is not a discourse neutral sentence. The interpretation of an object NP in
(i) requires a contrastive focus (comic songs, as opposed to something else); a pause is required after the
LocPP, thus suggesting that a structure behind (i) is distinct from Locative Inversion and represents just an
instance of an non-canonical word order in Russian justified by the information structure. In fact, the line of
analysis suggested here presupposes that Locative Inversion is impossible with transitive sentences. A
claim that is tentative as is presented here, and requires further factual justification along the lines of the
formal charactetrization of examples like (i).
(i)
Na večere
kuplety
pela
odna izvestnaja aktrisa
at party
comic songs
sang
one famous
actress
‘One famous actress sang comic songs at the party’
As pointed by Željko Bošković (p.c.), manner adverbs are also disallowed in examples like (i) which
further calls into question whether it is the absence of vP-layer that is responsible for the impossibility of
manner adverbs. The presence of vP in (ii) and (iii) is revealed by the presence of Acc case on a direct
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(48)a. Valja gromko
Valja loudly

pela
sang

'Valja sang loudly'
b. Na večere

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

at party

sang

one famous

Russian

actress

‘There was one famous actress singing at the party.’
c.??Na večere
at party

gromko

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

loudly

sang

one famous

(49)a. Valja s udovol'stviem
Valja with pleasure

actress

pela
sang

'Valja sang with pleasure.'
b. Na večere

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

at party

sang

one famous

actress

object (see also fn 21). As reported by Željko Bošković (p.c.), Russian contrasts in (i), (ii), (iii) are also
found in Serbo-Croatian.
(ii)??
(iii)??

Na večere
kuplety
s udovol’stviem pela odna izvestnaja aktrisa
at party
comic songs
with pleasure
sang one famous
actress
‘One famous actress sang comic songs with pleasure at the party.’
Na večere
kuplety
gromko pela odna izvestnaja aktrisa
at party
comic songs
loudly sang one famous
actress
‘One famous actress loudly sang comic songs at the party.’

57

A word of caution is also due as to the reliability of adverbial modification as a test for syntactic
constituency in general. A number of recent accounts e.g., Ernst (2002) provide evidence that predicational
adverbs are sensitive to specific type of semantic argument with particular additional characteristics
specific to individual adverbs. The grammaticality of adverbial modification on this view boils down to
semantic selection where the sentence is grammatical once all the lexico-semantic requirements are
fulfilled. Since the semantic requirements of a given adjunct are needed independently of syntax, this
approach eliminates all syntactic machinery proposed for adverb modification (i.e., Cinque (1999) among
many others).
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‘There was one famous actress singing at the party.’
c.??Na večere
at party

s udovol’stviem

pela

odna izvestnaja aktrisa

with pleasure

sang

one famous

actress

The indefiniteness/non-specificity restriction on postverbal subjects in Russian LI follows
from Diesing’s (1992) Mapping Hypothesis: while indefinite/non-specific XPs are
mapped to the Nuclear Scope domain (VP-internal), definite/specific XPs are mapped
onto the Restrictive Clause domain (VP-external). The subject NPs are in their base
generated positions at LF when they occur in Locative Inversion and thus are required to
be indefinite/non-specific.
There is an additional empirical observation with respect to Locative Inversion
that naturally follows from the analysis above in combination with the definition of
Perspective structure in Partee and Borschev (2007). Babyonyshev (1996) observes that
in the absence of the overt locative PP, and with the surface word order being VS, a
definite location is always implied in such structures. For example, in (50)a, the sentence
can only mean that the guests dropped by a specific place (my place) and not some
arbitrary location. Similarly, in (50b), the sentence implies that the phone is ringing in a
given apartment.

(50) a. Zašli
came in

gosti
guests

‘Guests dropped by (my place).’
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b. Zvonit
rings

telefon
telephone

‘The phone is ringing (at my place).’

The observation about the implied Location expressed by a null PP in (50) follows if the
null LocPP is located in the Spec, TP and is mapped onto the Restrictive Clause domain.
Linking the choice between the two argument structures to Perspective Structure
provides us with a straightforward solution to the puzzling ‘too large/too small’
observation (Levin and Rappaport (1995)) on the set of verbs found in LI. Having the
Perspectival Center set on LOCation requires the semantic ‘bleaching’ of the verb. The
process of ‘bleaching’, in its turn, relies on the Presupposed Equivalence (PE) in (24)
(repeated as (51) below).

(51) Presupposed Equivalence

Partee and Borschev (2002:8)

An NES presupposes that the following equivalence holds locally in the
given context of utterance.
V(THING, LOC)⇔ BE(THING, LOC)

Recall that verb 'bleaching' includes three components: PE is locally valid if (i) the
lexical semantics of a verb permits it; and if the axiom is supported by (ii) contextual
inferences or (iii) common/general knowledge. The seemingly unpredictable
'small/large' class of verbs that is found in LI sentences is a direct consequence of the
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above three conditions. Consider the four aspectual verb classes for this matter in (52)
(Van Valin (1990)).

(52)

a. State

[BE (x) or (x,y)]

b. Activity

[DO (x) or (x,y)]

c. Achievement [BECOME [BE (x) or (x,y)]
d. Accomplishment [CAUSE [BECOME[BE (x) or (x,y)]]]

While verbs of existence/appearance can support the PE by virtue of their lexical
semantics alone, other verb types require more accommodation by virtue of contextual
inferences as well as general knowledge in order to make PE locally valid.
Consider typical activity verbs first. Activity and state predicates are the only two
aspectual types that have a simple 'logical structure' consisting of a predicate and its
argument. Achievements and accomplishments, in contrast, have additional BECOME
and CAUSE operators (Dowty (1991), Van Valin (1990) among others).
In its imperfective (atelic) form, any verb describing an activity as relative to a
LOCation (i.e., syntactically by means of overt Loc PP or contextually by means of an
implicit Loc) with the Perspectival center set on it, therefore, becomes delimited/ or
'spatially quantized' by that Location.58 In other words, LOCation can

telicize a

homogeneous type predicate.59
58

What I mean here is a homogeneous predicate, which in Russian corresponds to an imperfective verb
form, as opposed to perfective verb form which can be either telic or quantized (see Filip (2003), Rothstein
(2003) on the distinction between quantization and telicity that can be detected in Slavic). In Italian,
however, defining a homogeneous predicate as imperfective would not be correct (this creates some
difficulty with replicating the data predictions for Italian).
59
Here I am not adopting Krifka's (1998) definition of telicity where it is based on quantization. I appeal to
Rothstein (2003) where she argues that telicity has to do with identification of atomic events. What counts
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As has been suggested by Verkuyl (1972), (1989), the presence of an argument
with some specific properties (for Verkuyl, 'specified quantity of A' [SQA]) is essential
for the emergence of a telic interpretation60.

(53) Verkuyl's Generalization
Telic interpretation can only emerge in the context of a direct argument with
property α.

It is plausible that the telecizing effect happens due to the fact that LocPP, apart
from being a possible adjunct, can also be an argument of a homogeneous (imperfective)
predicate, thus resulting in a change of interpretation of a predicate, as well as the
position and interpretation of a logical subject.
The subject of an unergative verb (as one of the alternatives of the analysis
explored in this chapter) is right-adjoined to VP. In the absence of the vP layer, the
subject XP is forced to be right-adjoined to the VP layer (much like an adverb or a
passive by-phrase) and receives an interpretation in this particular configuration.

as an atom cannot be determined in absolute terms but it must be determined relative to a given context of
use. Context here contains a time index and measure statement that involves the criterion of a means of
identifying an atomic event. Applied here, LocPP is a telicity modifier (similar to 'for an hour' or a direct
object) , restricting the eventuality in spatio-temporal terms (see also Kratzer (1995) on the proposal of an
additional spatio-temporal argument (projected in syntax) for stage level, as opposed to individual level
predicates).
60
This also would correspond to the observation from Babyonyshev (1996) about the specific/definite
interpretation of the implicit Loc PP in instances of postverbal subjects (see Longobardi (2000), (2004) on
similar observations with respect to Italian postverbal subjects).
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(54)

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
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T’
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0
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VP

ei
VP
XPUnerg
ei
V
LocPP

Since only VP-internal arguments change the structure of an event (Kratzer
(1995)), I further hypothesize that the LocPP is base generated in a sister to V0 position
with subsequent movement to Spec, TP. In other words, LocPP undergoes raising to a
subject position, the logical subject, in its turn, being demoted (to an Originator
interpretation) and adjoined to VP61. This possibility would be characteristic of
unergative predicates only, and would correspond to the 'existential' perspective
structure frame62. An activity verb that takes a LocPP direct argument can, thus, locally
approximate a state predicate, justifying the PE in (51): the former and the latter lack a
VP-external argument.
Once a perfective (telic) verb is used, or other means of telicizing the predicate
are present (e.g.,definite NP object)63, this leads to combination of two telicity modifiers
61

It is expected that LocPP should also reveal an adjunct vs argument asymmetry with respect to
extraction. It is impossible, however, to test Locative Inversion construction for extraction. This
construction is special in that it requires a certain surface worder of arguments, which presumably map onto
the LF order of arguments and correlate with a discourse neutral intonation. Any instance of left branch
extraction destructs the preserved word order, making the testing no longer informative with regards to the
Locative Inversion construction per se.
62
Only these type of predicates have an VP-internal position available for a LocPP argument. In
unaccusative and transitive structure this position is filled by a single unaccusative argument and transitive
objects respectively. This correctly predicts that LocInversion structure (as well as ne-cliticization) is
impossible with transitive verbs. At this point, however, the line of analysis here appears largely intuitive.
One can imagine further options, such as, additional VP-shell (Larson (1990)) analysis. I refer the reader to
a later version of this project in Calabrese, Maling and Glushan (to appear) for more clarification and
motivation for the line of reasoning laid out here).
63
Here I exclude instances of DirPP. Below, following the line of analysis in Hoekstra and Mulder (1991)
among others, I assume that dirPP are arguments of the verb, thus, introducing another layer of predication,
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on the provision that a LocPP (when an argument) can also delimit/telicize the event,64.
The combination of two telic modifiers violates the 'one delimitation per event'
constraint, as stated in Tenny (1987),(1994) (see (55) below).

(55)

The Single Delimiting Constraint
The event described by a verb may only have one measuring-out and be
delimited only once (Tenny 1994: 79)

Given (55), if the LocPP delimits the predicate/event expressed by the activity verb, an
additional quantizer/delimitation of the event should not be permitted.65 This prediction

where the subject is in Spec, of PP predicate or Small Clause. These subjects are thus obligatorily VPinternal. A separate discussion here is due on the iterative interpretation that arises once a DirPP modifier is
combined with an atelic verb form.
(i)
V jamu
reguljarno
prygala kakaya-to devočka
into the ditch
regularly
jumped some girl
'there was a girl that regularly jumped in the ditch'
In (i), an interpretation of multiple jumping events with the same end point ('inside the ditch') arises. Thus,
(i) is an example of so called 'telic pluralization' (Filip (2003), Rothstein (2003)). The plural set of atomic
events here does not bear a definite cardinality, and thus the predicate remains homogeneous. Once one
introduces a cardinality (quantizer) in (i), the inversion structure is no longer felicitous.
(ii) ?? V jamu
odin raz
prygala kakaya-to devočka
into the ditch one time
jumped some girl
These data provide more evidence on the connection between Inversion structure and telicity. Tentatively, I
suppose that in (i) it is a DirPP that is a VP-internal argument, the subject being VP-adjoined.
64
Here, Russian data illustrates this point more vividly than the original Dutch examples from (Hoekstra
and Mulder (1990)). Firstly, the verb form is Russian is not ambiguous between the perfective and
imperfective form. Secondly, Dutch prepositions are ambiguous between the Loc and dirPP forms.
(i) a. dat Jan
in de sloot
gesprongen is
(Hoesktra and Mulder (1990:4)
that Jan
in the ditch
jumped is
‘Jan jumped in the ditch.’
b. dat Jan
in de sloot
gesprongen heeft
that Jan
in the ditch
gesprongen has
‘Jan jumped into the ditch.’
65
Here Locative Inversion would not be permitted with perfective verbs for the same reason (i) and (ii) are
ungrammatical in English.
(i)* John washed the clothes clean white
(ii)* Bill rolled the log to the creek to the top of the hill.
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is further supported by the data: Locative inversion with a perfective verb (56)b is not
acceptable66.

(56) a.

v jame

prygala

kakaja-to devočka

be jumping

in the ditchLOC jumpedImp some girls
'A girl has been jumping inside the ditch.'
b.??V jame
in the ditchLOC

prygnula

kakaja-to devočka single jump within Loc

jumpedPerf

some girl

'A girl jumped inside the ditch one time.'67

In a situation when the preverbal PP is directional, I would like to argue that the
acceptability of such cases is independent of Presupposed Equivalence (PE), since, in
this case, the PP introduces an additional layer of predication. It has been proposed in a
number of sources that directed motion prepositions when combined with perfective
verbs are the verb’s arguments, not modifiers (Higginbotham (1995),(2000), Svenonius
(2003), Folli and Ramchand (2005), Folli and Harley (2004). The Small Clause analysis
has been suggested for activity verbs used perfectively with a DirPP where by a single
NP is base generated as a subject of the Small Clause, thus VP-internally (see Hoekstra
and Mulder (1990), Folli and Ramchand (2005), Folli and Harley (2004) also Hale and

66

Again, what I mean here is it is unacceptable on the discourse neutral intonation, as a feature to
distinguish LI from information structure driven instances of non-canonical word order.
67
Interestingly, cases of complex aspectual forms, e.g., Secodary Imperfective (SI), produce similar effects.
Thus SI behaves just like a regular imperfective. This provides evidence against a structural view on aspect,
generally assumed in literature on Slavic (e.g., Jabłonska (2004), as opposed to e.g., Filip (2003)).
(ii)
V jame podpryygivala kakaja-to devočka
in ditch up-jump-imp
somekind girl
'There was some girl jumping up and down inside the ditch.'
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Keyser (1993)). Following this line of analysis, I assume that a combination of a
perfective verb with a DirPP is structurally distinct from Locative Inversion. Its
acceptability in an inversion structure, however, follows from the VP-internal
distribution of the subject but crucially, not from the PE (see (57) below).

(57)

V jamu

prygnula

into the ditchDirjumpedPerf

kakaya-to devočka

single change of loc

some girl

event

'A girl jumped into the ditched (once).'

(58)

(Folli and Ramchand (2005))

VP

ei
V’
ei
V
jumped

PP

ei
XP
girl

P’

ei
P

to

ResultPhrase

ei
girl
Rp’
ei
Rp
v

in

DP
jame

the ditch

It appears that what underlies the acceptability of activity verbs in Locative Inversion
structure is whether the PE can hold. Activity verbs can approximate State verbs once
the following conditions are met: (i) Location is implicitly/explicitly present with the
Perspectival Center being set on it (ii) the predicate is homogeneous (imperfective verb
form in Russian) (iii) LocPP is a verb internal argument when the Perspectival center is
set on LOCation.
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Crucially, telicity, as a separate factor, does not appear to be the underlying
trigger of the activity-state approximation. It is an independent characteristic of a VP
structure with a special type of VP internal argument (i.e., Verkuyl's Generalization)
which I argue existential perspective structure corresponds to.
The unacceptability of change of state verbs (achievements) with LI observed in
Levin and Rappaport (1995) can also be explained by the PE. Given the complex lexical
semantic structure in (52), change of state verbs cannot be approximated to states. In
English, with perfective/imperfective verb forms being ambiguous, change of state verbs
are predicted to be impossible in Locative Inversion. An important contrast emerges
once one compares Russian and English in this respect. While all change of state verbs
are impossible in LI in English, only the perfective forms of them are unacceptable in
Russian68.

(59)a.* on the street dried a blanket
b. Na ulice
on street

sohlo kakoe-to

odejalo

driedImp some

blanket

'A blanket was drying in the street.'
d.??Na ulice

vysohlo

kakoe-to odeljalo

on street

driedPerf

some blanket

Thus, the answer to the ‘too small’ verb class puzzle pointed to in Levin and Rappaport
(1995) is a more complex lexical semantics of change of state verbs (as compared to
68

The same contrast is (subtly) present in English in that the progressive form of the verb improves the
judgment in (59)a.
(i)
on the streets were drying a wide assortment of fruits (p.c.) J.Bobaljik.
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states) which interferes with the PE, and the absence of aspect morphology in English,
which, as shown in (54), can salvage the lexical semantics incompatibility in Russian, but
not in English69.
The last puzzle is the incompatibility of accomplishment verbs with Locative
Inversion. In contrast to all other aspectual verb classes, accomplishments have a Cause
component (two layered predication) and structurally they correspond to transitive
verbs, verbs that require not one but two arguments (Causer and Causee). If the analysis
proposed above is on the right track, it is predicted that transitive verbs should be
incompatible with a Locative Inversion structure. This prediction is further supported by
the data in (60), (61) below70.

(60)?? Na prazdnike prizy vydavala
at fest

prizes gave out

odna izvestnaja aktrisa
one famous

actress

‘One famous actress was giving out prizes at the fest.’
(61)?? Na počte

pensiju

polučala kakaja-to neizvestnaja dama

at post office pension received

some

unknown

lady

'One unknown lady was receiving her pension at the post office.

Transitive verbs have two arguments, while the argument structures proposed for the
existential frame can fit only one.
In an unergative structure, the object position is occupied by the LocPP, which
leaves virtually no place for a transitive object. In an unaccusative structure, the object

69
70

I set aside the issue of whether it is the outer aspect or inner aspect that plays a role here.
See, however, fn 21, 22 above.
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position is occupied by the subject, again leaving no vacant position for the object of a
transitive verb (see (62), (63) below for the relevant structures).
(62)

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
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V
LocPP

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
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Part II: Ne-cliticization, Bare Plural Subjects and Auxiliary
Selection in Italian
6.

Ne-cliticization and Bare Plural Subjects in Italian

Since Burzio (1981), (1986) and Belletti and Rizzi (1981), the acceptability of a ne-clitic
pronominalizing the NP in the complement of Q0 has been linked to a VP-internal, sister to V0
position of a verb's argument. Ne-cliticization has been held to be restricted to the position of an
object of transitive and a subject of unaccusative verb (see (64)).

(64)a. Ne ho
ne have

mangiati

due (ne= di panini)

eaten

two

trans object

‘I ate two of them.’
b.* Ne
ne

hanno mangiato

tre la torta

have

three the cake

eaten

trans subj

‘Three of them ate the cake.’
b.* Ne
ne

studiano

molti

study

many

unerg subj

‘Of them many study’
c. Ne
ne

sono

arrivati molti

be

arrived man

unaccus. subj

‘Of them arrived many.’
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Nevertheless, in parallel to the Gen of Neg and LI facts discussed above, ne-cliticization has
been shown to occur with verbs that otherwise show typical unergative behavior (selection of
avere 'have' auxiliary) (Lonzi (1986), Bentley (2002), (2006), Calabrese and Maling (2009)) (see
(65), (66) below). The use of ne-cliticization in these examples is characterized by a special
interpretation of the verb: 'eventive' (Lonzi (1986), 'existential' (Bentley (2006) or 'achievementlike' (Calabrese and Maling (2009)).

(65)a. Ne
ne

attecchirono

pochi (di bulbi) (Lonzi (1986), Bentley (2006:222)

take-root

few

of bulbs

‘Of them took root few (of bulbs).’
b. Ne
ne

funzionano

solo due

di orologi

function

only two

of the watches

‘Of them function only two (of watches).’
c. Ne telefonano di tifosi
ne call

of fans

la domenica
on Sundays

‘Of them phone (many) of fans on Sundays.’
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(66)a. Hanno attecchito
have

taken root

pochi bulbi
few bulbs

‘Few bulbs took root.’
b. Hanno funzionato
have

functioned

due orologi
two watches

‘Two watches functioned.’
c. Hanno telefonato
have

telephoned

molti tifosi
many fans

‘Many fans called.’

The use of ne-cliticization in (65) is unexpected under the traditional view of ne-cliticization,
since the verbs that are used in (65) take avere ‘have’ as their perfective auxiliary (see (66)).
Lonzi (1986) proposes to analyze instances of ne-cliticization in (65) as a reflection of an
‘eventive’ information structure, which excludes the agentive reading of a predicate. Lonzi
further points out that the emphasis in sentences like (65) is not placed on the participant (do-er)
but on the event itself.
Later work by Bentley (2002:275),(2006) provides a more extended solution to the
compatibility of ne-cliticization with unergative verbs in (65). She proposes to analyze these
predicates as stage level existential predicates. In the Logical Structure, the quantified NPs are
assumed to be arguments of a stative existential predicate, and modified by an activity predicate
comparable with a relative clause (compare (65), (67)).
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(67)a. (Bulbs), there are only a few that (/and they) took root.
b. (Watches), there are only two that (/and they) function
c. (Supporters), there are many who phone on Sunday.

Following Van Valin (1990), Bentley (2002), (2006) makes a connection between verb aspectual
classes (Aktionsart) and the acceptability of ne-cliticization. In particular, she proposes two
necessary conditions for ne-cliticization: (i) the ne-cliticized postverbal subject is an argument of
a State predicate (ii) the subject NP bears a new information focus.
In subsequent work Calabrese and Maling (2009) present evidence against the idea that
focalization is a necessary condition for ne-cliticization. They show that ne-extraction is possible
from non-focal post-verbal subjects that carry old information. Taking into consideration
independent evidence from Calabrese (1981), where he argues that multiple wh-questions and
multiple foci constructions, including a combination of a wh-element and a separate focus, are
disallowed in Italian, Calabrese and Maling (2009) view the co-occurrence of ne-cliticization
with wh-elements in (68)b, (69)b as an empirical argument against the proposal that ne-cliticized
subjects are focus elements.
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(Calabrese and Maling (2009:13)
(68)a. Dove sono arrivati molti immigranti dall'africa?
where are arrived many immigrants from Africa
'Where did many immigrants from Africa arrive?'
b. Dove ne sono arrivati molti?
where ne are arrived many
' Where did many of them arrive?
(69)a. A che ora
at what hour

uscirono

tanti bambini?

went-out

so many children

' At what time did so many children leave?'
b. A che ora
at what time

ne uscirono

tanti?

ne went-out

so many

'At what time did so many (of them) go out?'

Calabrese and Maling (2009) propose an account of the problematic data in (65) which develops
an idea of the role of verb aspectual classes for ne-cliticization (Van Valin (1990), Bentley
(2006)) and the hypothesis on distinct types of v (Harley and Noyer (2000), Harley and Folli
(2004)). The light verbal head of the vP in Calabrese and Maling (2009) is a functional
projection with a restricted set of meanings including (but not limited to): BE, BECOME,
CAUSE and DO. In the case of accomplishments and activities, the vP head is CAUSE and DO
which share a feature formalized as [+active], while in the case of states and achievements, the
vP head is BE and BECOME which share a feature formalized as [-active]). The vBE/BECOME is
argued to correlate with unaccusative syntax, stative verb interpretation and availability of ne-
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cliticization, while vCAUSE and vDO are assumed to have unergative/transitive syntax,
'activity'/agentive verb interpretation and disallow ne-cliticization (see (70), (71) below).

(70)

(Calabrese and Maling (2009:21)

vP

ei
Agent/Actor NP
v’
ei
v
[+active]

VP

ei
V’

ei
V

NP

destroy
(71)

vP

ei
v’
ei
v
[-active]

VP

ei
V’

ei
V

NP

(grow)

There are several problems with Calabrese and Maling's (2009) account. One has to do with
relating aktionsart and argument structure directly. A number of sources (Reinhart (1991), Borer
(2005), Levin and Rappaport (1995) provide arguments against the idea in Dowty (1991) and
Van Valin (1990) that aktionsart is correlated with the position of arguments. Since the
diagnostics for verb aspectual classes involve 'predicates' but not 'verb items' (Dowty (1991),
Van Valin (1990), it is unclear what consequences it produces on the argument structure of the
verb. In other words, it has not been made clear by the aspectual approach to unaccusativity what
properties the diagnostics of aspectual classes are sensitive to and how these properties relate to
the actual argument structure implementations.
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The second problem with Calabrese and Maling's (2009) account is the postulated linking
between vPBE/BECOME (states and achievements) and VP-internal (sister to V) argument position.
Under their account, the acceptability of ne-cliticization with some unergatives follows from the
Achievement, not Activity interpretation of these predicates. It is, however, unclear why the
event structure with an Agent subject is preserved under the 'special' interpretation with necliticization.

6.1

Bare Plural Subjects in Italian

Another piece of data that appears to bear a certain similarity to the 'definiteness'
restriction pointed out for LI subjects is the behavior of postverbal bare plural subjects in Italian.
The topic of bare nominals in a cross-linguistic perspective has generated a lot of discussion in
the literature (Casalegno (1987), Diesing (1992), Longobardi (1994), (1996), (2002), Chierchia
(1998)). There exists a major disagreement as two what kind of interpretations
(generic/existential) bare plural nominals can receive under various conditions and how/whether
the pattern is stable in a cross-linguistic perspective (see also Krifka (2003), Dayal (2004),(2009)
for recent arguments bearing on the topic).
The basic facts for Italian (here cited from Longobardi (2002)) are described as follows:
preverbal bare plural subjects are ungrammatical in Italian unless they occur with a modifier (PP,
adjectival or relative clause). The modified bare nominals in the preverbal position are
ambiguous between an existential and a generic reading71.

71

A distinction with respect to the type of predicate also takes place here: thus, existential level, individual level
and episodic predicates are distinguished in this respect (for further details see Longobardi (1994), (1996), (2002),
Chierchia (1998)).
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(72)a.* Medici
doctors

vengono chiamati

spesso

are called up

often

b. Medici del reparto di pronto intervento

vengono chiamati

doctors of the department of first aid are called up

spesso

often

(Exist)

‘It is often the case that doctors of the first aid department are called up.’

(Gen)

‘Doctors of the first aid department have the property that they are called
up often.’

Postverbal bare plural subjects in Italian do not require modification. A further observation
concerns the difference in the interpretation of postverbal bare plurals: the generic reading
becomes unavailable with bare plural subjects when they lack a modifier.

(73) a. Vengono chiamati
are called up

spesso medici. (Ex ) (S-level)
often doctors

‘Doctors are often called up.’
b. Vengono chiamati spesso medici del reparto di pronto intervento.
are called up

often doctors of the first aid department

(Ex /Gen )

‘Doctors of the first aid department are often called up.’

Unmodified bare plurals retain only the existential interpretation with stage-level
predicates (S-level) and become plainly ungrammatical with individual level predicates (I-level)
where the existential reading becomes lexically unavailable (see Longobardi (2002) on details
and more data) (compare (73) and (74)).
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(74) a. *Diventano subito

famosi linguisti.

become immediately
b. Diventano subito

(I-level predicate)

famous linguists

famosi linguisti capaci di scrivere il Mémoire o

become immediately famous linguists capable of writing the Mémoire
LSLT. (Gen )
of LSLT
‘Linguists capable of writing the Mémoire of LSLT become
immediately famous.’
Crucially, the above observations cross-cut the intransitive verb distinction: the pattern is
identical for both unaccusative, passive and unergative bare plural subjects (compare (73)-(75)).

(75) a. Telefonano
telephone

spesso medici. (Ex)
often doctors

‘Doctors call often.’
b. Telefonano
telephone

spesso medici del reparto di pronto intervento. (Ex/Gen)
often doctors of the first aid department

‘Doctors of the first aid department call often.’

The line of analysis proposed in Longobardi (2002) is in terms of a structural ambiguity.
The postverbal subject may be in its base-generated VP-internal position (sister to V0), or there
may be leftward movement of the predicate across the subject. The existential/generic ambiguity
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tracks the two structural possibilities. Longobardi (2002) appeals to Diesing's (1992) Mapping
Hypothesis to connect the subject positions to the distinct interpretations. Bare plural subject NPs
have a VP-internal distribution where they receive an existential interpretation by virtue of being
mapped to the Nuclear Scope domain. Bare plural subjects with modifiers can occur either VPinternally or VP-externally which allows them to receive an additional generic interpretation by
mapping to the Restrictive Clause domain.

7.

Ne-cliticization as Perspective Structure: Italian
The line of analysis proposed to account for the acceptability of unergative predicates

with Locative Inversion in Russian can be straightforwardly applied to account for the
unaccusative behavior of unergative subjects with ne-cliticization and bare plurals in Italian. We
argue that, similar to Russian, two argument structures of unergative predicates are equally
available to the speaker. What underlies the choice between the two structural possibilities is the
Perspective Structure.
For Theme arguments of unaccusative predicates the choice of Perspective structure
plays no role: the subject NP is base-generated as a complement of V0. It is for subjects of
unergative predicates that the Perspective structure matters for the choice of a corresponding
argument structure.
When the Perspectival Center is set on LOC(ation) (76), the corresponding argument
structure is missing a vP layer. In the absence of vP, subjects of unergative verbs are base
generated VP-internally (see two alternatives of the analysis: sister to V0 position of the subject
(76) or right- adjunction to VP (77)72.

72

One predicts to see an adjunct/argument asymmetry with respect to the subject XP in (77). The reader is referred
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(76)

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
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V
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BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
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The alternating argument structure corresponds to the Perspective Structure where the
Perspectival Center is set on THING with

the subject of unergative verbs in

Spec, vP

undergoing subsequent movement to Spec, TP (see (78)).

to Calabrese, Maling and Glushan (to appear) for more empirical evidence for (77) in Italian. Independent evidence
in favor of the analysis in (77) comes from the phenomenon of marginalization (or Right Dislocation). See also
Antinucci and Cinque (1977), Frascarelli (1997), (2000), Cardinaletti (2002) on arguments and discussion on
whether the two are the same or two distinct constructions. As discussed in Belletti (1998:24), ne-extraction is
possible out of a marginalized object (see (i)).
(i) Ne
ha
comprati Gianni, uno
of-them has
bought
Gianni, one
'Gianni bought one of them'
The judgment, however, is not stable (compare to (ii)), thus I leave this argument aside as requiring further
independent evidence/investigation.
(ii)* ne ha comprati
Gianni, due
of-them has bought
Gianni two
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(78)

BE (THING, LOC) ‘predicative’ sentence frame
TP

ei

T

ei
T'

vP

ei
XPunerg
VP
ei
V
XPunaccus

The two structures in (76)-(78) are disambiguated by ne-cliticization and bare plural subjects in
Italian. Ne-cliticization, being restricted to VP-internal positions, can be acceptable only in the
'existential' sentence frame where the subject XP is in a sister to V0 position (see (76)). This
structural configuration correctly captures the observations with respect to the 'special'
interpretation of such predicates: non-agentive, eventive, stage level existential (Lonzi (1986),
Bentley (2002), Calabrese and Maling (2009)). On the view (Hale and Keyser (1993)) that theta
roles are interpretations of structural relations, a subject in a sister to V0 position receives a
Theme interpretation.

(79)

ne-cliticization

	
  	
  

Italian

TP

ei

BE (THING, LOC)

T'

wo

T0
ty

ne aux
'of them'

VP

wo
VP
XP

giocano
‘played’

solo tre tne
‘only three’

Another empirical observation that receives a straightforward explanation is the distribution and
interpretation of bare plural subjects in Italian. In particular, bare plurals receive only an
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existential interpretation, lacking a generic one, and as such cannot occur in a clause initial
position. Another puzzling observation is that, given their general VP-internal distribution, bare
plural subjects cross-cut the two intransitive verb classes and freely occur with unergative verbs.
Given the proposed structure in (76), the cross-cutting effect with bare plurals is an expected
one. If subjects of unergative verbs can be VP-internal on one of the argument structure
possibilities it is expected that bare plural phrases will be grammatical in that position ((75)
above). In addition, the existential (as opposed to generic) interpretation of the bare plurals
follows from Diesing’s Mapping Hypothesis. Bare plural subjects are mapped to the Nuclear
Scope domain in situ and receive an existential interpretation. The absence of a generic reading
follows from the lack of mapping to the Restrictive Clause domain (see (80) below).73
(80)

Bare plural subjects

Italian

TP
wo
LocPP
T'
in questo wo
giardino
‘in this
garden'

T0

aux

hanno
have

BE (THING, LOC)

VP

wo
V
XP
passeggiato
‘walked’

Nuclear scope domain

re e regine
'kings and queens'

The analysis in terms of an alternation of two argument structures and linking this alternation to
the Perspective Structure allows us to complete the accounts in Van Valin (1990), and Calabrese
and Maling (2009) by correctly predicting the set of verbs that can occur with a ne-clitic. Recall,
that while Van Valin (1990), and Bentley (2002), (2006) connect ne-cliticization to the State
aspectual class, Calabrese and Maling (2009) link it to State and Achievement predicates. Under
the account proposed here what matters for acceptability of ne-cliticization is not the lexical
semantics of the verb per se, but whether the verb-internal semantics (combined with contextual
73

See also Chierchia (1998) on the analysis of bare plural subjects in Italian.
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inferences and general knowledge) can locally support the Presupposed Equivalence to
approximate to State predicates (in a parallel to what is argued for LI in Russian above).
Moreover, we expect ne-cliticization to be sensitive to restrictions on the type of verbs
that can locally support the PE, similar to what has been shown for acceptability of Russian
verbs in LI. The following conditions are expected to be crucial for ne-cliticization: (i) Location
is required to be implicitly/explicitly present with the Perspectival Center being set on it (ii) the
predicate must be initially homogeneous and further telicized by either overt or implicit LocPP
or other means.74
The condition in (ii) is realized by several means in Italian: (i) telicizing the predicate by
LocPP (ii) via telic pluralization (splitting the event into atomic sub-events and distributing them
overt relevant points of time, thus giving rise to an obligatory habitual interpretation of a
predicate (see fn 28 on a similar effect in Russian). The prediction is borne out for Italian.
Ne-cliticization becomes acceptable with subjects of unergative verbs on a habitual
interpretation. Habituality is generally taken to be a subtype of genericity (Carlson (1977) Krifka
et al (1995)) which under some accounts (Rothstein (2003), Rothstein (2008)) are in fact
analyzed as instances of telic pluralization (see also Filip (2003)).

74

I suspect it may vary from language to language as to by what means the non-delimited nature of the predicate can
be created. For example, among the means not mentioned here as relevant for Russian, pl vs sgl form of the object
(with the exclusion of mass nouns which classify as homogeneous nominal predicates independently) has been
shown to play a role for telicity in English (Dowty (1991)). A plural object creates homogeneous/atelic predicates,
while a singular ones does not. I suspect this is a factor for bare plurals in Italian too.
(i)*John caught a flea for an hour
John caught fleas for an hour
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(81)a.

Ne giocano

sempre

solo tre, (di bambini)

ne play

always

only three (of children)

‘Only three of them always play.’
b.

Ne camminerà

tanta, (di gente),

sue quei marciapiedi

ne walk

many of people,

on those sidewalks

‘Many will walk on those sidewalks.’

(82)a.

Ne oscillano regolarmente solo tre, (di metronomi)
ne oscillate

regularly

only three (of metronomes)

‘Only three of then oscillate regularly.’
b.

Non ne trilla forte nessuna, (di sveglie)
not ne ring

loudly none,

(of alarm clocks)

‘None of them rings loudly.’

A similar habitual interpretation arises with bare plural subjects of unergative verbs in the
presence of an overt LocPP (see (83) below).

(83)a.

In questo giardino,

hanno passeggiato

re e regine

in this garden

have walked

kings and queens

‘Kings and queens used to walk in this garden.’
b.

Su questi

prati

galopparono

On these

fields galloped

cavalieri
knights

‘Knights galloped on these fields.’
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c.

In questa fabbrica

lavorano

marocchini

In this factory

worked

Moroccans

‘Moroccans worked in this factory.’

The presence of an implicit or overt LOCation is required for ne-cliticization to be possible with
unergative predicates as is demonstrated further in (84).75

(84)a.

Ne starnutiscono tanti, (di bambini) qui.
ne sneeze

many, (of children), here

‘Many sneeze here.’
b.

(Su questi prati )

ne

galopparono

tanti

on these fields

NE

galloped

many

‘Many galloped on these fields.’
c.

(In questa fabbrica ) ce

ne lavorano

pochi

in this factory

Ne worked

few

there

‘Few worked in this factory.’

Crucially, similar to an observation about Russian above (see (57)), a typical unergative
predicate can also allow ne-cliticization when modified by a DirPP. As it has been argued
independently in a number of sources, directed motion prepositions, when combined with verbs,
are the verb’s arguments, not modifiers (Higginbotham (1995),(2000), Svenonius (2003), Folli
and Ramchand (2005), Folli and Harley (2004). The Small Clause analysis has been proposed for
75

Unlike in Russian Locative Inversion, LocPP is not required to be overt in Italian. In addition, given the general
difference between Russian and Italian with respect to the pro-drop subject phenomenon, the correlation between
Russian and Italian here is harder to show.
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activity verbs used perfectively with a DirPP whereby a single NP is base generated as a subject
of the Small Clause, thus VP-internally (see Hoekstra and Mulder (1990), Folli and Harley
(2004), Folli and Ramchand (2005), also Hale and Keyser (1993)).

(85)a.

Ne camminarono

fino a casa

molti

ne walk

until the house many

‘Many of them walk until they reached the house.’
b.

Ne galopparono

fino dentro al castello molti

ne galloped

until inside the castle many

‘Many of them galloped into the castle.’

Thus, it appears that the line of analysis proposed to account for unergative subjects in
Locative Inversion in Russian can be straightforwardly applied to account for the unaccusative
behavior of unergative subjects with ne-cliticization and bare plurals in Italian. The obvious
strength of the suggested account is that it makes correct predictions as to the factors that play a
role in acceptability of ne-cliticization and bare plural subjects with typical unergative verbs.

8.

Refinements: Bare Plurals, ne-cliticization and participial

agreement

There is still an unresolved issue with respect to the analysis proposed in (76)- (78). This
issue concerns the pattern of participial agreement in Italian. Past participle agreement in Italian
(also French) has for a long time been observed to associate with the VP-internal position of a
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subject argument: passive ((86)b), unaccusative ((86)a), medio-passive ((86c)) (Kayne (1988),
Saccón (1993), Belletti (2001) among others).

(86)a. Le ragazze

sono

the girlsFemPL are

arrivate
arrivedFemPL

‘The girls have arrived.’
b. Le ragazze

sono

the girlsFemPL are

state

arrestate

beenFemPL

arrestedFemPL

‘The girls have been arrested.’
c. Si sono
we are

viste

le ragazze

seenFemPL

the girlsFemPL

‘We have seen the girls/the girls have been seen.’

Objects of transitive verbs do not allow participial agreement, unlike subjects of unaccusative
verbs in Italian. Thus, participial agreement has been assumed to relate to VP-internal arguments
that undergo raising to subject. Belletti (2001:17), (2005) further emphasizes the importance of
the participial agreement facts: ‘a crucial piece of data concerning the phenomenon of past
participle agreement in Romance is that no variety allows for the past participle to agree with the
subject of intransitive/unergative and transitive verbs […] Any treatment of the computation
involved in past participle agreement must account for this fact.’

(87)* Ho

mangiata

I-have eatenFemSg

la mela
an appleFemSg
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A puzzling asymmetry with respect to ne-extraction and the licensing of postverbal bare plural
subjects has been observed in Lonzi (1986). Ne-cliticization can occur with unergative verbs
with simple verb tenses (see (88)a) but not with compound verb tenses (88)b. Ne-cliticization
with unaccusative verbs, by contrast, is possible with compound verb tenses (see (88)c). Past
participle agreement is observed with unaccusative, but not with unergative examples (see (88)a
vs (88)c).

(88)a. Ne telefonano,
of them phone

di tifosi,

la domenica

(Lonzi (1986), cited from

of fans

on Sunday

Saccón (1993:245)

'Lots of fans call on Sundays.'
b. *Ne hanno telefonato,
of them have phoned

di tifosi,

la domenica

of fans

on Sunday

'Lots of fans called on Sundays.'
c. Ne sono arrivati molti, di tifosi,
of them arrived many of fans

la domenica
Sunday

'Many of the fans arrived on Sunday.'

The restriction with respect to compound tenses, however, does not extend to bare plural subjects
which, as has been shown above, also have a VP-internal distribution. Bare plural subjects can
freely occur with compound verb tenses in Italian as shown in (89)a, (90)a. The contrast with the
ne-cliticization pattern is demonstrated in (89)b, (90)b below.
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(89)a. In questo giardino hanno passeggiato
in this

garden have walked

re

e

regine

kings and queens

‘Kings and queens used to walk in this garden.’
b.*In questo giardino ne hanno passeggiato
in this

garden ne have walked

(90)a. In questa piazza hanno cantato
in this square

have

sung

molti (di re e regine)
many

tenori famosi
famous tenors

‘Famous tenors have sung in this square.’
b.*In questa piazza ne hanno cantato molti
in this square

ne have sung many

The asymmetry between unaccusative and unergative subjects with respect to participial
agreement provides empirical support in favor of the analysis where unergative and unaccusative
subjects, although VP-internal, still occur in distinct positions (the VP-adjunction, as opposed to
the sister to V0 alternative explored above).The restriction of ne-cliticized subjects of unergative
verbs to simple verb tenses, as well as the absence of such restriction for bare plural subjects, I
leave open and refer the reader to a later version of this project (see Calabrese, Maling and
Glushan (in prep) for more discussion and analysis).
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9.

Auxiliary Selection in Italian. Aspect?

9.1

Background on Auxiliary Selection
Since Permutter (1978), it has been observed that ne-cliticization correlates with the

selection of essere ‘be’ auxiliary and thus, can be used as an effective diagnostic of
unaccusativity (Beletti and Rizzi (1981), Burzio (1986)).

(91)a.* Ne studiano
ne study

molti

Bentley (2002:222)

many

‘Of them many study.’
b.

Ne sono/*hanno arrivati molti
ne be /have

arrived many

‘Of them arrived many.’
c.

Ne

saranno

invitati molti

ne

will be

invited many

‘Of them many will be invited.’
However, subsequent studies on auxiliary selection show that there exists a large amount of
variation with respect to the auxiliary selection pattern both within one language, as well as in a
cross-linguistic perspective (Sankoff and Thibaut (1977) on Canadian and European French;
Benincà (1985), Loporcaro (1998), Sorace and Cennamo (2000) on Italian dialects; Keller and
Sorace (2003) on German varieties). This variation has both a categorical (one choice of
auxiliary only) and gradient (one or the other auxiliary depending on relevant aspectual clues)
nature to it and appears to be most puzzling once one attempts to relate this variation to syntactic
unaccusativity and (other) diagnostics of it.
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Based on a survey of auxiliary selection patterns in Italian, German, Dutch and French,
Sorace (2000) Keller and Sorace (2003), Bentley and Eythórsson (2003) argue that the crosslinguistic variation of auxiliary selection is not random but follows an orderly pattern of a
hierarchy in accordance with the lexical semantics of verbs. The choice of auxiliary with
monadic intransitive verbs is claimed to be sensitive to aspectual (e.g., inherent verb telicity,
telicity contributed by other elements) and thematic properties (agentivity), which result in a
structured hierarchy of verb types. Sorace (2000) and Bentley (2002), (2006) take the auxiliary
selection hierarchy and its nature to be evidence in favor of semantic/aspectual accounts of
unaccusativity (along the lines of VanValin (1990)).

(92) Change of Location

selection of BE (least variation)

Change of State
Continuation of a pre-existing state
Existence of State

most variation

Uncontrolled Process
Controlled Process (Motional)
Controlled Process (Nonmotional)

selection of HAVE (least
variation)

9.2

Inherent Duration

I (in collaboration with A. Calabrese) would like to a argue for the existence of a minimal
component of auxiliary choice which, by interaction with the lexical semantics of verb classes,
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derives the auxiliary selection hierarchy in (92), as well as the list of characteristics auxiliary
selection has been claimed to be sensitive to (agentivity, telicity, dynamicity/stativity). This
minimal component is inherent duration. I propose that in an instance where the use of auxiliary
is not categorical (alternating verbs) the use of avere is an expression of inherent duration
pertaining to the state/activity or change in the perception of the speaker and the use of essere is
the lack of such. Consider an example of an auxiliary alternating verb from Italian in (93), (94).
A shift of auxiliary avere to essere is required when the verb expresses a process of no inherent
duration (stative).

Context: In questo giardino (in this garden)…
(93)a. Hanno attecchito liane
have taken root vines
‘These vines have taken a while to root.’
b. sono

attecchite liane

be

taken root vines

‘Vines have taken root.’ (stating the fact, regardless of duration)
(94)a. Ieri

hanno suonato le campane

yesterday

have rung the bells

‘The bells rang (for a while) yesterday.’
b. sono
be

suonate le campane
rung

the bells

‘The bells have rung.’ (regardless of duration)
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Similarly, with verbs of weather that exclude a possible agentivity/dynamicity component in
(95), a speaker uttering (95)b (avere selection) reports it with an additional emphasis on the
duration of the rainy weather, thus shifting the auxiliary.

(95)a. Ieri è
yesterday

piovuto/nevicato/gradinato

molto

is rained/snowed/hailed

a lot

‘Yesterday it rained/snowed/hailed all day.’
b. Ieri ha

piovuto/nevicato/gradinato

yesterday has rained/snowed/hailed

tutto il giorno
all day

‘Yesterday it has rained/snowed/hailed all day.’

In some varieties of German, verbs of posture allow auxiliary alternation. The example in (96)
involves an inanimate subject combined with a verb of posture. It cannot possibly involve any
agentivity/ dynamicity features in this case with only one possible minimal component being
narrowed down in (96)a,b : the inherent duration of the event such that a book is located on the
floor.

(96)a. das Buch ist
the book is

auf dem Boden

gelegen

on the floor

lain

(Sorace, 2000:870)

‘The book is lying on the floor.’
b. das Buch hat auf dem Boden gelegen
the book has on the floor lain
‘The book has been on the floor (for a while).’
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In an instance when the expression of inherent duration becomes impossible due to
incompatibility with an adverbial modification, the use of avere auxiliary becomes not
acceptable as shown in (97), (98) below.

(97)?? Improvvisamente hanno attecchito molte liane
suddenly

have taken root many vines

in questo giardino
in this garden

‘Suddenly vines have being taking root in this garden.’
(98)

Improvvisamente sono attecchite molte liane

in questo giardino

suddenly

in this garden

is taken root many vines

‘Suddenly vines have taken root in this garden.’

Telicity/stativity are two more features that have been argued to be relevant for essere over avere
selection in Italian (Bentley (2002)). While, at first approximation, it appears that telicity is the
relevant trigger for auxiliary selection, under closer scrutiny, it turns out not to be the case (see
Calabrese and Maling (2009), Folli and Ramchand (2005)). As is shown in (100), if the nature of
the telicizing preposition is such that it allows the measuring out the time/distance until the final
event point, the auxiliary used in such cases is avere while the predicate itself is telic (compare
(99) and (100)).

(99)

Luisa è corsa a casa in/*per un’ ora
Luisa is run

(Calabrese and Maling (2009)

to home in /*for an hour

‘Luisa ran home in/for an hour.’
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(Folli and Ramchand (2005:14)
(100)a. Gianni ha
Gianni have

camminato

fino a casa in un secondo

walked

until at home in one second

‘John walked up until he was home in one second.’
b. La barca ha galleggiato
the boat has floated

attraverso

la grotta in un secondo

through

the cave in one second

‘The boat floated through the cave in one second’

The crucial point here is that telicity does not preclude the possibility of inherent duration and
when inherent duration becomes plausible and the verb is such that it allows an auxiliary
alternation, then the auxiliary that is used has to be avere.
Thus, the hierarchy of auxiliary selection in (repeated in (101) below) can be derived by
means of the interaction between verb aspectual classes with the notion of inherent duration
(tentative at the moment, needs more factual justification).

(101)Change of Location

selection of BE (least variation)

Change of State
Continuation of a pre-existing state
Existence of State

most variation

Uncontrolled Process
Controlled Process (Motional)
Controlled Process (Nonmotional)

selection of HAVE (least variation)
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Change of Location verbs show the least variation and fewer occurrences of ‘Have’ auxiliary
since they are either inherently telic or by virtue of additional telicizing modifiers (Goal PPs).
Since the number of telicizing modifiers that do not preclude inherent duration is small, change
of location verbs show least variation with respect to auxiliary selection. State and change of
state predicates can show more variation with respect to auxiliary selection since here inherent
duration may/may not be expressed freely. Change of state verbs, while inherently telic, are more
restricted as far as what additional telicity modifiers they can take (e.g., DirPPs). Activity verbs
show least variation with respect to selection of ‘Have’ since they naturally presuppose a
presence of inherent duration especially if the single argument is animate (thus, agentivity). With
inanimate subjects, activity verbs should behave just like change of state (or change of location)
verbs where the inherent duration may or may not be expressed, thus, we expect to find more
variation of auxiliary selection if the subject is inanimate (as in fact is reported in Sorace (2000)).
Thus, it appears that the absence of the exact mapping between auxiliary selection and
ne-cliticization can be expected and explained if auxiliary selection is not linked to the structural
position of an argument, but to aspectual characteristics of a predicate. The notion that is relevant
for auxiliary selection is inherent duration, which in an interaction with verb lexical semantics
creates only a partial mapping with structural position of a single argument,i.e., unaccusativity.

10.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have drawn a parallel between Russian and Italian data pieces
problematic under the Unaccusativity Hypothesis. I have argued for a syntactic implementation
of Borschev and Partee (1998), (2002), Partee et al (2011) idea of Perspective Structure whereby
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a choice of Perspective Structure corresponds to a change in the argument structure. I have
shown that by providing a connection between the Perspective Structure and argument structure
we can account for the data puzzles that have been throwing shadows on the syntactic approach
to unaccusativity since the time it was originally proposed. I have shown that the suggested
analysis has a broad application: the acceptability of unergative subjects with Gen of Neg,
Locative Inversion in Russian as well as ne-cliticization and bare plurals have one underlying
structure that uniformly captures all four types of the phenomena in two languages.
In line with Sorace (2000), Bentley (2002), (2006), Keller and Sorace (2003), we have
argued against the exact mapping between auxiliary selection and ne-cliticization. We have
shown that what is relevant for auxiliary selection is the notion of inherent duration, which in an
interaction with verb lexical semantics creates only a partial mapping with syntactic
unaccusativity.
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Chapter 4
Interaction of Animacy and Verb Agreement

Десять поросят пошли купаться в море,
Десять поросят резвились на просторе,
Один из них утоп,
Ему купили гроб.
И вот вам результат - девять поросят!
(Children's counting rhyme a la 'Ten little soldier boys')

0.

Introduction
Subjects in Russian typically control agreement on the predicate. Agreement for person

and number is observed in the non-past tenses (present, future), while agreement for number and
gender is found in the past tense (see (1)-(2) below).

(1)

Maša

priglašaet nas v gosti

MashaFemSg

intvites3Sg us

in guests

'Masha is inviting us to her place.'

(2)

Maša

priglasila

nas v gosti

MashaFemSg

intvitedFemSg

us

in guests

'Masha invited us to her place.'
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Verb agreement in Russian is obligatory for Nom NP subjects, thus verb agreement
applies regardless of the word order or special characteristics of the subject, e.g., animacy or
specificity/definiteness (Corbett (1979),(1983), Pesetsky (1982), Franks (1995), Bošković (2006)
among others).
In Chapter 3, I discussed the Locative Inversion construction. There I argued that subjects
in Locative Inversion are obligatorily indefinite and remain VP-internal throughout the
derivation. As is shown in (3)-(4) below, inanimate, indefinite NP subjects in Locative Inversion
trigger obligatory verb agreement with the verb.

(3)

Na ulice

stojali/*stojalo

dorogie mašiny

on street

stoodPL/*NeutSg

expensive cars

'There were expensive cars parked in the street.'
(4)

V komnate rabotal

/*rabotalo

in the room workedMascSg/*NeutSg

konditsioner
air-conditioner

'There was air-conditioning working in the room.'

The effect of obligatory agreement with Nom NP subjects that are structurally low can be
also demonstrated by means of na-prefixation unaccusativity test. Single arguments of verbs
with na-prefix are required to be in a low VP-internal position at LF as part of the mechanism of
the diagnostic (see Chapter 2 for details of the mechanism of the diagnostic). Agreement with
Nom elements in that position is required, the effect being detectable with compound numeral
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QNPs that contain a Nom bearing element, and thus, in terms of agreement, these QNPs behave
just like regular NP arguments (see (6)a,b)76.
(6) a. S dereva
from tree

napadal

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenMascSg twenty one leafMascSg

‘Twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree’
b.* S dereva
from tree

napadalo

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenNeutSg twenty one leaf

‘twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree’

Given the obligatory nature of NP subject agreement in Russian illustrated above, the behavior
of quantified NPs (QNPs) (numeral phrases) is striking. As has long been known (Švedova
(1970), Revzin (1978), Corbett (1979), (2000), Pesetsky (1982) among others), QNP subjects
(lacking Nom elements), unlike NP subjects, do not trigger obligatory agreement with the verb,
but can optionally induce plural or neuter singular agreement on the verb (see (5)- (6) below).

(5)

Pjat’ krasivyh devušek

prišli/ prišlo

five beautiful girls

arrivedPL/NeutSgl

‘Five beautiful girls arrived.’
(6)

Pjat' krasivyh devušek

stojali/stojalo na ulice

five beautiful gils

stoodPL/NeutSg on street

'Five beautiful girls were standing/waiting outside.'

76

This observation provides important evidence against the idea pursued in Harves (2002) that the main
characteristic feature of unaccusative predicates in Russian is the non-agreeing verbal morphology. She argues that
the lack of subject-verb agreement results from the general characteristic of unaccusative syntax, connecting this
property to the idea of defective phases (Chomsky (2000), (2001)).
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Moreover, among the many properties that influence the choice between agreeing and nonagreeing forms of verb agreement is animacy. While animate QNP subjects show an optionality
of agreement, inanimate QNP counterpart does not always trigger agreement (cf. Corbett (1979),
(1983), (2000), Roblee (1993)).

(7) a. Pjat’
five

studentov

prišli/ prišlo

studentsGen

camePl/Neut

‘Five students came.’
b. Pjat’ pisem

??prišli/prišlo

five lettersGen arrived??Pl/Neut
‘Five letters arrived.’

(8)a.

Pjat' krasivyh devušek

stojali/stojalo na ulice

five beautiful gils

stoodPL/NeutSg on street

'Five beautiful girls were standing/waiting outside.'
b.

Pjat' butylok

??stojali/stojalo

na stole

five bottles

stood??PL/NeutSg

on the table

'Five bottles were sitting on the table.'
(9) a. Pjat’ čelovek
five persons

rabotali/rabotalo

na etom zavode.

workedPL/Neut

on this factory

‘Five people worked at this factory.’
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b. Pjat’ holodil’nikov ??rabotali/ rabotalo
five fridges

worked ??Pl/Neut

na kuhne.
on kitchen

‘Five fridges worked at this kitchen.’

In this chapter, I will show that what underlies the effect in (7)-(9) is the distinct
distribution of animate/inanimate QNPs in the argument structure argued for in Chapter 2. In
particular, the agreement alternations with animacy will rely on the Experiencer Condition which
indirectly maps animacy to structure. The notion of animacy here again will be viewed as a
precondition for an argument to move to an Experiencer position, this movement enabling
different agreement possibilities. The analysis proposed here will replicate the original empirical
observations from corpus work where animacy of the subject and verb type has been shown to
play a role in the agreement resolution (cf. Corbett (1979), (1983), (2000), Roblee (1993)).
Another important component of my analysis will incorporate the role of
definiteness/specificity of a QNP subject in verb agreement resolution. I show that
definiteness/specificity is a necessary piece of the QNP agreement alternations and propose an
analysis which appeals to the idea of the Mapping Hypothesis (Diesing (1992)). Movement to
Spec, TP for definite/specific QNPs through the interaction with the locality of semantic
agreement is argued to influence the verb agreement possibilities. The movement for
definiteness/specificity also will partially overlap with the surface order of arguments, thus,
providing an explanation to the original empirical observations on the relevance of precedence
(surface word order) for agreement resolution known from the corpus work (Corbett (1983),
(2000), Robblee (1993)). However, the movement may be covert and thus there is no absolute
correlation with word order.
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The structure in (10) illustrates the three positions QNP subjects can occupy in a clause
which lead to three different agreement possibilities: (i) obligatorily NeutSgl for inanimate, nonspecific QNPs in a sister to V position (ii) optionality between NeutSg and Pl agreement for
animate, non-specific QNPs in Spec,ApplP (iii) obligatory Pl for specific/definite QNPs in Spec,
TP.
(10)

TP

ru
QNPSpecific
T’
ru
T0

Semantic Agreement Domain

ApplP
ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
e i
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme

Plural agreement with QNP subjects is argued to be an instance of semantic agreement (i.e.,
agreement with the interpretable number feature of a QNP) and distinct from morpho-syntactic
agreement (i.e., agreement with grammatical φ-features). I connect the morpho-syntactic
agreement to an abstract Nom Case feature, where only categories specified for Nom Case are
accessible to morpho-syntactic agreement. Thus, an NP or a QNP with an overt nominative case
element obligatorily triggers morpho-syntactic agreement regardless of its structural position. In
contrast, a QNP category, lacking a Case feature, is inaccessible to morpho-syntactic agreement.
In instances where morpho-syntactic agreement fails, semantic agreement can apply. I will argue
that semantic agreement obeys a stricter locality condition and is restricted to a target and
controller in a single Agreement Domain (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005)) (see (10)). The result
of these assumptions is that morphosyntactic agreement may be controlled by a nominative
(Q)NP in any of the positions in (10), but only VP-external arguments may control semantic
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agreement (see also section 10 where alternative proposals are considered in which the difference
in the locality domain of semantic and morpho-syntactic agreement is derived).
In the appendix section, I also discuss the relevance of verb distributivity for QNP
agreement resolution. I show that, contrary to observations in Pesetsky (1982), Corbett (2000),
the influence of verb distributivity/collectivity on verb agreement resolution is only apparent:
once one controls for the effect of specificity/definiteness on the agreement resolution, the choice
between the collective and distributive reading does not determine the agreement choice.

1.

Agreement with QP subjects. Literature Overview

The topic of agreement with Russian numeral phrases has received substantial amount of
attention in the literature. It has been widely noticed (Švedova (1970), Revzin (1978), Corbett
(1979), (2000), Pesetsky (1982) among others) that (non-singular) numeral phrases in Russian
can induce plural or neuter singular agreement on the verb77.
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A clarification is due here on how numerals interact with agreement in Russian in general. The numeral 'one' as
well as any compound numerals containing 'one' trigger singular agreement on the verb with gender/number features
copied off the noun (as shown in (i)-(ii)). The noun and the numeral agree in Case.
(i)
Odin
malčik
priehal
oneNomMascSg
boyNomMascSg
arrivedMasc Sg
'One boy arrived.'
(ii)
Dvadcat' odin
malčik
priehal
twenty oneNomMascSg boyNomMascSg arrivedMascSg
Numerals 'two' to 'four' (and corresponding compound numerals) agree with the noun in Case and number/gender
features and assign Gen Sgl (paucal) to the noun. Verb agreement with these numerals is optional: NeutSg or Pl (see
(iii)). An adjective/demonstrative modifier of the noun can occur either in Nom or Gen (see (iv)), Nom correlating
with Pl, while Gen with optionality of Pl/NeutSg verb agreement.
(iii)
Dve
devuški
priehali/priehalo
twoFem girlsGenSg arrivedPL/NeutSg
(iv)a. Dve krasivye/eti
devuški
priehali/* priehalo
two beautifulNom/theseNom girls
arrivedPL/*NeutSg
b.
Dve krasivyh/etih
devuški
priehali/ priehalo
two beautifulGen/theseGen girls
arrivedPL/NeutSg
Numerals 'five'-'nine' (and corresponding compounds) in Russian assign GenPl (Gen of Quantification) to the noun
and allow optionality between NeutSg/Pl verb agreement as is illustrated in (11) (main text) (see Corbett (1979),
Babby (1987), Franks (1995) and references therein on further details of morphosyntax of numerals in Russian).
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(11)

Pjat’ krasivyh devušek

prišli/ prišlo

five beautiful girls

arrivedPL/NeutSgl

‘Five beautiful girls arrived.’

Several accounts of the agreement alternation in (11) have been proposed in the literature.
Pesetsky (1982) and Franks (1995) relate the two options of agreement with numeral subjects to
the variable structure of the numeral phrase: agreeing numeral subjects are NPs (DPs), while
non-agreeing subjects are QPs. Agreement, in its turn, is assumed to be a reflection of Nom Case
assignment: NP subjects need to raise to Spec, IP position for Nom Case, and thus trigger
agreement with the verb, while QP subjects lack Case, hence they can stay in-situ which results
in the non-agreeing pattern. Franks (1995) provides additional evidence in favour of this
hypothesis by the data from reflexivity (12) and gerunds (13).
(12)a. Pjat’
five

ženščin smotreli/lo

na Ivana

women looked Pl/N.Sgl

at Ivan

‘Five women looked at Ivan.’
b. Pjat’
five

ženščin

smotreli/*lo

na sebja

women

looked Pl/*N.Sgl

at themselves

‘Five women looked at themselves.’
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(13)a. Po doroge domoj,
on way

home

pjat’ malčikov

zašli/zašlo

v magazin

five boys

dropped-in

to store

‘On the way home five boys stopped by the store.’
b. Vozvraščajas’ domoj, pjat’ mal’čikov
returning home

five boys

zašli/* zašlo

v magazin

dropped in

to a store

‘Returning home five boys stopped by the store.’

As the examples in (12) and (13) show, the presence of a reflexive pronoun or a gerund clause
excludes the neuter singular agreement option. Relying on the assumption that only IP specifiers
can bind reflexives or control gerunds in Russian, Franks (1995) argues that numeral subjects in
(12)b and (13)b are located in the Spec, IP position, this position correlating with Nom Case
assignment and plural verb agreement78.
Bošković (2006) proposes an alternative to Franks’ (1995) analysis where he does not
appeal to the different categorical status of the numeral phrase. He explains the alternation in
verb agreement by positing that more than one possible case form is available to QPs in general.
He proposes an account where numerals higher than five (with the exclusion of paucals) are
assumed to be morphologically ambiguous between a nominative/accusative and a caseless
form79. The non-agreeing verb form appears with a numeral in a caseless form, while an agreeing
verb form appears with a numeral subject bearing Nom case.

78

The strong correlation between Nom case and plural verb agreement has been noted in the literature before. The
discussion of obligatory plural verb agreement with nominative plural modifiers of numeral phrases dates back to
Suprun (1957).
79
In Bošković (2006), numerals lower than 'five' are assumed to be adjectival in nature, since they share case and
gender features with the noun they modify. tri 'three' and chetyre 'four' show no gender agreement (unlike odin 'one'
and dva 'two').
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An additional factor in whether of not a QNP triggers agreement with the verb is the
animacy of the QNP. Animacy effects with verb agreement are observed with intransitive verbs:
animate quantified subjects allow for both plural and neuter singular agreement, while plural
agreement with inanimate quantified subjects is not equally available (degraded). The relevant
data pattern is illustrated in (14) and (15) below.

(14) a. Pjat’
five

studentov

prišli/ prišlo

studentsGen

camePl/Neut

‘Five students arrived.’
b. Pjat’ pisem ??prišli/prišlo
five lettersGen arrived??Pl/Neut
‘Five letters arrived.’
(15) a. Pjat’ čelovek
five persons

rabotali/rabotalo

na etom zavode.

workedPL/Neut

on this plant

‘Five people worked at this plant.’
b. Pjat’ holodil’nikov
five fridges

??rabotali/ rabotalo

na kuhne.

worked ??Pl/Neut

on kitchen

‘Five fridges worked in this kitchen.’

The correlation between animacy and verb agreement in Russian has been noted in the literature
before (Corbett (1983), (2006), Robblee (1993)), but has not received a unified analysis in the
generative framework so far.
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The most substantial work on subject agreement in Russian has been done in corpus studies by
Crockett (1976), Revzin (1978), Corbett (1983), (2006) and Robblee (1993). Corbett (1983)
examines the pattern of verb agreement with respect to several constructions: verb agreement
with conjoined noun phrases, comitative phrases and quantified expressions. He identifies two
factors that determine agreement in these three types of constructions in Russian: precedence and
animacy80. He observes the following tendency with respect to agreement with quantified
subjects: the highest percentage of plural agreement is found with animate subjects preceding the
predicate. A concise summary of the results from Corbett’s (1983) corpus study is given in the
table in (16) below (Corbett, 1983: 151-3, 155).
(16)

Subject-predicate
Predicate-subject

Conjoined Noun Phrases
Animate
Inanimate
100%PL
85%Pl
84%Pl
28%Pl

Quantified Expressions
Animate
Inanimate
81%Pl
49%Pl
49%Pl
20%Pl

Robblee (1993) expands on Corbett’s (1979 and 1983:112-4) observation that stative
verbs are more likely to occur in singular with quantified subjects than non-stative verbs. She
appeals to the lexical hierarchy of individualization (Robblee (1993(b)) for verb classification.
The classification of predicates based on the individuation factor from Robblee (1993:425) is
shown in (17) below.

80

In fact, Corbett (1983:137) eventually concludes that these are factors of the same type. In his view, animacy and
precedence are related through the notion of topic.
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(17) Classification of Predicates

Class
I ‘Inversion’

Subtype
a. ‘be’
b. other

Example (R)
byt’
proizoiti
nahodit’sja
nužno
dostatočno
vidno

Translation (E)
‘be’
‘occur’
‘located’
‘necessary’
‘enough’
‘visible’

II ‘Intransitive’

a. postural
b. stative

stojat’
idti
krasnet’
nravit’sja

‘stand’
‘go’
‘redden’
‘appeal to’

III ‘Agentive’

a. semi-transitive

rabotat’
učastvovat’
udarit’
dat’

‘work’
‘participate’
‘hit’
‘give’

b. transitive

The conclusion reached in Robblee’s (1993) study is that predicates of class I (inversion) tend to
occur with singular agreement. Class III (agentive) predicates occur with plural. Class II
(intransitive) predicates show mixed agreement.
Although data from corpus studies in general can be controversial in many ways (ambiguities,
absence of control examples), the tendencies that such studies reveal are important for me since
they identify the starting point and the direction for my research on the issue.

2.

Animacy in Agreement Alternations with QP Subjects

The observation about animacy as a controller factor for agreement is consistent with
Corbett’s (1983), (2000) findings summarized in (16) above: in SV order animate QP subjects
receive 81% plural, while inanimate QP subjects receive only 49%. Given the contrast in the
percentage between animate and inanimate subjects, several questions arise: (i) what are the
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mechanisms that underlie singular agreement with 19% of the animate subjects? (ii) what are the
mechanisms that derive plural agreement with 49% of the inanimate subjects? I will argue below
that the partial nature of the percentage as well as non-absolute judgements of the data arise as a
result of an interaction between two sources of agreement: (i) morpho-syntactic agreement and
(ii) semantic agreement. As discussed below, the judgements are not absolute and, in particular
contexts, the distinction based on animacy disappears. The data patterns are repeated below:
animate QP subjects of ‘work’ and ‘arrive’ can agree, while inanimate QP subjects contrasted in
a minimal pair do not. The agreement contrasts do not appear to show an unaccusative/
unergative distinction in the standard sense: animacy but not the verb type determines the choice
of agreement81.

(18) a. Pjat’ čelovek rabotali/rabotalo
five persons workedPL/Neut

na etom zavode.

unergative

on this plant

‘Five people worked at this plant.’
b. Pjat’ holodil’nikov ??rabotali/ rabotalo na kuhne
five fridges

worked ??Pl/Neut

on kitchen

‘Five fridge worked in this kitchen.’
(19) a. Pjat’
five

studentov

prišli/ prišlo

studentsGen

camePl/Neut

unaccusative

‘Five students arrived.’

81

Robblee's (1993) results in (17) suggest that unaccusative predicates show a greater likelihood of NeutSg
agreement than unergative (agentive) predicates. I deal here for the most part with unaccusative verbs, and suggest a
similar line of analysis for unergative verbs in section 4.1.2 of this chapter.
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b. Pjat’ pisem

??prišli/prišlo

five lettersGen arrived??Pl/Neut
‘Five letters arrived.’
The effect is most noticeable in cases where the choice of verb agreement correlates (partially) with a
distinct verb interpretation linked to an Experiencer/Theme argument alternation. This shift in
meaning is available to animate arguments only (e.g. ‘be’ vs ‘have been’, ‘appear’ vs ‘show up’,
‘redden’ vs ‘blush’, ‘freeze’ vs ‘feel cold’). Thus, in the animate counterpart of (20), the verb ‘be’ can
be interpreted either as expressing (i) location of the entity denoted by the subject QP (ii) a visit to that
location by an entity expressed by the QP subject82. The inanimate counterpart, however, is compatible
with only one interpretation: location. The Neut Sgl agreement choice for animate arguments, at a first
consideration, correlates with the ‘location’, rather than with a ‘visit’ interpretation of the verb. The
plural agreement, on the other hand, is preferred on a ‘visit’ interpretation, rather than ‘location’83.
This correlation is not exclusive though: Neut Sgl agreement does not exclude a ‘visit’ interpretation84.
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See also Chapter 2 on details of the data and discussion.
The difference between 'visit' and 'location' interpretation is similar to the difference in English between (i) and
(ii).
(i)
These five students have been to London
(i) Visit
(ii)
These five students were in London
(ii) Location
See Partee and Borschev (2007) on the discussion of perfective 'be' verb in Russian and its interpretation.
84
There is one factor that can fully exclude the 'visit' interpretation for animate arguments: Locative Inversion.
Thus, (i) below can only mean 'location' of the students. The usage of plural with the Locative Inversion word order
comes about as very unnatural/marginal for both animate and inanimate arguments.
(i)
V Londone bylo/??byli
pjat studentov
In London were Sg/??Pl five students
'There were five students in London'
(ii)
Na sobranii pojavilos/??pojavilis'
pjat (novyh) studentov
At meeting
appeared/?? showed up
five new students
Locative Inversion structure requires its subjects to be non-referential (VP/vP-internal) and the verb to receive an
existential interpretation: as (i) and (ii) show, if these two conditions are met plural agreement becomes disallowed
for animate arguments. This provides additional support for the analysis proposed in the chapter.
The other thing to notice is that the judgment contrasts in (20)-(21) are sharper than the ones in (18), (19). I suppose
this has to do with the fact that the influence of referentiality of the QP (definiteness) disappears with existential
predicates. Existential predicates (in many languages including Russian) require their subjects to be non-referential
(Partee et al (2011) and references therein).
83
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(20) a. Pjat’

studentov

byli/bylo

v Londone

five

studentsGen

were/wasPl/Neut

in London

Visit/Location

‘Five students were in London/have visited London before.’
b. Pjat’
five

stuljev *byli/bylo

v Londone/v komnate *Visit/Location

chairsGen *were/was*Pl/Neut

in London/in the room

‘Five chairs were in London.’
(21) a. Pjat’ studentov
five students

zamerzli/ zamerzlo

na mitinge

froze/frozePl/Neut

at the protest

Feeling cold/ Freeze

‘Five students felt cold at the protest.’
b. Pjat’ trub
five pipes

*zamerzli/zamerzlo

v kvartire

froze/froze *Pl/Neut

in apartment

*Feelingcold/Freeze

‘Five pipes froze in the apartment.’

A similar effect is observed with the verb ‘appear’, where the two corresponding readings ‘show up’
and ‘appear’ emerge with an animate QP subject; the ‘show up’ interpretation and the plural
agreement, however, disappear with an inanimate subject QP.

(22) a. Pjat’
five

studentov pojavilis’/pojavilos’

na sobranii

Show up/Appear

studentsGen appeared/appearedPl/Neut

at meeting

*Show up/Appear

‘Five students appeared at the meeting.’
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b. Pjat’
five

stuljev *pojavilis’/pojavilos’

na sobranii/v komnate

chairsGen *appeared/appeared*Pl/Neut

at meeting in the room

‘Five chairs appears at the meeting/in the room.’
Note that neither the ‘be’ verb nor the verb ‘appear’ is among the typical ‘variable behavior’ verbs in
Russian.
Animacy effects with agreement disappear in the presence of an overt Nom marker on the QP
subject. As shown in (23) below, a QP subject preceded by a demonstrative or adjective in Nom case
triggers obligatory plural agreement on the verb85.

(23) a. Eti

pjat’ studentov byli/*bylo

theseNom five studentsGen were/wasPl/*Neut

v komnate

Location/Visit

in room

‘These fice students were in the room/have been to that room.’
b. Eti

pjat’ stuljev byli/*bylo

theseNom five

chairsGen were/wasPl/*Neut

v komnate

Location/*Visit

in the room.

‘These five chairs were in the room.’
(24) a. Horošie pjat’ studentov byli/*bylo
goodNom five studentsGen were/wasPl/*Neut

na ekzamene Location/Visit
at the exam

‘Five good students were at/have been to the exam.’
b. Horošie pjat’ stuljev byli/*bylo v komnate
goodNom five

Location/*Visit

chairsGen were/wasPl/*Neut in the room

‘Five good chairs were in the room.’

85

Note that the plural agreement with inanimate QPs in the case of overt Nom still does not give rise to a ‘visit’ as
opposed to ‘location’ interpretation of the verb. I will return to this point in my analysis where plural agreement
with inanimate NPs will be linked to Case.
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Bare NP subjects also show no optionality with respect to agreement: plural NP subjects trigger plural,
and singular NP subjects trigger singular verb agreement regardless of animacy or the verb type (see
(25), (26) below).

(25)a. Studenty byli/ student byl

v komnate

unaccusative

students werePl/ student wasSgl in room
‘Students were in the room.’
b. Stulja byli/stul byl

v komnate

chairs werePl/chair wasSgl in room
‘Chairs were in the room.’
(26)a. Studenty
students

rabotali/ student

rabotal v komnate

workedPl/ student

workedSgl in room

unergative

‘Students worked in the room.’
b. Holodil’niki

rabotali

fridges workedPl

/holodil’nik

rabotal

/fridge

workedSgl

v komnate
in room

‘A fridge worked in the room.’

A remarkable difference is observed between intransitive and transitive verbs with respect to
the agreement pattern: a weak or no agreement contrast is found with inanimate quantified subjects of
transitive verbs (compare (18), (19) and (27)).
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(27) a. Pjat’
five

studentov

polučili/lo

stipendiju

studentsGen

receivedPl/Neut scholarship

‘Five students received the scholarship.’
b. Pjat’
five

izdanij

?napečatali/napečatalo etu statju

volumesGen

published?Pl/Neut

this article

‘Five volumes published this article.’
The existing accounts of agreement alternation with quantified subjects (Pesetsky (1982), Franks
(1995), Bošković (2006)) do not capture the alternation of verb agreement in relation to animacy
and/or the verb type demonstrated above. In particular, for Pesetsky (1982), QNP subjects are
obligatory VP-internal, thus Neut Sgl agreement is restricted to

VP-internal subjects

(unaccusative)86. Neut Sgl agreement is not predicted to occur with subjects of unergative and
transitive verbs at all, contrary to the facts. The effect of animacy in this paradigm is also
unexplained under this account. In Franks’s (1995) analysis, QP subjects of transitive, unergative
and unaccusative verbs can occur VP-internally (appealing to VP-internal hypothesis), thus
correctly predicting the optional Neut Sgl agreement option. The asymmetry between transitive
and intransitive verbs with respect to animate/inanimate QP subjects, however, is also not
captured under this account.
The variability of the case form of the numeral phrase in Bošković’s (2006) account also
faces several challenges: if the case form of the numeral is the only agreement factor, then it is
unclear why there should be a high occurrence of Nom numeral subjects with transitive verbs, as

86

Pesetsky's (1982) work does not rely on the VP-internal hypothesis proposed later by Koopman and Sportiche
(1991).
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opposed to intransitive; or why the Nom form of the numeral should be exclusively available to
animate subjects of intransitive verbs87.
The full data set, which considers both animacy and verb alteration factors of verb
agreement with numeral subjects in Russian, has not been addressed in the generative framework
so far.

3.

Presupposition as Another Source of Plurality

Apart from animacy based agreement alternations with QNP subjects and instances of
morpho-syntactic agreement linked to Nom case described above, there exists an additional level
of agreement contrast that involves definiteness/specificity of the QNP subject. In such cases,
although the apparent NeutSg/Pl alternation is observed, the choice of agreement is not optional.
These constructions involve an additional factor that can influence agreement resolution:
existential presupposition triggered by definite/specific interpretation of a QNP. The observation
that such factors as specificity/definiteness matter for the agreement resolution with QPs in
Russian dates back to Revzin (1978) who first noted that non-agreeing numeral phrases are
always indefinite ('neopredelennyj') while agreeing numeral phrases are ambiguously definite or
indefinite (see also Pesetsky (1982)).
In particular, a QNP that refers to a definite/specific entity, like any definite description,
triggers a presupposition about the existence of a suitable referent for the entity it refers to
(Strawson (1950), Yule (1996), Stalnaker (1998)).

87

Sensitivity of case marking to such factor as animacy, however, is not unheard of. Animacy constitutes one of the
characteristics of the DOM phenomenon (Aissen (2003), Næss (2004), Torrego (1998) among others).
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The general definition of a presupposition is adopted below from Stalnaker (1973),
(1974), (1978).

(28) A proposition P is a presupposition of a speaker in a given context just in case
the speaker assumes or believes that P, assumes or believes that his addressee
assumes or believes that P, or believes that his addressee recognizes that he is
making these assumptions, or has these beliefs.

Existential presupposition is associated with referential expressions and arises simply because
the denotation of a referential expression cannot be left empty (Strawson (1950)), thus the
existence of a referent is presupposed.
In Russian, it appears that the referential/non-referential interpretation of a QNP subject
correlates with different agreement possibilities. In a context where a referential interpretation of
a QNP is required, plural agreement becomes obligatory with both animate and inanimate
arguments.
In order to demonstrate the effects and force the referential reading of the QP subject, I
appeal to a demonstrative pronoun. I avoid the construction where the demonstrative precedes
the numeral, since in this case, the demonstrative must be nominative and, as was shown above,
an overt nominative modifier in the QNP (including a demonstrative) always triggers morphosyntactic agreement on the verb. Instead, I will appeal to a construction with a demonstrative
following the numeral ‘pjat etih’88. The construction where a demonstrative follows the noun

88

Note that English 'these five' can be translated into Russian in two ways: 'eti pjat'', 'pjat etih'. The expression 'pjat'
iz etih' ( the form with the preposition 'iz' (of)) is not ambiguous and is translated as 'five of these'. Since the point
here is to avoid a form with overt Nom and keep the existential presupposition of the QNP element, the latter variant
is the most optimal.
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‘pjat etih’ is ambiguous between ‘these five’ and ‘five of these’ readings. The ambiguity can be
resolved by using the preposition ‘iz’ (of). Since the reading available for the numeral subject
‘pjat iz etih’ is partitive and denotes a ‘number of entities out of a larger familiar set’, this goes
along the lines of the intuition expressed in Rullman (1989), Diesing (1992) that the partitive
reading of the numeral subjects carries an existential presupposition. In order to emphasize a
cardinality/existential reading, I will use a lexical item kakoi-nibud’ ‘anykind’, a version of a
weak determiner which cancels the ‘familiar set’(specificity) interpretation of the QNP. I will
compare the results for animate/inanimate pairs.
The pattern to be observed is as follows: in a situation where contextual clues require the
QP subjects to receive a presuppositional interpretation, animate and inanimate QNPs behave in
a similar fashion: the plural verb agreement option is preferred for both (see (29)a-(30)a; (31)a(32)a) below. Recall that in the absence of the contextual clues for presupposition, animate QNPs
allow optionality with agreement, unlike inanimate QNPs. The contrast between animate and
inanimate QP subjects reveals itself again in the presence of contextual clues requiring a nonpresuppositional (existential) interpretation of a QNP: while agreement is optionally available for
animate QNP subjects (Neut Sgl or Pl), plural agreement is strongly dispreferred for inanimate
QNPs (compare (29)b-(30)b; (31)b-(32)b)89,90.

89

The word order is kept constant in all these examples: subject precedes the verb. These examples therefore show
that (i) definiteness does not reduce to surface precedence and (ii) the non-agreeing (indefinite) subjects that are
overtly in Spec, TP may reconstruct to a lower position at LF (see below).
90
A separate note here is due on the judgments. Given that agreement options are influenced by strictly contextual
triggers, it is quite difficult to keep them constant for elicitations of native speaker judgments. The judgments are not
absolute and show preferences rather than sharp contrasts.
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Context: There were ten people selected to be sent to a developing area N. They were
all qualified engineers. Five of them worked at this plant, the other five worked
in construction.
Presup
(29) a. Pjat’(iz etih) inženerov rabotali/??rabotalo
five of these

engineers workedPL/??Neut

na etom zavode
on this plant

Pjat’ ostal’nyh inženerov

rabotali/??rabotalo

v stroitel’stve

five of the remaining engineers

worked PL/??Neut

in construction

‘Five of these engineers worked at this plant, the rest of the engineers
worked at construction.’

Context: Vy ne podskažete.. (Do you happen to know..)

b. Pjat’(kakih nibud’)
five of any kind

Not Presup

inženerov rabotali/rabotalo na etom zavode?
engineers workedPL/Neut

on this plant

‘(Do you happen to know) if any five engineers (ever) worked at this
plant?’
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Context: There were ten fridges selected for this dorm kitchen. They were used but supposedly in
good shape. Five of them functioned, the other five were placed in the kitchen for storage.
Presup
(30) a. Pjat’ (iz etih) holodil’nikov rabotali/??rabotalo,
five of these fridges

worked Pl/??Neut

pjat’ ostal’nyh prosto stojali/??stojalo v kuhne na hranenii
five of the rest simply stood Pl/??Neut in kitchen on storage
‘Five of these fridges worked, the left over five were kept the kitchen for
storage’

Context: Vy ne znaete li…. (Do you happen to know…)
Not Presup
b.

Pjat’ (kakih nibud)
five of any kind

holodil’nikov *rabotali/rabotalo na etoj kuhne?
fridges

worked *Pl/Neut

in this kitchen

‘(Do you happen to know) if any five fridges (ever) worked in this kitchen?’

Context: There were ten students selected for a presentation. Five of them arrived
on time, the other five were late.
(31) a. Pjat’(iz etih) studentov
five of these

studentsGen

prišli/?? prišlo vo vremja
camePl/??Neut

Pjat’ ostal’nyh

opozdali/?? opozdalo

five of the rest

were late Pl/??Neut

Presup

on time
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‘Five of these students arrived on time, the rest five (of the ten) students were
late.’

Context: Vy ne znaete li…. (Do you happen to know…)
b. Pjat’(kakih nibud’)
five of any kind

Not Presup

studentov prišli/ prišlo vo vremja?
studentsGen camePl/Neut

on time

‘(Do you happen to know) if any five students (ever) arrived on time?’

Context: There were ten recommendation letters selected for consideration. Five
of them already arrived, the other five are late.
(32) a. Pjat’(iz etih) rekomendatelnyh pisem

uže

prišli/??prišlo Presup

five of these recommendation lettersGen already

arrivedPl/??Neut

ešče pjat opozdali/??opozdalo
more five were late Pl/??Neut
‘Five of these recommendation letters have already arrived, five more
arrived late.’

Context: Vy ne znaete li…. (Do you happen to know…)
b.

Pjat’(kakih nibud’) rekomendatelnyh pisem
five of any kind

uže

recommendation lettersGen already

Not Presup
??prišli/prišlo?
arrived??Pl/Neut

‘(Do you happen to know) if any five recommendation letters already
arrived?’
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As the data above suggests, presupposition overrides the optionality of agreement effect
based on animacy, and requires plural agreement with QNPs, even if they are inanimate. I will
show below that the interactions between definiteness/specificity of QNPs and verb agreement
demonstrated above naturally follow from general characteristics of QNP category and Diesing’s
(1992) Mapping Hypothesis.

4.1

Agreement as Accessibility to T0

4.1.1 Background Assumptions

In order to account for the agreement alternation with QP subjects, I will appeal to a
number of standard assumptions about how subject/verb agreement works. I will adopt the idea
that verb agreement arises as a result of the application of the mechanism of Agree, which is
viewed as a process of feature valuation (Chomsky (2000), (2001), Pesetsky and Torrego (2007),
Bošković (2007), (2009), Wurmbrand (2006) among many others). Following the theory of
agreement developed in Pesetsky and Torrego (2007), Bošković (2009), Wurmbrand (2010), I
will assume that uninterpretable features can be valued or unvalued. Along these lines, I further
assume that T0 enters the derivation with unvalued ϕ-feaures, and these may be valued, under
Agree, by the valued features of the appropriate controller.
Following the line of reasoning in Preminger (2011), but unlike in Chomsky’s (2000),
(2001) and Pesetsky and Torrego’s (2007) and systems listed above, I will assume that the
derivation is not driven by the valuation of uninterpretable features, the so-called ‘derivational
time-bombs’ (Preminger (2011)), but that uninterpretable features can remain unvalued in the
course of the derivation and undergo spell-out as a default form. That is, following Preminger
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(2011), I am assuming the existence of defaults, as opposed to positing that unvalued features
yield a ‘crash’ of the derivation in Chomsky’s (2000), (2001) terms.
One crucial assumption my analysis will rely on is in line with Elbourne (1999), Den
Dikken (2001), Sauerland and Elbourne (2002), Sauerland (2004), Wechsler and Zlatić (2003)
and Smith (2012), where, apart from the morpho-syntactic Agree relation, there exists a
possibility of semantic agreement. Certain linguistic entities (e.g., collective nouns in English)
have been argued to carry both morpho-syntactic and semantic φ-features (Corbett
(1979),(2000), (2006), Wechsler and Zlatić (2003), Den Dikken (2001) among others). In my
analysis, I will assume that QNPs in Russian are an analogue of collective nouns in English
bearing two sets of φ-features for number: morphosyntactic uφ:sgl/pl and semantic iφ: sgl/pl91.
Morpho-syntactic agreement is determined by the uφ of the controller, while semantic agreement
is determined by iφ.
Following ideas in (Pesetsky (1982), Frank (1995), Bošković (2006)), I will also assume
that the QNP category has a special nature: unlike regular NPs that require a Case value, QNPs
lack a Case feature completely (they are Caseless). In my analysis, thus, the differences in verb
agreement with QNP and NP subjects will follow from the different case form they bear, as well
as the different locality domains of morpho-syntactic and semantic agreement.
Since in Russian overt Nom case invariably leads to verb agreement, and in line with
Bobaljik’s (2008), Baker’s (2010) and Preminger’s (2011) observations on case-discriminating
agreement systems in other languages, I will state the condition on accessibility to agreement in
terms of valued Case features (uCase:Nom). I will appeal to a highest accessible formulation, as
in in Bobaljik (2008), but, unlike Bobaljik (2008) where he appeals to m-case and φ-agreement
as post-syntactic, I will assume that the condition in (33)b applies in the syntax proper (see
91

See sec.3.1.2 below for motivation.
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Preminger (2011) on reasons for reconsidering Bobaljik’s (2008) argument on the post-syntactic
nature of φ-agreement and the idea of restating Marantz’s (1991) disjunctive case hierarchy in
syntactic terms).

Bobaljik (2008:3)
(33)a. The controller of agreement on the finite verbal complex (Infl+V) is
the highest accessible NP in the domain of Infl+V.
b. The controller of agreement on T0 in Russian is the highest accessible NP
in the domain of T0 where accessible=uCase:Nom

Crucially, I propose that (33) regulates morpho-syntactic agreement and that semantic agreement
is possible (but not obligatory) only when morpho-syntactic agreement fails to value the φfeatures of T0.
Finally, as a working hypothesis, I will assume that agreement is at LF and that the
locality for semantic agreement is different from morpho-syntactic agreement (see section 5 for a
suggestion on how this difference can be derived).

4.1.2 Argument Structure and Verb Agreement

In the previous chapters, I have provided empirical evidence in favor of the existence of
two structures that underlie the differences in verb interpretation related to animacy of a subject.
There, animate arguments of unaccusative verbs are considered special in that they receive two
theta roles: Theme and Experiencer. The possibility of a second role assignment is linked to the
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presence/ absence of the ApplP level in the structure. The relevant structures are repeated below
in (34), (35). While only animate arguments have the potential of occurring in the Spec, ApplP
position, both animate and inanimate arguments can occur in the low Theme position. The
Experiencer Condition proposed in (X) (Chapter 2) restricts the contexts in which an animate
(Q)NP may occur in the structure in (34).
Unaccusatives
(34)

ApplP

ei
XPExp
Appl’
ei
Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
V0

XPTheme

(35)
vP
ei
v’

ei
v

VP

ei
V’
ei
V0

XPTheme

As for unergative verbs, a similar asymmetry is found: while only animate arguments can be
mapped to an Agent position (the ‘predicative’ frame (in terms of Partee et al (2011)), both
animate and inanimate arguments can occur in a VP-internal thematic position if the verb is
semantically ‘bleached’ to an existential verb92.

92

More argumentation for the VP-adjoined position of unergative subjects can be found in Ch3. There, on the basis
of a comparison between Locative Inversion in Russian and ne-cliticizationin in Italian, I argue that LocPP is an
argument of the verb (VP-internal) in (37) (see Hoektra and Mulder (1990) on a parallel path of analysis for Dutch),
but the LocPP is adjoined in (36) and in unaccusative structures (35), (34). This possibility of taking a LocPP as an
argument, coupled with the assumption of the lack of vP-layer, forces subjects of unergative verbs to be VPadjoined.
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Unergatives
(36)

vP

ei
XPAg
v’
ei
v0
VP
ei
V’
ei
V0

(37)

TP

ei

T’

ei
0
T

VP

ei
VP
XP
ei
V

Below, I will argue that the distribution of arguments proposed on the basis of unaccusativity
diagnostics in (34)-(37) provides a key to understanding the alternation of verb agreement with
quantified subjects.

4.2

Analysis
It has long been known that NPs in Russian can carry both morpho-syntactic as well as

semantic φ-features (Corbett (1979), (2000), (2006), Wechsler and Zlatić (2003), Sauerland
(2004). The presence of the two types of features can be visible in contexts where they stand in a
conflicting relation. Thus, for example, Russian NPs denoting professions, while bearing a
masculine morphological form can trigger feminine verb agreement93.

93

Interestingly, the reverse effect is impossible. Russian NPs bearing a feminine morphological form can never
trigger masculine verb agreement even if the referent is male.
(i)
Nyanya
opozdala
nursery teacher-Fem
was late-Fem
‘The nursery teacher was late.’
(ii)*
Nyanya
opozdal
nursery teacher-Fem
was late-Masc
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(38) Vrač prišel/prišla

Corbett (1991:231-2)

doctor arrivedMasc/Fem
‘The (female) doctor arrived’

The mismatch of morpho-syntactic and semantic number features is also well-known
from the description of English so-called committee nouns (Corbett (1979), Pollard and Sag
(1994), Elbourne (1999), Den Dikken (2001) among others). The morpho-syntactic singular NPs
in this case are able to trigger plural verb agreement.

(39) a. this committee has decided…

(Corbett, 2006:158)

b. this committee have decided….

Numeral phrases in Russian, similar to committee nouns in English, also allow a choice between
two number agreement options. Apart from Neut Sgl agreement, plural referent of the QP
enables an optional plural agreement.

(40)

Dvadcat’ pjat studentov

prišlo/prišli

twenty

arrivedNeutSgl/arrivedPL

five students

‘Twenty five students arrived.’
To illustrate the presence of two sets of number features for Russian QPs, compare the
compound numeral phrase containing ‘odin’ (one) (see (41) below) and a compound numeral
containing ‘pjat’ (five) ‘dvadcat pjat’ (see (40) above). Although both numeral phrases
(‘dvadcat’ odin’ (twenty one) and ‘dvadcat’ pjat’ (twenty five)) are semantically plural (have a
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plural referent in Corbett’s (2006) definition), the compound numeral containing ‘odin’ bears a
morpho-syntactic singular form (and nominative case) disallowing plural verb agreement. Both
singular and plural verb agreement is, however, permitted with a compound numeral lacking a
Nom bearing element as in (40) (Corbett (2000), (2006), Ionin and Matushansky (2006)).

(41) a. Dvadcat’
twenty

odin

student

oneMasc studentMasc

prišel/* prišli
arrivedMascSgl/*arrivedPL

‘Twenty one male student arrived.’
b. Dvadcat’

odna studentka

prišla/*prišli

twenty

oneFem studentFem

arrivedFemSgl/*arrivedPL

‘Twenty one female student arrived.’

What underlies such a difference in agreement is the fact that numeral ‘one’ in Russian is
adjectival in nature: it obligatorily agrees in Case and gender/number features with the following
noun (Franks (1995), Bošković (2006)). Unlike the numeral ‘pjat’ (five) and higher, ‘one’ does
not assign Genitive of Quantification, thus both the numeral and the noun receive a
structural/inherent case in the normal way (e.g., from the verb or Infl/T0).
It appears that the key to the agreement choice with QPs in Russian lies in Case: the
adjectival nature of ‘one’ requires it to be valued for Case, and in the presence of Nom Case the
morpho-syntactic features of the controller determine the verb agreement. Below, I will argue
that in the absence of Nom Case, semantic features of the controller can determine the
agreement. This effect, however, is limited to a domain that is more local than that available to
morpho-syntactic agreement. I will define this domain as Agreement Domain (following
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Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005)), which in many respects will appear to be similar to the notion
of a Spell-Out domain. This similarity to the Spell-Out domain will be further explored in sec 5.

4.2.1 Obligatory Morpho-Syntactic Agreement

As the first step of the analysis, I will discuss the proposed mechanism for morphosyntactic NP agreement (and return to semantic agreement in the following sections), which is
modelled as an Agree dependency between (finite) T0 and an NP it c-(or m) commands). As
noted above, when QNPs are set aside, there is a tight correlation between Nom Case and
agreement in Russian. It is important to note that the sole NP argument of an intransitive verb
bears nominative case whatever syntactic position it occupies. Thus, an NP that by all measures
remains low (VP-internal) throughout the derivation, bears nominative case (and triggers
obligatory agreement on the finite verb). One such example is Locative Inversion (see (41)):

(41)a. Na ulice
on street

igrali/*igralo deti
playedPl/*NeutSg childrenPl

'There were children playing in the street.'
b. V prudu utonuli/*utonulo
in pond sankPl/*NuetSg

kakie-to avtomobili
some

carPl

‘Some cars sank in a pond.’

Another example where a structurally low position of an agreeing Nom argument correlates with
an obligatory verb agreement is subjects of na-prefixed verbs. While a low VP-internal position
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of single argument at LF is ensured by characteristics of the measure prefix, agreement with
Nom elements in that position is nevertheless required (see (42)a,b).

(42) a. S dereva
from tree

napadal

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenMascSg twenty one leaf

‘Twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree.’
b.* S dereva
from tree

napadalo

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenNutSg twenty one leaf

There are a variety of mechanisms of Case assignment proposed in the literature (e.g.,
reflex Case checking (Chomsky (1995)), Case valuation, Case assignment) to which I remain
mainly agnostic. On the configurational theory of case assignment (Marantz (1991), Preminger
(2011)), the sole NP in the domain of V0+T0 receives nominative case. For concreteness, I
assume the configurational approach to Case assignment with Case assignment proceeding in the
syntax component (Preminger (2011), Baker (2008)).
What is needed for the purposes of the present analysis is that an Agree relation can be
established with both VP-external (Spec, vP (Agent), Spec, ApplP (Experiencer) (see (34), (35)
above) and VP-internal arguments (sister to V (Theme) (see (36)-(37) above)(subject positions
motivated by the unaccusativity tests in Ch1,2).
One possibility is to assume that Agree is Phase bound, whereby I would have to assume
that there is no phase boundary (no vP) between VP and TP in unaccusatives94. However, in
order to capture locality restrictions on semantic agreement, I will propose below that there is a
94

As an alternative to a plain absence of vP, one can assume that if vP/ApplP is projected in the absence of an
argument in its Spec, it does not constitute a Phase boundary (see Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005), Bošković
(2005)(to appear), den Dikken (2007) on contextual definition of a phase).
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vP in unaccusatives, and its complement is an opaque domain for semantic agreement, i.e.,
Agreement Domain (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005)). If this entails that vP is a Phase even in
unaccusatives, then I must conclude that Case assignment/ valuation can span a larger domain
than a single phase. Similar views on this issue have been proposed in the literature: e.g., while
Bošković (2007), (2008) argues that Agree is not subject to Phase Impenetrability Condition
(PIC) and freely applies across phases (dissociated from Move), Bobaljik (2008) proposes the
domain of morpho-syntactic Agree is ‘the domain of Infl+V’, thus it can apply all the way down
to the object position. Empirical evidence that object position can be accessible to T0 for
agreement comes from ergative/absolutive languages (also Icelandic Nom objects): syntactic
objects bearing Abs Case undergo obligatory verb agreement in many languages (e.g., Hindi)95.
Valued Nom Case on the controller (NP argument) makes it accessible for agreement
with T0. NP arguments bear two sets of number features: morpho-syntactic and semantic
features. For NPs (as opposed to QNPs) the number feature sets are identical, thus no mismatch
is possible. Morpho-syntactic features of the Goal NP value φ-features of T0. The presence of the
semantic feature set plays no role at this point of the analysis, since, in the presence of abstract
Case feature on an NP, morpho-syntactic agreement overrides semantic agreement.96

An

illustration of a morpho-syntactic Agree application to NP subjects in intransitive clauses is
given in (43) below.

95

Recent works, however, point to the existence of asymmetries between subject and object agreement in Hindi (see
Bhatt and Walkow (2011)).
96
This, in fact, will apply to the number feature only. In the instances of gender mismatch in Russian the semantic
gender feature can override the morphosyntactic form, much like the English examples.
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(43)

TP

ru
T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

morpho-syntactic Agree
ei
NPAg/ Exp
Appl’
uφ:pl/sg
ei
iφ:pl/sg
Appl0
VP
uCase:Nom
ei
V0
NPTheme
uφ:pl/sg
iφ:pl/sg
uCase:Nom

uφ:_

A similar explanation is suggested for obligatory plural agreement with QNPs subjects modified
by an adjective or a demonstrative bearing overt Nom Case. For such instances, I assume an
additional projection FP adjoined on top of QNP (corresponding to either AP/DP) headed by a
demonstrative and/or adjective (Abney (1987), Chierchia (1998), Borer (2005)). Only the
features of the higher projection FP are available for agreement with T0 97.
(44)

FP [uCase:Nom, iφ:pl, uφ:pl]

ru

F’

ru

F0
eti
‘these’

QNP[ iφ:pl, uφ:sg]
ru
0

Q
pjat
‘five’

NP
studentov
‘students’

Just like NP subjects, QNPs modified by a demonstrative receive a Case value from T0 and
undergo verb agreement regardless of the argument position/interpretation in (43). Note that the
plural verb agreement in the presence of overt Nom Case with inanimate QNPs (e.g., (45)b) does
97

A point of interest here is the difference between Russian and Serbo-Croatian: unlike in Russian, in SerboCroatian (SC) the semantic agreement option is not freely available. The verb agreement choice is obligatorily
NeutSgl, the Pl option being marginally possible (see Franks (1995), Bošković (2006), (to appear)). There exists
another difference, which can relate to verb agreement distinction between Russian and SC. The case of the
demonstrative in (45) is obligatory Gen (of Q) in SC, both in the position preceding and following the noun. The
difference has been analyzed as the general difference of the QNP structure in SC: the demonstrative moves to the
pre-nominal position in SC, but base generated there in Russian (see Franks (1995), Bošković (2006)).
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not facilitate a distinct interpretation of the be verb (here Visit vs Location). Thus, we observe
(again) an effect of morpho-syntactic agreement overriding the semantic agreement.

(45) a. Eti

pjat’ studentov byli/*bylo v komnate

theseNom five studentsGen were/wasPl/Neut

Location/Visit

in room

‘These five students were in/have been to the room before.’
b. Eti

pjat’ stuljev byli/*bylo

theseNom five

v komnate

chairsGen were/wasPl/*Neut

Location/*Visit

in the room

‘These five chairs were in the room.’

The effect of the priority of morpho-syntactic agreement in the presence of Nom Case feature with
compound numerals can also be explained along the same lines. Compound numerals containing an
adjectival (thus Case feature bearing) numeral ‘odin’ (one), bear a morpho-syntactically Sg
(Masc/Fem) form (uφ:Sg) and iφ:Pl features. Nom Case is assigned to such QNPs by T0 making them
accessible for morpho-syntactic agreement: uφ:Sg features of QNP value the φ-features of T0, despite
the presence of iφ:Pl. As one can observe, verb agreement in (46)a,b obligatorily reflects morphosyntactic features despite the plurality in the interpretation of a compound numeral.

(46) a. Dvadcat’
twenty

odin

student

oneMasc studentMasc

prišel/* prišli
arrivedMascSgl/*arrivedPL

‘Twenty one male student arrived.’
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b. Dvadcat’

odna studentka

prišla/*prišli

twenty

oneFem studentFem

arrivedFemSgl/*arrivedPL

‘Twenty one female student arrived.’

In the absence of Nom Case feature, I assume that uφ-features on T0 remain unvalued and
may survive the derivation as such resulting in a default agreement option, thus in line with
(Preminger (2011)), but in contrast to Chomsky’s (2000), (2001) system.

4.2.2 Analysis: Obligatory Semantic Agreement

As the next step of my analysis, I turn to agreement alternations with QNP subjects that
arise due to definiteness/specificity. Recall that the pattern to be analysed is as follows: in a
situation where contextual clues require the QP subjects to receive a presuppositional
interpretation, QNPs receive obligatory plural verb agreement (see (47)-(48) with corresponding
contextual triggers repeated below).

Context: There were ten people selected to be sent to a developing area N. They were all
qualified engineers. Five of them worked at this plant, the other five worked in construction.
Presup
(47)

Pjat’(iz etih) inženerov

rabotali/??rabotalo

na etom zavode

five of these

workedPL/??Neut

on this plant

engineers

pjat ostal’nyh inženerov

rabotali/??rabotalo

v stroitelstve

five of the remaining engineers

worked PL/??Neut

in construction
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‘Five of these engineers worked at this plant, the rest of the engineers
worked at construction.’

Context: There were ten fridges selected for this dorm kitchen. They were
used but supposedly in good shape. Five of them functioned, the other five were placed in
the kitchen for storage.
Presup
(48)

Pjat’ (iz etih) holodil’nikov rabotali/??rabotalo,
five of these fridges

worked Pl/??Neut

pjat ostal’nyh prosto stojali/??stojalo

v kuhne na hranenii

five of the rest simply stood Pl/??Neut

in kitchen on storage

‘Five of these fridges worked, the left over five were kept the kitchen for
storage.’

For my analysis below I appeal to Diesing’s (1992) Mapping Hypothesis and show that
the interactions between definiteness/specificity of QNPs and verb agreement naturally follow
from mapping of specific/definite QNP subjects to the Restrictive Clause domain and the
possibility of T0 being locally valued by semantic φ-features of QNP via Spec, Head
configuration (a la Chomsky (1993), (1995)).
The discussion here is limited to cases of obligatory verb agreement with definite/specific
QNP subjects, with the treatment of optional agreement effects being postponed until section 4.4
below.
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4.3

Presuppositional versus Cardinal reading contrast. Diesing (1992)

Diesing (1992) advocates the view whereby there exists a correspondence between the
syntactic position of subjects and their logical interpretation. She argues for the Mapping
Hypothesis, which splits the syntactic tree into two parts. The two parts of the structure are
mapped into the two major parts of the logical representation: the restrictive clause and the
nuclear scope. Adopting the VP-internal subject hypothesis (Koopman and Sportiche (1985)),
Diesing proposes the idea that subjects in a low (Spec, VP) position and high (Spec, IP) position
are distinct both structurally and in terms of interpretation. Subjects located in Spec, IP are
presuppositional: they are mapped into the restrictive clause by tree splitting which represents
the existential presupposition of the subject. Subjects occupying Spec, VP positions are mapped
into the nuclear scope of the logical interpretation, giving rise to the existentional, or cardinal
reading (if a weak determiner item e.g., numeral).
The idea of Mapping Hypothesis (tree splitting) is illustrated in (49) below.
(49)

IP
Restrictive clause
ei
NP
I’
ei
I
VP
Nuclear scope
ei
NP
V’
ei
V0

XP

In order to demonstrate the link between the structural position of the subject and its logical
interpretation, Diesing (1992) appeals to German and Dutch data where, unlike in English,
subjects can occur at a low position at S-structure. The data cited below involves numeral
subjects allowing me to draw a parallel to the Russian data discussed above.
In (61), the position of the subject is controlled for by the position of sentential particles ja
doch: the subject on the right of the particle is in Spec, VP; while the subject to the left of the
particle is assumed to be in Spec, IP position (see Diesing (1992: 31-37;79) for detailed
argumentation) (below see the tree representations of (50)a,b in (51), (52) respectively)
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(50) a…. weil
since
b…. weil
since

ja doch zwei Cellisten in diesem Hotel
indeed two cellists
in this
hotel
zwei Cellisten ja doch in diesem Hotel
two cellists indeed in this
hotel

abgestiegen sind
have-taken-rooms
abgestiegen sind
have-taken-rooms

The two positions of the subject in (50)a,b lead to alternations in interpretation. (50)a asserts the
existence of cellists with cardinality of two who have taken rooms in that hotel. (50)b obtains a
presuppositional reading: two cellists must be a part of a larger set of cellists, e.g., a busload of
cellists arrived in town (for a festival) and of them two cellists are staying at the hotel, five at a
local bed-and-breakfast etc.
(51)

IP

ei

I’
ei
VP
I
ei
sind
ja doch
VP
ei
QNP
V’
zwei Cellisten
ei
PP

in diesem Hotel

(52)

V0

abgestiegen

IP

ei

QNPi
zwei Cellisten

I’
ei
VP
I
ei
sind
ja doch
VP
ei
ti
V’
ei
PP

in diesem Hotel

V0

abgestiegen

Similar observation with respect to the ambiguity of weak quantifiers is pointed out for
Dutch (Reuland (1988), Rullman (1989)). Rullman (1989) refers to the presuppositional subjects
as ‘specific’ indefinites, while the existential (low) subjects are assumed to be ‘non-specific’
indefinites.
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(53) a.

Fred denkt dat [IPtwee koeien op het dak liggen]
Fred thinks that two cows up on the roof lie
‘Fred thinks that two (specific) cows are lying on the roof.’

b.

Fred denkt dat [IP er [VP twee koeien op het dak liggen]]
Fred thinks that there two cows

up on the roof lie

‘ Fred thinks that there are two cows lying on the roof.’

4.3.1 Mapping QNPs
The observation about the presupposition-driven agreement with QP subjects in Russian
can be understood if one adopts (a version of) Diesing’s (1992) Mapping Hypothesis in a
combination with the list of assumptions outlined in the previous sections of this chapter.
Following Diesing (1992), I will assume that QP subjects carrying an existential
presupposition are located in the Spec, TP position, and thus, are mapped onto the restrictive
clause of the logical structure. QP subjects that receive a cardinality/ existential interpretation are
located in structural positions that are within the domain of the nuclear scope98. I will include the
vP layer into the Nuclear scope domain99. I will also rely on the proposal of the arguments
distribution introduced above in section 3.1.2 (also Chapter2,3).
I propose that in contexts where mapping to a Restrictive clause is required (‘pjat’ iz etih’
(five of these) presuppositional context), QP subjects obligatorily raise to Spec, TP position. The

98

This analysis somewhat replicates Pesetsky's (1982) analysis of agreement with QPs. There are some major
differences however: the unaccusativity view proposed in Pesetsky does not consider animacy as linked to a
thematic role/position.
99
The Mapping Hypothesis proposed by Diesing (1992) originates from the time prior to the arguments in favor of
the of vP layer in the structure were introduced. Here, I am including the vP layer into the Nuclear scope domain
using only the Russian data as empirical basis.
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Spec, Head agreement mechanism underlies the non-optional (regardless of animacy) nature of
QP agreement in presuppositional contexts (a la Chomsky (1995)).
In detail, the analysis proceeds as follows. In the presence of contextual clues, which
require a definite interpretation of a QNP argument, a QNP argument needs to be mapped to a
Restrictive Clause for interpretation. In this instance, a QP subject obligatorily moves to Spec,
TP position. Recall that, as suggested above, morpho-syntactic agreement relies on the presence
of a Case feature. The major difference between QNP and NP category lies in Case100. Unlike
NPs that bear abstract Case features, QNPs lack an abstract Case feature completely101. By virtue
of (33)b (repeated as (54) below) QNPs are inaccessible for morpho-syntactic Agree relation.

(54)

The controller of agreement on T0 in Russian is the highest accessible NP
in the domain of T0 where accessible=uCase:Nom

Similar to NPs, QNPs bear an additional set of semantic features. Given that morpho-syntactic
agreement is impossible in the absence of Case, semantic agreement can apply. QNPs are
morpho-syntactically singular but semantically plural (the features stand in a mismatch
relation)102.
Movement to Spec, TP triggered by specificity/definiteness of the QNP now makes both
animate and inanimate QNP arguments available to semantic agreement: QNPAgent, QNPExperiencer,
and QNPTheme. The semantic feature iφ:Pl can trigger agreement via Spec, Head relation with T0
100

NPs inside QNP categories receive Genitive of Quantification and, thus, satisfy their case requirements in this
way.
101
This assumption is in line with the original Pesetsky (1982), Franks (1995) proposals, but different from
Bošković’s (2006) analysis.
102
I assume that QNP are semantically plural (iφ:pl) but morpho-syntactically singular (uφ:sg). The reason for
postulating a morpho-syntactic singular form is the fact that ‘pjat’ behaves as a Class III noun: Fem, Sg (ending in –
Ø). The Instr form of ‘pjat’ is ‘pjatju’ (patterning together with the rest of Fem Sg nouns e.g., tetrad’(Nom)- tetradju
(Instr), but not *’pjatjami’ (Instr, Pl), a predicted form if ‘pjat’ would be morho-syntactically plural.
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(Spec, Head agreement a la Chomsky (1995)), thus, accounting for the preference for plural verb
agreement for both animate and inanimate QNPs in presuppositional contexts103. The point is
illustrated in (55) below which shows an LF level of representation where, by the assumption,
semantic agreement is licensed.
(55)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_
uφ:sg

Nuclear Scope (indefinite)

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:P

In the absence of a presuppositional context, QP subjects undergo optional agreement
with T0 in-situ. The nature of agreement with non-presuppositional QNPs reduces to
animate/inanimate QNP contrast: optionality of NeutSg/PL agreement if animate and NeutSg
agreement if inanimate. I, therefore, postpone the treatment of the agreement pattern with nonpresuppositional QNPs for now and return to it in section 5 below.
As correctly predicted by the analysis, agreement with transitive QNP subjects is also
sensitive to definiteness/specificity. Here, a pattern similar to VP-external intransitive QNP
subjects emerges: Pl agreement is preferred with definite/specific QNPs, while optionality of
agreement is permitted with non-specific QNPs (see (56), (57) below). This pattern is expected
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An appeal to an additional mechanism (Spec/Head agreement) to account for the obligatory nature of agreement
with specific QNPs here is, while conceptually unappealing, justified by the data pattern and cannot be achieved
within one formal system. I view my retreat to Spec/Head mechanism to account for obligatory nature of
definite/specific QNPS as necessary and motivated on empirical grounds (see section 4 on an attempt of unification
of Agree and Spec, Head under the Reverse Agree mechanism (Wurmbrand (2011)).
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under the analysis proposed above, since specific/definite QNPs are argued to undergo
movement to the Spec, TP for mapping to the Restrictive Clause domain resulting in Spec, Head
configuration, thus obligatory plural agreement, while non-specific QNPs undergo agreement
with T0 in situ, thus optional NeutSg/Pl agreement.

Context: There were ten students selected for a scholarship. Five of them actually
received the scholarship, while others didn’t (they were away).

(56) a. Pjat’ iz etih

studentov

five of these studentsGen

polučili/??lo

stipendiju

receivedPl/??Neut scholarship

‘Five of these students received a scholarship.’
b. Pjat’ iz etih
five of the

izdanij

napečatali/??napečatalo

etu statju

volumesGen

publishedPl/??Neut

this article

‘Five of these volumed published this article.’

Context: Vy ne znaete li…..(Do you happen to know…)
(57)a. Pjat’ kakih-nibut’

studentov

polučili/lo

stipendiju?

five of any kind

studentsGen

receivedPl/Neut scholarship

‘Did any five students receive a scholarship?’
b. Pjat’ kakih-nibut’
five of any kind

izdanij

?napečatali/napečatalo etu statju?

volumesGen

published?Pl/Neut

this article

‘Did any five volumes published this article?’
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NP subjects in a context of existential presupposition also undergo movement out of the
Nuclear scope domain, as predicted by the analysis. The movement and non-movement stages of
the derivation, however, are not reflected by the verb agreement. NP unlike QNP categories
require Case to be valued by the end of the derivation, thus NPs in-situ and at Spec, TP
obligatorily trigger verb agreement.
The present analysis bears a lot of similarity to analyses of semantic agreement with
collective nouns in English (Elbourne (1999), Sauerland (2004), Wurmbrand (2012), Smith
(2011)). In these approaches, the differences in agreement follow from the structural position
occupied by the collective NP at LF. The data in (58) demonstrates the difference in agreement
for collective nouns that are assumed to be in Spec, TP position (58)a, as opposed to collective
nouns in existential constructions (in-situ position) ((58)b,c).
(Sauerland (2004), Sauerland and Elbourne (2000))
(58)a. The committee is/are deciding the future of the department.
b. There is a committee deciding the future of the department.
c.* There are a committee deciding the future of the department.

Furthermore, Elbourne (1999), Den Dikken (2001) also point out a scope freezing effect with
plural agreement that is not observed with singular agreement for collective noun subjects in
English. To illustrate, (59)a is ambiguous and permits reconstruction of the collective noun to
take narrow scope under likely, this reading being unavailable in (59)b.
Plural agreement is, thus, shown to correlate with the higher LF position of a collective NP.
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(59)a. A northern team is likely to be in the final.
b. A northern team are likely to be in the final.

∃>likely /likely> ∃
∃>likely /*likely>∃

Semantic agreement in Elbourne (1999), Den Dikken (2001), Smith (2011), Wurmbrand (2011)
is linked to the c-command relation between the agreement controller (collective NP) and the
target (T0) (Spec/Head configuration). The in-situ position of the collective NP (Spec, vP/VP/TP
structurally lower than T0) makes the semantic agreement option unavailable.
In Russian it appears that Spec/Head configuration leads to obligatory semantic
agreement, while the in-situ position allows optionality104. The explanation to the
obligatory/optional nature of semantic agreement in Russian, as opposed to just optional in
English, I leave for future research105.

4.4

Analysis: Optional Semantic Agreement

As the next step of the analysis, I will turn to agreement alternations with QNP subjects
that arise with animate QNP subjects. Recall that the contrast in agreement possibilities with
animate/inanimate QNP subjects is as follows: while animate QP subjects have the optionality of
agreement with the verb (Pl/NeutSgl), inanimate QPs don’t. The relevant data is repeated in (60),
(61) below.

104

While the parallel to the Russian facts here is only partial, plural agreement in Russian also correlates with a
higher position of a QNP at LF and gives rise to similar scope freezing effect. The reader is referred to the Appendix
section for a replication of the English facts (59) in Russian.
105
For now, I suspect that what is truly common to both Russian and English is the optional nature of semantic
agreement. The apparent difference might arise due to the position: while Spec, TP is required to be filled by the
agreeing XP in English, it is not the case in Russian (see also sec.10 of this chapter for the alternative analysis lay
out that attempts to unify the Russian and English facts).
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(60)a. Pjat’
five

studentov

prišli/ prišlo

studentsGen

camePl/Neut

b. Pjat’ pisem
five lettersGen

??prišli/prišlo
arrived??Pl/Neut

(61) a. Pjat’

studentov

byli/bylo

v Londone

five

studentsGen

were/wasPl/Neut

in London

stuljev

*byli/bylo

v Londone/v komnate

chairsGen

*were/was*Pl/Neut

in London/in the room

b. Pjat’
five

The major difference between QNP and NP category that creates the observed optionality in
agreement lies in Case. Unlike NPs that bear abstract Case features, QNPs lack an abstract Case
feature. QNPs are inaccessible for morpho-syntactic Agree relation given (62).

(62)

The controller of agreement on T0 in Russian is the highest accessible NP
in the domain of T0 where accessible=uCase:Nom

Similar to NPs, QNPs bear an additional set of semantic features. Given that morpho-syntactic
agreement is impossible in the absence of Case, semantic agreement can apply. QNPs are
morpho-syntactically singular but semantically plural (the features stand in a mismatch
relation)106.

106

I assume that QNP are semantically plural (iφ:pl) but morpho-syntactically singular (uφ:sg). The reason for
postulating a morpho-syntactic singular form is the fact that ‘pjat’ behaves as a Class III noun: Fem, Sg (ending in –
Ø). The Instr form of ‘pjat’ is ‘pjatju’ (patterning together with the rest of Fem Sg nouns e.g., tetrad’(Nom)- tetradju
(Instr), but not *’pjatjami’ (Instr, Pl), a predicted form if ‘pjat’ would be morho-syntactically plural.
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Following a number of sources, I will appeal to a difference in the locality domain of
morpho-syntactic and semantic agreement. Unlike morpho-syntactic Agree, which has been
shown to span somewhat larger domains (e.g., vP) in various languages (Boeckx (2000), (2004),
Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005), Bobaljik (2008) among others), semantic agreement has been
observed to be local in nature (Den Dikken (1995), Sauerland (2004), Smith (2012), Corbett
(2006))107.
Evidently, the distribution of Pl agreement with QNPs can be understood if Agent (Spec,
vP) and Experiencer (Spec, ApplP) QNPs are local to T0 for semantic agreement, while QNPs in
the complement of V (VP-internal) are not, as in (63). This excludes Pl agreement with
inanimate indefinite Theme arguments which remain VP-internal throughout the derivation.
(63)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

Agreement Domain

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:Pl

The domain of semantic agreement bears a lot of similarity to a Spell-Out Domain. That is, if v
and Appl are phase heads (perhaps by virtue of being the top of an extended projection of the
lexical V, as in the dynamic theory of phases (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005), Bošković
(2005), (2012), den Dikken (2002)), then VP will constitute a Spell-Out Domain as the
complement of a phase head. However, it should be stressed that this name is potentially

107

See section 10 below on an attempt to derive the locality difference between semantic and morpho-syntactic
agreement.
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misleading: the domain restricts only semantic agreement. As argued above, morpho-syntactic
agreement may, indeed must, apply across this domain boundary. Thus, the facts here are
inconsistent with Chomsky’s (2000) definition of the Phase Impenetrability Condition in (64)
where no dependencies can cross a Spell-Out domain.

(64)

Phrase-Impenetrability Condition

(Chomsky, 2000:108)

In a phase α with a head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations
outside α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

Likewise, the source of the locality condition cannot be Spell-Out itself, in the sense that the VP
would be spelled out before T0 is merged into the structure, as in Chomsky’s account of PIC
effects. Such an account would be too strong, as it would block all agreement dependencies
between T0 and the complement of V0. For these reasons, I will refer only to a semantic
Agreement Domain for now, while the reader is referred to an alternative analysis in section 10
of this chapter for an engineering attempt to derive the locality domain of semantic agreement
with a cost of additional stipulations.
In an instance where a QNP is located within the Agreement Domain of T0, it can locally
value its φ-features. The domain of semantic agreement includes Agent and Experiencer QNP
subjects. In an instance where a QNP is located outside the Agreement Domain of T0, i.e., Theme
QNP subjects, semantic agreement is blocked by a locality condition and T0 [uφ:_] is spelled out
as a default: Neut Sgl. The line of analysis is illustrated in (65) below, an LF representation
where, by the assumption, semantic agreement is licensed.
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(65)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

Agreement Domain

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:Pl

Since only animate arguments of unaccusative predicates can raise to Spec, ApplP, this
makes animate QNP subjects, not inanimate QNP subjects, locally accessible to semantic
agreement with T0. Note that animate arguments can occur in the low Theme position with a
non-Experiencer interpretation (or verbs of lexical semantics incompatible with an Experincer
argument reading). Below, the relevant point is repeated with an example of a verb of ‘posture’.
Typically, these verbs allow their animate arguments to be complements of a distributive pophrase (see (66)a). Compare this to (66)b, where stojat ‘stand’ (true for some particular contexts,
e.g., to stand in a line) is no longer a verb of posture, thus permits an Experiencer interpretation
of the animate argument and disallows Gen of Neg subject.

(66)a. Po ohranniku
po guard

stojalo u každogo vyhoda

non-Experiencer

stood at every exit

‘There was a guard standing at every exit.’
b.* Vas

zdes

ne stojalo

youGen here

not stand

Experiencer

‘You did not stand here (in line).’
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The theory developed in chapters 2-3 holds that literal animacy is not the relevant factor for the
structural distinction between animate/inanimate arguments. It is thus, predicted that in the nonExperiencer contexts or with verbs whose lexical semantics is incompatible with an Experiencer
reading, non-specific QNPs, even if animate, should pattern with inanimate Theme arguments
with respect to agreement. This prediction is correctly supported by the data in (67), where the
low position of an argument is ensured by a Locative Inversion structure108.

On the paper plan of the operation:
(67)a. U vyhoda
by the exit

stojalo/??stojali

pjat (kakih-nibud’)

milicionerov

stoodNeutSg/??Pl

five any kind

policemen

‘There were five somekind of policement standing by the exit.’
In this computer game, at this stage of the game:
b. S kryši

upalo/??upali pjat kakih-nibud’ gnomov

from the roof fellNeutSg/??Pl

five any kind

gnomes

‘Five somekind gnomes fell off the roof.’

Similarly, for unergative predicates, only animate subjects can be mapped to XPAgent
position, thus accessible to semantic agreement. Both animate/inanimate subjects can be mapped
to XP (right-adjoined to VP) subject position in the ‘existential’ frame) outside the local
Agreement Domain with T0.109 In a Locative Inversion structure, the plural agreement preference

108

See chapter 3 for the argumentation behind the new analysis of Locative Inversion and its argument positions. In
addition, examples with na-prefixation like (42) above further strengthen the same point.
109
Recall that the ‘existential’ structure frame is characterized by the absence of vP layer. By assumption, however,
an FP layer (presumably AspP layer) is present in these cases at all times (see also section 4).
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with animate QNPs is also reversed (replicating Robblee’s (1993) corpus study findings, as is
shown in (68) below.

(68)a. Togda v etoj masterskoj rabotalo/??rabotali vsego dvadcat’ pjat’ čelovek
back then in this workshop workedNeutSg/??Pl only

twenty five people

‘Back then only twenty five people worked in this workshop.’
b. Na etoj fotografii

na bayane igralo/??igrali

pjat’ devoček

on this picture

on bayan playedNeutSg/??Pl

five girls

‘There were five girls playing the bayan on this picture.’

Provided the discussion and analysis above, the pattern of agreement with QNP subjects
in non-presuppositional contexts, as well as the emergence of animacy contrasts in those cases,
follow from the analysis in a straightforward manner. In the absence of a presuppositional
context, QNP subjects remain in situ: thus, in Spec, vP/ApplP (if animate) or sister to V0 (if
inanimate). While the semantic Agreement Domain extends as far as Spec,vP/ApplP, the Nuclear
Scope domain where indefinite QNPs are required to be mapped for interpretation at LF includes
the vP (i.e., XP layer on top of VP). It appears that indefinite QNPs that animate (Spec, ApplP)
are correctly predicted to allow the optionality of Pl/NeutSg agreement, while indefinite QNPs
that are inanimate, by virtue of being positioned beyond the semantic Agreement Domain, are
correctly predicted to allow only NeutSg agreement option.
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(69)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

Nuclear Scope (indefinite)

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:Pl

One more observation that still requires an explanation is the absence of (strong) animacy
effects in the agreement paradigm with transitive verbs. The data is repeated in (70) below: both
animate and inanimate transitive subjects can optionally allow plural agreement. The remarkable
difference observed between intransitive and transitive verbs with respect to the optionality of
agreement can be accounted for along the lines of the proposal in chapter 2 (repeated in (71)
below) with respect to the exceptional behavior of transitive subjects with unaccusativity tests
(generalization C (ch2): no animacy effects with transitive subjects).

(70) a. Pjat’
five
b. Pjat’
five

(71)

studentov

polučili/lo

stipendiju

studentsGen

receivedPl/Neut scholarship

izdanij

?napečatali/napečatalo etu statju

volumesGen

published?Pl/Neut

this article

There can be maximally one VP-internal and one VP-external theta role per
predicate.
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Given (71), inanimate QNP subjects in a transitive verb frame are forced to be base generated
VP-externally, thus become accessible for both morpho-syntactic and semantic agreement. This
explains why both animate and inanimate subjects of transitive verbs have the optionality of
agreement. Objects do not undergo verb agreement in Russian, so one cannot track the
inaccessibility to semantic agreement for VP-internal QNP arguments on a parallel to intransitive
subjects. The assumed line of the analysis is illustrated in (72) below110.
(72)

TP

ei

T0
uφ:_

vP
Agreement Domain
ru
QPAgent
v’
uφ:sg
ru
iφ:pl
v0
VP
ei
V’
ei
V
QPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:pl

Another piece of data that can be understood in line with the analysis proposed is
Corbett’s (2000) observation that there are particular quantifier elements in Russian that never
trigger verb plural agreement regardless of animacy or semantic plurality (Corbett (2000)): malo
(a few), nemalo (not a few), mnogo (many).

110

The tree structure in (72) makes specific predictions with respect Subject Experiencer constructions. The
analysis of Object Experiencer constructions raises serious questions. I leave testing of these predictions with data
involving Experiencer predicates for future research.
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(73) a. Malo studentov
a few students

prišlo/*prišli

na lekciju

cameNeutSgl /*camePl

to the lecture

‘A few students came to the lecture.’
b. Mnogo studentov
many students

prišloNeutSgl/*prišli

na lekciju

cameNeutSgl /*camePl

to the lecture

‘Many students came to the lecture.’
c. Nemnogo studentov prišlo/*prišli
not many students

cameNeutSgl /*camePl

na lekciju
to the lecture

‘Not many students came to the lecture.’

If Nom case always triggers morpho-syntactic Agree (thus taking priority over semantic
agreement), then (73) is an example of quantifier items that always bear Nom case. These
quantifier elements by virtue of their Nom morphological form (class IV: Sgl Neut) invariably
trigger Neut Sgl verb agreement option111. In such an instance, the Neut Sgl agreement reflects a
valued Nom Case and agreement with φ-features on T0 112(see (74) below).

111

A crucial prediction that the above analysis of the behavior of special quantifier elements in (73) makes is that
these particular quantified elements are expected to trigger Neut Sg agreement in all cases including the structurally
higher ones (Spec, TP) where only Pl agreement is available for regular type of QNPs (see the data with more
details in section 5 below) (special thanks to Željko Bošković for pointing this out to me).
112
Note that definiteness/specificity modifiers of the QNP (discussed in the next section) are incompatible with
these quantifier elements. The plural form of the quantifier is required if the QNP is definite/specific. This is not the
case with modifiers forcing an indefinite interpretation as in shown by the contrast (i) and (ii).
(i)
*mnogo
iz etih studentov
manyNeut Sg of these students
(ii)
mnogie iz etih studentov
manyPl of these students
(iii)
mnogo
kakih-nibut' studentov
manyNeut Sg any kind
students
(iii)
mnogie iz kakih-nibud' studentov
manyPl of any kind
students
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(74)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

5.

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uCase:Nom
e i
uφ:Sg
Appl0
VP
iφ:Pl
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uCase:Nom
uφ:Sg
iφ:P

Traditional Subjecthood Tests and Agreement with QNPs

A separate note here is due on the nature of QNP movement to Spec, TP. In general,
movement to Spec, TP has been defined as A-movement: following the approach in Chomsky
(1993), (1995), the Spec, TP position has been connected to Nom Case assignment, as well as
distinct scopal interpretation possibilities (see Appendix). QNP subjects with plural verb
agreement in Russian have also been argued to have subjecthood properties: they have been
shown to antecede reflexives (see in (75)) and license gerunds on the plural agreement option
(76) (Pesetsky (1982), Franks (1995)). The correlation between the acceptability of a reflexive
binding and gerund modification with Pl verb agreement has led Pesetsky (1982) and Franks
(1995) to view such QNP subjects as located in Spec, TP.

(75)a. Pjat’
five

ženščin smotreli/lo

na Ivana

women looked Pl/N.Sgl

at Ivan

‘Five women looked at Ivan.’
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b. Pjat’
five

ženščin

smotreli/*lo

na sebja

women

looked Pl/*N.Sgl

at themselves

‘Five women looked at themselves.’
(76)a. Po doroge domoj, pjat’ malčikov zašli/zašlo v magazin
on way

home five boys

dropped-in to store

‘On the way home five boys stopped by the store.’
b. Vozvraščajas’ domoj, pjat’ mal’čikov zašli/* zašlo v magazin
returning home

five boys

dropped in to a store

‘Returning home five boys stopped by the store.’

The above cited sources, however, did not include animacy of the subject as another
variable of agreement. Both of the examples given in (75) and (76) involve animate subjects.
Interestingly, changing the subject QPs into inanimate raises curious issues. Inanimate subjects
cannot bind a reflexive (see (77)), unless the semantics of the inanimate subject presupposes the
presence of an animate force (teleology restriction in terms of Harley and Folli (2008))113.

(77)a. Pjat' škol’nikov

exali/??ehalo

v otpusk

so svoimi knigami

five school childreni travelledPL/??Neut to a vacation with selfi books
'Five schoolchildren travelled to a vacation with their own books.'
b.??Pjat’ mašin ehali/ehalo po svoemu grafiku
five carsi travelledPL/Neut by selfi schedule
'Five cars travelled on their own schedule.'

113

In Chapter 5, I suggest that the so called 'teleology' restriction in Harley and Folli (2008) corresponds to the
presence/absence of vPlayer.
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c.* Pjat' mašin ehali v garaž so svoimi pritsepami
five carsi

travelled to garage with selfi trailers

d. Pjat' mašin ehali/ehalo v garaž s pritsepami
five cars

travelledPL/Neut to garage with trailers

'Five cars travelled to a garage with their own trailers.'

Further examination of the behavior of the svoj reflexive shows that its distribution overlaps with
contexts of so-called 'alianable possession' (compare (78), (79) vs (80)). In the examples below it
is shown that ‘svoj’ does not function as a purely reflexive pronoun (unlike e.g., self in English),
but it also expresses possession, i.e., a possessive pronoun114. The reflexive item svoj shows a
large overlap with the distribution of a possessive pronoun and requires an animate antecedent
together with a restriction on ‘alienability’ of the possessed entity.

(78) U menjai est
by me

is

svojai mašina.
self

car

‘I have my own car.’
(79) Vitjai svoji
Vitja selfs

zont slomal,

a vzjal Vasin.

umbrella broke

but took Vasja’s

‘Vitja broke his umbrella, so he took Vasja’s.’

39

Note that in contexts where possession information is implausible/irrelevant, ‘svoj’ is no longer felicitous
(i)* U menjai est svojai žena
By me is self wife
‘I have my own wife’
Nevertheless, if the context is such that the speaker is offered ‘somebody else’s wife’, (i) becomes fully felicitous.
Thus, there is a requirement of an opposition: self owned vs belonging to someone else.
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(80)* U menjai
By me

slomalsja svoji zub
broke

self tooth

Similar inconsistent behavior is observed for another test used in Franks (1995): licensing of the
gerund. Inanimate subjects do not freely allow the gerund adjunct (compare (81)a and c,d). In
fact, just as was observed for binding of the 'svoj' reflexive above, inanimate subjects cannot
license a gerund adjunct unless the semantics of the inanimate subject presupposes the presence
of an animate force (teleology (Harley and Folli (2008))).

(81)a. Šumno bryzgajas’, Vasja plaval
loudly splashing

Vasja swam

v basseine
in the pool

'Vasja was swimming in the pool splashing loudly.'
b.* Šumno bryzgajas’,
loudly splashing
c. Sjezžaja s trassy,
leaving highway

motornaja lodka

plavala v ozere

motor boats

sailed in the lake

mašina rezko

zatormozila

car unexpectedly

braked

'Leaving the highway, the car braked unexpectedly.'

As one compares (81) to (82) below, it appears that the gerund diagnostic is sensitive only to
subject agenthood, not to animacy. As is demonstrated in (82), animate arguments which are
non-Agents cannot be combined with a gerund115.

115

A special and so far unresolved question here is how the presupposed animate force condition (or 'teleology' in
Harley and Folli's (2008) terms) should be formalized. What characteristics of lexical items are visible in syntax and
how a presupposition that is available from the world knowledge (certain activities presuppose a human force
involvement) can alter this information.
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(82)a. *Radujas' novomu domu,

deti rosli

ne po dnjam a po chasam.

being happy in the new house, the kids grew not by days, but by hours
'Being happy in the new house, the kids grew fast' not by days but by
hours.'
b.* Radujas vesennemu solncy, pomidory bystro rosli v teplice.
Being happy with the spring sun, tomatoes fast grew in the green house
'Tomatoes, being happy in the spring sun, drew fast in the green house.'

There are several conclusions one can make given the facts above116. One is that the reflexive
binding and gerund control reveal thematic restrictions: (i) only NPs/QPs denoting animate
entities can antecede a reflexive ‘svoj’, (ii) only subjects interpreted as Agents can license a
gerund.
Setting these additional restrictions on tests for subjecthood/Spec, TP position aside,
the fact that these diagnostics correlate with the Pl agreement option provides further support for
the analysis proposed here. In particular, movement to Spec, TP for specificity is argued to
correlate with obligatory Pl agreement option. Obligatory plural agreement is linked to a
structural position higher than one where NeutSg agreement is available (i.e., Spec, TP, as
opposed to Spec, vP, Spec ApplP, sister to V). If the condition on licensing of reflexives as well
as gerunds involves a c-command requirement, the correlation of acceptability of these tests with
plural verb agreement is expected under the approach proposed here (just as suggested in Franks
116

I have to set aside another subjecthood diagnostic, which cross-linguistically has proven to be most reliable:
control into infinitive constructions (Haider and Rosengren (2003), Wurmbrand (2004), Bobaljik (2008) among
others. Control infinitive constructions are extremely rare and odd with inanimate subjects (without appealing to a
presupposed animate force). The ones that can be constructed involve aspectual constructions which independently
have been shown to have raising not control properties (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1999)).
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(1995), Pesetsky (1982)). QP arguments cannot c-command a reflexive out of the low positions
they can occupy (Spec, vP, Spec ApplP, sister to V), but can do so once independent movement
for interpretational purposes (specificity/referentiality) occurs117. On the assumption that a
gerund clause is an adjunct attached at a vP/ApplP layer, subjects located in Spec, vP/Spec,
ApplP cannot antecede a PRO inside the gerund (see (84) below).118,119

(83)

TP

movement

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

(84)

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:s

TP

ru

vP

TP ru

PROi

vP/ApplP
ei
QNPiAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:Pl

117

A tight connection between Spec, TP position, agreement and binding can be accounted along the lines of
Reuland (2001), (2005) where binding follows from an Agree configuration between the anaphor and its antecedent.
Crucially, T0 dependency is one of the conditions assumed for reflexive binding in this account. I will not pursue
this possibility of analysis here and leave it for future research.
118
While the proposed account can also extend to explain cases where a reflexive is part of a PP adjunct (see (72)),
examples where a reflexive is a verb's argument look problematic. The account proposed here, thus, does not
provide a uniform treatment for both the reflexive binding and the gerund tests. It appears that svoj requires not just
a c-commanding antecedent, but specifically a c-commanding antecedent in Spec, TP. It could be that this is a
syntactic representation of a 'subject orientation' requirement on this type of reflexive.
119
Sigurðsson (2010) argues that EPP effects cross-linguistically can be reduced to two types: NP movement and
Filled Left Edge Effects (topicalization, locative inversion, expletivization, stylistic inversion). In this account, Left
Edge Effects are linked to definiteness feature which works as the underlying trigger of filled Spec, TP. This can be
directly applied to the QNP effects with specific indefinites discussed here: definite/specific QNPs move to Spec, TP
and thus, obligatorily trigger plural agreement.
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Another prediction of the analysis that is borne out empirically concerns Corbett’s (2000)
observation on the special behavior of a few Russian quantifier elements (malo (a few), nemalo
(not a few), mnogo (many)). In contrast to the general agreement pattern with QNP subjects,
these quantifier elements never show optional verb agreement, permitting only the NeutSg verb
agreement ((73) above repeated as (85) below).

(85)

a. Malo studentov
a few students

prišlo/*prišli

na lekciju

cameNeutSgl /*camePl

to the lecture

‘A few students came to the lecture.’
b. Mnogo studentov
many students

prišloNeutSgl/*prišli

na lekciju

cameNeutSgl /*camePl

to the lecture

‘Many students came to the lecture.’
c. Nemnogo studentov prišlo/*prišli
not many students

cameNeutSgl /*camePl

na lekciju
to the lecture

‘Not many students came to the lecture.’

I proposed that (85) is an example of quantifier items that always bear Nom case. As I have
proposed above, these quantifier elements by virtue of their Nom morphological form (class IV:
Sgl Neut) invariably trigger Neut Sgl verb agreement option. Thus, the NeutSg agreement in (85)
is true morpho-syntactic agreement, and not default agreement.
Crucially, it is predicted that these particular quantified elements should trigger Neut Sg
agreement in all cases, including instances where QPs have been argued to be structurally high
and where only Pl agreement is available for regular type of QNPs. This prediction is, in fact,
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borne out, as is shown in (86), (87) below. The data in (86) shows that the listed QNPs do not
permit Pl agreement even when in a reflexive antecedent (86) or gerund control configuration
(87).

(86)a. Malo
a few

ženščin *smotreli/smotrelo

na Ivana

women looked *Pl/N.Sgl

at Ivan

‘A few women looked at Ivan’.
b. Malo

ženščin

*smotreli/smotrelo

na sebja

a few

women

looked *Pl/N.Sgl

at themselves

‘A few women looked at themselves.’

(87)a. Po doroge domoj, mnogo malčikov *zašli/zašlo v magazin
on way

home many boys

dropped-in*Pl/N.Sgl to store

‘On the way home, many boys stopped by the store.’
b. Vozvraščajas’ domoj, mnogo mal’čikov *zašli/zašlo
returning home

many boys

v magazin

dropped in*Pl/N.Sgl to a store

‘Returning home, many boys stopped by the store.’

Compare the above data to the agreement pattern reported for regular QNPs (Pesetsky (1982),
Franks (1995)).
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(88)a. Pjat’
five

ženščin smotreli/lo

na Ivana

women looked Pl/N.Sgl

at Ivan

‘Five women looked at Ivan.’
b. Pjat’
five

ženščin

smotreli/*lo

na sebja

women

looked Pl/*N.Sgl

at themselves

‘Five women looked at themselves.’
(89)a. Po doroge domoj,
on way

home

pjat’ malčikov

zašli/zašlo

v magazin

five boys

dropped-in

to store

‘On the way home five boys stopped by the store.’
b. Vozvraščajas’ domoj, pjat’ mal’čikov
returning home

five boys

zašli/* zašlo

v magazin

dropped in

to a store

‘Returning home five boys stopped by the store.’

The data in (86), (87) provides additional support for the original Pesetsky (1982), Franks (1995)
analysis where Pl agreement is tied to a structural position of a QNP subject (Spec, TP).

6.

Potential Alternative: Specificity as null D

In the discussion above, I have argued for two mechanisms that underlie the plural
agreement pattern: Case valuation as a precondition for agreement and (possibly) covert
movement to Spec, TP triggered by specificity. There exists, however, a logical possibility of
reducing the two to one: Nom Case. Following a line of existing proposals (Abney (1987),
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Progovac (1998)), we can assume that all definite/specific expressions (both NPs and QPs) bear
a null determiner, thus, structurally are DPs. The presence of the null-D makes QP subjects
behave as if they are NPs with respect to the Case feature. They are valued for Nom Case thus,
become accessible controllers of verb agreement, regardless of the position120. In general, the
system would allow optional agreement with QPs based on the locality of semantic agreement,
while obligatory morpho-syntactic agreement in the presence of valued Nom Case feature.
This direction of analysis, however, requires additional evidence in support of the null-D
hypothesis. While it is widely assumed that the structure of DP is universal, a recent line of
research has presented evidence against such view (Baker (2003), Boškovic (2005), (2008),
(2010), Chierchia (1998) among others). Given the complexity of this issue, I will leave the idea
of connecting specificity and structure of QNP category as a plausible one but I will not pursue it
further.

7.

Predictions: Word Order and Agreement

As was mentioned above, the surface word order can influence the agreement choice with
QNP subjects. This effect of the word order factor, however, does not arise from a pure word
order variation but is related to the frequent occurrence of Locative Inversion structure with
postverbal subjects121. The subject in an LI structure receives an existential interpretation, which
correlates with a low (VP-internal) position of the argument. This interrelation between
120

This, in a certain sense, would be a retreat to the original analysis of QP agreement by Franks (1995): agreeing
numeral subjects are assumed to be DP (NPs), thus move to Spec, IP for Nom Case, while QP subjects remain in
situ which correlates with the occurrence of non-agreeing pattern. The important difference, however, for the system
here is that Nom non-specific DPs can stay low and agree in that low position. In Franks (1995) system Nom case
and Spec, TP position are necessarily interrelated.
121
A more articulated analysis of Locative Inversion and its connection to First Conjunct agreement phenomenon is
proposed in Chapters 3 and 5.
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Inversion structures and word order explains why plural agreement can be dispreferred even with
animate QNP arguments when postverbal.

(90)a. Togda v etoj masterskoj rabotalo/??rabotali vsego dvadcat’ pjat’ čelovek
back then in this workshop workedNeutSg/??Pl only

twenty five people

‘Back then only twenty five people worked in this workshop.’
b. Na etoj fotografii

na bayane

igralo/??igrali

pjat devoček

on this picture

on bayan

playedNeutSg/??Pl

five girls

‘There were five girls playing the bayan on this picture.’

This observation is not novel, however, and directly replicates the original findings in
Corbett’s (1983) corpus work. Recall that Corbett observes that most frequent occurrence of
plural agreement with quantified subjects is found with preverbal and animate subjects, while the
highest percentage of NeutSg agreement is found with postverbal inanimate subjects. Corbett
suggests that precedence and animacy are interrelated: animate arguments are more likely to
occur preverbally (the notion of ‘topic’ is what underlies this observation in Corbett’s terms).
Crucially, the effects of word order on agreement can be overruled by case and
specificity/definiteness factor. QNP subjects modified by a demonstrative pronoun (partitive
interpretation) in contrast to those modified by a non-specific indefinite pronoun, no longer show
sensitivity to the surface word order in the agreement choice.
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(91)a. My uznali čto (we have been informed that..)
uže prozvučali/??prozvučalo
already playedPl/??Neut

pjat’( iz etih) pesen Rozenbauma
five of these songsGen by Rozenbaum

‘We learned that five of these Rozenbaum’s songs have played already.’

My uznali čto (we have been informed that..)
b. uže ??prozvučali/ prozvučalo pjat’(kakih to) pesen Rozenbauma
already played??Pl/Neut five of some kind of songsGen by Rozenbaum
‘We learned that some five songs by Rosenbaum have played already.’

8.

Intermediate Conclusion

I have examined the relevance of the animacy factor for verb agreement with QNPs. In
particular, I have demonstrated that the distinct distribution of animate/inanimate subjects in the
argument structure underlies the verb agreement alternations with quantified subjects. I have
proposed an analysis where the agreement differences follow from the locality of semantic
agreement and its interaction with a morpho-syntactic agreement (Elbourne (1999), Den Dikken
(1995), Sauerland (2004), Smith (2011), Wurmbrand (2012)).
Additional data has beeen considered to explain the nature of the effects of
definiteness/specificity on agreement resolution with quantified subjects pointed to
independently in various sources (Pesetsky (1982),Corbett (1983), (2000)). The analysis appeals
to the idea of Mapping Hypothesis (Diesing (1992)) whereby referential QP subjects move to
Spec, TP position, while non-referential QP subjects stay in-situ. This movement by virtue of an
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interaction with the locality of semantic agreement has been argued to account for the change in
the verb agreement possibilities.

9.

Back to Corbett (1983), (2000), (2006)

Before concluding the chapter, I would like to go back to the original observations from
Corbett (1983), (2000), (2006), also Robblee (1993) with respect to the control factors on verb
agreement with QNP subjects and work through the important contributions to the original
generalizations made in this chapter.
Recall that Corbett (1983) links the agreement resolution with Russian QPs to animacy
and precedence, while Robblee (1993) discovered the relevance of the verb transitivity for the
agreement choice. The inversion predicates were observed to receive NeutSg agreement in more
cases than intransitive (mixed pattern) or agentive (unergative/transitive) type.
Under the closer investigation undertaken in this chapter, it appears that both Corbett’s
and Robblee’s generalizations were on the right track. The notions of animacy and precedence
turned out to be pieces of deeper structural dependencies: animacy appears to be a part of a
broader thematic subject distinction, while precedence in terms of surface word order is one (but
not an exhaustive) condition favoring a definite/specific interpretation of the QNP.
While the factors pointed out in the sources were correct, the blunt application of these
conditions cannot provide an accurate description of the facts. Consider the contrasts below: an
appeal to a literal notion of animacy or precedence fails to explain the differences with respect to
the agreement choice (92) and (93). In (92)a,b, both of the QP subjects are postverbal and
animate, thus are predicted to pattern together in all aspects including the agreement choice.
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Nevertheless, (92)b is ill-formed (pragmatically odd) on NeutSgl agreement and requires a
special modifier (definiteness) for allowing Pl agreement post verbally (compare to (93) (c)).
Preverbal use of QP subject on NeutSgl agreement is allowed (92)d. Examples in (93) involve
inanimate QP subjects: the contrast between (93)a, b shows that the preverbal/postverbal subjects
position produces no effect on the agreement alternation. The definite interpretation of the QP,
albeit postverbal, shifts the agreement preference (see (93)b vs (93)c).

(92) a. V derevne

sgorelo

pjat čelovek

in the village burnedPl/NeutSg

five people

‘Five people burned (died) in the village.’
b.??V derevne vyroslo

pjat detej

in the village grew upPl/??Neut five children
c. V derevne

vyrosli /??vyroslo

in the village grew upPl/??Neut

pjat naših detej
five our children

‘Five of our children grew up in the village.’
d. Pjat detej

vyroslo

five children grew upNeut

v derevne
in the village

‘Five children grew up in the village.’

(93) a. Pjat’
five

stuljev *byli/bylo

v komnate

chairs *were/was*Pl/Neut

in the room

‘There were five chairs in the room.’
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b. V komnate
in room

*byli/bylo

pjat’ kakih-nibut’ stuljev

*were /was*Pl/Neut

five any kind chairs

‘Five anykind of chairs were in the room.’
c. V komnate
in room

byli/??bylo

pjat’ etih stuljev

were /??wasPl/??Neut

five these chairs

‘There were these five chairs in the room.’

Thus, simply referring to animacy and surface word order would not suffice to capture the
intricacies of the data. Alternatively, (potential) linking literal animacy to structure would also
create controversies: e.g., (92)a,b cannot be explained given both examples involve an
unaccusative predicate with animate subjects (see (94) below).

(94)

TP

e
i
0
T

vP
ru
QPAnimate
v’
ru
VP
ei
V’
ei
QPInanimate

The contrasts above, however, can receive a straightforward explanation if animacy is
viewed as a potential (rather than a requirement) for receiving more than one thematic role and
occurring in more than one structural frame. The dissociation between the surface word order
and definite/specific interpretation of the subject is also an important component that was
missing in the previous studies.
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(95)

TP

ei
T0

(96)

ApplP
‘Grow’+ QPanim
ru
QPExp
Appl’
ru
VP
ei
V’
ei
QPTheme

TP

ei
T0

vP
ru

‘Burn’+ QPanim/inanim

v’
ru
VP
ei
V’
ei
QPTheme

10.

Alternative Analysis122

An analysis alternative to the one laid out above can be proposed where the local nature
of the semantic agreement can be derived at the cost of a number of additional theoretical
assumptions.

10.1

Deriving the Locality Domain of Semantic Agreement

So far the difference in the locality domain of semantic agreement and mopho-syntactic
agreement has been stipulated, where the semantic agreement was assumed to be restricted to a

122

I am grateful to Susi Wurmbrand for a detailed suggestion of an alternative analysis laid out in this section.
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local agreement domain (in line with observations in Corbett (1979), Pollard and Sag (1994),
Elbourne (1999), Den Dikken (2001) among others), while morpho-syntactic agreement was
taken to reveal long–distance dependencies (e.g., Polinsky and Potsdam (2001), Bobaljik and
Wurmbrand (2005), Bobaljik (2008)).
The motivation for proposing that morpho-syntactic agreement and semantic agreement
obey distinct locality conditions comes from examples like (97)-(98).

(97)a. S dereva
from tree

napadalo

dvadcat’ pjat’ listikov

na-fallenNeutSg twenty five leaves

‘Twenty five leaves have fallen from this tree.’
b.??S dereva
from tree

napadali

(rovno)

dvadcat’ pjat listikov

na-fallenPl

(exactly)

twenty five leaves

‘(Exactly) twenty five leaves have fallen from the tree.’
(98)a. S dereva
from tree

napadal

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenMascSg twenty one leaf

‘Twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree.’
b.* S dereva
from tree

napadalo

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenNutSg twenty one leaf

‘Twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree.’

In both (97) and (98), the subject is an inanimate, indefinite/non-specific QNP argument,
base-generated as a complement to V0. The examples involve a na-prefixation, thus, due to the
mechanism of this diagnostic, the single argument is required to be in the low, VP-internal
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position at LF. In (97)b, in the absence of conditions for raising to ApplP (assumed for animate
arguments) or mapping to a Restrictive Clause domain (assumed for definite/specific QNPs),
semantic agreement is unavailable. The failure of agreement here arises as a locality effect: the
QNP is too far away from T0 to control agreement. In contrast, in (98), the QNP involves an
adjectival numeral one, which thus bears nominative case and obligatorily triggers φ-agreement.
Pairs of this sort sharply illustrate the difference in the domain of agreement controlled by
semantic (iφ) and morpho-syntactic (uφ) features.
The alternative line of analysis presented here can derive the agreement differences
without appealing to distinct locality domains and can thus unify the two agreement mechanisms.
While this direction of analysis is more appealing in theoretical terms, it takes the burden of
further theoretical assumptions and engineering machinery and thus, is provided here as an
optional path to the analysis.
Since QNPs (with no Nom elements) are the XP type that shows an apparent locality
effect in agreement, I will consider these to be the baseline case, which reveals the domains. The
line of analysis assumed in the preceding sections attributes different possibilities of agreement
with QNP subjects to locality. Semantic agreement is assumed to be local and restricted to a
single agreement domain (see (99)). This line of assumptions makes only VP-external QNP
subjects accessible to semantic agreement. While plural agreement is impossible in the sister to
V0 position of the QNP subject (corresponding to (97)b) beyond the semantic agreement domain
(see (99)), subjects that undergo movement to Spec, ApplP (animacy) or outside the Nuclear
scope domain for definite/specific interpretation fall within the locality domain of semantic
agreement (see (100)), this enabling application of semantic agreement. Recall that the working
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assumption is that there is a functional head above the VP in all unaccusative verbs, leaving open
the exact nature of this functional projection (ApplP/AspP).

(99)

TP

ei
T’
wo
T0

uCase:Nom

uφ:_

(100)

AspP
ei
Asp’
e i
Asp0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:sg

TP

ei
T’
wo
T0

uCase:Nom

uφ:_

Agreement Domain

Agreement Domain

ApplP
ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:Pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
ti

In the preceding sections, the agreement domain boundary was a result of a stipulation, though
its similarity to the notion of Spell-Out domain was noted. Consider now the possibility of
exploiting that similarity and strengthening the proposal by taking the domain in question to be a
Spell-Out domain. That is, I will assume that the functional head above the VP, even in
unaccusatives (Appl0, AsP0 or v0), constitutes a Phase (Chomsky (2000), (2001)). As a
consequence of this assumption, the VP will always constitute a Spell-Out domain. The
agreement effects with QNPs are derived if one assumes the condition for semantic agreement in
(101).
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(101) X may control agreement on Y iff X and Y are in the same Spell-Out
domain.

The condition in (101) can be further formalized and thus, follow from Chomsky’s (2000)
definition of Phase-Impenetrability Condition (PIC) where only the edge of a Phase (Spec
position) can be accessible for further computation.

(102) Phrase-Impenetrability Condition

(Chomsky, 2000:108)

In a phase α with a head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations
outside α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.

While the above assumptions allow us to derive the locality of semantic agreement, the
application morpho-syntactic agreement requires further consideration. In particular, instances of
low positioned NP subjects which trigger obligatory morpho-syntactic agreement in (98)
(repeated as (103) below), are expected to be disallowed given the definition of PIC in (102).

(103)a. S dereva
from tree

napadal

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenMascSg twenty one leaf

‘Twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree.’
b.* S dereva
from tree

napadalo

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenNutSg twenty one leaf

‘Twenty one leaves have fallen from the tree.’
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An alternative to positing different domains for agreement with semantic and morpho-syntactic
features on the controller is to assume movement of the Nom NPs at all times to the Phase edge.
If Nom NPs move (possibly covertly) regardless of animacy/definiteness to the edge of the
phase, thus they can occur within the same Spell-Out domain as T0 enabling the agreement of
morpho-syntactic features, thus accounting for (103)a. Movement of QNPs, however, in the
absence of Nom Case feature, will be limited to cases where additional conditions such as
animacy/specificity apply, thus deriving the difference in agreement pattern between QNP and
NP category.
The mechanism behind the motivation for obligatory movement of Nom XP elements is
Chomsky’s (1981) definition of Case Filter (104) combined with Bošković (2007) version of
Last Resort (105) where the moving force is assumed to lie in the unchecked feature of the
moving element.

Case Filter

Chomsky (1981: 49)

(104) *NP if NP has phonetic content and has no Case

(105) Last Resort

Bošković (2007:610)

X undergoes movement iff without movement, the structure will crash (with crash
evaluated locally)

The relevant point of Bošković’s (2007) proposal here is a modification of Chomky’s (2000),
(2001) Activation Condition where a moving element is identified by its uninterpretable feature
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and is required to move to the specifier of XP at the point of the derivation when no structure
above that XP is yet present. In combination with the Case Filter in (104), movement can be
forced if Nom NPs, having uCase:__, move to the edge of the phase to avoid subsequent
crashing of the derivation. By movement to Spec, XP, NPs escape the PIC effect and remain
eligible for further syntactic operations.
Consider (106) further illustrating the line of analysis. In order to satisfy the Case Filter,
NPs as well as (Q)NPs that contain Nom element must move to the phase edge, regardless of
other conditions that may apply, such as animacy/definiteness. By virtue of this movement, they
are in the same Spell-Out domain as T0 which accounts for the obligatory morpho-syntactic
agreement (MascSg) in (103)a. Reconstruction at LF may apply to the highest theta position, in
line with Hornstein’s (1999) proposal. In (103)a reconstruction must apply, in order for the QNP
to be within the scope of the na-prefix at LF. Thus, animate NPs remain high in the Spec, ApplP
at LF, while inanimate NPs reconstruct to a sister to V position.
(106)

TP

ei
T’
wo
T0

uCase:Nom

uφ:_

Phase

ApplP/AspP
ei
NPAg/Exp
Appl’
uCase:_
e i
uφ:sg
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
ti

The impossibility of agreement with QNPs in the absence of Nom element is explained by
the absence of an uninterpretable Case feature on QNP, therefore the absence of motivation for
movement to the edge of the phase (in line with Last Resort formulation in (105) above). The
Plural agreement option is unacceptable with QNPs which are inanimate and indefinite, i.e.,
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QNPs that remain in a low position throughout the derivation (see (108)). Unvalued φ-features of
T are spelled out as a default agreement option, i.e., NeutSg.

(107)a. S dereva
from tree

napadalo

dvadcat’ pjat’ listikov

na-fallenNeutSg twenty five leaves

‘Twenty five leaves have fallen from this tree.’
b.??S dereva
from tree

napadali

rovno

dvadcat’ pjat’ listikov

na-fallenPl

exactly

twenty five leaves

‘Twenty five leaves have fallen from the tree.’

(108)

TP

ei
T’
wo
T0

uCase:Nom

uφ:_

Phase

AspP
ei
Asp’
e i
Asp0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:sg
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Raising to Spec, ApplP for animate QNPs enables the application of semantic Agree: T0 can
be valued by iφ:Pl given that, by virtue of raising to an Experiencer position, QNP moves to the
edge of a Phase and becomes local to T0 and accessible for further computation. While syntactic
Agree is impossible in the absence of abstract Case feature, semantic Agree can apply to value
uφ-features of T0, resulting in Pl verb agreement (see (109)).
(109)

TP

ei
T’
wo
T0

uCase:Nom

uφ:_

Phase

ApplP
ei
Appl’
e i
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:sg

The above line of analysis derives the differences in the locality domains of syntactic and
semantic Agree: the local nature of semantic Agree follows from Chomsky’s (2000) definition of
PIC and difference between NP and QNP category with respect to Case.
The above direction of the analysis sheds light on the issue of timing of the agreement.
Crucially, the minimal pair in (110) suggests that agreement in (110)b is bound to apply in
syntax. Given the specifics of the na-test, the configuration of this test is compatible with a low
position of a NP/QNP argument at LF, but not with a higher one (Spec, AspP). A compound
numeral phrase with and without a Nom element in (110) behave in a similar fashion with the
only difference in agreement: while an NP category agrees with the verb, the QNP category does
not. Since the single argument is low at LF by the requirement of the na-test, agreement is bound
to happen in syntax but not at LF or PF component.
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(110)a. Napadalo

dvadcat’ pjat’ listikov

na fallenNeutSg twenty five leaves
‘Twenty five leaves have fallen.’
b. Napadal

dvadcat’ odin listik

na-fallenMascSg twenty one leaf
‘Twenty one leaves have fallen.’

Another point that the data in (110)b serves to illustrate is the so called ‘Lower Right
Corner Effect’ argued for at length in Bobaljik (2002). In particular, Bobaljik (2002) develops a
version of ‘a copy theory of movement’ (Chomsky (1993)) whereby traces are viewed as copies
of the moved element. Sequences of copies of a given element (chains) are treated as objects of
syntactic computation and are eventually represented by a single copy at the interfaces (LF and
PF). Bobaljik (2002) shows that just like LF can privilege either a higher or a lower copy for
interpretation (scope and binding)123, as proposed in Chomsky (1993)), PF may also choose
either the higher or the lower copy for pronunciation, an idea that leads Bobaljik to a further
reanalysis of the general grammar model (see Bobaljik (2002) for details and discussion). The
four-way typology of movement operations that follow under Bobaljik’s (2002) revised copy
theory of movement is given in (111) below.

123

An underlying assumption taken in Bobaljik (2002) and also appealed to in Chapter 2 of this dissertation is that
LF is 'coherent' in the sense of Lebeaux (1995), Hornstein (1995), Fox (1999), thus scope and binding cannot be
interpreted in distinct positions:'a chain has exactly one link' (Hornstein (1995:154). The terms 'interpretation' and
'LF coherence' here concern only scope and binding position, with the exclusion of a thematic position. On a
configurational approach to thematic structure, the base (thematic) position of an argument must be accessible to
interpretation, thus, in the absence of D-structure, is also present in some sense at LF. Recognizing that thematic
interpretation and ''LF'' interpretation (scope, biding, etc.) may concern different members of a chain reflects what
Chomsky refers to as the 'duality' of semantics.
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(111) Privileged copies:

a.
copy1 … copy2
ru
PF
LF
c.
copy1 … copy2
PF
LF

‘overt movement
no reconstruction’

Bobaljik (2002:199)

b.
copy1 … copy2
LF
PF

‘LF movement

d.
‘overt movement
+ reconstruction’

copy1 … copy2
ru
PF

‘LF movement
+ reconstruction’

LF

The effect of simple overt movement is illustrated in (111)a (both LF and PF privilege the higher
copy). Reconstruction effect is illustrated in (111)c with PF privileging a higher copy, and LFprivileging a lower copy. A pure LF movement is an instance of an LF interpretation of a higher
copy with a low pronunciation of an XP (see (111)b). A combination that logically follows from
the system advocated in Bobaljik (2002) and one relevant to our discussion above is given in
(111)d: the case in which something moves from the point of view of syntax, thus creating two
copies, but both LF and PF privilege the lower copy of the chain. Bobaljik (2002) provides
empirical evidence in favour of this theoretical possibility on the basis of there-insertion
constructions in English. The logical subject in these constructions shows agreement with the
verb, subject position being structurally lower than the verb124.

(112)a. There are/*is three unicorns in this garden.
b. There seem (*s) to be some unicorns in the garden.
c. There have/*has arrived many ships from Mauritania.

124

The reader is referred to Bobaljik (2002) for the details and motivation of the analysis of (112) along the lines of
(111)d.
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The Russian data in (110) becomes important as another empirical implementation of the
configuration in (111)d. The requirements of na-prefixation force the subject XP to be in its low
position at LF, while PF component also (presumably) pronounces the lower copy of the subject.
Agreement with the verb, however, under the analysis proposed above, is impossible in the low
position, and movement to edge of the phase is assumed for all XPs carrying an uninterpretable
Case feature. The fact that agreement is possible in (110)b leads us to conclude that, while
movement to the edge of the phase has taken place, resulting in agreement with the verb, at both
LF and PF interfaces, the lower copy of the chain is privileged for both pronunciation and
interpretation. This situation exactly replicates the configuration in (111)d and, thus further
supports the theoretical view advocated in Bobaljik (2002).

10.2

Optional vs Obligatory Nature of Agreement

A further unification of the line of analysis can be pursued to include the effects of
specificity/definiteness and agreement into a single mechanism of agreement. Recall that QNPs
that are definite/specific were shown to trigger obligatory Pl agreement regardless of animacy
and position (see the relevant data repeated in (113), (114) below)

Context: There were ten students selected for a presentation. Five of them arrived
on time, the other five were late.
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(113) a.Pjat’(iz etih) studentov prišli/?? prišlo vo vremja
five of these

studentsGen camePl/??Neut

Presup

on time

pjat ostalnyh opozdali/?? opozdalo
five of the rest were late Pl/??Neut
‘Five of these students arrived on time, the rest five (of the ten) students
were late.’

Context: There were ten recommendation letters selected for consideration. Five
of them already arrived, the other five are late.

(114)a. Pjat’(iz etih) rekomendatelnyh pisem

uže

five of these recommendation lettersGen already

prišli/??prišlo Presup
arrivedPl/??Neut

ešče pjat opozdali/??opozdalo
more five were late Pl/??Neut
‘Five of these recommendation letters have already arrived, five more
arrived late.’

In the main text of the dissertation, the obligatory nature of agreement in the above cases was
accounted for by the Spec, Head mechanism (Chomsky (1993), (1995)).
Another instance of obligatory agreement that was discussed above is morphosyntactic
agreement with Nom NPs, which, in the main text of the dissertation, as well as subsection 10.1,
is analysed as resulting from an Agree mechanism.
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These two instances of obligatory agreement can be unified under a single agreement
mechanism if Nominative Case assignment also requires a Spec, Head relationship, that is,
movement of the Nom NP to Spec, TP (following Bošković (2007)). In particular, in addition to
moving to Spec, vP to escape PIC effects, Bošković makes a stronger claim, namely, that Nom
NPs must move to Spec, TP to enter into a relationship with T0, as in theories where casechecking is a Spec, Head configuration.
With that assumption, the two configurations leading to obligatory agreement could be
unified as Spec, Head, or alternatively, by means of Reverse Agree in (115) (Adger (2003),
Zeiljstra (2010), Wurmbrand (2011)) where the goal can value its probe only if the goal stands in
a c-command relation with the probe (a unification of Spec, Head and Agree).

(115) Reverse Agree
A feature F:_ on α is valued by a feature F:val on β, iff
i.

β c-commands α AND

ii.

There is no γ (γ distinct from β) with a valued interpretable feature F such
that γ commands α and is c-commanded by β AND

iii.

α is accessible to β

The above suggestion eliminates the stipulated distinction between two kinds of agreement:
morpho-syntactic and semantic. The difference between the two now is reduced to a difference
to the levels of representation where the agreement proceeds: LF or syntax. If mapping to the
Restrictive Clause domain happens in the LF component (Diesing (1992)) and correlates with Pl
agreement option, then, in this instance, agreement occurs at LF. On the other hand, agreement
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can also apply in syntax, and, in fact, as we saw above for cases like (110), has to apply in syntax
where reconstruction to a low position at LF is forced by other means (e.g., measure prefix, etc.).
The analysis proceeds as follows: NP subjects bearing a uCase:_ move to Spec, ApplP/vP
by Last Resort to escape the PIC. In order to value the Case feature, they proceed to a position ccommanding the closest probe (T0), i.e., Spec, TP where Case feature is valued125. Valuation of
uφ-features in this instance can happen either in syntax or at LF (see (116) below).
Definite/specific NPs/QNPs move to the Spec, TP position for Mapping to a Restrictive Clause
domain (Diesing (1992)) at LF. This movement, while independent of the Case feature, by virtue
of its position results in obligatory agreement of φ-features. Valuation of uφ-features in this
instance occurs at LF (see (116) below).

(116)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

Restrictive Clause domain

Phase

SpellOut domain
ei
NPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
uCase:
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
NPTheme
uφ:sg

uCase:_

As the next step of my modification to the original analysis, I shift the focus of my
discussion to instances where agreement is optional. In particular, animate QNPs which raise to
ApplP position have been shown to permit optional agreement with the verb. This empirical
observation posits a straightforward problem to the outline of the analysis in terms of Reverse
Agree.
125

It must be stipulated that agreement follows from the Reverse Agree mechanism. This mechanim, however,
cannot be a general condition on probe-goal relation since Case checking requires, by hypothesis, the opposite
configuration.
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In the original analysis suggested in the main text of the dissertation, the obligatory vs.
optional nature of verb agreement was captured by two distinct agreement mechanisms: Spec,
Head and Agree respectively. Such a move, while conceptually unappealing, was motivated on
empirical grounds. An alternative solution, however, can be pursued to unify the two
mechanisms to one, with a provision of a due acknowledgement of the costs placed by the extra
engineering machinery.
Given that obligatory nature of agreement appears to correlate with a movement to Spec,
TP position, it is plausible to relate the optionality of agreement to optionality of movement to the
Spec, TP position. The key additional assumption for this line of analysis would be to restrict the
optional movement to Spec, TP position to a local domain, in particular, a single Spell-Out
domain. The advantage of this line of explanation is that the two mechanisms for deriving
agreement (Spec, Head and Agree) can be now reduced to one for all three cases of agreement
alternations described: (i) agreement linked to Nom Case, (ii) agreement linked to
definiteness/specificity and (iii) agreement linked to animacy.
The analysis proceeds as follows: QNP animate subjects by virtue of raising to Spec,
ApplP (edge of ApplP Phase) can optionally proceed further to Spec, TP position, thus optionally
can trigger agreement with T0. QNP inanimate subjects, on the other hand, remain in-situ, thus,
never reach the edge of the Phase and are not in the same Spell-Out domain with T0 in order to
proceed further to the Spec, TP position.
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(117)

TP

ru

T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

uφ:_

Phase

SpellOut domain
ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
uφ:sg
e i
iφ:pl
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme
uφ:sg
iφ:P

The above optionality is (presumably) not available for NP subjects, since NPs have an abstract
Case feature and move to the Spec, TP position at all times by Last Resort.
The apparent cost of this unification is a stipulation on the optional nature of the movement of
QNP subjects to Spec, TP that so far finds no empirical basis.
Under the above approach, the analysis of agreement alternations with QNP subjects have
come in many ways back to the original proposal by Pesetsky (1982) and Franks (1995) where
agreement possibilities are linked to subject movement or position in Spec, TP. The important addition
to the original analysis is the incorporation of animacy related effects into the general pattern of
agreement.
While a number of unification strategies applied to this path of analysis appear advantageous,
there are well-known problems with the idea of connecting Nom Case to the Spec, TP position. A line
of research originating from Marantz (1991) (building on Zaenen, Maling and Thráinsson (1985),
Sigurðsson (1991) and others) observe a divorce between Spec, TP position, subjecthood and Nom
case assignment cross-linguistically. In particular, Zaenen, Maling and Thráinsson (1985), Yip,
Maling and Jackendoff (1987), Falk (1997), Marantz (1991), Bobaljik (2008) discuss quirky subjects
in Icelandic where, in Dat subjects constructions, Nom is assigned to object arguments which
systematically fail subjecthood tests but undergo verb agreement. In the above proposed view, where
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Nom case assignment is linked to T0, these facts, as well as multiple cross-linguistic observations
along these lines (see (Baker (2008), Wurmbrand (2006)) raise further issues.

(118) Jóni likuðu þessir sokkar
JonDat likesPl

Bobaljik (2008:5)

these socksNomPl

‘Jon likes these socks.’

11.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have examined the relevance of animacy for verb agreement with QNPs. In
particular, I have demonstrated the distinct distribution of animate/inanimate subjects in the
argument structure underlies the verb agreement alternations with quantified subjects. I have
proposed an analysis where the agreement differences follow from the locality of semantic
agreement and its interaction with a morpho-syntactic agreement (Elbourne (1999), Den Dikken
(1995), Sauerland (2004), Smith (2011), Wurmbrand (2012)).
Additional data has been considered to explain the nature of the effects of
definiteness/specificity on agreement resolution with quantified subjects pointed to in various
sources (Pesetsky (1982),Corbett (1983), (2000)). The analysis appeals to the idea of Mapping
Hypothesis (Diesing (1992)) whereby referential QP subjects move to Spec, TP position, while
non-referential QP subjects stay in-situ. This movement by virtue of an interaction with the
locality of semantic agreement has been argued to account for the change in the verb agreement
possibilities.
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In the appendix section below, I show that the effect of distributivity influencing the
agreement choice does not play a role in agreement choice: the apparent connection between
distributivity and agreement choice arises due to the partial overlap of the distributivity and
specificity domains.

12.

Appendix: Distributivity or Specificity?

12.1 Distributive/Collective Dichotomy in English

It has been observed in the literature that plural noun phrases whether made plural by the
conjunction or by morphology combined with a verb give rise to several ambiguities (Lakoff
(1972), Schwarzschild (1994), Lasersohn (1995) among others).

(149) John and Mary lifted a piano.

There are several kind of situations in which (149) might be true: (i) John and Mary lifted one
piano by a collaborative force (ii) John and Mary each lifted a distinct piano (two lifts) (iii) there
exists a particular piano, such that both John and Mary lifted it separately (two lifts).
Some ambiguities can disappear depending on the type of the predicate a noun phrase
combines with. Thus, unlike (149), (150) and (151) do not give rise to ambiguities: (151) is
understood as predication of the property of ‘being a happy couple’ of the group consisting of
John and Mary, rather than John and Mary individually. In (151), however, the property is
predicated of the group members (John and Mary) individually.
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(150) John and Mary are a happy couple
(151) John and Mary are asleep.

Each of the readings can be further specified by the use of adverbial modifiers: together, and
each.

(152) a. John and Mary each lifted a piano
b. John and Mary together lifted a piano.

The reading expressed in (152)a is a distributive one, while the reading expressed in (152)b is a
collective one.
Several versions of the analysis of the phenomenon have been proposed in the literature
over time. The collective/distributive ambiguity has been analyzed as a scope ambiguity (Lakoff
(1972), Kroch (1974), Pesetsky (1982) for Russian; see Lasersohn (1995) for arguments against
such an analysis). Alternatively, the collective/distributive ambiguity was attributed to the
presence/absence of an implicit distributive operator (D-operator) which can attach either to a
verb’s argument or to the verb itself in the semantics component (Link (1987)). The competing
hypothesis for the source of distributive/collective ambiguity is a lexical pluralization of
predicates: a freely available *-operator which pluralizes predicates and gives rise to a verb
cumulativity effect (Landman (1995), (2000), Beck (2001), Beck and Sauerland (2000), Kratzer
(2005)126. The general effects of distributivity are not limited to verbs and their arguments (as in

126

See also Schwarzschild (1996) for arguments against covert operator analyses. He suggests to talk about readings
(contextual) not interpretations.
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(92)a). The phenomenon is quite broad and can also apply to subjects or objects (in case of
transitives), whole events (pluractionality127) or parts of events (iterativity) (see Lasersohn
(1995), Cusic (1981)).

12.2 Distributive/Collective and Agreement in Russian

In Russian, several authors have made a link between the verb agreement choice with
numeral QPs and verb distributivity (Pesetsky (1982), Franks (1995)). The intuitions reported in
the sources, however, are non-uniform. Pesetsky (1982) reports the link between the nonagreeing QPs and the ‘individuated’ reading, while the agreeing QPs are assumed to pattern with
the ‘group’ reading.
(153)a. Šest’ matematikov
six mathematicians

razlučilis

na mostu Pesetsky (1982:82)

parted-companyPl

on bridge

‘Six mathematicians dispersed on the bridge.’
b.* Šest’ matematikov
six mathematicians

razlučilos

na mostu

parted-companyNeutSg on bridge

‘Six mathematicians dispersed on the bridge.’

Franks (1995) reports exactly the reverse judgment in (153): plural agreement matching to the
distributive reading, while the lack of such to the collective one.
Below, on the basis of a more extended set of data, I will show that while at a first glance,
agreement alternation with QP subjects seems to match the distributive/collective dichotomy (as
127

The term pluractionality is used to refer to the multiplicity of events which can be revealed by some kind of
verbal morphological marking (Newman (1980)). A puzzling and still unresolved question is whether/how
pluractionality is distinct from general aspectual marking or Aktionsart (see Wood (2007) for discussion).
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initially reported in the sources), the effect is only apparent. Once the relevance of
definiteness/specificity is controlled for, the shift between a distributive and a collective
interpretation of the verb does not match to a particular agreement choice.
There are several factors have not been separately controlled for in Pesetsky’s (1982) and
Franks’s (1995) studies: animacy and definiteness/specificity. Pesetsky, following the intuitions
described in Crockett (1976) and Revzin (1978), ties the group reading and definiteness together.
He points to the data in (153) above whereby the verb choice (‘gather’, ‘disperse’) requires the
‘group’ interpretation and disallows the Neut Sg agreement. One important characteristic of the
verb ‘razlučat’sja’ (to ‘part’ as of a group of people) in Russian is that it can only be used with
animate arguments. In the absence of an additional control for definiteness (combined with the
animate biased verb choice), it is quite expected that the plural agreement is preferred in (153).
Consider the version of (153)a in a context facilitating the cardinal/indefinite reading of
the numeral, as well as in a Locative Inversion structure which, by assumption, forces the subject
to be indefinite and mapped onto the Nuclear Scope domain (VP-internal). In this instance, the
use of plural agreement is no longer naturally acceptable, and the NeutSgl agreement would be
preferred.

(154) Po menšej mere…. (at least..)
a.??Šest’ matematikov
six mathematicians

razlučilis

na mostu

parted-companyPl

on bridge

‘Six mathematicians dispersed on the bridge’
b. Šest’ matematikov
six mathematicians

razlučilos

na mostu

parted-companyNeutSgl on bridge
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‘Six mathematicians dispersed on the bridge’
c.??Na mostu razlučilis šest’ matematikov
on bridge parted-companyPl six mathematicians
‘There were six mathematicians on the bridge to disperse’
d. Na mostu razlučilos

šest’ matematikov

on bridge parted-companyNeutSg

six mathematicians

‘There were six mathematicians on the bridge to disperse’

Thus, it appears that the original data from Pesetsky (1982) does not represent the effects in a
non-ambiguous

fashion,

erroneously

defining

the

effects

on

agreement

based

on

definiteness/specificity of QNP subjects as effects of distributivity.
The analysis proposed in Franks (1995) appeals to the categorical distinction between
NP/QP suggesting where the collective reading is a reflection of an underlying QP category. The
arguments in Franks (1995) are theory-internal, thus I will not address them in detail here.
The following observations are true with respect to the interpretation of QP subjects and
the agreement alternation in Russian. Numeral subjects, as any plural noun phrases, give rise to a
collective/distributive ambiguity. There are (at least) three interpretations of (155)128: (i)‘five
students’ are interpreted as a group (ii) ‘five students’ are interpreted as individuated members of
the group (iii) mere cardinality of students is expressed with no reference to a group/individual
distinction129.

128

I will exclude the pluractional and iterative interpretations from my data set as well as the analysis. I set it aside
as a possible direction for future research.
129
This, in fact, would correspond to the indefinite reading of a weak determiner when it is mapped onto a nuclear
scope (Diesing (1992)). I will come back to this point below.
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(155) Pjat’ studentov rabotali/rabotalo v biblioteke
five students worked Pl/Sgl

in the library

‘ A group of five students worked at the library.’

Coll

‘Five students worked at the library individually.’

Distr

‘Total/ at least five students worked at the library.’

Exist

The class of ‘Group Denoting QPs’ suggested in Beghelli and Stowell (1996:4) includes
indefinite QPs built with a, some, several, as well as bare numeral QPs like three students etc.
Among the general semantic properties of these QPs, Beghelli and Stowell (1996:4) point out (i)
in their most natural interpretation, they refer to groups, i.e., plural individuals (ii) they can
receive a specific interpretation (‘epistemic’ specificity along the lines of Fodor and Sag (1982))
or (iii) indefinite and bare numeral QPs can express cardinal interpretation where they behave
like Counting QPs (fewer than five, at most six etc.). Crucially, Beghelli and Stowell’s (1996)
analysis links the ‘specific’, or ‘referential’ reading of these QPs (also other interpretations that
require them to take wide scope) to their ability to receive a group interpretation: roughly, QPs
receive the ‘specific’ interpretation by virtue of movement to the Restrictive Clause domain for
scope.
Below, I will show that the pattern described in Beghelli and Stowell (1996) can be
observed for Russian numeral QPs as well but with some additional characteristics: distributive
and group interpretations of QPs overlap with (but are not contingent on) the specific/referential
interpretation of a numeral QP. The existential/cardinal reading of the QP can also be compatible
with an adverbial facilitating its distributive/collective interpretation. Agreement alternations
here serve as an additional component: while optionality of agreement (Neut Sgl or Pl) is to be
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found with non-specific numeral QP on their distributive/collective interpretations, no such
optionality is found with specific numeral QPs on their collective/distributive interpretations.
I will start the data introduction with the cardinal/non-specific reading of the numeral QP.
Following the intuition in Beghelli and Stowell (1996), I will ensure the cardinality/nonreferential reading of the numeral by the explicit use of counting QPs: at least, at most five etc.
used prior to the example. The distributive/ collective readings will be established by adverbial
modification. As above, I will compare animate and inanimate minimal pairs with respect to
agreement.
Animate subjects

Non-referential

(156) Po menšej mere…. (at least..)
Bare
a. Pjat studentov rabotali/ lo
five students

nad zadačej ( as one option at an exam)

worked Pl/Sgl on math problem

Coll
b. Pjat studentov rabotali/ lo

nad zadačej

vmeste

five students workedPl/Sgl on math problem together
Distr
c. Pjat studentov rabotali/ lo

nad etoj zadačej v

raznyh auditorijah

five students workedPl/Sgl on this math problem in different lecture halls

Inanimate subjects
(157) Po menšej mere…. (at least..)
Bare
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a. Pjat televizorov *rabotali/rabotalo
five TVs

v etom magazine

worked *Pl/NeutSgl in this store

Coll
b. Pjat televizorov *rabotali/rabotalo odnovremenno
five TVs

worked*PL/Sgl simultaneously

Distr
c. Pjat televizorov ??rabotali/rabotalo v raznyh režimah
five TVs

worked??PL/Sgl

in different modes

I will ensure the referential reading of the numeral QP by the use of a demonstrative
pronoun, as was suggested in sec. 4 above for the emphasis on the presuppositional interpretation
of the numeral QP. The distributive/ collective readings are again controlled for by the adverbial
modification similar to the pattern introduced above.
Animate subjects

Referential

(158)
Bare
a. Pjat etih studentov
five these students

rabotali/?? lo

nad zadačej

worked Pl/??Sgl on math problem

Coll
b. Pjat etih studentov rabotali/?? lo

nad zadačej

vmeste

five these students workedPl/Sgl on math problem together
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Distr
c. Pjat etih studentov rabotali/?? lo nad etoj zadačej v raznyh auditorijah
five these students workedPl/??Sgl on this math problem in different
lecture halls

Inanimate subjects
(159)
Bare
a. Pjat etih televizorov rabotali/??rabotalo
five TVs

(poka ja ih ne prodala)

worked Pl/??NeutSgl (until I sold them)

Coll
b. Pjat etih televizorov rabotali/??rabotalo odnovremenno (kogda ja vošla)
five these TVs

workedPL/??Sgl simultaneously (when I entered)

Distr
c. Pjat etih televizorov rabotali/??rabotalo v raznyh režimah
five these TVs

workedPL/??Sgl

in different modes

(kogda ja vošla)
when I entered.

The above data shows that in a context where a non-referential interpretation of a
numeral QP is required, the familiar (section 4) agreement pattern emerges: both Neut Sgl and
Pl agreement options are available to animate QP, while only Neut Sgl agreement option is
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available for inanimate QPs. As for the referential/specific numeral QP subjects,

Pl verb

agreement is the preferred one for both animate and inanimate QPs. The choice between the
Collective and Distributive reading does not play a role in the agreement choice. It appears that
only the specificity/definiteness of the numeral subject determines the verb agreement resolution.
While the Distr/Coll interpretations are available and do correlate with Pl agreement option, this
however, under closer scrutiny, appears to be only a first-glance effect. In contexts where nonreferential interpretation of the numeral QP is required, Distr/Coll interpretation is available but
it does not correlate with a certain agreement preference and is, in fact, identical to the agreement
pattern in the absence of Distr/Coll adverbial modifiers.

13.

Appendix: Scope and Agreement
One of the important predictions the analysis of specificity and verb agreement

correlation makes is the one with respect to the scopal interaction. If QP subjects that receive a
presuppositional interpretation raise to Spec, TP, they are expected to behave differently from
those that remain low (cardinality reading) with respect to scope. The effect here is informative
with inanimate QP subjects (Theme) since, as predicted by the analysis, inanimate QP subjects
can undergo plural agreement only if they move to Spec, TP, thus, the position can be directly
matched to the agreement choice: Pl in Spec, TP; Neut Sgl in Spec, VP and complement to V.
A special note here is due on the word order. Word order has been argued to facilitate the
scope relations between two quantifiers in Russian. There are several lines of research with
respect to characteristics of scope in Russian. Bailyn (2009) and Ionin (2001), (2006) argue that
the surface word order plays a great role for scope interactions: what matters for scope is a
surface c-command requirement, on the assumption that the surface order reflects the LF order of
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arguments in Russian. Under these accounts overt movement (scrambling) and covert QR fulfill
roughly the same function: in Russian given the availability of overt QR, covert movement is
more restricted than in languages with less freedom of word order (scope 'freezing' parameter)
(c.f., Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2012)). This line of research argues for the idea of scope
'freezing' in Russian: once moved, scopal elements take scope at the landing site only.
Interestingly, the data where two scopal elements in Russian have been claimed not to
lead to an ambiguity (Ionin (2001)) involve numeral quantifiers with plural verb agreement
and/or quantifiers that are specific130. Compare the examples from English and Russian below
(Ionin (2001)).

(160) Two students read every book

English

(two > every): two students x are such that x read every book in some
relevant set of books

∃>∀

(every > two): for every book x, x was read by two (possibly different)
students.

(161)

∀>∃

Dva studenta pročitali každuju knigu
two students readPl

Russian

(Ionin (2001))

every book

(two > every): two students x are such that x read every book in some
relevant set of books ∃>∀
*(every > two): for every book x, x was read by two (possibly different)
students.

130

*∀>∃

This is in fact one of the points of critisim of Ionin's (2001) approach by Antonyuk-Yudina and Bailyn (2011).
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According to my additional observation with respect to (161), while the inverted word order in
(162) alone does not change the scopal relation between the two quantifiers, a change in verb
agreement does (see (163)-(164) below). That is, the reading in which the students vary with the
books, which is unavailable in (161) and (162) is available in (163)-(164).

(162) Každuju knigu pročitali dva studenta
every book

readPl

two students

(two > every): two students x are such that x read every book in some
relevant set of books ∃>∀

??(every > two): for every book x, x was read by two (possibly different)
∀>∃

students.

(163) Dva studenta pročitalo každuju knigu
two students readNeutSg
(164) Každuju knigu pročitalo
every book

every book
dva studenta

readNeutSg two students

(every > two): for every book x, x was read by two (possibly different)
students.

∀>∃

The above data, in addition to the observations in Ionin (2001), shows a connection between the
availability of wide scope and verb agreement. No correlation between word order and scope is
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observed in these examples131.
For my testing below, I will attempt to improve the reliability of the original evidence
from Ionin (2001) accompanied by the additional data above, by controlling for the following
factors.
Firstly, in order to avoid the logical entailment problem for cases like (164), I will apeal
to adverbial modifiers of numeral phrases ('rovno' (exactly), 'tolko' (only))132. These techniques
will allow me to make the two scopal interpretations truth-conditionally distinct.
Secondly, I will appeal to Locative Inversion to ensure the low LF position of QNP
arguments and compare it with a preverbal QNP subject position. Despite a general freedom of
word order in Russian, and a number of controversial views on the relation between word order
and scope in Russian discussed in Bailyn (2004), (2008), Ionin (2001), Antonyuk-Yudina and
Bailyn (2011) (and references therein), Locative Inversion appears to be one construction in
which postverbal subjects are consistently low at LF (see chapters 1-2 for argumentation).
Thirdly, in the absence of a determiner, bare numeral phrases are ambiguous between
referential and non-referential QP interpretation. In order to avoid the interference of this factor,
all of the QNPs with plural verb agreement in the examples below are made specific indefinites
(partitive reading of 'pjat iz etih' (five of these) (five out of a presupposed set (Diesing (1992)).
The effects will be compared for both plural and Neut Sgl agreement for only inanimate QNP
subjects.

Context: After the hurricane, many trees have fallen, others survived.

131

Some researchers have presented evidence in favor of LF QR in Russian (in addition to overt word order
changing scope strategy) (Antonyuk-Yudina and Bailyn (2011) and references therein, also Fitzgibbons (2010)).
132
Here I will use two verbs for my testing: ustojat literally 'remain standing = not fall' and ostavat'sja 'remain= not
leave/disappear'.
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(165) Na každoj ulice
at each

ustojalo

street

pjat kakih nibud’ derevjev

QPnon-specific

survivedNeutSgl five some kind trees

(a) # ‘there were five trees that survived on every street during the hurricane’
(b) ‘on every street there were five trees that survived ’

∀>∃

# ∃>∀

In example (87), the low LF position of the existential element is ensured by the Locative
Inversion. The surface order of arguments in this construction is required to be mapped to the LF
order of arguments (see Chapter 3 for more discussion). The scopal relation readily available for
(165) is one where the existential element takes narrow scope. See a structural representation in
(166).

(166)

LF = surface word order

TP

ei
Loc PP
VP
∀

Nuclear Scope Domain

ei
V'
ei
V
NeutSg

Agreement option: NeutSg

QNPnon-specific

∃

Note that a specific or wide-scope reading of ‘five trees’ over the universal should mean
something like: there are 5 trees, such that they remained standing on every street. This reading
is of course pragmatically odd (or impossible) in this context independent of the syntax, since no
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individual tree can plausibly stand ‘on every street’. Thus the apparent unavailability of this
reading in (165) is not informative.
This observation in (165) should be compared to (167), where the QNP is specific and the verb
agreement option is changed to PL (in contrast to NeutSg agreement option in (165)). Since, as I
have argued above, plural agreement forces a specific interpretation, the only reading available
in this example is the pragmatically odd one: there must be five specific trees that stand on every
street.

(167)?? a. Na každoj ulice
at each

street

ustojali

pjat iz etih derevjev

QPspecific

survivedPl five of these trees

b. Pjat iz etih derevjev ustojali na každoj ulice
at each

street

survivedPl five of these trees

(a)# ‘there were five trees that survived on every street during the hurricane’
(b) * ‘at every crossing there were five trees that survived ’
*∀>∃

# ∃>∀

In (167) above, the narrow scope of the existential element becomes unavailable. The only
reading (167) can marginally have is a pragmatically odd one (i.e., same set of tree surviving at
every street). The marginality of this reading arises as a conflict between the Loc Inversion
structure, which requires its subjects to be indefinite/non-specific, thus mapped to a Nuclear
scope domain at LF (in line with Diesing’s (1992) mapping hypothesis) with the specificity
modifier of the QNP, that requires this QNP to be mapped to VP-external domain at LF. The
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change of word order in (167)b resolves this conflict with the Loc Inverion condition, but does
not change the scopal relation (see structural representations below).
(168)

LF = surface word order

TP

ei
Loc PP
VP
∀

ei
V'
ei
V
Pl

(169)

Nuclear Scope Domain

QNPspecific

∃

LF = surface word order

TP

ei
QNPspecific
vP
∃

Nuclear Scope Domain

ei
VP
ei
VP
ei
V

Agreement option: Pl

Agreement option: Pl

LocPP

∀

Pl

The contrast between (165) and (167)a is very important, since the two sentences are not distinct
in terms of the surface word order. They are also identical at their LF representations: low LF
position of the existential element is ensured by the combination of the LocInversion and special
choice of verb. The contrast shows that specific QNPs require a higher LF position of an
argument, which leads to a conflict between conditions of the LocInversion and
specificity/definiteness condition in (167)a. Non-specific QNPs can remain in their low position.
This contrast goes hand-in-hand with the verb agreement option, thus, providing a crucial
support for the line of analysis proposed in this chapter.
Given that the surface word order is irrelevant when plural agreement correlates with a
specificity of QNP, one has good reasons to suppose that it is the covert movement to Spec, TP
that leads to obligatory plural agreement options. It appears that verb agreement with QNPs in
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these instances is also obtained at LF133. This possibility has been independently argued for in
Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005) on the basis of data from German, Japanese and Itelmen.
Agreement at LF in their analysis becomes possible given the Single Output Syntax Model
proposed in Bobaljik(1995), (2002), also Brody (1995) whereby Agree relations are evaluated at
LF and happen before the phase is sent to the interfaces.

133

Thus, it appears that agreement at LF has to apply (i) in cases of semantic agreement with QNP subjects (ii)
definite/specific QPs that move to Spec, TP and check the iφ:PL feature (independently of the surface order). In
instances where morpho-syntactic agreement overrides the semantic agreement (overt Nom case and NPs),
agreement can be assumed to happen either in syntax or at LF. Surface position (for the data discussed in this
chapter) can matter for agreement only where it is forced to be mapped to an LF structure (e.g. Locative Inversion).
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Chapter 5
Agreement with the First Conjunct: Beyond Unaccusativity?

Здравствуйте, дорогой друг Карлсон.. ну и ты Малыш заходи.
(из мультфильма 'Карлсон, который живет на крыше')
Hello to you my dear friend Carlson and you Malysh may also come in.
(from a cartoon 'Carlson on the roof')

0.

Introduction
It has been argued in the literature that First Conjunct Agreement (FCA) works as an

effective unaccusativity diagnostic in Russian: agreement with the first member of a conjoined
subject in a postverbal position is possible for unaccusative verbs, but not for unergative and
transitive predicates (Babyonyshev (1996), Harves (2002)).

(Babyonyshev, 1996:75, 97)
(1)

Na stole stojali / stoljala/ *stojal

pepel’nica i pustoj stakan

on table stoodPL / Fem Sgl /MascSgl ashtray

and empty glass

‘There was an ashtray and an empty glass on the table.’
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(2)

Ob etom často

govorjat/* govorit

About this often talkPl

Andrej i Kolja

/talkSgl

Andrej and Kolja

‘Andrej and Kolja often talk about it.’

(3)

Stihi pišut/* pišet

Svetlov i

Danilov

poems writePl /writeSgl Svetlov and Danilov
‘Svetlov and Danilov write poems.’

The data, however, appears to be more complex than it might seem at first sight. The value of
this diagnostic raises serious questions once one observes that FCA can be found with conjoined
subjects of unergative and transitive verbs when certain restrictions on the choice of conjoined
NPs are met (see more discussion below), as is shown in (4)-(6) below.

(4)

Na večere pela/peli

odna izvestnaja pevitsa i ee protégé unergative

at the party sang-Sg/Pl one famous singer and her protégé
‘One famous actress and her protégé were singing at the party.’

(5)

Na večere ?igrali/igral
in party

magnitofon i radio

played?Pl/Sgl player and radio

‘A tape player and a radio were playing at the party.’
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(6)

Bilety ?prodavali/prodaval

avtomat i kassa

tickets sold?PL/Sgl

machine and cashier’s desk

transitive

‘The machine and the cashier’s desk sold the tickets.’

In this chapter, I will show that the agreement with the first conjunct is not sensitive to
unaccusativity of the verb per se, contrary to what was originally proposed in Babyonyshev
(1996). Instead, agreement with the first conjunct appears to be sensitive to the properties of the
conjoined subjects. In particular, these properties include: (i) animacy (as part of thematic
interpretation requirement) (ii) definiteness/specificity of the conjoined NPs and (iii)
(pragmatic) symmetry of the conjoined members134. I show that while (i) and (ii) are relevant
for VP-internal/VP-external distinction, they constitute only a partial overlap with verb’s
unaccusativity. The conclusion that I reach in this chapter is that FCA is an example of an
indirect unaccusativity diagnostic: it is sensitive to the VP-internal vs. VP-external position
distinction, but it is not an ‘unaccusative’ diagnostic in the classic sense of an unaccusative
versus unergative predicate distinction.

1.

Types of Conjoined NPs and Agreement
The need for reconsidering the original generalization about the conditions for FCA in

Russian becomes quite apparent once one looks at a more extended data set. Below I consider
the original data in minimal pairs that control for animacy, referentiality (non-specific /indefinite
interpretation) and pragmatic symmetry between the conjuncts. Thus, in (7)a below, FCA is
allowed when the conjoined NPs are inanimate and non-referential (indefinite), but FCA is not
134

The original observation on the relevance of animacy for the first conjunct agreement dates back to Corbett
(1982). In his corpus study he identifies two controller factors for agreement with conjoined noun phrases in
Russian: precedence and animacy.
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permitted with the same verb if the conjoined NPs are proper names (referential) (see (7)b), or
animate NPs in a (pragmatically) symmetrical conjoined structure (7)c vs. (7)d. The contrast
between (7)c and (7)d shows that conjoined animate NPs may participate in FCA, but only when
they stand in a pragmatic asymmetric relation, where the first NP is more salient than the
second135. Similar data observations pertain to unergative verbs, as is shown in (8) below:
animate conjoined NPs do not allow FCA if they are referential (see (8)a). If animate, conjoined
NPs are required to stand in a pragmatic asymmetry relation (8)b and receive indefinite/nonspecific interpretation. Inanimate conjoined NPs can allow FCA more freely: as is shown in (8)c,
(9)b, both unergative and transitive subjects conjoined subjects permit the possibility of singular
verb agreement.136

(Babyonyshev, 1996:75, 97)
(7)a.

Na stole stojali / stoljala/ *stojal

pepel’nica i

on table stoodPL / Fem Sgl /MascSgl

ashtray

pustoj stakan
and empty glass

‘There was an ashtray and an empty glass on the table.’
135

The term 'contextual saliency' will not be formalized in this chapter. It refers to an empirical observation (not
noted or stated in any way in previous sources, to my knowledge) that the possibility of FCA with animate NPs is
dependent on the symmetry between the NPs in terms of the contextual/world knowledge factors. For example,
while a conjunction of the form 'a man and a woman' is symmetrical and does not permit FCA, a mere change of the
second conjunct to a NP that is less salient contextually (thus, 'a man and a little boy', 'a pilot and his assistant' etc.)
makes agreement with the first conjunct possible. So such extra linguistic factors such as contextual symmetry, age,
rank, status in the interpretation the conjoined NPs appears to influence the agreement choice. I leave it for future
research to provide a formal explanation to this fact.
(i)
v komnatu
*vošel/vošli
muščina i ženščina
into the room
entered-*Sg/Pl
a man and a woman
(ii)
v komnatu
vošla/vošli
ženščina i malen'kij malčik
into the room
entered-Sg/Pl
a woman and little boy
(iii)
v komnatu
vošel/vošli
korol' Francii i ego poddannie
into the room
entered-Sg/Pl
king of France and his court
136
Technically, the very possibility of FCA with transitive verbs excludes the unaccusative analysis of FCA (contra
to Babyonyshev (1996)). However, Babyonyshev (also in my analysis here) undertakes the analysis where Locative
Inversion and FCA are parallel phenomena. Transitive verbs are ungrammatical in Locative Inversion. Thus, by
assumption, FCA with transitive verbs should be either impossible or involve a different structural configuration
(the line of analysis proposed here).
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b. Na ulice
in the street

stojali/*stojala

Daša i Maša

stoodPL /* Fem Sgl Daša and Maša

‘Dasha and Masha were outside.’
c. Na ulice
in the street

stojali/*stojala

devuška i paren’

stoodPL /* Fem Sgl girl and

(young) man

‘A girl and a young man were outside.’

d. Na ulice
in the street

stojali/

stojala

stoodPL / Fem Sgl

molodaya devuška i malenkij mal’čik
young girl

and little boy

‘A young girl and a little boy were outside.’
(8)a.

Ob etom často

pisali/* pisal

Andrej i Kolja

about this often wrotePl /*MascSgl Andrej and Kolja
‘Andrej and Kolja often wrote about this.’
b. Ob etom často

pisali/ pisala

redactor gazety i ee assistent

about this often wrotePl /FemSgl editorFem

and her assistant

‘The newspaper editor and her assistant often write about it.’
c. Ob etom často pisali/ pisala
about this often wrotePL/FemSgl

mestnaja gazeta i internet
local newspaperFem and internet

‘The local newspaper and internet often wrote about it.’
(9)a.

Stihi pišut/* pišet

Svetlov i

poems writePl /*Sgl Svetlov and

Danilov
Danilov

‘Svetlov and Danilov write poems.’
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b. Otčety pišut/ pišet buhgalterieja i otdel kadrov
reports writePl /Sgl accounting office and human resources
‘Accounting office and human resources write reports.’

There exists, however, an important asymmetry between transitive and intransitive conjoined
subjects with respect to agreement. Unlike intransitive verbs, animate conjoined subjects of
transitive verbs can never allow FCA: referentiality and symmetry of the conjunction does not
improve the acceptability of singular verb agreement here.

(10)

Bilety prodavali/*prodavala molodaja ženščina i malen’kij malčik
tickets soldPl/*SglFem

young woman

and little boy

‘A young woman and a little boy were selling the tickets.’
(11)

Bilety prodavali/??prodavala neizvestnaja ženščina i ee pomoščnica
tickets soldPl/??SglFem

unknown

woman and her helper

‘Some unknown woman and her helper were selling the tickets.’

Below it is shown that agreement with the first conjunct is impossible if one or both of the
asymmetrically conjoined NPs are referential.

(12)

V katastrofe

*razbilsja/razbilis’ Petrov i ego pomoščnik

in a plane crash

died-*Sg/Pl

Petrov

and his assistant

‘Petrov and his assistant died in a plane crash.’
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(13)

V katastrofe

*razbilsja/razbilis’ glavnyj pilot Petrov i ego

in a plane crash

died-*Sg/Pl

main pilot Petrov and his

pomoščnik Sidorov
assistant

Sidorov

‘The main pilot Petrov and his assistant Sidorov died in a plane crash.’

In the original source (Babyonyshev (1996)), one can also observe similar variation with respect
to the types of the structure that were used to show FCA. The members that are conjoined can
bear distinct contextual salience (one more prominent than the other, as in (14)); the preverbal PP
can be a directed motion PP (as in (14), (15)), as opposed to a locative one. Once a Loc PP is
used in the same structure, the possibility of agreement with the first conjunct is precluded as is
shown in (16) (see also fn 3).

(Babyonyshev (1996:61)
(14)

V komnatu

vošla/vošli

molodaja ženščina i

into the roomDir entered-Sg/Pl

young woman

malen’kij malčik
and little boy

‘A young woman and little boy have entered the room.’
(15)

K beregu bežal Kolja i Vanja

(Babyonyshev (1996:108)137

to the shoreDir ran Kolja and Vanja
‘Kolja and Vanja were running to the shore.’
137

The example in (15) is of questionable/marginal acceptability. It might have been included by Babyonyshev in
her data sample for the following reason though. In Dutch and Italian, the famous unstable patterns of
unaccusativity involve an alternation of loc vs directed motion PP (Hoekstra and Mulder (1990), Zaenen (1993),
Moro (1997), Calabrese and Mailing (2009)). Crucially, the unaccusative behavior of the verb (ne-cliticization)
correlates with DirPP (see Chapter 3), while the unergative behavior correlates with Loc PP. Thus, what is causing
the effect of marginal acceptability is the choice of the PP in (15). Note that the DirPP is also used in (14), which is
one of the properties that makes (14) acceptable (see discussion below).
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(16)

Na beregu *bežal/*begal/ begali Kolja i Vanja138
on the shoreLOC ran*Masc Sgl/PL Kolja and Vanja
‘Kolja and Vanja were running on the shore.’

Thus, it appears that a number of factors that can enable/preclude agreement with the first
conjunct have been left unnoticed/ unexplained in the original sources. Below, I will show that
all of the above listed factors (animacy, referentiality of NPs, pragmatic asymmetry and
Dir/LocPP) either directly or indirectly require a VP-internal position for the subject. The
phenomenon of FCA, thus, under a closer scrutiny will be argued to only partially reflect a
verb’s unaccusativity in its traditional sense.

2.

Locative Inversion as a Key to FCA
A line of contrast, similar to the one described with respect to the FCA data above, is

characteristic of the postverbal subjects with locative inversion, as well as inversion structures in
general. As was discussed in Chapter 3, Locative Inversion subjects and bare plural subjects in
Italian are required to be indefinite/non-specific (the ‘definiteness effect’). The relevant Russian
data is repeated below: animate subjects can be acceptable only if the indefinite interpretation of
the NP is facilitated (see (17)); inanimate subjects do not require overt modification for
definite/indefinite disambiguation, but, nevertheless, are not acceptable in LI when
referential/definite139.

138

Two imperfective forms of' 'run' (regular Progressive and Iterative) can be used here. The effect, however,
remains the same.
139
Note that, just like in Chapter 3, I assume, following Babyonyshev (1996), that not every instance of PP V NP
order involves a Locative Inversion structure. Locative Inversion is characterized by a discourse neutral
interpretation, with the postverbal subject being indefinite and the verb being imperfective. While the surface order
PP V NP can be available with definite postverbal subjects, as such, they require a contrastive focus interpretation
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(17)a.?? Na večere

pela Valja

at the party sang Valja
‘Valja sang at the party.’
b.??Na večere
at party

pela devuška
sang girl

‘A girl sang at the party.’
c. Na večere
at party

pela odna izvestnaja aktrisa
sang one famous

actress

‘One famous actress sang at the party.’
(18)a.

Na večere

igralo radio

at party

played radio

‘There was radio playing at the party.’
b.?? Na večere
at party

igralo radio ‘Eho Moskvy’
played radio ‘Eho of Moscow’

‘Radio ‘Eho Moskvy’ was playing at the party.’

This parallelism between Locative inversion and FCA with respect to the data, I will argue, is not
accidental. Agreement with a single NP in Locative Inversion proceeds in the same structural
configuration as the agreement with the first conjunct.

and, but assumption, do not involve the structure proposed here for Locative Inversion. See also section 4 of this
chapter on the discussion of high postverbal subjects.
(i)
Na večere
pela
VALJA
at the party
sang
VALJA
‘It was Valja (not Irina, or Petja) who sang at the party.’
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In chapter 3, following the insights of the analysis of Gen of Neg in Borschev and Partee
(1998), (2002), Partee et al (2011), I proposed that any homogenous predicate (imperfective for
Russian) described as either unaccusative or unergative can reveal unaccusativity properties on
the basis of Perspective Structure (contextual/speaker’s emphasis). The choice of a Perspective
Structure (repeated in (19) below), being a reflection of a diathesis choice, corresponds to a
distinct argument structure.

(19)

Perspective Structure
a.

BE (THING, LOC): ‘predicative’ sentence

b.

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence

In a situation when the Perspectival Center is set on LOC(ation) (see (19)b), the corresponding
argument structure is missing a vP layer. In the absence of vP, subjects of unergative verbs are
base generated VP-internally, in a sister to V0 position, same as subjects of unaccusative
verbs140.

(20)

BE (THING, LOC): ‘existential’ sentence frame
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

ei

T’

ei
0
T

VP

ei
V
XPUnerg/XPUnaccus

140

In Chapter 3, on the basis of Italian data, I also explore the possibility that subjects of unergative verb are right
adjoined to VP in Existential Perspective structure. Since the difference between the two possibilities of the analysis
cannot be shown in Russian, I will stick to the sister to V0 analysis here, appealing to the right VP-adjunction option
only for the analysis of transitive subjects.
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The alternate structure (corresponding to the 'predicative' sentence frame in (19)a) is a traditional
argument structure with base generated monadic subjects in Spec, vP or sister to V.
(21)

BE (THING, LOC) ‘predicative’ sentence frame
TP

ei

T

ei
T'

vP

ei
XPunerg
VP
ei
V
XPunaccus

In Chapter 3, I have shown that Locative Inversion is compatible only with structure in (20),
thus, giving rise to the structure disambiguation effect (see Chapter 3 for more details and
discussion).

	
  

(22)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

Locative Inversion

ei

T'
Na večere ei
‘at party’
T0
VP

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Nuclear Scope Domain

Loc PP

ei
V
XP

pela
‘sang’

odna izvestnaya aktrisa
‘one famous actress’

The indefiniteness/non-specificity restriction on postverbal subjects in Russian LI follows
from Diesing’s (1992) Mapping Hypothesis: while indefinite/non-specific XPs are mapped to the
Nuclear Scope domain (VP-internal), definite/specific XPs are mapped onto the Restrictive
Clause domain (VP-external). The subject NPs are in their base generated positions at LF when
they occur in Locative Inversion and thus are required to be indefinite/non-specific.
In (23), I demonstrate the mechanism of agreement with a single NP in a LI: unvalued T0
probes down to a possible Goal element in its c-commanding domain. The closest goal is a
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subject NP bearing a [uφ:Sg] feature. The goal NP[uφ:Sg] values number features of T0 resulting
in Sg verb agreement.

	
  

(23)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

Locative Inversion

ei

T'
Na večere ei
‘at party’
T0
VP

Nuclear Scope Domain

Loc PP

[uφ:_ ]

	
  	
  	
  	
  

ei
V
NP
[uφ:Sg]

A similar structure can be applied to account for the possibility of first conjunct
agreement in post-verbal position. Following existing proposals (Larson (1990), Johannessen
(1998), Zoerner (1995)), I will assume an asymmetrical structure of the conjunction, whereby the
first member of the conjunction c-commands the second one141. Following van Koppen (2005),
(2008), I assume that NP1 and ConjP are equidistant to T0.
The line of analysis is illustrated in (24), (25) below.

	
  

(24)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

First Conjunct Agreement

(unergative)

	
  	
  	
  	
  

ei

Loc PP

Na večere
‘at party’

T'
ei
T0
VP

uφ:_

ei
V
ConjP[ uφ:Pl]

pela/peli

‘sang’

ru
NP1
Conj’
[uφ:Sgl] ru
Conj0
NP2

141

Alternative analyses of the conjunction are also suggested in Munn (1993), Progovac (1998) among other where
the second member of the conjunction is adjoined to the first member of the conjunction.
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(25)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  TP

First Conjunct Agreement

(unaccusative)

	
  	
  	
  	
  

ei

T'
ei
‘in the street’ T0
VP
Loc PP
Na ulice

uφ:_

ei
V
ConjP[ uφ:Pl]

stojala/stojali
‘stood’

ru
NP1
Conj’
[uφ:Sgl] ru
Conj0
NP2

On a parallel to prior analyses of FCA (Marušič et al (2007), Bošković (2009) among
others), I assume that ConjP computes the number features of its conjuncts, thus bears a plural
number feature: [uφ:Pl], while NP1/2 bear a singular number feature [uF:Sg]. In an inversion
configuration, when T0 c-commands a ConjP subject, either the feature of the ConjP [uφ:Pl] or
the higher conjunct [uφ:Sg] can value the features of T0. Thus, both verb agreement options
result from a morpho-syntactic Agree relation, in a way directly parallel to agreement with a
single NP in a Locative Inversion (see (24), (25) above)142.
An explanation analogous to the one proposed in Chapter 3 for LI extends to the
observation with respect to the special characteristics of NPs first conjunct agreement can occur
with. Agreement with the first conjunct is limited to indefinite inanimate or nonreferential/indefinite animate argument NPs since only this type of NPs can occur in the VPinternal domain in general. Postverbal animate subjects of unergative verbs can occur in a VPinternal position, provided that the Perspectival Center is set on the LOCation argument
(‘existential’ structure frame), the verb is ‘bleached’ to an existential verb. This change is
reflected in syntax by an absence of the vP layer and the subject is in a sister to V0 position (or,

142

Note that, unlike in the account of QNP agreement pattern, I do not appeal to semantic features for my account of
FCA. In my analysis, FCA results from a regular application of morpho-syntactic agreement. For consistency of the
general line of the analysis, it can (but does not have to) adhere to the syntactic application of the accessibility
condition as stated in (33) in Chapter 4.
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alternatively, right-adjoined to VP)143. Under the same conditions (‘existential’ structure frame),
postverbal animate subjects of unaccusative verbs can remain in a sister to V0 position.
It is worth noting that agreement with the first conjunct is impossible regardless of
animacy, referentiality or symmetry of the conjunction if the conjoined subjects occur
preverbally144.

143

Arguments for the right adjunction of the subject, as opposed to sister to V0 position, come from the parallel
behavior of Locative Inversion in Russian and ne-cliticization in Italian. The difference between the two positions is
visible only in Italian though. I will continue to appeal to the right adjunction structure for my analysis of transitive
subjects in this chapter.
144
As is discussed in Bošković (2009), Last Conjunct Agreement (LCA) for number/gender is possible in a clause
initial position in languages like Serbo-Croatian (SC) and Slovenian (see also Marušič, Nevins and Saksida (2007)).
In Russian, the absence of gender feature in plural NP does not allow us to see a direct parallel to these languages.
Conjunction of singular NPs clause-initially, however, does show LCA for gender/number in Russian (in contrast to
SC where both FCA and LCA are blocked with singular conjuncts) (see (i) (also Bošković (2007) for more data and
comparison of FCA in SC and Russian). Interestingly, the phenomenon of LCA in Russian displays markedness
effects. Thus, while Neut Sg agreement with the last conjunct is possible, the reverse order of the conjuncts with
FemSg agreement is not allowed.
(i)
Odna derevnya i
odno selenje
bylo
razrysheno
One village-Fem and one settlement-Neut was-Neut Sg
destroyed-Neut Sg
(ii)*
Odno selenje
i
odna derevnja
byla
razrushena
one settlement-Neut and one village-Fem was-Fem Sg
destroyed-Fem Sg
Bošković (2009) appeals to a participial construction in SC where, as distinct from Russian (see (i), (ii)), the
auxiliary is inflected for person and number, but not gender. The gender features in SC participial construction are
displayed on the participle. Beyond the participial construction (at least for Russian), LCA is never possible which
raises further questions (see (iii), (iv) below, as well as the paradigm in (29)-(31).
(iii)
Električka i taxi *priehalo/ *priehala/ priehali
v odno i to zhe vremja
train
and taxi arrived*Neut/*Fem/Pl
at the same time
(iv)
Studentka i professor * priehal/*priehala/priehali
vo vremja
student and professor
arrived*Masc/*Fem/Pl
on time
One direction to unify Serbo-Croatian and Russian in this respect would be to explore the possibility that past tense
verbal morphology in Russian is historically a participial, with auxiliary being present at earlier stages of Russian (it
is in fact found in Old Church Slavonic). Thus, it is plausible that SC and Russian facts look different now due to a
diachronic change, thus concealing the empirical parallel between the two.
The account suggested here does not extend to account for the LCA pattern in (i). I leave these data for
considerations of future research.
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(26) a. Petja i Vanja igrali/*igral

na večere

unergative

Petja and Vanja playedPl/*Sgl at the party
‘Petja and Vanja played at the party.’
b. Flejist i skripač

igrali/*igral

na večere

flutist and a violinist playedPl/*Sgl-Masc at the party
‘A flutist and a violinist played at the party.’
c. Odna izvestnaja pianistka i ee protégé *igrala/*igral/igrali
one famous pianist and her protégé played-*SgFem/*Sg-Masc/Pl
na večere
at the party
‘One famous pianist and her protégé played at the party.’
d. Magnitofon i radio

igrali/*igralo/igral

na večere

player-Masc and radio-Neut playedPl/*Sgl-Neut/*Sg-Masc at the party
‘A tape player and a radio were playing at the party.’
(27) a. Kolja i Vanja utonuli/*utonul

v prudu

unaccusative

Kolja and Vanja drowned PL/*Sgl in pond
‘Kolja and Vanja drowned in the pond.’
b. Avtomobil i povozka utonuli /*utonula/*utonul
car-Masc and cart-Fem sank Pl/*Sgl-Fem/*Sgl-Masc

v prudu
in pond

‘ A car and a cart sank in the pond.’
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(28) a. Petja i Vasja

prodavali/*prodaval bilety

Petja and Vasja

soldPl/*Sgl

transitive

tickets

‘Petja and Vasja were selling tickets.’
b. Avtomat i kassa

prodavali/*prodavala/prodaval bilety

machine-Masc and cashier-Fem soldPL/*Sgl-Fem/*Sgl-Masc tickets
‘The machine and the cashier’s desk were selling the tickets.’

The obligatory nature of the plural agreement option is explained here by movement of these
ConjP subjects to Spec, TP position where uF:plural feature of ConjP gets checked via a Spec,
Head mechanism (Chomsky (1993), (1995)).
(29)
TP
ei
T’

ei
T0

vP

ei

VP

ei
V’
ei
BE

ConjP [uφ:Pl]
ru
NP1
Conj’

ru
Conj0

NP2

This effect is directly parallel to what I have argued for the agreement pattern with QP subjects:
while optionality of Sgl/Pl agreement is possible in situ, the Spec, TP position correlates with
obligatory plural agreement option145. Note that the preverbal position of the subject also

145

In this chapter, I treat the FCA alternation as a Spec, TP vs. in-situ Agree relation with T0, which is consistent
with the main proposal for the agreement outlined in Chapter 4. This approach, however, would have to be rethought
under the Reverse Agree/ Generalized Spec, Head agreement proposal in section 10 of Chapter 4.
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correlated with the ‘predicative’ not the ‘existential’ structure frame, thus the vP-layer is present
is this case.
Recall that referential conjoined subjects can also be postverbal and plural verb
agreement is obligatory in these cases. The relevant data is repeated in (30) below146.

(30)a. Na ulice

stojali/*stojala

in the street

Daša i Maša

stoodPL /* Fem Sgl Daša and Maša

‘Dasha and Masha were outside.’
b. Ob etom často
about this

pisali/* pisal

Andrej i Kolja

often wrotePl /*MascSgl Andrej and Kolja

‘Andrej and Kolja often wrote about it.’

An additional point is that, unlike in (30), definite/specific NPs are not allowed in
Locative Inversion: while the surface order of arguments needs to be mapped to LF in LI, this
condition cannot be met with definite NPs since they are required to move out of VP at LF for
interpretation (Mapping Hypothesis (Diesing (1992)). Overt modification emphasizing the
indefinite/non-specific interpretation of an NP is required in order for such an NP to be
acceptable in a Locative Inversion. The relevant data is repeated in (31) below147.

146

No special intonation or interpretation (e.g., contrastive focus) is required for postverbal definite ConjPs in (30).
Conjoined definite NPs are possible in post-verbal position, even where the corresponding singular NPs are
impossible. As a tentative interpretation of this contrast, I suggest that the role that a conjunction plays in
ameliorating the construction is similar to the one observed for contrastive focused NPs (see fn. 6). More to the
point, the conjoined definite NPs (proper names) do not permit FCA (33a) and must have plural agreement because
they are in a high (Spec,TP) position. Examples like (30) should then have an analysis similar to that for apparent
transitive subjects in this construction, discussed in more detail in section 4 of this chapter.
147
Note that once a contrastive focus is on the postverbal subject, the definiteness constraint disappears. This effect
is observed not only in Russian but also in Serbo-Croatian (p.c. Željko Bošković). The nature of this intriguing
effect I leave for future research.
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(31)a.?? Na večere pela Valja
at the party sang Valja
‘Valja sang at the party.’
b.??Na večere
at party

pela devuška
sang girl

‘A girl sang at the party.’
c. Na večere
at party

pela odna izvestnaja aktrisa
sang one famous

actress

‘One famous actress sang at the party.’

Interestingly, there is an asymmetry between bare singular and plural animate NPs with
regard to the availability of an indefinite interpretation. Once one substitutes a singular NP in
(31) by a plural NP, no additional modifiers are required to ensure an indefinite/non-specific
interpretation of a bare plural NP. It is acceptable in a Locative Inversion as it is, showing that in
its bare form it permits an indefinite/non-specific interpretation148.

148

Plurals have been described as indefinites independently in other languages as well (see Chierchia (1998),
Longobardi (2002) for Italian, Torrego (1989) for Spanish). It appears that the default interpretation of singular
Russian NPs is definite, while the default interpretation of plural NPs is indefinite (see Chierchia (1998) on crosslinguistics typology in this respect and a semantic account of the differences). This distinction also happens to play a
role for ConjPs (see below).
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(32)a.

Na večere peli deti
at the party sang children
‘Children sang at the party.’

b.??Na večere peli eti deti
at the party sang these children

One way to interpret the voiding of the referentiality/definiteness constraint in case of
bare plural subjects (32)a, as well as overt indefinite modifiers (31)c, and NP conjunction (see
(33)b below) is to suppose that, whatever mechanism underlies a definite/specific interpretation
of a bare singular NP does not apply when that noun is has an overt indefinite modifier, bears a
plural form or is part of the conjunction phrase149.
A separate note here is due on the relation between agreement with the first conjunct and
asymmetry between conjuncts (here contextual saliency). Recall that animate indefinite
conjoined subjects cannot receive Sg agreement when the first and second conjuncts are of equal
contextual saliency. This is not the same for inanimate conjoined NPs as is repeated in (33)
below.

(33)a. Na ulice
in the street

stojali/*stojala

kakaja to devočka i mal’čik

stoodPL /* Fem Sgl some young woman and boy

‘There was a young woman and a boy (waiting/standing) outside.’
b. Na ulice
in the street

stojali/

stojala

stoodPL / Fem Sgl

devuška i malenkij mal’čik
girl and little boy

149

This generalization is an important one that might rely on the more general plurality-indefiniteness link
(Chierchia (1998), Longobardi (2002)). I leave an account of this generalization for future research.
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‘There was a girl and a little boy (waiting/standing) outside.’
c. Na ulice
in the street

stojali/stojala

korobka i čemodan

stoodPL / Fem Sgl

box and suitcase

‘There was a box and a suitcase outside.’

It appears that there exists an additional restriction related to animacy in a conjunction:
conjunction of animate arguments requires agreement with the ConjP (Pl) not with the first
conjunct NP (Sg) in the absence of additional discourse related triggers supporting an asymmetry
between the conjoined NPs. The conjunction of inanimate arguments, in contrast, is void of this
restriction:

inanimate conjoined NPs allow agreement with ConjP and NP1 regardless of

discourse saliency. The nature of this restriction I leave open150.

3.

Phrasal vs. Clausal analysis of the Conjunction: Russian Observations

Up to this point, I have assumed that agreement with the first conjunct involves an Agree
dependency with the first member of a conjoined NP, as was shown in (27), (28) above, and have
discussed the conditions under which this is possible. There is, however, approach to FCA in the
literature, which posits a very different structure.
The on-going debate in the literature concerns the structural representation of subject
conjunction in postverbal position. The original proposal in Munn (1992), (1993), (1999) appeals

150

It might be the case that this restriction is an analog of a semantic agreement effect (similar to QP subjects) that
becomes available to ConjP, but, unlike with QP subjects, it is indistinguishable from morphosyntactic agreement
option (both realized as plural). This direction of analysis, however, raises further issues with respect to the locality
domain of semantic agreement and predicts the possibility of semantic agreement with VP-internal QP subjects with
verbs 'bleached' to existential. At a first glance, the prediction appears to be wrong empirically, thus I will not pursue
this possibility further here and leave the explanation of the above mentioned facts for future research.
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to the analysis of the conjunction in (37) where the Boolean Phrase is adjoined to the first
conjunct. Other alternatives, roughly along the same lines, have also been proposed (see (38) for
an alternative of a NP coordination largely adopted in this chapter (Larson (1990), Johannessen
(1998)). As a counterpart to an NP-coordination analysis, Aoun et al (1994), (2013) propose an
analysis whereby the first conjunct agreement is derived from a clausal conjunction: the ‘first’
conjunct is the subject of the first clause and the ‘second’ conjunct is the subject of the second
clause. Under this analysis, the second clause undergoes subsequent radical deletion, leaving
only the conjoined subject on the surface (see (40)).
(34)

(35)

NP1
ru
NP1
BP
ru
B
NP2
ConjP

ru

NP1

(Munn (1992), (1999):663)

Johannessen (1998)

Conj’
ru
Conj0
NP2

Arguments in favor of the clausal approach in conjunction come from Moroccan and
Lebanese Arabic where various elements that are sensitive to plurality of the subject are shown
to be impossible with first conjunct agreement. Aoun et al (1994) argue that the existence of such
a pattern is predicted under a clausal analysis of conjunction, given that each surface conjunct is
a singular subject, thus, providing no plural antecedent for a plurality sensitive element.
Among the plurality sensitive items that Aoun et al (1994) use to diagnose a clausal
structure of the conjunction are modifiers like ‘together’, plural reflexives and verbs that require
a plural subject, i.e., gather, disperse, meet etc. To illustrate, in Lebanese Arabic, while both
plural and singular agreement on the verb are possible in VS order, in the presence of the
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plurality sensitive items, agreement with the first conjunct agreement becomes impossible
(compare (36) to (37)-(39)).

(36)a. Ddaħħako
laughed3Pl

kariim w marwaan

Lebanese Arabic

Kareem and Marwan

Aoun et al (1999:677)

‘Kareem and Marwan laughed.’
b. Ddaħħak

kariim and marwaan

laughed3Masc Kareem and Marwan
‘Kareem and Marwan laughed.’

(37)a. Raaħo kariim w marwaan
leftPl

Kareem and Marwaan

sawa
together

‘Kareem and Marwan left together.’
b.* Raaħ

kariim w

(Munn (1999:648))

marwaan

left3MascSg Kareem and Marwan

(38)a. Biħibbo kariim w marwaan

sawa
together

ħaalun

love3PL Kareem and Marwaan themselves
‘Kareem and Marwan love themselves.’
b.* Biħibb kariim w marwaan

ħaalun

love3Sg Kareem and Marwan themselves
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(39)a. Ltaʔo
met3Pl

kariim w marwaan

(Munn (1994: 213))

Kareem and Marwan

‘Kareem and Marwan met.’
b.* Ltaʔa
met3MascSg

kariim w marwaan
Kareem and Marwan

Aoun et al (1994) reason that the above sentences are ill-formed since in each case
neither of the conjoined clauses has a possible plural subject or antecedent for the element meet,
together, themselves. The relevant structure is demonstrated in (40) below151.

(40)

[ConjP [TP [ raaħo [VP Kariim]]] w [TP [ raaħo[VP Marwaan sawa
leftPl

Kareem

and

left

Marwan

]]]]

together

The above data from Lebanese Arabic can be replicated in Russian. The general
restrictions, such as definiteness/referentiality and contextual salience, apply for conjunctions of
animate subjects in Russian152. The results obtained are similar to what is reported above:
agreement with the first conjunct becomes impossible if plurality sensitive items are present
(compare (41) and (42)).

151

The reader is referred to Aoun et al (1994) for the original motivation and discussion of the structure assumed.
The gist of the account is to assume that plurality elements like ‘together’ undergo Right-Node-Raising to be shared
in the surface string. The crucial point is that ‘together’ has no antecedent in neither of the conjuncts. Another
alternative analysis considered is an ATB movement of the verb (as opposed to deletion) in (40).
152
While FCA is freely available to conjoined animate subjects in postverbal position in Arabic (see (36)), there are
additional restrictions on animate conjoined subjects that apply in Russian: contextual salience and definiteness (see
discussion in sec.1 of this chapter).
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(41)

Na prazdnike

šutil / šutili

kloun

i

at the party

jokedMascSg/PL

clown and

syn hozjajki
the host’s son

‘A clown and the host’s son were making jokes at the party.’

(42)a. V bol’nice *vstretilsja/vstretilis
in hospital

otec

met*MascSg/PL

i

syn hozjajki

father and

the host’s son

‘Father and son of the host met at a hospital.’

b. Na prazdnike vmeste
at the party

*šutil / šutili

together joked*MascSg/PL

kloun

i

clown and

syn hozjajki
the host’s son

‘A clown and the host’s son were making jokes together at the party.’

c. Na prazdnike drug s drugom *šutil / šutili
at the party

kloun

i

syn hozjajki

with each otheri joked*MascSg/PL clown and the host’s soni

‘A clown and the host’s son were making jokes together at the party.’

d. Za stolom rjadom drug s drugom *sidel/sideli
at the table next to each otheri

sat*MascSg/PL

otec i

syn hozjajki

father and the host’s soni

‘Father and the host’s son sat next to each other at the table.’

The core of Aoun’s et al (1994) argument is that the postverbal conjoined subject does not
behave like a semantically plural subject. Under Munn’s (1992), (1993) account where the
structure of a conjunction is phrasal, the semantic plurality of the conjoined phrase is expected to
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license additional plurality sensitive items, even on a singular agreement option. This is,
however, is not the case, as we see on the basis of Lebanese Arabic and Russian facts above.
As is further discussed in Munn (1999), the argument in Aoun et al (1999) is not
conclusive since they fail to show that a semantic plurality alone is sufficient to license plurality
sensitive elements. Munn (1999) provides further evidence that syntactic and semantic plurality
should be viewed as independent of each other, e.g., certain syntactic elements require syntactic,
but not semantic plurality to be licensed, as is shown for plural reflexives in (43). In (43)c the
semantically singular pluralia tantum scissors can bind a plural reflexive, but in (43)a the
semantically plural collective noun cannot (see Munn (1999) for more data and discussion).

(43)a.*The group is keeping themselves in shape.

Munn (1999:646)153

b. The group is keeping itself in shape.
c. The scissors are by themselves on the table.
d.* The scissors are by itself on the table

Interestingly, an effect of the preference for plural agreement in the presence of a bound
anaphor is found with QNP subjects in Russian (see Franks (1995), also Chapter 4 for the
discussion of subjecthood diagnostics in Russian and their correlation with agreement). In
general, QNP subjects in Russian show an optionality of NeutSg vs Pl verb agreement. This
optionality, however, disappears in the presence of a bound anaphor (for one type of effect) (see
(44)b). The effect in (44) suggests that it is not the clausal conjunction that underlies the
preference for plural verb agreement is (44), since there is not conjoined subject there in the first

153

See, however, Corbett (1979), Elbourne (1999), Sauerland and Elbourne (2002), Smith (2011) among others for
contrasts similar to (44)a being reported as acceptable in British English vs. American English.
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place. Bearing in mind the similarity between the contrasts in (44)b and (42)c, it is quite
plausible that the plural agreement in both cases has a uniform explanation that does not require
an assumption of the clausal coordination.

(44)a. Na prazdnike
at the party

šutilo / šutili

pjat’ studentov

jokedNeutSg/PL

five students

‘Five students were making jokes at the party.’
b. Na prazdnike drug s drugom
at the party

with each otheri

??šutilo / šutili

pjat’ studentov

joked??NeutSg/PL

five studentsi

‘Five students were making jokes at each other at the party.’

Given the complexity of the issue ((43) vs. (44) above) and arguments against the clausal
analysis of the conjunction provided in Munn (1999), I will not view the Russian data in
(42),(44) as conclusive evidence in favor or against the phrasal structure of the conjunction
assumed for my analysis here. Acknowledging the general controversy of the analysis of
conjoined subjects, I leave it for future research to determine which of the two views is more
accurate.

4.

FCA: Transitive Subjects
One more piece of data that still requires an explanation is the partially parallel behavior

of transitive verbs with respect to FCA agreement. Recall that there appears to be an animacy
restriction with subjects of transitive verbs: only inanimate subjects allow FCA, animate
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conjoined subjects requiring plural verb agreement in all cases. The data pattern is repeated in
(45) below.

(45)a. Bilety prodavali/*prodaval
tickets soldPl/*Sgl

Petja i Vasja

transitive

Petja and Vasja

‘Petja and Vanja were selling (the) tickets.’
b. Bilety ?prodavali/prodaval
tickets sold?PL/Sgl

avtomat i kassa
machine and cashier’s desk’

‘The machine and the cashier were selling the tickets.’

I would like to argue that the parallelism to intransitive verb pattern here is only apparent.
The first important empirical difference concerns examples with animate subjects like (45)a.
Recall that for intransitive verbs, such examples improve when indefinite/non-specific NPs are
used instead of proper names. Transitive verbs with animate conjoined subjects, in contrast, can
never allow FCA regardless of referentiality and symmetry of the conjoined NPs (the data
repeated in (46), (47) below).

(46)

Bilety prodavali/*prodavala molodaja ženščina i malčik

tickets soldPl/*SglFem

young woman and boy

‘A young woman and a little boy were selling the tickets.’
(47)

Bilety prodavali/*prodavala kakaja-to ženščina i devočka

tickets soldPl/*SglFem

some

woman and little girl

‘Some woman and a little girl were selling the tickets.’
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Since animate conjoined subjects of transitive verbs are exempt from the definiteness effect
observed for subjects of intransitive verbs, and on the basis of further evidence with regards to
the position of the verb and the postverbal subject in these constructions (see sec 4.1 below), I
would like to argue that the structure for these inverted order transitive constructions is distinct
from the one proposed for intransitive predicates in Locative Inversion above. It is different from
Locative Inversion in that it has a uniform argument structure frame and a distinct position of the
postverbal subject.

4.1

Postverbal Subject Paradox in Russian
There exist several views as to the general position of the verb in Russian (King (1994),

Schoorlemmer (1995), Babyonyshev (1996), Bailyn (2001), (2004), as well as the corresponding
position of the postverbal subject. While King (1994), Schoorlemmer (1995) argue that Russian
is a verb raising language in the sense of Pollock (1989), evidence on the contrary is provided in
Bailyn (2004), Babyonyshev (1996), Brown (1999). The controversial nature of the verb
movement tests in Russian (as well as other languages with relative freedom of word order) lies
in the availability of scrambling and information structure means that can accommodate various
word order possibilities, thus concealing the well-established contrasts observed in Germanic and
Romance to diagnose the position of the verb154.

154

A word of caution is also due as to the reliability of adverbial modification as a test for syntactic constituency in
general. A number of recent accounts e.g., Ernst (2002) provide evidence that predicational adverbs are sensitive to
specific type of semantic argument with particular additional characteristics specific to individual adverbs. The
grammaticality of adverbial modification on this view boils down to semantic selection where the sentence is
grammatical once all the lexico-semantic requirements are fulfilled. Since the semantic requirements of a given
adjunct are needed independently of syntax, this approach eliminates all syntactic machinery proposed for adverb
modification (i.e., Cinque (1999) among many others).
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Stjepanović (2003) in her discussion of postverbal subject position in Serbo-Croatian (a
scrambling language) proposes the following test to detect verb raising in a language with
freedom of word order. In a minimal pair (48), a sentential adverb precedes or follows the verb.
The two positions are distinct with respect to the interpretation: while (48)a is ambiguous
between subject-oriented and manner adverb, (48)b is not ambiguous with the adverb expressing
a manner component. The fact that, in contrast to (48)a, (48)b can only have a manner reading
indicates that the verb in SC can move across the manner but not across sentential adverbs. On
the assumption that sentential adverbs are adjoined to TP, the position of the verb is higher than
the VP but lower than the TP (see (49) for the corresponding structure below).

(48)a. Marko mudro savjetuje Mariju

Stjepanović (2003:10)

Marko wisely advises to Marija
‘Marko is advising Marija in a wise manner.’
‘It is wise that Marko is advising Marija.’
b. Marko savjetuje mudro Mariju
Marko advises wisely Marija
‘ Marko is advising Marija in a wise manner.’
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(49)

TP
ru
NPi
T’
Marko ru
vP
ru
mudro
vP
ru
ti
VP
ru
Vk
NP
savjetue
Mariju

The similar strategy applied to Russian reveals a different result: the Russian counterpart
of (48)b in (50)b is not acceptable, which can be viewed as evidence in favor of the view that
Russian lacks V0-to-T0 movement in line with Bailyn (2004), but unlike the position taken in
Babyonyshev (1996), Schoorlemmer (1995) among others.

(50)a. Vasja pravil’no otrugal Mašu
Vasja correctly scolded Maša
‘Vasja scolded Maša and it was the right thing to do.’
‘Vasja scolded Maša in the right manner.’
b.* Vasja otrugal pravil’no Mašu
Vasja scolded correctly Maša
‘Vasja scolded Maša in the right manner.’

The above observation on the position of the verb creates a paradox with the position of the
postverbal subject. A postverbal subject may behave as if it is in the Spec, TP position and thus
can antecede a ‘svoj’ reflexive and control into a gerund (see (51) below).
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(51)a. Svoji bilety v teatr prodali Petja i Vasja
self’si tickets to theater sold Petjai and Vasjai
‘Petja and Vasja sold their theater tickets.’
b. Ožidaja bolšuju vyručku, bilety v teatr prodavali Petja i Vasja
expecting a big profit

tickets to the theater sold Petja and Vasja

‘Petja and Vasja were selling theater tickets expecting a big profit.’

Provided that the verb is in a low position and the subject is high, we are faced with a
paradox: while the verb precedes the subject on the surface, it behaves as if it is lower than the
subject in the structure155.
One possibility to derive this effect that has also been explored and eventually rejected in
Stjepanović (2003) for Serbo-Croatian (see also Saccón (1993) for a similar strategy adopted for
Italian) is to assume a structure in (52) where the object NP moves to a TP adjoined position,
while the subject subsequently moves to Spec, TP, a right Specifier position. The obligatory
plural verb agreement in this case is contingent on movement to the Spec, TP position and results
from a Spec/Head agreement mechanism. In such a structure, the verb need not raise to a high
position in order to precede a high (VP-external) subject.

155

Again, I have to admit that this paradox might be only apparent given the questionable reliability of the adverbial
test combined with the specific restrictions observed for standard Russian subjecthood tests (Franks (1995)). Recall
that in Chapter 4, I note that the reflexive binding test is sensitive to a possession relation and both gerund control
and binding tests cannot be applied with inanimate subjects.
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(52)

TP
ei
NPiAcc
TP
ru
T’
ru
T0
vP
ru
ConjP{uφ:pl}
v’
ru
v
VP

ru

V’
ru
V

ti

One more possibility of the analysis that can potentially be explored here is to assume, following
Bailyn (2004), that verb movement to T0 occurs in Russian but only in instances of Generalized
Inversion.156 A VP evacuation structure can be proposed, where in order to capture the surface
word order correctly, one has to assume that the verb moves past Spec, TP to the head of a
functional projection FP above TP; the object NP moving to the specifier of FP (see (53)). The
conjoined subject moves to the Spec, TP resulting in the plural agreement with T0, thus capturing
the corresponding subjecthood properties of the postverbal subjects with transitive verbs as well.

156

Bailyn (2004) unites multiple constructions such as locative inversion, adversity impersonals, possessive PP
constructions etc. under one term Genaralized Inversion and suggests a unified analysis for all of them.
Bailyn (2004), however, provides no empirical evidence showing the presence of verb movement in inversion
constructions. His reasoning relies on the testing of the structural positions of the subject and object in these cases
on the basis of binding, scope and weak cross over effect. The data, as well as the analysis, is for the most part
controversial, so I will leave Bailyn's conclusions on hold for now (see Williams (2006) on the criticism of Bailyn
(2004)).
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(53)

FP
ei
NPiAcc
F’
ru
TP
ru
ConjP{uφ:pl} T’
ru
vP
ru
v’

ru
v

VP
ru
V
ti

The two proposals provided above are speculative and I leave the two possibilities of the analysis
for postverbal transitive subjects on the table for now. Further empirical explorations can shed
light on the decision between the two. Since the main focus of the chapter involves intransitive
verb types in the Inversion configuration, I leave the intricacies of the general inverted word
order patterns in Russian including the transitive pattern for future research (see Bailyn (2004),
Williams (2006) on empirical arguments for two contrasting views of non-canonical word order
in Russian).

4.2

Inanimate Conjoined Subjects: Analysis of the FCA pattern

As the next step of my analysis, I am returning to inanimate conjoined subjects of
transitive verbs where, as I have observed above, agreement with first conjunct is possible. The
relevant data is repeated in (54) below.
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(54)a. Bilety prodavali/*prodaval
tickets soldPl/*Sgl

Petja i Vasja

transitive

Petja and Vasja

‘Petja and Vanja were selling (the) tickets.’
b. Bilety ?prodavali/prodaval
tickets sold?PL/Sgl

avtomat i kassa
machine and cashier’

‘The machine and the cashier’s were selling the tickets.’

In general, inanimate subjects of transitive verbs (regular NP as well as ConjP) have been
observed to have a special nature in various sources both in Russian as well as other languages
(see Folli and Harley (2007) and references therein). Interesting examples and an intriguing
discussion of animacy effects in Italian, Greek and Russian is offered in Folli and Harley
(2008:197). In their study, they are concerned with animacy in external argument position. They
observe that DPs which refer to inanimate entities are more restricted in their distribution than
DPs, which refer to animate entities. According to Folli and Harley (2007), whether an XP
denoting an inanimate entity can or cannot be a felicitous subject of a transitive verb depends on
whether it can or cannot be an appropriate Causer.
The Russian data Folli and Harley (2007) discuss is the observation that
perfective/imperfective form of the verb matters for making an inanimate subject a felicitous
transitive subject in Russian. As is shown in (54) below, while an inanimate NP is freely
acceptable as a subject of an imperfective verb, additional restrictions apply if the verb is
perfective157. No restriction of this kind exists for animate subjects.

157

Folli and Harley (2007) use the sign # for subject DPs that cannot be licensed in a subject position due to
incompatibility between teleological capability of the subject and argument structure of the verb they combine with.
The sign # does not directly correspond to a * notation. The examples are grammatical, but their interpretation is odd
in the sense that an animatized reading of an inanimate DP subjects is required.
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(55) a. Litsenzija pozvoljala imet’ sobaku
lisence permit Imp

(Folli and Harley, 2007:8)

to have a dog

‘The license allowed us to have a dog.’
b.#Litsenzija pozvolila imet’ sobaku
lisence permits Perf

to have a dog

(56) a. Hozjain pozvoljal nam imet’ sobaku
landlord permit Imp us to have a dog
‘The landlord allowed us to have a dog.’
b. Hozjain pozvolil nam imet’ sobaku
landlord permit Perf us

to have a dog

Interestingly, in parallel to the observations by Folli and Harley (2008), inanimate conjoined
subjects of transitive verbs allow FCA only in the imperfective verb form. The change of the
verb into perfective blocks the Sg agreement option. Interestingly with plural agreement, the use
of a perfective verb is still possible, contra to Folli and Harley’s (2008) observation158.

(57)a. Imet’ požiznennuju pensiju

?pozvoljali/ pozvoljala

licenzija i

to have lifetime retirement money permittedImp ?PL/Imperf Sgl license and
orden veterana truda
veteran’s of labor medal
‘The license and the veteran’s medal of labor allowed (us) to have a
lifetime retirement money.’
158

I leave an explanation to this NP vs ConjP contrast open.
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b.

Imet’ požiznennuju pensiju

?pozvolili/*pozvolila

licenzija i

to have lifetime retirement money ?permittedPerf ?PL/Perf*Sgl license and
orden veterana truda
veteran’s of labor medal
(58)a. Bilety v kino

?prodali/*prodal

avtomat i lotereja

tickets to the movies soldPerf ?PL/Perf*Sgl machine and lottery
‘The machine and the cashier sold tickets to the movies.’
b. Bilety v kino

prodavali/prodaval

avtomat i lotereja

tickets to the movies soldImp ?PL/Imperf Sgl machine and lottery
‘The machine and the cashier sold out the tickets to the movies.’
(59)a. Avtomat prodaval bilety v kino
machine was selling tickets to the movies
‘The machine was selling tickets to the movies.’

b.??Avtomat prodal bilety v kino
machine sold tickets to the movies
‘The machine sold out the tickets.’

I would like to argue that the FCA with inanimate subjects of transitive verbs is possible
due to an optional low position available to inanimate transitive subjects. This low position
becomes available by virtue of the possibility of the ‘existential’ perspective structure frame
underlying imperfective transitive verbs when combined with inanimate subjects.
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Evidence for the underlying ‘existential’ frame comes from Dowty (1991) type of effects
of delimited eventuality where the initial non-delimited eventuality described by a predicate
becomes delimited (telic) by a particular choice of a direct object.

(60) a. Patricia ate grapes for an hour.
b.*Patricia ate a bunch of grapes for an hour.

As is shown in (60), the choice of a specific quantity object with an imperfective verb form also
precludes the possibility of FCA, something that is predicted if the FCA is available exactly
where ‘existential’ perspective structure frame can be accommodated. Recall that one of the
conditions for availability of an ‘existential’ structure frame and the corresponding verb
‘bleaching’ is a Presupposed Equivalence (see Chapter 3). For the Presupposed Equivalence to
hold the verb is required to be imperfective and express a non-delimited eventuality.

(61)a. Kuču biletov prodavali/*prodaval avtomat i kassa
a pile of tickets was sellingIMP PL/*Sg

machine and cashier

‘The machine and the cashier were selling a pile of tickets.’
b. Kuču biletov prodavali/*prodaval Petja i Vasja
a pile of tickets was sellingIMP PL/*Sg

Petya i Vasya

‘Petja and Vasja were selling a pile of tickets.’

Thus, it appears that, if the verb is imperfective and other conditions for Presupposed
equivalence to hold are intact, inanimate conjoined subjects can occur in an adjoined to VP
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position where agreement with the first conjunct proceeds in a fashion similar to intransitive
verbs. In the absence of vP-layer and the subject XP adjoined to VP position (see Chapter 3 for
more detail), in line with the view that theta roles are interpretations of structural relations (Hale
and Keyser (1993)), the subject XP is not interpreted as a Causer, as in a regular transitive
construction, but rather as Originator, a theta role interpretation proposed for subjects of
transitive expletive constructions in Dutch and Icelandic, as well as cases of English
representational there constrictions in Levin and Rappaport (1995)159.
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If the verb is perfective and there are conditions that interfere with the Presupposed Equivalence,
the ‘existential’ perspective structure frame becomes unavailable. The argument can no longer
occupy the right-adjoined to VP position. In this case, I assume that inanimate conjoined subjects
are base-generated in Spec, vP where they subsequently move to Spec, TP position and receive
an obligatory Pl agreement in the Spec, Head configuration on par with animate conjoined
subjects (see also a rightward specifier analysis above that can also apply here).

159

This line of analysis might also shed new light on the original observation from Folli and Harley (2008) that
inanimate XPs follow certain restrictions as to whether they can be felicitous as subjects of transitive verbs and be
‘appropriate’ Causers. If the use of the perfective form correlates with a high subject position (Causer) and the use
of an imperfective verb form is compatible with a low subject position (Originator), then the additional restrictions
that contribute to felicity of an inanimate subject as Causers might be contextual triggers that are needed to make an
inanimate argument compatible with a higher position. Apparently, while the lower position is available in all cases
to animate/inanimate subjects, additional justifications (‘teleology’), contextual and aspectual requirements have to
be met for an inanimate subject to occupy a high (Causer) position. I leave a more precise formal account of the
‘teleology’ restriction for future research.
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(63)

FP
ei
NPiAcc
F’
ru
TP
ru
ConjP{uφ:pl} T
ru
vP
ru
v’

ru
v

V

VP
ru

ti

A special note here is due on the effectiveness of FCA as an unaccusativity diagnostic
(Babyonyshev (1996), Harves (2002)). I have shown empirically that FCA is not sensitive to the
unaccusativity of the verb per se, but it is sensitive to the properties of the conjoined subjects. In
particular: (i) animacy (in terms of thematic interpretation) (ii) referentiality (definiteness) of
the NPs (iii) context prominence of the conjoined members (iv) post-verbal position of the
subject. All of these factors, however, in the frame of the analysis suggested here, play a role in
a VP-internal/VP-external subject position distinction, but only partially reflect the verb’s
unaccusativity. The conclusion that I reach in this chapter is that FCA (similar to Locative
Inversion and Gen of Neg (ch.3)) is an example of an indirect unaccusativity diagnostic: it is
sensitive to the VP-internal vs VP-external position distinction, but it is not an ‘unaccusative’
diagnostic in the classic sense of unaccusative versus unergative predicate distinction.
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5.

Unresolved Puzzles

There is an additional important point of observation with respect to conjunction of animate
arguments. Animate subjects cannot be combined with inanimate subjects into a conjoined
phrase in Russian (see (64), (65),(66))160.

(64)* Vasja i
Vasja and

bankomat

bankmachine are working/is working

(65)* Maša i posylka
Masha and

rabotajut/et

prišli/la

v odno vremja

parcel arrivedPl/Sgl at the same time

(66)* Petja i avtomat prodali 1000 biletov
Petja and machine sold 1000 tickets

One plausible direction for the analysis is to propose that the impossibility of combining
animate and inanimate NPs into conjoined phrases follows from distinct thematic interpretations
they bear. If the process of conjunction requires an identity of argument interpretations, the
ungrammaticality in (64)-(66) is expected.
This line of account, however, would predict that verbs of lexical semantics which make
no distinction between animate/inanimate arguments must allow conjunctions of NPs of mixed
animacy. As it was shown in Chapter 2, verbs that are not sensitive to animacy of an argument in
unaccusativity diagnostics include verbs of existence, verbs of posture and 'die'. The prediction,
however, does not hold true: as is shown in (67) below existential and verbs of posture do not
permit a conjunction of an animate and inanimate NP.
160

While the role of animacy in agreement with conjoined subjects has been discussed at length in Corbett (1979),
(1983), (2000), the ungrammaticality of NP-conjunction with mixed animacy has not been noted in Corbett's work
or other sources before to the best of my knowledge.
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(67)a.* Na ulice stojali/stojal kakoj-to mal'čik i kakoj- to čemodan
in the street stood

some kind boy and some kind suitcase

b.* V komnate byli deti i stulja
in the room were children and chairs

Similarly, the wrong prediction with respect to thematic identity account arises for subjects of
transitive verbs. If transitive subjects uniformly receive an Agent interpretation (as proposed in
chapter 2), it is unclear why a conjunction of animate and inanimate NP is not acceptable as a
subject of transitive verb in (68) below.

(68)* Petja i avtomat prodali 1000 biletov
Petja and machine sold 1000 tickets

Additional evidence showing an important difference between animate and inanimate NP
with respect to conjunction is provided by comitative conjuction. While singular and plural
agreement options are generally available when both conjuncts are uniformly animate or
inanimate, plural agreement becomes impossible if one of the conjoined subjects is inanimate
(see (69)c) or non-human (see (69)b).

(69)a. Molodaja
young

devuška

s mal'čikom

ušla/ušli

girl

with boy

leftSgl/Pl

'A young girl with a boy left.'
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b. Molodja
Young

devuška

s sobačkoj

ušla/*ushli

girl

with doggie

leftSgl/*Pl

'A young girl with a doggie left.'
c. Molodaja
Young

devuška

s čemodanom ušla/*ushli

girl

with suitcase leftSgl/*Pl

'A young girl with a suitcase left.'

Comitative phrases have been argued to occur in at least three functions: conjuncts, verbal
modifiers, and nominal modifiers. These functions match to interpretational differences as well
as structure. Consider example (70) below (Larson and Vassilieva (2005:103)).

(70)

Mal’čiki s devočkami tancevali
boys

with girls

danced

a. ‘The boys and the girls danced’

Conjunct

b. ‘The boys danced with the girls’

Verbal modifier

c. ‘The boys who had/were with girls danced’

Nominal modifier

Vassilieva and Larson (2005) point to the fact that verb agreement with comitative conjunction
of two singular NPs correlates with conjunct versus adjunct interpretation. In particular, plural
agreement patterns with conjunct semantics only, while singular agreement patterns with adjunct
semantics.
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(71)

Mal’čik s devočkoj ušli domoj
boy

with girl left-PL home

‘The boy and the girl went home.’

conjunction

*‘The boy (the one with the girl) left home.’ NP-adjunct
*‘The boy went home with the girl.’
(72)

Mal’čik s devuškoj

ušel

boy

left-Sg home

with girl

VP-adjunct

domoj

‘The boy went home with the girl’

VP-adjunct

‘The boy (the one with the girl) left home’

NP-adjunct

*‘The boy and the girl went home’

conjunction

Comitative conjuncts are assumed to have the structure parallel to true conjunction as in (73),
while verbal and nominal modifiers are structurally represented as adjuncts to VP and NP
respectively (see (74), (75) (Vassilieva and Larson (2005)161) 162.
(73)

DP
e]i
DP
P
DP

161

I did not adopt the structure in (73) for my analysis (see Munn (1993) on syntactic arguments in favor of the
asymmetry between the two conjuncts in a regular conjunction).
162
See Stassen (2000), Haspelmath (2000), Citko (2005) on two strategies of forming of a conjunction ('and' and
'with') available in Russian and several other Slavic languages. In languages with both options, the comitative
express joint relationships (' a teacher with her students'), while the conjunctive option is a combination of equal
parts ('a man and a woman'). With comitatives, agreement is either singular, thus with the head noun, or, if the
subject is restated as a pronoun, it is plural (e.g., “the bookstore with its coffee shop, they…”) (Citko, 2005). English
does not use two separate methods of conjunction to distinguish between comitative and conjunctive meanings. The
prosody can be used to disambiguate them by making the first conjunct more prominent, and comitative
interpretations of conjoined noun phrases become possible.
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(74)

(75)

VP
ru
PP
VP
ru
P
DP
NP
ru
NP
PP
ru
P
NP

Since, according to Vassilieva and Larson (2005), plural agreement with comitative conjunction
correlates with a true conjunction interpretation ('and'), while singular agreement correlates with
NP or VP-adjoined structure, the observation in (52) suggests that while animate arguments can
appeal to both regular conjoined structure, as well as adjunction possibilities, regular conjoined
structure is impossible if one of the arguments is inanimate.

6.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have shown empirically that FCA is not sensitive to the unaccusativity of the
verb per se, but it is sensitive to the properties of the conjoined subjects. In particular, the
properties of the conjoined subjects that play a role in the possibility of agreement with the first
conjunct are: (i) animacy (in terms of thematic interpretation) (ii) referentiality (definiteness) of
the NPs (iii) context prominence of the conjoined members (iv) position of the subject with
respect to the verb. While (i) and (ii) were shown to be the prerequisites for a VP-internal
position of the conjoined subject, these factors only partially overlap with VP-internal position
of the subject connected to verb’s unaccusativity. The conclusion that I reached in this chapter
is that FCA is an example of an indirect unaccusativity diagnostic: it is sensitive to the VP-
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internal vs. VP-external position distinction, but it is not an ‘unaccusative’ diagnostic in the
classic sense of unaccusative versus unergative predicate distinction.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
Чтоб к вам на все лето гости приехали!
(простонародное пожелание от жителя Одессы).
I wish you a relatives' visit that lasts a summer long!
(a folklore wish from someone from Odessa (resort city)).

In this dissertation, I discussed the effects animacy of an argument can cause in syntax
and morpho-syntax of a language. I have shown that animacy plays a non-trivial role at several
levels of linguistic representation.
The main theme of this dissertation is that the animacy contrasts are structurally
represented. I proposed that animate and inanimate arguments may (under certain conditions)
bear different thematic roles, and that these correspond to different structural positions at LF. In
turn, these differences interact with the syntax of unaccusativity diagnostics, the morphosyntax
of agreement and the like, to provide an account of the observed effects.
The dissertation consisted of three main parts: The Unaccusativity Hypothesis: Animacy
as Agentivity and Beyond (Chapter 1), Context Sensitive Unaccusativity: Russian and Italian
Parallels (Chapter 2), and The Interaction of Animacy and Verb Agreement (Chapter 3). A
concise summary of each of the chapters is provided in the sections below.
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1.

Chapter 1:Unaccusativity Hypothesis: Animacy as Agentivity and Beyond
One level of structure where I showed that animacy plays a crucial role is argument

structure. Based on a careful investigation of the interaction of animacy and unaccusativity tests
in Russian, I have argued that apart from Agent/Theme role interaction which underlies
agentivity effects with variable behavior verbs, there exists an additional level of contrast which
is characteristic of all unaccusative predicates: Experiencer/Theme interaction. I have argued that
the crucial key to defining this interaction is to analyze the literal animacy of an argument as a
potential, rather than a requirement, condition for receiving more than one thematic
interpretation and occuring in more than one argument structure frame. This condition is
formalized as an Experiencer Condition in (1) below.

(1)

Animate arguments of unaccusative verbs are potential Experiencers.
The potential must be realized if possible (see below for detail).

The additional theta role in the analysis is connected to the presence/absence of ApplP layer in
the structure, where raising to Spec, ApplP is required for animate but not inanimate arguments.
Below I provide a brief illustration of the data pattern as well as the mechanism proposed
behind the Experiencer Condition in (1). VP-external distribution of animate subjects of
unaccusative verbs is illustrated by means of a distributive po-phrase in (2) and measure prefix –
na in (3). Arguments of verbs prefixed with na- measure prefixe, as well as complements of a
distributive po-phrase in Russian have been argued to follow a VP-internal distribution (Pesetsky
(1982), Borik (1995) among others). The contrast below, illustrated for two typical unaccusative
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verbs redden and grow, however, appears to be puzzling: animate and inanimate single
arguments are not parallel with respect to the VP-internal distribution.

Distr po-phrase
(2) a. Po jabloku
Po apple

krasnelo na každom dereve
reddened on each tree

‘An apple reddened on each of the trees’
b.*Po studentu krasnelo v každoi gruppe
po student Dat blushed in each group
‘A student blushed in each of the groups’
Verb Prefixation
(3)

a. Mnogo travy naroslo za vesnu
A lot of grass grew in spring
‘A lot of grass has grown over the spring’
b.*Mnogo detei naroslo za vesnu
Many children grew in spring
‘A lot of children have grown over the spring'

In Chapter 1, I argued that the above contrast arise as a mismatch between an structural
implementation of the Experiencer Condition in (1) and the domain of licensing of a
quantificational prefix and the distributive po-phrase. While inanimate arguments may occur VPinternally, thus, within the licensing of the na-prefix and distributive po-phrase, animate
arguments, raise to an Experiencer position in Spec, ApplP located structurally higher than the
licensing domains of these tests causing ungrammaticality(see (4) below).
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(4)

vP
ru

v’
ru
v0
ApplP
ei
XPExperiencer Appl’
ei
verb prefixation
Appl0
VP
ei
V’
ei
na- V0
XPTheme

2.

Chapter 2:Context Sensitive Unaccusativity: Russian and Italian Parallels
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I was concerned with one more type of argument

structure contrast. This contrast involves the non-uniform behavior of typical unergative
predicates. In particular, I was investigating the well-known instances of unaccusative behavior
observed with typical unergative predicates in Russian

(Babby (1980), (2001) Partee and

Borschev (2002) among others) as well as similar ones beyond Russian, e.g., Italian (Lonzi
1986), Spanish (Torrego 1989), Hebrew (Borer (2005).
The Russian data involved Genitive of Negation and Locative Inversion. Normally, only
VP-internal arguments can take Genitive case under negation, thus (5), is ungrammatical with a
genitive subject of an unergative verb. However, typical unergative verbs in Russian ('play',
'work', 'hide' etc.) can be acceptable with Gen of Neg in special existential contexts and/or in a
Locative Inversion frame (see (6), (7) below) (Babby (1980), (2001) Partee et al (2011) among
others).
(5)*

detej

ne igralo

na bajane

Gen of Neg

childrenGen not played on bayan
‘Children were not playing the bayan’
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Context: Na zabrošenom zavode upal i razbilsja Saša.

(Babby, 2001: 50-51)

‘Sasha fell and was badly hurt at the abandoned factory’
(6)

Tam bolše ne igraet nikakih detej
there more not play no childrenGen
‘There are no longer any children playing there’

(7)

Na ulice

igrali deti

in street

played chilren

Locative Inversion

‘there were children playing in the street’

In Italian, in parallel to the Russian data, ne-cliticization, a standard unaccusativity test for
diagnosing the VP-internal position of an argument, has been shown to be possible with typical
unergative verbs under the verb's special 'eventive'/'existential' interpretation (Lonzi (1986),
Calabrese and Maling (2009) among others).

(8) Ne giocano sempre solo tre (di bambini)
ne play always only three (of children)
‘Only three of them always play’
(9) Ne camminerà tanta (di gente) su quei marciapiedi
ne walk

many of people on those sidewalk

‘Many will walk on those sidewalks’
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In my account, I have proposed a further development of Partee and Borschev (2002), Partee et
al (2011) analysis of Gen of Neg subjects and suggested to extend it to account for acceptability
of unergative verbs in Locative Inversion in Russian. I have shown that Locative Inversion
corresponds to one of the Perspective Structure choices: the Existential Perspective structure.
I further proposed that what lies behind the unaccusative behavior of unergative verbs is
an structural ambiguity of two argument structures which alternate freely with reference to the
choice of the Perspectival Center assumed by the speaker. The two argument structures were
shown to be structurally disambiguated by Gen of Neg, Locative Inversion in Russian, as well as
ne-cliticization and bare plural subjects in Italian.
An argument structure corresponding to unaccusative behavior of unergative verbs
(Existential Perspective structure) is demonstrated for Locative Inversion in Russian and necliticzation in Italian in (10) and (11) respectively. With a vP-layer argued to be absent, subjects
of unergative verbs have to be base generated VP-internally, adjoined to VP. The relevant
structural configuration for subjects of uneragive verbs is demonstrated in (10) below.
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(11)

ne-cliticization

	
  	
  

Italian

TP

ei

T'

wo

T
ty

VP

ne aux
'of them'

wo
VP
XP
ei solo tre tne

VP
giocano
‘played’

‘only three’

In addition, I have suggested a line of analysis for the participial agreement generalization
(Belletti (2001) where I argued that it arises as a morphological agreement effect. In line with
Sorace (2000), Bentley (2002), (2006) among others, I have argued against the exact mapping
between auxiliary selection and ne-cliticization.

3.

Interaction of Animacy and Verb Agreement

In Chapter 3 of my dissertation I have provided a novel account of the agreement
alternations with QNP subjects in Russian. I argued that a more elaborate view of the VP-internal
vs. VP-external distribution of (intransitive) subjects proposed in Chapter 1 and 2 is a crucial
component of a complete generative account of QNP agreement alternations.
The topic of agreement with Russian numeral phrases has received a substantial amount
of attention in the literature. It has been widely noticed in the literature (Švedova (1970), Revzin
(1978), Corbett (1979), (1983), Pesetsky (1982) among others) that numeral phrases in Russian
can induce plural or neuter singular agreement on the verb.
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(12)

pjat’ krasivyh devušek

prišli/ prišlo

five beautiful girls

arrivedPL/NeutSgl

The most substantial work on agreement with quantified subjects in Russian has been done in
corpus studies (Corbett (1983), (2000), (2006) and Robblee (1993)). Corbett (1983) identifies
two factors that determine agreement with QNP subjects in Russian: precedence and animacy.
Robblee (1993) observes that agreement resolution is also sensitive to the predicate type. The
relevant data pattern is illutrated in (13) and (14) below. While both (13), (14) involve an
intransitive verb (unergative/unaccusative), only animate counterparts in (13)a, (14)a allow
optionality of agreement. In contrast to (13), (14), subjects of transitive transitive verbs show no
animacy contrast in (15).

(13)

a.

pjat’ mal’čikov rosli/roslo
Five boys

b.

(14)

a.

b.

(15)

a.

b.

bez materi.

were /was growing up without a mother

pjat’ kustov pomidor ??rosli/ rabotalo

na verande.

Five tomato plants ??were/was growing

on the patio

pjat’

studentov byli/bylo

v Londone

five

studentsGen were/wasPl/Neut

in London

pjat’

stuljev ??byli/bylo

v Londone/v komnate

five

chairsGen ??were/was??Pl/Neut

in London/in the room

pjat’

studentov

polučili/lo

stipendiju

Five

studentsGen

receivedPl/Neut scholarship

pjat’

izdanij

?napečatali/napečatalo etu statju

Five

volumesGen

published?Pl/Neut

this article
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Another factor that has been argued to play a role in agreement resolution is definite/specific
interpretation of the QNP (Revzin (1978), Pesetsky (1982))
In Chapter 3, I have proposed a uniform account of agreement patterns with QNP subjects
in Russian, which captures a number of original generalizations from corpus studies as well as
generative linguistic traditions. I have argued that animacy condition on agreement with QNP
subjects results from the interaction between argument structure positions intransitive subjects
can occupy and the locality restrictions on semantic agreement. The structure in (16) is an
illustration of a structural configuration that underlies the agreement alternations with QNP
subjects. I argued for three positions QNP subjects can occupy in a clause structure which lead to
three different agreement patterns: obligatorily NeutSgl for inanimate, non-specific QNPs,
optionality between NeutSg and Pl agreement for animate, non-specific QNPs, and obligatory Pl
for specific/definite QNPs.
(16)

TP

ru
QNPSpecific
T’
ru
T0
vP/ApplP

ei
QNPAg/Exp
Appl’
e i
Appl0
VP
ei
V0
QNPTheme

In my analysis, the morpho-syntactic agreement was connected to an abstract Nom Case feature,
where only categories specified for Nom Case can be accessible to morpho-syntactic agreement.
A QNP category, lacking a Case feature, is inacccessible to morpho-syntactic agreement, nonagreeing QNP subject spelled out with a default agreement option NeutSg. Semantic agreement,
which is argued to be local can become accessible only to VP-external positions: thus, animate
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subjects of unaccusative verbs (QNPAg/Exp) and specific QNPs by virtue of mapping to a
Restrictive Clause domain for interpretation (in line with Diesing’s (1992) Mapping Hypothesis).
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Appendix I
1.

Sample Data Questionnaire for Russian Speakers (Russian)

Task 1. Read the context and evaluate the sentence using three possible categories:
A: perfect B: strange C: unacceptable
(1)

В нашем саду росло три яблони. Вчера так случилось, что:
По яблоку упало с каждого дерева.

(2)

В нашем спортзале три тренажера. Вчера так случилось, что:
По спортсмену упало с каждого тренажера.
Evaluation:

(3)

Над нашим крылцом большой ветвистый дуб. Прошлой осенью:
Много листьев нападало на наше крыльцо.
Evaluation:

(4)

В нашем тренажерном зале плохие тренажеры. Спортсмены с них часто
падают. За последний месяц:
Много спортсменов нападало с тренажеров
Evaluation

Evaluation:

(6)

В нашей фирме три главных офиса. На прошлой неделе:
По письму пришло из каждого офиса
Evaluation
В нашем полку две роты. Солдаты зачастую ходят к нам в штаб.
На этой неделе:
По солдату пришло от каждой роты
Evaluation

(7)

В нашем полку две роты. Солдаты зачастую идут к нам в штаб
за провизией. На этой неделе:
По солдату шло от каждой роты
Evaluation

(8)

В нашем полку две роты. К нам регулярно отправляют солдат мелкими
группами для сельхозработ. В этот раз:
По солдату пришло от каждой роты
Evaluation

(9)

Мы развели три костра. Поделили дрова. Получилось так что:
По ветке горело в каждом костре
Evaluation

(10)

На улице одновременно загорелось несколько зданий. Судя по истошным
крикам:
В каждом здании горело по жильцу
Evaluation

(11)

На развалинах после битвы живых уже не осталось. Вокруг ещё всё горело.
Жуткая картина.
В каждом здании горело по жильцу
Evaluation

(5)
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(12)

На улице сгорело несколько зданий. Как выяснилось позже:
В каждом здании сгорело по жильцу

Evaluation

(13)

Мы делали шашлык и долго ждали пока:
Нагорело много углей

Evaluation

(14)

У нас в доме вечно что-то или кто-то горит. В этом году:
Нагорело много жильцов

Evaluation

(15)

Я с удовольствием занимаюсь разведением кроликов. Этим летом у нас:
Наросло много травы для них
Evaluation

(16)

Я с удовольствием наблюдаю за детьми во дворе. В этом году у нас
во дворе:
Наросло много детей
Evaluation
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2.

Sample Data Questionnaire for Russian Speakers (English)

Task 1. Read the context and evaluate the sentence using three possible categories:
A: perfect B: strange C: unacceptable
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Three apple trees grow in our garden. Yesterday it happened that:
Po jabloku
upalo s každogo dereva
Evaluation:
po apple
fell
from each tree
‘An apple fell from each tree.’
We have three machines in our gym. Yesterday it happened that:
Po sportsmenu
upalo s každogo trenažera.
po athlete
fell
from each machine
‘An athlete fell from each of the machines.’

Evaluation:

We have a big oak tree with many branches over our porch. Last fall:
Mnogo listjev
napadalo
na naše kryl’co
many tree leaves
na-fallen
onto our porch
Evaluation:
‘Many trees fell and (piled up) on our porch.’
We have bad machines in our gym. Athletes often fall off them. In the last month:
Mnogo sportsmenov napadalo
s trenažerov
many athelets
na-fallen
from machines
Evaluation
‘Many athletes have fallen off the machines’
Our business has three offices. Last week:
Po pis’mu
prišlo iz každogo ofisa
po letter
arrived from each office
‘A letter arrived from each of the offices.’

Evaluation

(6)

There are two companies in our regiment. Soldiers often come to our headquaters.
This week:
Po soldatu
pribylo
iz každoj roty
po soldier
arrived
from each company
Evaluation
‘A soldier arrived from each of the companies.’

(7)

There are two companies in our regiment. Soldiers often come to our headquaters
to get provisions. This week:
Po soldatu
šlo
ot každoj roty
Evaluation
po soldier
arriveImp
from each company
‘A soldier was arriving from each of the companies’

There are two companies in our regiment. We regularly receive soldiers
in small groups for agriculture/farming tasks. This time:
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(8)

(9)

Po soldatu
prišlo
ot každoj roty
po soldier
arrived
from each company
‘A soldier arrived from each of the companies.’

Evaluation

We made three fires. We separated the firewood. It happened that:
Po vetke
gorelo
v každom kostre
Evaluation
po branch
burned
in each fire
‘A branch was burning in each of the fires.’

(10)

Several buildings caught on fire in this street simultaneously. Judging by the heartchilling screams:
v každom zdanii
gorelo po žil’cu
Evaluation
in each building
burned po tenant
‘A tenant was burning in every building.’

(11)

After the battle there was noone alive in the ruins. Everything around was on fire.
Quite a terrible picture:
V každom
zdanii
gorelo
po žil’cu
Evaluation
in each
building
burned
po tenant
‘A tenant was burning in every building.’

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

A couple of buildings burned down in this street. As we learned later:
V každom zdanii
sgorelo
po žil’cu
Evaluation
in each building
burnedPerf
po tenant
‘A tenant was burning in every building.’
We were making steak and waited for a long time until:
Nagorelo
mnogo uglej
na-burn
many charcoals
‘Many/much charcoal(s) had burned.’

Evaluation

There is always something or somebody on fire in our house. This year:
Nagorelo
mnogo
žil’cov
Evaluation
na-burn
many
tenants
‘Many tenants burned (i.e., died in the fire).’
I enjoy farming. I have a lot of rabbits. This year we have:
Naroslo
mnogo
travy dlja krolikov
na-grow
much
grass for the rabbits
‘There has grown a lot of grass for the rabbits.’
I enjoy watching children in our yard. In this year in our yard:
Naroslo
mnogo
detej
na-grow
many
children
‘There have grown a lot of children in the yard’

Evaluation

Evaluation
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3.

Summary of the Native Speaker Survey

Type of
verb/argument and
context
animate argument
atelic verb
Experiencer context
qs: 7, 10

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

Animate argument
telic verb
Experiencer context
qs: 2,4,6,14,16

2C
4C
6C
14C
16C

animate argument
atelic verb
non-Experiencer
context
qs:11

11C 11C 11C 11A 11B 11C 11A 11B 11B

animate argument
telic verb
non-Experiencer
context
qs: 8,12

8A 8A 8A 8A 8A 8A 8A 8A 8B
12B 12A 12A 12A 12A 12A 12A 12A 12A

Inanimate argument
atelic verb
qs: 9

9A

9A

9B

9A

9A

9B

9B

9B

9B

Inanimate argument
telic verb
qs: 1,3,5, 13, 15

1A
3A
5A
13A
15B

1A
3A
5A
13B
15B

1A
3A
5A
13A
15B

1A
3A
5A
13B
15A

1A
3A
5A
13A
15A

1A
3A
5A
13B
15A

1B
3B
5B
13B
15A

1B
3B
5B
13C
15B

1A
3A
5A
13A
15A

7B 7B 7C 7B 7C 7B 7C 7A 7C
10C 10B 10B 10B 10B 10C 10B 10B 10A

2B
4C
6A
14C
16C

2B
4C
6B
14C
16C

2B
4C
6B
14C
16C

2B
4C
6C
14C
16C

2B
4C
6A
14C
16C

2B
4C
6B
14C
16C

2B
4C
6B
14C
16C

2B
4C
6A
14C
16C
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